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1. INTRODUCTION
What is WATERMODE?
The SEE programme area (South-East Europe) is crossed by relevant freight traffic
flows, originated and directed in- and outside it. This traffic is mainly supported by
road infrastructures that were not planned for these flows. This involves a negative
impact on the territorial competitiveness and environment, due to air pollution, noise
and reduced mobility.
The project objective is to promote the coordination between actors dealing with
logistics for a better management of the transport policies and an efficient
implementation of the multimodal logistics cooperation, especially exploiting the
ground/water connections.
The project will therefore highlight the potentials of the waterways crossing the area,
contributing to the full integration of the maritime and river transport in the logistics
chain. These objectives will be achieved through a set of actions concerning, mainly:
The set up of an updated database of the multimodal facilities in the area,
targeted on the needs of the transport operators (route planners, logistics
service providers). It shall serve as an useful instrument for the decision
making process of the relevant public actors;
The establishment of an enlarged, multilevel transnational network for the
coordination of the policies for the promotion of multimodal transport and the
valorisation of sea and inland waterways shipping, as valuable alternative to
road transport.
The analysis of the competitiveness of multimodal transport compared with
road transport, on three pre-defined routes , by including the external costs in
the overall evaluation (Route 1: Constanta-Wien; Route 2: North AdriaticAegean-Black Sea; Route 3: Bari-Bar-Sofia);
The comparison of current practices of training on safety in ports and logistic
facilities, the draft of common procedures for training of human resources on
safety rules and the signing of a Transnational Memorandum for the
promotion of the best practices in the programme area.

What is Work Package 5?

The aim of the WP is to increase the attractiveness of the water/land multimodal
transport as viable alternative to the road transport. The activities will contribute to
this goal in 2 ways:
- comparing the global costs (internal and external) of the road freight transport with
those of the multimodal transport on 3 predefined routes.
- supporting the improvement of the connections between ports and hinterland
logistics facilities, through the financing of preliminary studies.
Partners will be involved in at least 1 transnational working group for the analysis of
the competitiveness of multimodal transport; these studies are also expected to
contribute to the development of new multimodal connections, even through further
Marco Polo II projects.
Partners will implement at local level analysis consistent with the foreseen
investments for the improvement of the multimodal connections between ports and
the hinterland logistics facilities or transport infrastructures

What is Activity 5.2?
Prefeasibility studies for the improvement of the sustainable transport solutions
between ports and hinterland logistics facilities or transport infrastructures. The
studies will be implemented at local level, in order to contribute to the realisation of
the planned investments in transport infrastructures and logistics.

Partners role in activity 5.2:
The activity will be coordinated by BIC Attk, that will prepare a report with the detailed
of the implemented analysis. Partners involved in the activities will be: APV (also for
the port of Novi Sad), AP Ancona, AP Levante, PBN, Koper, ALEK, EAMA,
Constanta, Luka Bar, Durres

Output of activity 5.2:
Preliminary studies on the improvement of the sustainable transport solutions
between ports and hinterland logistics facilities or transport infrastructures

Expected result of activity 5.2:
Contribution to the development of the local and regional policies for transport and
multimodal logistics

2. Partner: Venice Port Authority
Title of the prefeasibility study: Costs benefit analysis of the LOGIS Port
community system of the port of Venice
Executive summary of the Title of the prefeasibility study:
The Port of Venice's Port Community System (PCS), LogIS, is a web-based IT
system. Its applications enable the management of all ship-related documents and
are divided into modules. This system is a crucial tool for all those involved in the
port

community's

shipping,

port

and

LogIStics

activities,

including

the

Harbourmaster's Office, Shipping Agents, Freight Forwarders, Pilots and Terminal
Operators. The segmentation of the port market has traditionally been oriented
towards the sea-leg component of the transport chain; with port marketing and
competitive strategies being typically formulated to meet the requirements of sea
transport and related shipping services. Thus , this situation must be bound to total
transport and logistics chain , aiming at integrate IWW and land operations and
management. LogIS IWW module, which is the object of the study implemented
within the activity 5.2 of WATERMODE project , is a tool developed to make Venice
ports' potential developing IWW connections and facilities and integrate the land-leg
interface of the trade, logistics, and supply chain system.
It improves main operational and management practices in IWW shipping services
within the framework for Port Single Window concept, and , broadly speaking, port's
landside integration.
The LOGIS software is the tool developed by the Venice Port Authority to improve
the accessibility of the port for the freight flows and to ease the administrative
procedures related to the transhipment of goods in the different transport modes
inside the port. The main advantages of the software are:
1.

increased efficiency and transparency of processes;

2.

increased efficiency in the information flows and exchange;

3.

reduced operational costs for communication and coordination;

4.

increased security in the information exchange.

The development of the IWW module on LogIS will be beneficial as well as the
definition of the priorities for the development of the software and the allocation of its
resources. The cost/benefit analysis will investigate the effects of the PCS of the port
of Venice, currently under implementation, in improving the efficiency of port
operations.

3. Partner: Alexandroupolis Port Authority
Title of the prefeasibility study: Infrastructure investments in the Port of
Alexandroupolis to facilitate (a) Ro-Ro transport from the Asia Minor hinterland to the
European Union, and (b) the Bourgas–Alexandroupolis pipeline.
Executive summary of the Title of the prefeasibility study:
The Port of Alexandroupolis (PoA) is planning a major investment project in order to
develop the Port into a significant player in the eastern Mediterrranean Sea.
Specifically, the PoA plans to: (a) upgrade the container terminal so that it can serve
as a a port for direct calls or as a feeder port, (b) become the port of call for oil tanker
ships that will load crude oil from the Bourgas - Alexandroupolis pipeline.
The proposed project actually consists of several projects, namely: upgrading of the
container terminal, construction of a small port for auxiliary vessels, construction of
the road and rail connections to the main transport networks (Egnatia Road,
Transeuropean Axis IX etc).
The planned investment is expected to have significant impact on the protection of
the environment as it expected to: (a) substitute the road transport from Asia Minor
and the Middle East to Europe with short sea shipping to Alexandroupolis thus
achieving a multimodal scheme of transport, and (b) bypass the shipments of crude
oil via oil tankers through the Dardanelle Straits.
The planned expansion into these two business areas will face strong competition
from other ports in the region, both Greek and foreign. On the other hand, there are
significant difficulties in the effort to complete the project that derive from the global
economic crisis, the general lack of investment funds, and the problems that the PoA
faces as an organization: lack of organizational experience, inadequate human
resources.
As an economic venture, it is estimated that if all projects progresses according to
plan, the PoA will be able to become profitable within 5 years. On the other hand, it is
certain that the success of the PoA’s venture will have significant secondary
multifying effects on the economy of the region

4. Partner: Port Authority Ancona
Title of the prefeasibility study:Former Scalo Marotti Intermodal Platform
Executive summary of the Title of the prefeasibility study:
The Watermode Project aims at increasing the integration of the waterborne
transport modes in the logistics chain, supporting the transnational dimension in
national and local strategies for the enhancement of sea and inland waterway port
infrastructure. This project was designed within the framework of the South East
Europe Programme sponsored by the European Union. The following document
concerns sub-programme number 2 of WP 5, focussing on the improvement of
sustainable transport solutions between ports and hinterland logistics facilities or
transport infrastructures. The Ancona Port Authority (APA) selected the "Scalo
Mariotti" project assessment as its contribution to WP 5.2.
The target area is located betweent the port area and railway station, located just a
few hundred meters from the docks. In the past, the Scalo Marotti was a goods
yard, used for the composition of mail trains and freight car shipment to link Adriatic
and Tyrrhenian seas while at present it lost its function as a platform. The project
aims at re-using this area by implementing an intermodal logistic platform for
unaccompanied transport swap bodies, containers and semi-trailers with O/D the
Port of Ancona, to be loaded/unloaded on/from freight trains.
The purpose related to platform implementing is twofold: developing intermodal
links within regional and national logistics centres by railway should increase the
traffic volume and, contemporarily, reduce air pollution related to heavy road
transport generated by the port. The implementation of Scalo Marotti could be the
first step in the construction of a road/rail/sea intermodal transport link that could
Include Ancona in the main global logistic networks, thus increasing its appeal to
international players. Reducing air pollution is a key issue for the urban system of
Ancona, which, according to a recent research, ranks fifth in the list of Italian most
polluted cities.
Given this teleology, the coherence of the project with European and national
policies and, of course, with SEE programme and the WATERMODE project is a
guarantee. As for regional policies, the project is indicated as a strategic priority by
the proposal n. 19/10 presented November 15th 2010 by the Regional Committee
with regard to the Plan of freight transport and logistic infrastructures. As a matter of

fact, the project is co-financed by Marche Region and APA. Marche Region, on the
basis of its strategic importance for the port role in the next future, is studying the
possibility of incentivizing the ship-to-train transfer of freight transport through public
funding. The incentives seem to be crucial as rail transport's cost is one of the main
criticalities which prevented its real take off, both in Italy and all over Europe.
The project can count on a series of important strengths. The Port of Ancona has a
strategic position at the very heart of Marche Logistic Platform, being close to the
airport, inland port and relevant railway network. It is the main sea gateway for
Marche, Umbria, and Abruzzo Regions. Its central position in the Adriatic area
seems to be privileged to capture traffic flows from the East. According to recent
forecasts the works will be completed within the next two years, permitting the Port
of Ancona to face a series of analogous initiatives in other ports of the Adriatic
region, both in the infrastructure and service areas. From the institutional point of
view, we can stress the remarkable interest showed by national and local
governments

(significant

investments

are

foreseen).

Macroeconomic

and

organisational trends, moreover, seem to strengthen the competitive advantage of
the Multi-port Gateway Regions compared with the Hub and Spoke model.
According to this, the Port of Ancona and Scalo Marotti can provide efficient and
equipped links from the Adriatic to Northern Europe, also - and most importantly offering quick links to the railway network.
A part from external threats which seem to be out of the control of the actors involved
in the Scalo Marotti project - such as the lack of similar priorities in Greece and,
generally speaking, in the Balkans and the competitiveness of other port
infrastructures in the Adriatic sea with better accessibility to transport infrastructures the real challenge to be addressed regards the service. Ports, indeed, are chosen not
only on the basis of their cost effectiveness, but also with regards to the quality of the
services they supply.

5. Partner: BIC OF ATTIKA
Title of the prefeasibility study: The Thriasio Freight Center
Executive summary of the Title of the prefeasibility study:
The Thriasio Freight Center, “Triasion Pedion” is a major investment project
consistιng of several sub projects, namely: upgrading of the container terminal,
construction of a small port for auxiliary vessels, construction of the road and rail
connections to the main transport networks (Αττικί Odos, Transeuropean Axis IX etc)
in the greater Attiki region area by the Greek port of Piraeus.
The planned investment is expected to have significant impact on the protection of
the environment as it is expected to substitute the road and sea transport from Asia
Minor and the Middle & Far East to Europe with sea shipping to the Piraeus container
terminal and the Triasion Pedion, thus achieving a multimodal scheme of transport.
There are significant difficulties in the effort to complete the project deriving from the
global economic crisis, the general lack of investment funds, and the problems that
the Thriasio Freight Center faces as an organization.
The benefits that will derive from the success of the venture will be substantial in
terms of employment, multiplying social and economic effects for the region. and
certainly are worth the risks involved .
The total project investment cost amounts to 343 Million Euros (merchandising centre
and works of interconnection). As an economic venture, it is estimated that if the
project progresses according to the plan, the “Trhriasion” will be able to become
profitable within 5 years. On the other hand, it is certain that the success of the
venture will have significant secondary multiplying effects on the economy of the
region.

6. Partner: NC MPA SA Constantza
Titles of the prefeasibility studies:
1. Bridge over the link canal in Constantza Port
2. Road widening to four road lanes between Gate no.7 and junction area of the "The
bridge at km 0+540 of Black Sea Danube Canal" and the road that links the Gates
no.9 and 8 to the North area of Constantza Port
3. Extension to four lanes of the existing road between the Gates 10 and 10a and
systematization area behind Gate no.10 - Constantza Port (Construction of the
roundabout behind Gate no.10)
Executive summary of the Title of the prefeasibility studies:
1. Title: “Bridge over the link canal in Constantza Port”
This study was already finished (it started in December 2010 and it was finished in
February 2011).
Executive summary:
The main objective of this project is to provide a link road between the future artificial
island located withinConstantza Port area and the rest of the port by construction of a
bridge
The

over
Island

zone

the
has

a

higher

existing
development

channel.
potential

than

the

current North Constanta Port, which should be turn to good account by the
completion of infrastructure works, the main utilities networks, road access and
railways facilities. On the island there is an area of approx. 40 ha that can be made
profitable, potential investors asking about its viability of developing/investing; the
island is also attractive due to its position which allows the construction of deep
quays.
At the moment it is not possible to develop the port area called “the Island” as there
is no link between the island and the rest of the port. A link road is needed to be built
between the Island and the rest of the port for the execution of port infrastructure
works

and

thus

the

area

will

became

more

attractive.

By implementing this project, an important facility for port exploitation will be
available, namely a direct connection, not being necessary to leave the port area,
between the Island, Constanta North Port and the territory located west of the
maritime–river basin. There have been provided works for the execution of an
overpass that will pass over the railway lines, currently serving both the ore terminal

and the scrap iron terminal for berths 91-93, and also over the future railway
connection of the Island to the port railway network, and the construction of a building
for access control at gate 8.
The specific objectives of the project consist of:
- exploitation of the existing quay used for barges awaiting to moor, with a minimum
of

performed

maneuvers,

during

loading-unloading operations;

- extension of the existing territory within breakwaters limits with minimal cost, by
directing to the island the remaining ground from the excavations carried out for
achieving

constructions

both

in

Port

and

in

Constanta

city;

- reducing the cost for execution of port infrastructure works (quays and territories);
- the bridge also provides support for the main utilities networks that will serve the
island.
Without the bridge, the main utility networks will pass under the link canal and thus
the cost of their execution, monitoring and possible repair works are going to
increase.
The project complies with Watermode Priority Axis no. 3: Improvement of the
accessibility

by

creating

new

connections

with

the

artificial

island.

The project is also in accordance with Community Strategic Guidelines for Cohesion
and

Romanian

National

Strategic

Reference

Framework

2007-2013.

The project shall be developed according to environment protection regulations and
contributes to creation of new jobs, both for the project execution and for the
expansion

of

the

business

in

the

future

island

development

area.

The investment has a very high economic return, due to its specific aspects: the
access infrastructure execution (the bridge over the link canal) will allow the
utilization of an ample port territory, with a large surface, where a significant goods’
traffic

is

developed,

according

to

the

considered

project.

This project contributes to the improvement of territorial and economic potential
of Constanta Port, increasing its competitiveness at the Black Sea area. Also
promotes the attractiveness of Constanta region and city taking into account a
sustainable development, physical and knowledge accessibility and environmental
quality.
2. Title: “ Road widening to four road lanes between Gate no.7 and junction area of
“The bridge at Km 0+540 of Black Sea Danube Canal” and the road that links the
Gates no. 9 and 8 to the North area of Constantza Port”
This study was already finished (it started in December 2010 and it was finished in
February 2011).

Executive summary:
Ensuring the connection between the new bypass, the Constanta North Port and the
northern area ofConstanta South Port is
port activity, both in terms of the existing
the future the access to

the North

required

to

traffic and for

future

traffic. If in

South

port will be

area of Constanta

made through gate 8,heavy

improve

traffic for

Constanta

North port will flow through gate7. In this situation, widen the existing road, to four
road

lanes

between

the

bypass

and

gate

7,

is needed.

The project targets the Watermode Priority Axis no. 3: improvement of the
accessibility. Accessibility is considered to be one of the prime requirements for
economic development and growth and finally for territorial cohesion. It facilitates the
movement and interaction of people and the exchange of goods and ideas. All these
aspects

are

of

immense

importance

in South

Eastern

Europe.

The main objective of the project is expansion to four road lanes of the road between
the end of the bypass and gate no.7. The following works are needed in addition to
the road widening in order to ensure a good traffic flow: overpass over railway lines
at the crossing point with Constanta bypass, parking area for trucks on gate 7 area
positioned in the port entering direction, widening the existing road that links gate 7
toConstanta North Port to four road lanes. Relocating the port fence and repairs of
some sectors of the port surveillance road are also needed. On the works’ location
there have been identified several utility networks that require relocation or
protection.
After the project completion, the road traffic flow for entering the port area, on the
existing and on the new roads, will flow as follows: the vehicles will enter on the
roundabout that will be constructed at the end ofConstanta bypass extension. From
this point the vehicles that have as destination the North zone of Constanta South
Port and Constanta North Port will enter on the roundabout and go to the northern
slip road, and from here go on the new overpass that will be constructed within the
current

project.

The project complies with the Community Strategic Guidelines for Cohesion (CSG)
which promotes the expansion and improvement of transport infrastructure,
strengthening of the synergy between environmental protection and growth. This
project

contributes

to

better

connection

links

and

access.

The project is also in accordance with the key aims of the National Strategic
Reference Framework 2007-2013 (NSRF). The project envisage NSRF Priorities and
Actions which are the development of basic infrastructure to European standards,
increasing long-term competitiveness of the Romanian economy (as the Constanta

Port sustains an important part of Romanian economy), and also promoting balanced
territorial development, by creating a new developing area in the river-maritime area.
During the works, environmental impact will be mitigated by measures taken by the
constructor for proper management of waste, safe disposal of dangerous
substances, maintenance of equipment, compliance with program works, preventing
the spills of materials likely to generate accidental pollution of channel water. No
significant excess of air pollution is expected being given the traffic parameters.
The project reaches an economic Internal Rate of Return (EIRR) of 9,57% and a net
present value (NPV) of 29,652 mil LEI, the Updated benefits/Updated costs ratio is
1.54.The Project is considered as economically feasible as EIRR is higher than 5.5%
which

is the

minimum

level

provided

for

the

infrastructure

projects.

This project targets port modernization, increased movement within port area,
providing a good traffic flow into port, easy access on road network outside/ into port
area, which are objectives envisaged in the development plan for Constanta Port.
3. Title: “Extension to four lanes of the existing road between the Gates 10 and 10a
and systematization area behind Gate No. 10 – Constantza Port (Construction of the
roundabout behind Gate No. 10)”
This third study was approved within the last Watermode budget shift. The study
started in September 2011 and is estimated to end in November 2011.
Executive summary:
The extension to four lanes of the existing road between Gate 10 and Gate 10A
became absolutely necessary and urgent to be achieved, due to future completion of
the investment objectives "Bypass of Constanta City" and "Road Bridge over the
Danube

- Black

Sea Canal",

in

the

year

2012.

Considering the fact that by completion of these projects, heavy traffic throughout the
south of ConstantaPort will be out of town and conducted on this route, it is
anticipated a traffic jam at the access Gate 10A, even from the early days of its
operation.
The blockage will be determined by the fact that both bypassing of Constanta city
and road bridge over the Danube - Black Sea Canal will provide access to the south
of Constanta Port in four lanes, to Gate 10A, but starting from this control and
security point, towards Gate 10 and terminal area, access will be done on the actual
road that has a length of approx. 1,000 m and only two lanes, one for each direction.
Beside the expansion and modernization of this road will be taken into consideration
the creation of a roundabout in the gate 10 area, which will support a significant
traffic of vehicles with long trailers or semitrailers and also will provide a degree of

comfort

and

safety

for

those

vehicles.

The 1,000 m length road crosses over the railway level (the railway line of South
Railway Station which serves the car terminal of the working port area).
The

extension

of

the

road

will

allow

a

better

traffic

and accessibility

of Constanta Port, so that is complying with Watermode Priority Axis no. 3.

7. Partner: Durres Port Authority
Title of the prefeasibility study: Prefeasibility study “Modernization and expansion
of existing capacities
Executive summary of the Title of the prefeasibility study:
Also the ports system in Albanian, as a crucial part in the marine transport sector is in
constant evolution taking into account also the development pace into marine
transport of goods. These evolutions in accordance to our port conditions shall be
directed toward:
¾ the specialization of quays in accordance with main commodities group
¾ Specialization of quays in order to process group of commodities with similar
characteristics.
Though in local ports there are being created considerable space this doesn’t mean
that each of the port will be specialized for all kind of goods. This would not be
effective in our countries conditions. Taking into account the development pace of
goods (commodities), and mainly in Durres port, its development will be focused in
transforming it into a contemporary technological port for:
o

processing of cement, construction of silos

o

processing of cereals, construction of silos

o

container processing, terminal (berth) construction

o

processing of goods (minerals etc)

o

packed good processing

o

processing of refrigerated goods

o

processing of Ro-Ro

o

Processing of travels, construction of terminals and also processing
the Cruiser sailing in Adriatic Sea.

Port development main objectives shall be:
¾ Complete the transformation and privatization process, with the scope to
attract domestic and foreign capital through means of concession
¾ Development of updated processing technologies and also the creation of a
computer network for of all sides involved in the transport making possible for
the port terminals to compete successfully in the marine service market.

¾ Determine the priority infrastructural investment in order

to improve

the joints connecting the port with internal road network and railway
¾ Creating conditions for free trade zones for the development of profitable
activities for the port and in general for the country’s economy
In regard to travels need and touristic developing and building quays for raft and
cruisers anchorage but also of touristic ports and the accommodation of yacht and
other vessels. The evolution of touristic ports shall be envisaged on studies for
Coastal Areas Management.

8. Partner: Executive Agency Maritime Administration
(EAMA)
Title of the prefeasibility study: Implementation of logistic schemes for
transportation of containers via the national railroad network through the Varna and
Burgas ports – perspectives in the development of cargo transportation via the ports
in the Republic of Bulgaria to the countries in the Black Sea Region and Middle East
Executive summary of the Title of the prefeasibility study:
1. Objectives of the investigation - to give a correct idea of the potential of
both ports to develop as an entry ports for transit cargoes as well as the
necessary improvements to attain the above objective.
2. Main directions of the investigation:
•

Analysis on the transport railway infrastructure - present status, access to
ports, future development plans, conclusions and recommendations for
improvements.

•

Analysis on the ports of Varna and Burgas – statistics, cargo handling
capacity with special attention to ferryboat and ro-ro terminal.

•

Analysis on the river ports and Black Sea ports with respect to facilitate future
increasing of transit cargo turnover of defined transit routes.

•

Brief analysis on the road transport infrastructure.

•

Availability of intermodal hinterland terminals to maintain connection to the
main EU transport corridors;

•

Short analysis on the existing multimodal transportation practices in Bulgaria
with respect to transit cargo flows from Black Sea countries and Middle East
through ports of Varna and Burgas, directed to the EU transport corridors.

3. Conclusions:
•

The cargo handling capacity of ports has considerable reserve of 30-45%.

•

The cargo handling capacity of Ferryboat Terminal – Varna has reserve of
about 80-90%.

•

The national railway and road networks provide connections with TransEuropean transport system, but not a direct railway connection to Former
Republic of Macedonia.

•

Despite of the above – lack of cargo flows and the transit through the ports is
occasional due to lack of advertisement, contemporary high speed hinterland
railway connections and organizational problems.

4. Results:
•

Specific proposals for introduction of environmentally friendly multimodal
transport solutions to decrease the cost of transport.

•

Proposals on improvement of organization, including development of clusters
and competitive price policy.

9. Partner: LUKA KOPER D.D.
Title of the prefeasibility study: Pre-feasibility study of the environmental impact in
Luka Koper
Executive summary of the Title of the prefeasibility study:
Transport and global supply chains are becoming more and more demanding in
these days. The result of this is a higher degree of operations and handling
processes with cargo that are required in every single seaport, railway station,
logistics or multimodal point. These operations are requiring high amounts usage of
energy, either fossil or electrical.

In addition to that the cargo handled is very

different in size, fibre, characteristics, weight and sizes. In all operations a side effect
on the environment is always going on. The handling equipment and machines are
emitting CO2, NOx and PM. These different emissions are measured on a yearly
basis and are, in the case of Luka Koper, amounting to almost 26.000 Tons of CO2.
These emissions can be mitigated with different measures and approaches.
In this document are described the effects that the logistics operations are having in
the port of Koper and on a wider area due to the proximity of the city of Koper.
The first part of the document is describing the processes management and the legal
framework on which the measurements are based. It continues with the description
of the different sources of emissions like air, water, waste, noise and light. From the
analysis and measurements in previous years the numbers are showing that the
environmental impact is decreasing, but not as desired in some segments. Different
approaches are being investigated with the aim of improving the operations, but on
the other hand this requires a lot of resources from financials to personnel.
The present study is giving an overview of the environmental impact in the Port of
Koper, which is one of the greener ports in Europe who is also holding the EMAS
certificate.

10. Partner: Levante Port Authority
Title of the prefeasibility study: A road to improve intermodal transport, logistic
services and environment
Executive summary of the Title of the prefeasibility study:

The Study "A road to improve multimodal transport, logistic services and
environment" is part of the Watermode Project "Transnational Network for the
promotion of Water-Ground Multimodal Transport". In specific it's part of Work
Package 5.2 "Prefeasability studies for the improvement of the sustainable transport
solutions between ports and hinterland logistic facilities or transport infrastructures".
The study is on a dedicated road connection for freight transport ("truck road")
between the Port of Bari, the Puglia Regional Freight Village (the Industrial Zone,
Bari Airport) and the highway A14/E55.
To stimulate the development of multimodal transport, optimized and/or new logistic
services and reduction of environmental impact of road transport are other
objectives. Main stakeholders are: multimodal infrastructures, transport and logistic
operators and their clients.
The project is coherent with horizontal EU politics and the Lisbon-Gothenburg
Strategy, with EU sector politics in transport, energy and environment, with the SEEProgramme and with the Watermode-Project.
The "truck road is promoted by Puglia Region, City of Bari and Port of Bari, which
are together with Puglia Regional Freight Village key players of the project. The
project considers also Industrial Zone of Bari and Bari Airport (and indirectly Port of
Taranto and Taranto Airport).
Expected results for the infrastructure "truck road" are: lower environmental, social
and economic impact.
For logistic services the expected results are: acceleration of multimodal transport
and connected services; improvement and creation of new services of multimodal
transport and value added logistics; coordination, collaboration and creation of
synergies; specific common marketing actions at international level.
Market conditions require to look to the East and to the South: Balkans, South
Eastern Europe in general, Turkey, Middle East, Far East are fast growing; there are
changes and opportunities in Southern Mediterranean and in the Arab Wolrd.

Bari has a geographical advantage compared to the Northern Range but has to
improve efficiency, quality, speed, specialisation.
Main target groups are: Local Authorities, Multimodal Platforms, Transport and
Logistic Operators, Agriculture and Industry.
Selected worldwide marketing is strategic, allowing thus to change the customer
structure in a sort of upgrading.
The long-term outlook is positive if the proposed actions are realised. A long-term
(20 and more years) sustainable solution requires anyway adaptation/research of
new solutions.
Strategic planning with a global view and local continuous realisation "step-by-step"
are successful if they are long-term and not related to legislation periods.

11. Partner: Port of Bar
Title of the prefeasibility study: Development of the Terminal for dry bulk
cargo in the Port of Bar in function of current and expected requirements of
logistic subjects in the gravitational area
Executive summary of the Title of the prefeasibility study:

In accordance with the plan of activities for work package 5 (WP5) of WATERMODE
project, Port of Bar has prepared the Study " Development of the Terminal for dry
bulk cargo in the Port of Bar in function of current and expected requirements of
logistic subjects in the gravitational area ". The objective of the development plan is
to provide detailed development concept for the Dry Bulk terminal based on a
comprehensive market analysis to support decision making process towards
equipment investments and area allocation.
Study is of crucial importance for supporting further managerial activities directed to
improving operations at the Dry Bulk Cargo terminal in The Port of Bar because it
incorporates following elements:
Chapter 1 briefly describes the background of the Port of Bar dry bulk terminal
project, including site location and conditions, terminal and hinterland access, etc.
Chapter 2 gives an overview on the macroeconomic situation of Montenegro and all
relevant economies in the hinterland of the Port of Bar. The focus will be on overall
country performance measured by gross domestic product (GDP) and on the foreign
trade sector with special focus on the import and export activities of dry-bulk goods.
The competitive situation of Bar dry bulk terminal is analysed in chapter 3. It gives an
overview of the main competitors of the Bar dry-bulk terminal with respect to type of
handled cargo, capacity, seaside and landside access, and future projects. At the
end, all relevant competitive factors are summarised and the overall competitive
situation of the Bar dry-bulk terminal is assessed.
Based on the results of previous chapters, a detailed traffic forecast for Bar dry bulk
terminal from 2011 to 2025 is outlined in chapter 4. The forecast is based on past
traffic data of the port. In order to give realistic projections, a conservative approach
has been followed by only considering types of cargo that have been handled on a
regular basis in the Port of Bar. In addition, recently attracted cargo has been also
included. The traffic projection for each type of cargo starts with an analysis of the
past traffic data for the last eight years including 2009. Subsequently, traffic

projections are performed in three scenarios, base case, best case and worst case,
each depending on different assumptions outlined in detail. Projections are given
separately for domestic and transit traffic.
Chapter 5 sets out details of the development plan for the terminal. It describes the
proposed development phases, main design criteria as well as engineering methods
and civil construction works, necessary to extend the dry bulk terminal. Further, it
assesses the need for the procurement of equipment, associated operating
procedures and staffing requirements.
Finally, chapter 6 describes details of the proposed Environmental Management
System and proposes a future structure of such a system.

12. Partner: PBN
Title of the prefeasibility study: Extending the Intermodal Connections and
Service Range of Baja Port and Logistics Centre in Line with the Principles of
Environmental Protection
Executive summary of the Title of the prefeasibility study:
Waterway transport is a preferred mode of transport for the EU especially for
environmental reasons. In Western Europe inland waterway transport has been
gaining an increasing importance in the intermodal door-to-door transport chain. In
an attempt to support environmentally sustainable transport modes, it is the aim of
Hungary that waterway transport gains significance and becomes an integrated part
of the logistics chain.
Situated in the southern part of Hungary at the meeting point of waterway, public
roads, railway and a railway and highway bridge across the River Danube in the
proximity of the Serbian and the Croatian borders, Baja Public Port provides access
to 9 berths suitable for loading and handling 1.5 million tons of cargo in a 21-hectare
area. Equipped with a RORO and a container terminal, as well as grain silos and
loading equipment for bulk cargo, the port - having operated since 1920 - is a
national public port and a customs port close to serve traffic between Serbia and
Hungary.
Given its geographic situation it primarily handles and will increasingly handle
export-oriented agricultural products of Bacs-Kiskun, Csongrad, Baranya and Tolna
Counties. The proximity and product demand of the neighbouring countries Croatia, Serbia, Romania and Bosnia and Herzegovina - also have an impact on
cargo turnover at the port. Other significant transport areas gaining more and more
favour are container and RORO transport - an environmentally friendly way to
transport cargo. Congested public roads and pollution will inevitably bring about the
increasing prominence and support of these modes of transport in the future.
There are two important factors that necessitate port development:
5. The existing storage and processing facilities and buildings are insufficient to

support the existing annual loading capacity of 1.5 million tonnes.
6. New companies interested to settle at the port require access to a waterfront

loading area and a logistics development area of 5-10 hectares each.

The present area, which is wedged between residential areas and the natural
border of the Danube, is not suitable for implementing further developments at the
Baja Public Port. The only possible way of development is to establish an intermodal
logistics centre on the agricultural land situated north of the Danube Bridge. The
new development area covering approximately 200 hectares, will serve as a longterm solution for the development of the Baja Public Port and Intermodal Logistics
Centre.
The main elements of the development are:
7. A new road providing high-quality public road access to the new logistics centre,

the basin port and the old port, and relieving the burden of cargo transport on
the roads of Baja. This road would also contribute to the development of
intermodality (combined waterway-road transport).
8. A logistics centre providing hinterland facilities for the existing loading capacity,

where an area would be available for newly settled enterprises. The new
logistics centre will be trimodal, i.e. in addition to the road and waterway
connection, a railway connection will be built, with a loading area for containers.
9. A basin port providing access to the logistics area from waterside, and at the

same time offering loading area for investors and port service providers - this is
inevitable for a complex service.
The project will create a new logistics centre with easy access by three transport
modes (waterway, railway, road) giving a momentum to new investments and the
development of intermodal solutions. At the same time the town of Baja will be freed
from the burden of extensive lorry traffic and the new intermodal facilities will promote
environmentally friendly multimodal transport between the port and its hinterland.

13. APPENDIX

The appendix includes the complete studies implemented by each partner.
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DETAILED REPORT ON LOGIS PART 2

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Port of Venice's Port Community System (PCS), LogIS, is a web-based IT system.
Its applications enable the management of all ship-related documents and are divided into
modules. This system is a crucial tool for all those involved in the port community's shipping,
port and LogIStics activities, including the Harbourmaster's Office, Shipping Agents, Freight
Forwarders, Pilots and Terminal Operators.
The segmentation of the port market has traditionally been oriented towards the sea-leg
component of the transport chain; with port marketing and competitive strategies being
typically formulated to meet the requirements of sea transport and related shipping services.
Thus , this situation must be bound to total transport and logistics chain , aiming at integrate
IWW and land operations and management.
LogIS IWW module, which is the object of the study implemented within the activity 5.2 of
WATERMODE project , is a tool developed to make Venice ports’ potential developing IWW
connections and facilities and integrate the land-leg interface of the trade, logistics, and
supply chain system.
It improves main operational and management practices in IWW shipping services within the
framework for Port Single Window concept, and , broadly speaking, port's landside
integration.
The LOGIS software is the tool developed by the Venice Port Authority to improve the
accessibility of the port for the freight flows and to ease the administrative procedures related
to the transhipment of goods in the different transport modes inside the port.
The main advantages of the software are:
- increased efficiency and transparency of processes;
- increased efficiency in the information flows and exchange;
- reduced operational costs for communication and coordination;
- increased security in the information exchange.
The development of the IWW module on LogIS will be beneficial as well as the definition of
the priorities for the development of the software and the allocation of its resources. The
cost/benefit analysis will investigate the effects of the PCS of the port of Venice, currently
under implementation, in improving the efficiency of port operations.

2. GENERAL INFORMATION
The Port of Venice's Port Community System (PCS), LogIS, is a web-based IT system.
Its applications enable the management of all ship-related documents and are divided into
modules. This system is a crucial tool for all those involved in the port community's shipping,
port and LogIStics activities, including the Harbourmaster's Office, Shipping Agents, Freight
Forwarders, Pilots and Terminal Operators.
Integration with the Italian Customs Agency: A fully integrated tool available in LogIS
allows the online generation of customs documents for exporting containers. Users can
access the system at all times to retrieve the information needed to fill in the Outbound
Cargo Manifest (MMP) and ensure that containerised goods to be exported can be made
ready for customs.
A useful tool to monitor the port's activities: Part of LogIS is specifically dedicated to the
port's activities: for example, it enables the management of information on the companies
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working in the port, their workers, training, qualifications, roles in the company, and much
more.
Compatibility and expansion: All the components of LogIS are integrated into a single
platform. As a result, LogIS acts as the Port of Venice's “single window”.In addition, LogIS
has been designed to talk with other third party applications thanks to a specific EDI
(Electronic Data Interchange) component. As a result, it can easily integrate into the port
operators' management systems.

3. PRESENTATION OF THE PRE FEASEBILITY STUDY
Theme of the pre feasibility study
LogIS IWW module, which is the object of the study implemented within the activity 5.2 of
WATERMODE project , is a tool developed to make Venice ports’ potential developing IWW
connections and facilities and integrate the land-leg interface of the trade, logistics, and
supply chain system.
It improves main operational and management practices in IWW shipping services within the
framework for Port Single Window concept, and , broadly speaking, port's landside
integration.
The LOGIS software is the tool developed by the Venice Port Authority to improve the
accessibility of the port for the freight flows and to ease the administrative procedures related
to the transhipment of goods in the different transport modes inside the port.
The main advantages of the software are:
- increased efficiency and transparency of processes;
- increased efficiency in the information flows and exchange;
- reduced operational costs for communication and coordination;
- increased security in the information exchange.
The development of the IWW module on LogIS will be beneficial as well as the definition of
the priorities for the development of the software and the allocation of its resources. The
cost/benefit analysis will investigate the effects of the PCS of the port of Venice, currently
under implementation, in improving the efficiency of port operations.
Geographic coverage
The Northern Italy waterway system is located in North Italy within the Po-Venetian area
within one of the most economically developed areas within the European Union,
representing the junction point of three important industrial areas: the "Blue Banana", area of
production centres running from Birmingham and down to Milan via London, Monaco and
Zurich, the "Sun Belt" , the particular vital Mediterranean area that connects the Po-Venetian
system to Valencia through the French coastline, the Alpen Adria, the area of trade that has
developed around the Northern Adriatic area affecting North-east Italy and all other countries
in the area affected by its influence on commercial terms.
The Po valley is one of the major areas in Europe of strong density of settlements and traffic
flows. This is also the main corridor of major European traffic from North to South along the
Italian peninsula and through the "Adriatic corridor”, directly to Greece and the Middle East.
The central area and its role as a crossroads and hub for traffic in Europe is underlined by
the presence in the territory of two European corridors running from east to west (Corridor V
Lisbon-Kiev) and from North to South (corridor I Berlin-Palermo).
The traffic network has its highest concentration along the foothills and valleys, where are
located the main roads, railways and highways, and around main urban areas.
From the production point of view, the Po-Venetian region is strategic for the country, with a
Gross Domestic Product which covers about 40% than the national one, thanks to large

industries, a significant share of small and medium enterprises and agricultural and livestock
activities. The business area density is above the national average.
This economic-productive system obviously needs a transport network to support its position
to absorb the increasing traffic volumes, creating at the same time further incentive for the
development for the territory concerned. The shortage of the supply means that large
volumes of traffic generated in the North Italy regions is creating high congestion for
motorway and railway.
In particular the road transport system, is showing its inherent limitations, being no longer
able to meet the needs related to the volume of traffic now handled. Congestion, high levels
of emissions, highway tolls that make the road transport uncompetitive over long distances,
are the main factors that indicate the need for a change in transport policies of the territory.
For businesses, congestion of the transport system means increasing handling costs, limit
access to markets, and a dramatic fall in terms of competitiveness. This situation has led to a
new approach to intermodality, a new way of transporting goods, which today is considered
essential for the competitiveness in this field, and thus has seen increasing the level of
attention. The development of industrial districts of SMEs in the territory surrounding the
waterway system and the railways, has also triggered a process of modal shift from road to
rail and water, just because of rising levels of congestion and pollution.
Such a request cannot today be fully satisfied in terms of waterway infrastructure, due to a
lack of a modern fleet. To this end, the navigation system needs to improve its accessibility
and ability to accommodate the goods transferred from congested modes of transport today,
through the further improvement of the intermodal system.
The Po-Venetian waterway system, whose Po is the backbone, stretches for 957 km, of
which 564 km used for commercial purposes.

Figure 1. Northern Italy Waterway Network
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The Port of Venice
Thanks to its geographical position, at the crossway of three European Corridors (I, V and
Adriatic-Baltic), the Port of Venice efficiently serves, besides Italy, Central and Eastern
Europe, the most dynamic economies in the EU. In a few years the Port of Venice is bound
to be one of the main European gateways for goods traded from and to Asia. On June 2010
a new container service started, directly connecting Venice to the Far East and China.
Several block trains per week regularly link Venice Port to Milan, Munich and Vienna, and
goods can be cheaply delivered to destination.
CO2 emissions, when compared to those produced along the route through Northern
European ports, are also abated. With investments between 2008-2011 worth Euro 870 M,
and draught reaching 12 meters, the port is increasing its capacity in all sectors (container,
bulk, general and project cargo). By 2012 two new terminals will be built: one dedicated to
RO-RO traffic along the Motorways of the Sea; the other, next to a 90 hectares distripark,
devoted to containers (raising total capacity to 1 M TEUs).
The Port of Venice is the only port in Italy with an inland waterway terminal, allowing a
balanced transport of containers and other goods on barges along the Po River. Venice, with
1.9 M passengers/year is also the first homeport for Cruises in the Mediterranean Sea, and is
building its fourth Passenger Station.
The Port of Venice treats all types of traffic: containers, oil, grains, dry, liquid bulk cargo,
steel products, etc. Thanks to infrastructure and services made available, the Venetian has
managed to grow year after year, thereby reaching the primacy in the Adriatic in the
container sector. In 2009 the Harbour has handled a total of around 25 million tons. The
three main areas are:
-

-

The field of liquid bulk (oil, refined products, other products) represents approximately
46.5% of all trades. In 2005 has undergone a slight drop (5%) due to the economic
dynamics of international;
The dry bulk sector (cereals, coal, etc.) account for 25% of the total.
The container sector/ro-ro accounts for 28.5% of the total, with a container traffic that
in 2010 has remained almost stable at approximately 240,000.

Figure Errore. Nel documento non esiste testo dello stile specificato.. Venice Port

Classification of the pre feasibility study
Type 1 - Pre feasibility study for modernization and expansion of capacities (existing
capacities , which could generate new demand or increase the level of quality of meeting
existing demand)

Origin of the project
The segmentation of the port market has traditionally been oriented towards the sea-leg
component of the transport chain; with port marketing and competitive strategies being
typically formulated to meet the requirements of sea transport and related shipping services.
Thus , this situation must be bound to total transport and logistics chain , aiming at integrate
IWW and land operations and management.
LogIS IWW module is a tool developed to make Venice ports’ potential developing IWW
connections and facilities and integrate the land-leg interface of the trade, logistics, and
supply chain system.
It improves main operational and management practices in IWW shipping services within the
framework for Port Single Window concept, and , broadly speaking, port's landside
integration.
All the components of LogIS are integrated into a single platform. As a result, LogIS acts as
the Port of Venice's “single window”. In addition, LogIS has been designed to talk with
other third party applications thanks to a specific EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)
component. As a result, it can easily integrate into the port operators' management systems
In Venice turnaround is now done in a matter of minutes through its telematic systems with
the so-called files of “ship cycle” (entry, movement, exit). The operators can now fulfil their
obligation and information of data to be delivered to the authorities such as Harbour master,
Port authority, Police, custom, directly through the internet in electronics, avoiding the
complication of delivering the forms by hand to the authorities. System allows the
introduction of cargo information, especially for custom declaration and approval. It
coordinates the exchanges of documents, information and decisions between the different
public and private parties which interact with the port community, such as:
Sailing announcement;
Sailing list;
Notice of arrival;
Other modules attached to the previous ones;
Inward clearance;
Outward clearance;
Views able to show the state of authorizations for operations obtained from the
different competent parties (e.g. from the port authority, customs, police);
provide final clearance.
LogIS is able to provide electronic data entries and services concerning mainly the following
priority processes:
1. vessel announcements, arrival and departure procedures
2. port operations planning, port area resource allocation and coordination among port
community members
3. dangerous cargo handling (IMDG and ISPS)
4. reporting and statistics.
The solution provided is already compliance with the European Directive 2002/59/EC.
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For instance, the “Notice of Arrival” (see the following image) is the document with which the
Shipping Agency asks the competent Authority for authorization to have a ship arrive in the
port. This document is normally regulated by appropriate local Authority regulations. In the
figure below there are some examples of forms to be filled.

Figure Errore. Nel documento non esiste
testo dello stile specificato. example of
ship arrival form

Figure 4 HAZMAT (dangerous goods
declaration)

Clearance for allowing the entrance and departure of ships are done automatically through
the system and the port community can easily access the required information for their
operation improving the efficiency of their activities.

Figure 5 example of ships request and clearance status
The solution allows preparing in real time all the information and statistics necessary in order
to manage the complex activity of a harbour.

Figure 6 Ship announcement

Figure 7 Daily planning
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Figure 8 Example of ship database
The electronic platform can easily:
Provide a single electronic window for the port community to collaborate and conduct
business more effectively;
connect multiple members (public and private) by facilitating communication and
cooperation and creating a single electronic window for all communications;
streamline the business processes without affecting the port community domain, thus
allowing the port community to act in the same manner after the implementation of
the system with much more efficiency, transparency, security and traceability;
provide business opportunities for the new technology ventures and services by
creating a harmonised and highly beneficial socio-economic environment;
PCS benefits every player in the port community by increasing their business
efficiency and productivity.
LOGIS has been awarded “Best Practice” by the National Federation Shipping and Maritime
Agents, for its successful performance in four Italian Ports.
The system can be easily connected to the other port community system through an
innovative EDI – electronic data interchange system.
EDI software module is providing and easy, flexible and scalable way of communication with
all port community members as long as with 3rd party applications and organisations. It is
consisting of some software modules and eventually also hardware parts as SMS or Fax
interface. The main function of the listener system is to “catch” all the messages sent to the
port authority of Venice by the Port Community members in various formats as XML,
UN/EDIFACT, Fax, Email etc., ensuring total security of transmissions and availability. The
secondary purpose is to process, parse, translate and insert the formatted data into the
RDBMS.
EDI software module is providing and easy, flexible and scalable way of communication with
all port community members as long as with 3rd party applications and organisations. It is
consisting of some software modules and eventually also hardware parts as SMS or Fax
interface. The main function of the listener system is to “catch” all the messages sent to the
port authority of Venice by the Port Community members in various formats as XML,

UN/EDIFACT, Fax, Email etc., ensuring total security of transmissions and availability. The
secondary purpose is to process, parse, translate and insert the formatted data into the
RDBMS. The central platform is capable of drawing together all of the systems used in a
business process and is able to do several things, such as connect to diverse software using
a range of different approaches. Web services can be the best choice for some connections,
simple file sharing might be better for others, while still others might use message queuing or
something else.
Main problem(s) or challenge(s) to be addressed
Lack of integration and usability of the LogIS system with the IWW Logistic operators’ ICT
platforms.

5. COHERENCE OF THE STUDY WITH THE ORIENTATIONS OF THE SEE
PROGRAMME AND THE WATERMODE PROJETC, EUROPEAN AND NATIONAL
POLICIES AND WITH OTHER COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES
WATERMODE project “Transnational Network for the promotion of the water–ground
multimodal transport”, funded by the European Territorial Cooperation Programme South
East Europe (code SEE/A/308/3.3/X), has been developed to create a transnational
partnership network in the South East Europe area to promote multimodal transport, in
particular through improved integration between sea and river transport in the LogIStics
chain.
Within the framework of Work Package WP5 – Competitiveness of Multimodality (act. 5.2 Pre
feasibility study to improve the connectivity of the port(s) with hinterland productive districts,
the development of LogIS system can prove to be beneficial in order to foster IWW system
and mitigate adverse effects on road network and transport supply chain at large.
The priority 6 of the Italian NSRF (Transport networks and connections) aims at the set up of
a National LogIStics system, structured on integrated nodes, particularly ports, especially in
the Southern regions. On e of the peculiarities will be the extension of the model of the
Motorways of the sea to the Med countries.
In this framework, according to the NSRF, the ports will play an essential role, if they will be
adequately interconnected both with the territories and the different transport modes.
According to the NSRF, one of the tools to ease the interconnectivity of the ports and the
development of the intermodal LogIStics is the potential of the ICT applications.
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Introduction

As part of its river transport activities, Venezia Logistics srl has added a river barge to its fleet to
supply container transport services by river from the Port of Venice to Mantua and vice versa.
During the start-up phase, Venezia Logistics plans to schedule two trips per week for each
destination: two from Venice to Mantua and two from Mantua to Venice. The trips will have no
intermediate stops.
The launch of the service will be facilitated by the use of a web-based application module: it will be
integrated in the Port of Venice‟s Port Community System (LogIS) and will help manage the routes
operated by barge, both in terms of logistics (booking spaces on board the barge, contacts with
terminal operators, etc.) and administrative issues (customer–specific contracts, billing data, etc.).
The advantages of integrating the river transport module into the Port of Venice‟s PCS system
include the following:
easy access and user-friendly operation of the system by PCS-registered users, since
operational procedures remain unchanged;
the option of adding functions/features to support integration with other LogIS modules to
facilitate activities;
document exchange functions will be built into the EDI system of Logis, which is currently
being redesigned.
This paper provides an overview of the system‟s functions, to assess whether they match
expectations.
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The River Module

The activities that need to be performed by those involved in the management of container
transport by barge can be summarized as follows:
reservation of spaces on board the barge by customers (Shipping Agents, Freight
Forwarders, etc.);
receipt, processing and acceptance of the request for a service (Venezia Logistics);
control and issuance of the loading list (terminal operator, Venezia Logistic);
control and issuance of the unloading list (terminal operator, Venezia Logistic);
billing (Customer, Venezia Logistic).

Overall, the module is constituted of three main sections:
scheduling of trips, including defining the specifics of the barges used for the service and
enabling customer/user login to the system;
management of the exchange of documents with Venezia Logistic‟s customers: this mainly
involves the exchange of data and information associated to booking the transport service;
operations management, including:
o communicating with operators in charge of loading/ unloading the barges (terminal
operators) to synchronise activities;
o informing customers of the progress of transport services they have booked
(tracking);
o reporting of operations conducted for the purpose of billing services to customers.
The specific features of each of these three sections are described below, together with some
additional features which are intended to complete the final system. The last part of the document
illustrates the main data structures in addition to a more detailed description of the processes
involved in booking a service.
3 Main data
This section includes the following main data modules:
barges (ID, name, capacity in TEUs, ..)
barge trip (date / time of scheduled departure and arrival, …)
customers
This information supplies the basic data needed for all other functions. As to the management of
trips, because trips follow a regular schedule, the system automatically provides an estimated date
/ time of arrival of the barge, based on its date / time of departure. In addition, a „cloning‟ function is
available to speed up activities.
The status of the trip is also supplied (open, closed, frozen, cancelled) and is controlled by
transport service operators who can enable and restrict customer access to certain operations (for
example associated to booking the service).
In addition to supplying useful information for reporting and billing purposes, entries in the
customer database also enable access to the module.

4 Booking
The booking procedure is used by customers to book transport services on barges. After logging in
to the system, customers can view the trips which are scheduled and bookable, together with
information about available space.
Based on this information, customers can choose and book their trip. Detailed booking information
is requested on the type of goods to be transported in addition to the information needed to best
position individual containers on board the barge (identifier, weight, type).
Once the reservation has been entered, the space on board the barge on the selected trip is
marked as taken and the booking will be submitted to Venezia Logistic for approval (booking
confirmation). If Venezia Logistic decides to position the load differently than selected by the
customer, the system will prompt the customer to accept the changes.
Whether prompted by the customer or by Venezia Logistic, this operation will be repeated every
time changes are made to the reservation, until the trip is marked as „closed‟. Trip closure can be
performed manually or automatically up to 24 hours before departure.
A general outline of booking operations is supplied below to highlight how users can access the
system and its functions through the LogIS authentication processes.

1
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Once the trip has been closed, all reservations for that trip can be changed by Venezia Logistics
alone: any further changes requiring confirmation by customers will be managed directly by
Venezia Logistics, without resorting to the application.

5 The Operational Phase
The “closure of loading operations” for any specific trip is managed by Venezia Logistics, which
proceeds to „freeze‟ the data, making them final: the loading documents can now be completed
and made available to the terminal operator. A „loading document‟ is understood to be any of the
following: a COPRAR loading message in EDIFACT format, an excel file with the same data or a
pdf print-out. Venezia Logistics is in charge of sending the data to the terminal operator.
Freight loaded onboard can be checked by the crew during the trip, by resorting to a dedicated
web-based service from a handheld device or through an application made available through their
PDA that provides an internet connection to the server that hosts the application. Otherwise, the
barge crew can send an informal loading report to Venezia Logistics and then confirm it in the
system before arrival. The formal loading report is used to generate the unloading list for the
destination terminal. This list may be made available as any of the following: a COPRAR unloading
file in EDIFACT format, an excel file with the same data or a pdf print-out.
Upon arrival, once the freight has been unloaded and the operation has been entered into the
system, reports will be made available for billing purposes.
Customers can check the status of the freight (scheduled loading, actual loading, unloading, ..)
through special features (trip reports).
The diagram below describes the system‟s operating functions in sequence.
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6 Further Options
The following paragraphs describe some auxiliary functions that can complement and enrich the
system in its final version.

6.1

Contract Management

The different types of contracts envisaged for different clients must be entered and archived in the
system. A „contract‟ is understood as being a data structure identified by a code indicating the
customer to whom it refers and a number of attributes such as: duration, expected number of
TEUs, etc.. Customers will have to state their contract code when booking.

6.2

Slot Management

This type of contract provides a certain space allowance to a specific customer on trips responding
to their specific needs: once a week, from Venice to Mantua only, etc..
The slots refer to a specific trip and are considered „booked‟: the details of the containers will
follow. Regardless of whether the slot is actually used or not, all other customers will see that
specific space as „allocated‟: once the trip has been marked as closed, only Venezia Logistics will
be allowed to load the barge performing actions such as anticipating (fractions of) shipments
booked for later trips.

6.3

Tracking

Tracking shipments along the route has the twofold advantage of improving transparency towards
customers and helping synchronize activities at the loading and unloading terminals. The actual
position of the barges as they move between Venice and Mantua is tracked over time and
represented in a map in association with the goods they transport. Tracking, at least in principle,
can be accomplished either by using an AIS transmitter, or through a system capable of acquiring
and retransmitting a GPS signal.
Knowing the position of the barges and sharing such information with customers and terminal
operators help synchronize activities, whether they involve physical operations or preparing
documents. In particular, the tracking feature could be useful to organize road traffic at the port of
Mantua, enabling freight forwarders to arrive in time for loading and unloading operations but not
too early. This would maximize space and streamline activities at the Mantua terminal.
The tracking feature could also facilitate contacts with the Customs Authorities: considering the
transport mode and its fixed route, the Customs Authorities could be contacted already during
navigation to check whether the bill of entry (for goods bound to Mantua) or the bill of export (for
goods bound to Venice) can be issued while goods are still onboard. This would greatly enhance
river transport compared to road transport and could definitely encourage many potential
customers to choose the river route.

6.4

Management of Customs Documents

In view of all the considerations made above and in order to better integrate the River Module
features with those of the LogIS Customs Module, once the customs procedures for barge
transport have been defined more clearly, it will be possible to design and add new system

features: for instance, to update work orders addressed to terminal operators to take into account
customs authorisations or to provide information needed to fill in the Freight List for goods
departing from or arriving at the ports of Mantua or Venice.

6.5

Streamlined Ship Planning

Depending on the specific characteristics of the barge and the containers to be loaded, appropriate
algorithms can help determine the optimal allocation of containers on board, taking into account
operational constraints (stackability of containers) and the balance of weights, so as to ensure safe
transport.
The algorithm could be adjusted to manage more complex situations, for example to manage the
breakdown of containers associated to a single booking between several trips, to ensure maximum
occupancy of space on board.
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Data and Process Structures

Key elements and a flow chart of the booking process are supplied in this section, to complete the
preliminary description of the system.

7.1

The Booking Document
The booking document contains the following information
-

Booking number

-

Customer information

-

Date of booking request

-

Contract information

-

Route (Venice to Mantua or Mantua to Venice)

-

For each shipment split up into several trips


Trip information (barge, date)



List of containers, stating for each:
Type of container (ISO code )
Indication of whether full/empty
Gross/net weight
Information for hazardous materials (IMO/UNDG class)

Although this option is not yet operational, the description above shows that the shipment included
in a single booking can in fact be split up and allocated to several trips.

7.2

Process

The flow chart below describes the different stages of the booking service.
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Port of Alexandroupolis (PoA) is planning a major investment project in order
to develop the Port into a significant player in the eastern Mediterrranean Sea.
Specifically, the PoA plans to: (a) upgrade the container terminal so that it can
serve as a a port for direct calls or as a feeder port, (b) become the port of call for
oil tanker ships that will load crude oil from the Bourgas - Alexandroupolis
pipeline.
The proposed project actually consists of several projects, namely: upgrading of
the container terminal, construction of a small port for auxiliary vessels,
construction of the road and rail connections to the main transport networks
(Egnatia Road, Transeuropean Axis IX etc).
The planned investment is expected to have significant impact on the protection of
the environment as it expected to: (a) substitute the road transport from Asia
Minor and the Middle East to Europe with short sea shipping to Alexandroupolis
thus achieving a multimodal scheme of transport, and (b) bypass the shipments of
crude oil via oil tankers through the Dardanelle Straits.
The planned expansion into these two business areas will face strong competition
from other ports in the region, both Greek and foreign. On the other hand, there
are significant difficulties in the effort to complete the project that derive from the
global economic crisis, the general lack of investment funds, and the problems
that the PoA faces as an organization: lack of organizational experience,
inadequate human resources.
As an economic venture, it is estimated that if all projects progresses according to
plan, the PoA will be able to become profitable within 5 years. On the other hand,
it is certain that the success of the PoA’s venture will have significant secondary
multifying effects on the economy of the region
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3. INTRODUCTION
The present study is implemented within the framework of the SEE project under
the title: Transnational Network for the Promotion of the Water-Ground Multimodal
Transport WATERMODE.
WATERMODE PROJECT SUMMARRY
The programme area is crossed by relevant freight traffic flows, originated and
directed in- and outside it. This traffic is mainly supported by road infrastructures,
that were not planned for these flows. This involves a negative impact on the
territorial competitiveness and environment, due to air pollution, noise and
reduced mobility. The project objective is to promote the coordination between
actors dealing with logistics for a better management of the transport policies and
an efficient implementation of the multimodal logistics cooperation, especially
exploiting the ground/water connections. This will be achieved through a
monitoring on the existing multimodal platforms, the coordination of strategies for
the promotion of the water/ground multimodality, the definition of common quality
standards in transport and logistics services, the implementation of pilot studies
for multimodality based on sea and inland waterways as factor of competitiveness
and environmental sustainability.
The project will therefore highlight the potentials of the waterways crossing the
area, contributing to the full integration of the maritime and river transport in the
logistics chain.
WATERMODE PROJECT BACKGROUND
Italian regions and Central European countries have developed relevant economic
ties with the South East European area, due to the current organisation of the
manufacturing production and the relevance of these growing markets. Trade
relations are mainly organised through road transport, with low or any
coordination between economic actors, involving a negative impact on the
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territorial competitiveness and environment of the territories crossed: air pollution,
noise and reduced mobility. The project WATERMODE has been set up to
promote a better coordination between policy actors and stakeholders to increase
the competitiveness of the alternatives to road transport, especially valorising the
potentials of the water/ground multimodal logistics cooperation. To do that, project
activities have been defined to provide instruments for improving the policy
coordination and highlight potentials of water/ground multimodal transport

PROBLEM ADDRESSED
The programme area is crossed by relevant freight traffic flows, originated and
directed in- and outside it. This traffic is mainly supported by road infrastructures,
that were not planned for these flows. The European investments in transport
infrastructures are supporting the modernisation of the network, but their
implementation is far from being achieved. Therefore public authorities and
operators need to coordinate the efforts for a more efficient use of the available
infrastructures. In the programme area the waterborne transport solutions have lot
of potentialities: the port infrastructures of the area are being revalorised, but
these activities lack of a transnational coordination to increase the optimisation of
the actions and the competitiveness of the multimodal transport solutions.
Moreover, there is the need to demonstrate in what cases the ground/water multimodal transports solutions are more efficient compared to road transport, in order
to focus the investments
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
"General objective: to promote the coordination between the private and public
actors dealing with logistics and spatial planning, for a better management of the
multi-modal transport solutions. In particular, the project aims at increasing the
integration of the waterborne transport modes in the logistics chain, supporting the
transnational dimension in the national and local strategies for the valorisation of
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the sea and inland waterways port infrastructures. The general objective is
articulated in the following specific objectives:
• To define a set of general indicators for measuring and recording the services of
the multimodal ground/water logistics platforms. This instrument will be addressed
to policy makers and to public and private logistics operators to evaluate the
current situation, orienting the investments for the competitiveness of the
infrastructures, increase the attractiveness of the multimodal transport solutions.
•To define common strategies for implementing waterborne multimodal solutions,
through the coordination of the relevant policymakers and operators
•To increase the attractiveness of the waterways transport, by supporting the
implementation of relevant investments for the improvement of the connections
between sea-/river-port infrastructures and hinterland areas
•To test the competitiveness of multimodal waterborne alternatives to road
transport, by comparing the external and internal costs of the different transport
modes on predefined routes

•To increase the commonality of the training

procedures on safety for human resources in ports and multimodal platforms, in
order to ease the business cooperation between ports and multimodal facilities in
the area.
The project objectives are strongly consistent with the purposes of the area of
intervention 3.3 of the SEE programme, aimed at supporting the multimodal
platforms and multimodal transport.
EXPECTED RESULTS
Definition of a transferable best practice for the evaluation of ports and multimodal
facilities. The set of benchmarks will be tested through the implementation of the
census (WP3.2) in order to validate it. Its characteristics will be easily
transferable, because of the ambition of the partnership to propose the
benchmarks as best practice to be adopted by the EU authorities, contributing to
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the achievement of the results set by the Action plan on freight transport logistics
(COM(2007)607) •Transnational sustainable network for the promotion of the
multimodal waterborne transport; the network is expected to promote the
coordination of the transport and logistics policies in the area, to promote further
initiatives for the competitiveness of multimodal water/ground transport, mainly
through projects to be presented in the framework of the calls of the Marco Polo II
programme, and to update the relevant outputs of the projects. Its sustainability
will be carefully evaluated in the
"project activities, that will also provide the guidelines for its transferability by
project partners or similar stakeholder facing the same issues.
•Improved attractiveness of waterborne solutions as alternatives to road transport;
the project result will be achieved through: better knowledge of the existing
potentials; comparison of the competitiveness of

the road and multimodal

transport, the preliminary support to local actions for the improvement of the
multimodal connections of the ports and logistics facilities. The multisector and
multilevel methodologies adopted for achieving this result could be made
transferable.
•Increased commonality in training procedures for safety in the multimodal
platforms and ports. The expected result will be easily transferable, because of
the aim of the project to contribute with this result to the need expressed by the
EU Commission for a set of common criteria for the training of dockers
(COM(2007)616).
WP5 COMPETITIVENESS OF MULTIMODALITY
"The aim of the WP is to increase the attractiveness of the water/land multimodal
transport as viable alternative to the road transport. The activities will contribute to
this goal in 2 ways:
- comparing the global costs (internal and external) of the road freight transport
with those of the multimodal transport on 3 predefined routes.
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- supporting the improvement of the connections between ports and hinterland
logistics facilities, through the financing of preliminary studies.
Partners will be involved in at least 1 transnational working group for the analysis
of the competitiveness of multimodal transport; these studies are also expected to
contribute to the development of new multimodal connections, even through
further Marco Polo II projects.
Partners will implement at local level analysis consistent with the foreseen
investments for the improvement of the multimodal connections between ports
and the hinterland logistics facilities or transport infrastructures"

ACTIVITY 5.2
Prefeasibility studies for the improvement of the sustainable transport solutions
between ports and hinterland logistics facilities or transport infrastructures. The
studies will be implemented at local level, in order to contribute to the realisation
of the planned investments in transport infrastructures and logistics.

OUTPUT OF ACTIVITY 5.2
Preliminary studies on the improvement of the sustainable transport solutions
between ports and hinterland logistics facilities or transport infrastructures.
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GENERAL INFORMATION OF THE PRE-FEASIBILITY STUDY
3.1. Pre-feasibility study of infrastructure investments in the Port of
Alexandroupolis
The pre-feasibility study evaluates the cost and impact of infrastructure
investments in the Port of Alexandroupolis necessary in order for the Port to start
two new major activities in multimodal transport: (a) Ro-Ro transport from the Asia
Minor hinterland to the European Union, and (b) the Bourgas–Alexandroupolis
pipeline.

3.2. The Port of Alexandroupolis

3.2.1. Physical Characteristics
The harbor is entirely artificial and it has been created along the south coast of the
Prefecture of Evros in northeastern Greece. It is located east of the City of
Alerxandroupolis and extends to the estuary of the Maistros stream.
Since the basin is exposed to southern winds, it is protected by two breakwater
piers along the south (1715 m long ) and east (685 m long) edges.
Entry to the harbor is accomplished via a 160 m. wide opening between the
southern and eastern breakwaters and a 3,5 km channel -12,50 m (MSL) deep.
The port has two water basins that are connected via a 190 m wide (min) channel:
(a) The western basin (280.000 sq.m. surface area) at depths between -8.00
and -10.00 m (MSL) is wide enough to accommodate a manouveer circle
400 m in diameter.
(b) The eastern basin (external), when it is completed, will have total surface
area of 667 sq.m., depth at -10.00 m (MSL) and will be able to
accommodate a manouveer circle ~730 m in diameter.
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3.2.2. Structures and Equipment
3.2.2.1. Wharves and buildings
The Port has a land zone of 350.000 sq. m. A major advantage of the Port is that
it has ample land areas which when utilized properly will assist the PoA to offer
the quality of service that may attract prospective customers.
The main features of the land zone are:
•

Wharf for passenger and ferry ships (western section)

•

Small marina (northwestern section)

•

Commercial wharf (north coast)

•

Fishing harbor

•

Mixed use wharf (Ro-Ro/Lo-Lo) in the south

•

Container terminal wharf at 104.000 sq.m.

•

Wharves for other uses at 74.000 sq.m.

•

Warehouses at 4.000 sq.m.

•

Fishery station and auction market

•

Buildings housing various public organizations: customs house, railroad
station, chemical laboratory etc.

•

Parking space for passenger cars.

3.2.2.2. Mechanical Equipment
The PoA owns the following mechanical equipment used for loading and
unloading cargo:
•

One (1) self-propelled wheel mounted crane – 20 ton capacity
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•

One (1) stationary land-based mechanical system for loading/unloading
bulk cargo – 600 ton/hr capacity

•

One (1) weigh bridge

In addition, the two dockworkers unions own mechanical equipment for
loading/unloading bulk cargo.

3.2.3. Organization
The existing organizational structure of the PoA comprises three departments:
•

1. Administration and Finance Department

•

2. Technical and Development Department

•

3. Port Services Department

3.2.4.

Services

The main services offered by PoA are summarized below:
•

Services to ships

•

Services to passengers and vehicles

•

Water and electric power supply to ships

•

Vehicle weighing services

•

Utilization of mechanical equipment

•

Management of the land zone

•

Management of warehouse facilities

•

Management of the PoA’ s real estate

•

Management of parking station

•

Services to fishing boats and private boats

•

Hauling / launching services.
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•

Physical security of the area

•

Protection of the environment in both land and sea.

3.2.5.

Human Resources

In full scale operation the PoA is designed to employ 31 full-time employees.
Today, the PoA employs 8 full-time employees. It is obvious, that the PoA is
seriously understaffed and it must hire people if it is to develop as planned.

3.2.6.

Type of traffic served in relation to the existing berths

Within the port of Alexandroupoli, there are a total of 10 berths with an overall
length of about 3,715 meters. The draught of the berths varies from 7.40 to 13.70
meters. The majority of berths are dedicated to general cargo and multi purpose
traffic. Furthermore, in the 3rd quay there is an area of about 12,600 sqm
available for trucks, trailers and private cars.

3.2.7.

Port handling equipment

The Alexandroupoli Port is equipped with facilities for the handling operations
referred to bulk and general cargo traffic. Port equipment includes rail mounted
cranes, a forklift and two mobile cranes. The two stevedore associations have
handling facilities for loading/unloading bulk good as well.

3.2.8.

Warehouse and cargo storage facilities

Alexandroupoli Port has about 172,000 sqm of storage areas, 4,900 sqm of which
are covered. There are 3 warehouses with total area of 2,700 sqm and one
warehouse for bulk and general cargo goods in the 5th quay, of 2,200 sqm. In the
new freight terminal there are 130,000 sqm of open storage area, but it will be
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available for use after the completion of the works for the dredging of that section
of the port. Another two open storage areas are in 5th quay and in 6th-7th quay,
with 7,000 sqm and 30,000 sqm area accordingly.

3.2.9.

Freight and passenger terminals

The new freight terminal is located in the north section of the port. It has 730m
overall length of berths, 500m of which are dedicated for bulk and Lo-Lo traffic
and the rest 230m for container and Ro-Ro traffic. (available after the completion
of the works for dredging the port in that section) There are not any passenger
terminals in the port.

3.2.10. Planned and under construction projects/ works
In the Alexandroupoli port the dredging of the basin and the excavation of port’s
channel is under construction. The estimated year of completion is 2009. The
funding sources were 25% from national funds and 75% from the TEN-T budget.
The estimated budget is about 19.5 million € (taxes not included). The
construction of a multi use terminal, along with a small port for small boats is
under planning. The estimated budget for the studies of the project (preliminary
and detailed studies) is about 1 million € (taxes not included).

3.2.11. Accessibility
The port of Alexandroupoli has direct access to road network. The distance from
the national highway network (Egnatia Odos highway) is about 5 km via urban
network (Dimokratias Avenue). The Port will have access to the planned
European Corridor IX (Helsinki – St. Petersburg – Moscow – Kiev – Ljubasevka –
Chsinau – Bucuresti – Stara Zagora – Dimitrovgrad – Alexandroupoli) via Egnatia
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Odos. Furthermore, the completion of studies for direct access to Egnatia Odos
highway is expected soon. It also should be mentioned that the port is located 34
km far from Turkey and 150 km
far from Bulgaria, via Egnatia Odos highway.
As far as access to rail is concerned, the Alexandroupoli port area is directly
connected to national rail network. This connection is thought to be crucial,
especially after the recent agreement (March of 2009) between Greece and
Bulgaria, according to which the rail services will be upgrated. The rail network,
apart from Bulgaria, has access to Turkey.
Finally, port of Alexandroupoli has access to the closest airport, which is situated
about 5 km away, via highway road.
The port has two main (7m and 14m width) and one secondary (temporary used)
entrances in the west section.
The main deficiency in the port’s accessibility is the fact that the only way to reach
Egnatia Odos highway is via the city of Alexandroupoli, which results in increased
traffic and road accidents. The problem will be solved with the construction of the
new ring road of Alexandropoli with direct access to the highway.
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4. PRESENTATION OF THE PRE FEASIBILITY STUDY
4.1. Theme of the pre feasibility study
The project under study, in actuality, consists of several projects each addressing
a separate issue and goal in the framework of an integrated development plan for
the PoA, namely:
•

construction of a container terminal

•

construction of a small auxiliary port for vessels supporting the Burgas –
Alexandroupolis pipeline

•

construction of the road and railroad connections to the Port

The above projects are complemented by a number of smaller works designed to
upgrade the status of the PoA to that of an international passenger and
commercial port in the region. Such projects are e.g.: the installation of ISPS related security systems, completion of utility networks etc.

4.2. Geographic coverage
The Port of Alexandroupolis (PoA), located a few kilometers east of the City of
Alexandroupolis, is a major port of Northern Greece (along with the Port of
Thessaloniki and the Port of Kavala) through which goods are being transported
to and fro the countries of Eastern Europe and particularly the Balkan countries.
The City of Alexandroupolis is the capital city of the Region of Thrace, the
northeastern-most Greek region along the eastern Greek – Turkish border. The
city is built along the coast and it has a population of approximately 50.000.
The city can be accessed by road, rail, airplane and ship. By road, it is 810 km
from Athens, 310 km from Thessaloniki, 43 km from the Greek – Turkish border,
and 300 km from Istanbul. It is connected by rail to Thessaloniki, Athens and
Istanbul.
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After the railroad “arrived” in 1871, the small city of Alexandroupolis developed
into a significant transit node and port for the territories east of the border. In 1880
the lighthouse was constructed that soon became the city symbol.
Today, the PoA is the only major port in Thrace and constitutes a major traffic and
commercial node in the region.
The following maps illustrate the strategic location of the City and the Port of
Alexandroupolis.

Map of the
Balkan
Countries
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Map of Greece and the Eastern Mediterranean
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Map of Thrace

Map of
The Port of Alexandroupolis
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Distances from interconnecting ports

Interconnecting port

Transport

Km/nmiles

Mode
Port Said- Piraeus

Maritime

593 NM

Piraeus - Alexandroupolis

Maritime

268 NM

Alexandroupolis - Bourgas

Rail

190 miles

Bourgas-Constanta

Maritime

130 NM
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Interconnecting port

Transport Mode

Km/nmiles

Port Said- Piraeus

Maritime

593 NM

Piraeus - Alexandroupolis

Road

583 miles

Alexandroupolis - Bourgas

Rail

190 miles

Bourgas-Constanta

Rail

175 miles

Alexandroupolis port covers geographically the biggest part of Thrace
(Northeastern Greece) both commercially and coastally. Its volume of passenger
traffic is small as in happens in most northern Greece’s ports since it is served
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only by E/G and O/G that go to North and East Aegean. The commercial traffic
mainly concerns grain transport and general cargo transport.
Port Advantages
its choice as a port of international importance
strategic advantage: the position of the port
-

at the end of the panEuropean corridor ΙΧ, as a motorway and railway

-

port’s connection with Egnatia motorway leading to Igoumenitsa, Istanbul
and south of Bulgaria

-

port’s connection inside the port with Hellenic railways

-

four (4) km distance from the local port

the master plan of the port is completed
the big terrestrial zone
the Greek Ministry of Transport intends to create within the port one
of the four goods centers in Greece
the container terminal within the port is one of the largest in the Mediterranean
and this can contribute so as the port to become a significant regional gateway
port to the markets of the south east Europe.
the port connects the mainland in north of Greece with the islands in the
Aegean sea
its proximity to Istanbul, Sofia, Bucharest and Izmir
Bulgaria and Romania accession to the E.U.

Function - Administrative Organisation
In the O.L.A. S.A.’ s goal are included:
9 The rendering of every kind of port services, the upgrading, the preservation,
the improvement and the development of the port.
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9 The rendering of anchoring services for ships and passengers, vehicles and
commercial cargoes.
9 The settlement, organization and exploitation of every kind of port
infrastructure.
9 The undertaking and implementation of projects, studies and works relative to
Port Authority’s activities funded by national, community or other resources
under the national port policy.
9 The undertaking of all activities relevant to port services, and to any other
commercial and business activity apart from the traditional port activities. They
are mainly included those of tourist, cultural, fishery, planning and organization
of port services.
9 The upgrading of the providing services and infrastructures through a
technological and organizational modernization.
9 The aesthetic and functional structural care of the port.
9 The constructive co-operation with the users of the port and the local
authorities, civic and prefectorial.
9 The constructive co-operation and the undertaking of each activity related to
administration and exploitation authorities of the country’s ports.
9 The “General Manager’s” resumption of duties for the Port Zone areas within
the framework of general planning and development of country’s port potential,
the laying out of a national port policy for account of the State and the Public
Interest.
9 Any other activity placed in Port Funds as public law legal entities.
The O.L.A. S.A.’ s administration organs are:
•

The Board of Directors

•

The Managing Director
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The Alexandroupolis Port land area belongs to the Hellenic state’s ownership. Its
use and exploitation was given, through an Accession treaty, to O.L.A. S.A.,
signed in Athens on 21/03/2003.
This contract provides for an obligation on both parts to make investments within
the S.A.’s Port land area. The state will contribute by funding the national level
projects, in order to achieve the Alexandroupolis Port targets. Furthermore,
depending on its discretion, it can participate to other Port’s projects funding in
case they are necessary for public interest or they contribute to the improvement
or upgrading of the infrastructure or port services.
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4.3. Classification of the pre feasibility study
This study is a prefeasibility study for construction of new capacities in the PoA.
The new capacities that are described in the following chapters are expected to
impact on the development of the PoA in two ways:
•

satisfy the demand that will be generated by the Burgas – Alexandroupolis
pipeline

•

generate new demand for intermodal transport (combined sea – land
transport) of goods between Asia Minor and the Balkans and Europe.

4.4. Origin of the project
The idea of the project derives from the Port Administration’s determination to
meet the challenges ahead and to exploit the advantages that the port’s
geographical position affords.
Consequently, the Administration plans to provide all necessary infrastructure and
equipment in order to serve:
•

As a terminal for the Burgas–Alexandroupolis pipeline that will transport oil
(originally from Russian wells) to the Balkans and subsequently to Central
and Western Europe

•

As a container terminal for the storage and transfer of containers
originating in Asia Minor and traveling through to EU countries.

The technical and financing aspects of the project are currently being studied and
it is expected that as soon as they are defined implementation will begin.
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4.5. Main problem(s) or challenge(s) to be addressed
The main problem to be addressed by the Management of the PoA is (a) the
difficulty in mobilizing the organization into new modes of operation, (b)
convincing the overseeing (and financing) authorities that the organization can
respond to the challenge.
The PoA Management has set operational goals and procedures that must be
completed in the process:
•

The timely approval of the Master Plan by the appropriate authorities

•

The timely completion of the projects and in particular the deepening and
widening of the entry channel basin

•

The timely completion of the road and railroad connections

•

The timely completion of the process for personnel hiring

Undoubtedly, in the new environment PoA’s management must cope not only with
the competition by other rival ports but also with the difficulties presented by the
global economic crisis which eventually has resulted in the decline of commercial
activity. Thus, new tasks lie ahead and a period of adjustment is required during
which the Port as an o0rganization will have to find a new level of equilibrium.

4.6. Objectives and added value of the project
The main objective of the project is to bring forth the technical and organizational
difficulties and problems that must be solved in order for the PoA to become a
veritable player in the economic activity in the region.
The results of the projects that are described in this study will benefit not only the
PoA organization per se but the entire region of Thrace: economic growth, job
creation and sustainable development.
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5. COHERENCE

OF

THE

PROJECT

WITH

THE

ORIENTATIONS OF THE SEE PROGRAMME AND THE
WATERMODE PROJECT
INTRODUCTION
How the WATERMODE project contributes to the Community Cohesion
Policy and the SEE programme’s overall objective/strategy.
The project is consistent with the objective of the Lisbon Agenda, concerning the
implementation of the Trans-European networks and the general improvement of
the efficiency of the transports in Europe. Moreover the consistency of the project
activities with the relevant priorities in the freight transport policy defined by the
European commission has already been mentioned above. Concerning the
programme priorities and strategies, the project aims at improving the
coordination of the transport policies in the programme area; moreover the focus
on the waterborne multimodality is of high importance for the programme area,
where all the countries have access to the sea, except 4 that however have
access to inland waterways. In particular the project is strongly consistent with the
objective 2, promoting the area accessibility and contributing to improve the
environmental quality.

How the WATERMODE project contributes to the specific objective of the
SEE programme’s Priority Axis 3: Improvement of the Accessibility and the
Area of Intervention 3.3: Improve framework conditions for multimodal
platforms.
The project main goal is to support the development of the water/ground multimodal transport in the programme area, as viable alternative to road transport
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solutions. This objective and the project activities are consistent with the
programme specific objective 2, as they contribute to the accessibility of the area
and to the environmental quality through actions as those indicated by the SEE
general objective. Concerning the Programme Axis 3, the project contributes to
the coordinated preparation for the support of multimodality, through transnational
activities aimed at introducing common instruments for the homogeneous
evaluation of multimodal services, as well as at promoting a continuous
coordination of strategies for the development of multimodality. In particular, the
project activities will investigate the potential of the multimodal waterborne
solutions as alternative to the road transport when its inefficiencies (as
bottlenecks) involve significant negative externalities.

5.1. Coherence of the project with the orientations of the SEE programme
and the WATERMODE project

The specific objective of Priority Axis 3: Improvement of the accessibility of the
SEE programme is to promote coordinated preparation for the development of
accessibility networks and the support of multi-modality. This Priority Axis seeks in
particular to achieve one

operational objective and supports transnational

partnerships and activity that contribute to: Improve framework conditions for
multi-modal platforms (support of multi-modal platforms and the promotion of
alternative transport means, e.g. rail and or sea compared to road – from the view
of the public interest).
The Areas of Intervention (AoI) to Improve framework conditions for multi-modal
platforms is defined in the following description.
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The purpose of this AoI is the support of multi-modal platforms and the promotion
of alternative transport means (e.g. rail and or sea compared to road) from the
view of public interest point of view. Multi-modal platforms can make existing
transport more efficient and also stimulate the shift to environmentally friendly
systems. Activities should go beyond singular interests and show a real
cooperative character and offer mutual benefits.
The completion of the transportation networks, integration in the global market
and rising consumption patterns in the area place a heavy burden on the
transportation network, which is currently monopolised by road transport. Matters
of operational efficiency, exploitation of the available alternative routes and last
but not least environmental concerns underline the need for the promotion of
multi-modal platforms. Transnational action is obviously an important issue due to
the economic interrelations and transport patterns between the regions and the
impact of multimodality or lack thereof in large areas.
The transnational cooperation of the WATERMODE project contributes to the
development of multi-modal concepts and action plans, foster agreements for the
promotion of multi-modality and support the development of tools and systems for
the facilitation of multi-modal platforms.

Within the above framework the construction of a container terminal,

the

construction of a small auxiliary port for vessels supporting the Burgas –
Alexandroupolis pipeline and the construction of the road and railroad connections
to the Port of Alexandroupolis are contributing to the development of multi-modal
concepts, promote multi-modality and support the development of tools and
systems for the facilitation of multi-modal platforms.
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6. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
Background
As stated before, the project under study, in actuality, consists of several projects
each addressing a separate issue and goal in the framework of an integrated
development plan for the PoA, namely:
•

construction of a container terminal

•

construction of a small auxiliary port for vessels supporting the Burgas –
Alexandroupolis pipeline

•

construction of the road and railroad connections

The above projects are complemented by a number of smaller works designed to
upgrade the status of the PoA to that of an international passenger and
commercial port in the region. Such projects are e.g.: the installation of ISPS related security systems, completion of utility networks etc.
The planned projects will be presented in turn below.

Description of Projects

6.1.1. Container Terminal
The Port of Alexandroupolis has two major advantages that favor the
development in the field of container traffic:
•

Physical characteristics, namely: a large surface area on the land zone that
can accept a wide variety of loading / unloading equipment, and a large
sea depth in the harbor(~13,0 m) that can accommodate large vessels,
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•

Strategic location as it at the end point of the road and rail Transeuropean
Axis IX as well as at the end point of the Egnatia Highway that a major axis
in the Greek road transport network.

Based on the above advantages, PoA has the potential to develop as:
•

As a port for direct calls for vessels that unload containers to be
transshipped to ports in the Black Sea

•

As a satellite transshipment port that is fed by smaller vessels (feeder
services) originating in the Black Sea and the Sea of Marmara and
connecting it to major Mediterranean ports (hub ports)

•

As a site for the establishment of a sole exclusive operator who would
utilize the port facilities in order to serve his own distribution network.

6.1.2. Design Specifications for the Container Terminal
Following the above projections a set of parameters have been agreed between
the Greek Port Administration and PoA management to serve as design
guidelines for the construction of the container terminal at PoA.
Parameter

Total annual container traffic (TEU)

Design value

60.000

Annual transit traffic (TEU)

6.000

Annual reefers traffic (TEU)

6.000

Design vessel container (TEU)

2.000

Design load (unloaded TEU / arrival))
RatioFull /empty container
Men arrival rate of container ships / week

800
3,5 / 1
3
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Percentage container transported to/fro Terminal by

80 %

road
Percentage container transported to/fro Terminal by

20 %

rail
*TEU= Twenty feet EquivalentUnit

6.1.3. Design of the Container Terminal at PoA
The new wharf that will serve as container terminal at PoA is located at the
eastern end of the old port in N-S orientation and it is and the useful length is 680
m.
The existing installations can accommodate:
• Lifton – Liftoff berths(Lo-Lo): 2
• Rollon-Rolloff berths (Ro-Ro): 1

The east edge of the wharf is 500 meters long whereas the south edge is 280
meters long of which 180 meters is available to use. Ships can berth at both the
south and east edges of the wharf.
The net surface
area

of

the

container wharf
available

for

use

is

approximately
145 stremmata
(14,5 ha)
The

depth

of

the wharf walls
is -13,10 meters
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from the mean sea level.
The depth of the harbor basin measured from the mean sea level is -12,0 meters
in the east section and -11,15 in the south section of the basin

6.1.4. General Arrangement of the Container Terminal Facility
The characteristics that are evident from the general arrangement drawings are
as follows:
•

The Container Terminal occupies the largest part of the new wharf. The
available surface area on the wharf can accommodate a much larger
number of TEU than the design value of 60.000 TEU with proviso that
heavy equipment is installed and utilized.

•

The Container Terminal is connected to the road network through the main
road accessing the port area

•

The Container Terminal is connected to the railroad network via a line that
reaches the west end of the wharf where a railroad loading zone is created.

•

The Container Terminal is functionally independent from the other activities
on the wharf with the exception of the Ro-Ro ship ramp. Thus a dedicated
entrance gate is created that averts the presence of vehicles or persons
that are not related to the Container Terminal operation.

•

Berthing of container ships will be on the eastern edge of the wharf thus
affording a length of 360 meters.

•

The following sections are designated within the boundaries of the
Container terminal:

•

4 functionally independent sections of total capacity 798 TEU on one level

•

1 functionally independent section for stowing reefers (78 TEU)
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•

1 functionally independent section for stowing containers with hazardous
materials (33 TEU).

•

A 6,5 stremmatazone(0,65 ha) for loading / unloading containers on/off
trucks: 60 positions for trailers are available

•

A zone for loading / unloading containers on/off freight trains: a bundle of
four 400 m long rails.

•

A 6,5stremmata zone (0,65 ha) for stowing empty containers: 168 TEU.

•

Other auxiliary facilities and buildings: short term parking area for trucks,
personnel and visitor cars, administration building, maintenance shop.

6.1.5. Container Stowage Area
Along the east edge of the quay there will be designated for stowage areas:
•

Area A: 12 X 12 = 144 TEUs,

•

Area B: 17 X 12 = 204 TEUs

•

Area C: 17 X 12 = 204 TEUs

•

Area D: 11 X 12 = 132 TEUs

i.e. total of 684 TEUs on one level.
On the perimeter of these areas there will be aisles for vehicles and straddle
carriers approximately 18,0 meters wide and 1.150 meters in total length. Thus,
the total surface area (including aisles and maneuvering space) will be 40.112 sq.
m. whereas the net surface area for stowage is 17.804 sq. m.
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6.1.6. Capacity of Container Stowage Area
Assuming stacking of two container boxes high and mean stowage time at the
terminal of 8 days, then:
Total stowage positions TEU (single level)

684

Total stowage positions TEU (two levels)

1.368

Mean stowage time (days)

8

Turnover periods in a year

365 d / 8 d = 46

Total Annual Capacity (TEU / year)

1.368 *46 = 62.928

6.1.7. Stowage Area for Containers in Transit

A “transit subarea” will be designated in one of the four stowage areas for
containers in transit.
It is projected that a net surface area of 2440 sq. m. will be adequate for transit
containers providing space for 96 TEUs single level and 192 TEUs two levels. At
a mean turnover rate of 8 days the Total Annual Capacity (TEU / year) is
192 X (365 d / 8 d) = 8832 TEUs.

6.1.8. Stowage Area for Refrigerated Containers
In the north end of the container terminal, an area for refrigerated containers will
be designated.
It is projected that a net surface area of 2088 sq. m. will be adequate for stowage
of refrigerated containers providing space for 72 TEUs single level and 144 TEUs
two levels. At a mean turnover rate of 5 days, then
Total Annual Capacity (TEU / year) = 144 X (365 d / 5 d) = 10512 TEUs.
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The area will require electric power. For this purpose, a concrete wall will be
erected (~2 m high by 0,30 m thick) that will extend for the whole length (~76 m)
of the area’s edge in order to house the power cables and distribution pillars that
will supply electric power to the containers.

6.1.9. Stowage Area for Empty Containers
Storage and handling of empty containers is an essential operation in a container
terminal.
At the PoA, the Stowage Area for Empty Containers will be located close to the
main road and the railroad line and away from the 4 stowage areas for loaded
containers. The area for empty containers is estimated to be approximately 3400
sq. m. divided into 3 sections.
Empty containers can be stacked 5 high (as opposed to filled containers, so the
stowage capacity of the area is estimated as follows:
(56 TEU/level X 5 levels) / section X 3 sections = 840 TEUs.
Assuming a turnover rate of 15 days, then
Total Annual Capacity (TEU / year) = 840 X (365 d / 15 d) = 20.160 TEUs.

6.1.10.

Buffer zone for receipt / delivery

The buffer zone utilized for receiving and delivering containers has been located
near the terminal gate so that vehicles involved shall not be moving aimlessly in
the terminal. This also means that the vehicles shall travel a minimum distance to
reach their destination.
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6.1.11.

Auxiliary Buildings and Facilities

Auxiliary buildings and facilities will be constructed to support the proper operation of the
Container Terminal terminal, namely:

•

Container Terminal Machine Shop

•

Administration building

•

Gate complex

6.1.12.

Mechanical Equipment at Container Terminal

The mechanical equipment to be used at the Container Terminal of PoAhave
been selected based on the following operational parameters:
•

Total annual movement: 60.000 TEU.

•

Design load (unloaded TEU/arrival or loaded / departure): 800TEU

•

Container ship mean arrival rate: 3-4 arrivals / week.

•

Capacity of ships expected to be served at PoA: 2.000 TEU

•

Maximum demand: 400TEU / day.

Consequently, the container terminal at PoA is classified as a small facility.
Selection of Equipment
TASK
Load / unload Lo-Lo ships
Load / unload Ro-Roships
>>
Transfer / Stow

EQUIPMENT
Mobile Harbour Crane (40 tn / 40 m.)
Tractors forRo-Ro)
Platform Trailers
StraddleCarriers (3 high)

QUANTITY
2
3
3
5

Load/unload trucks
Load/unload freight train cars
Empty container handling
Κενά

Reachstacker (40 tn)
Forklift (40 tn)
Side loader ήfront loader

1
1
2
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6.1.13.

Investment Cost

Container Terminal Investment Cost
Κωδικός

Description

Cost (€)

Α.

PAVEMENTS

α.1

Stowage area pavement (fiber-rich)

α.2

Asphaltfloors(access roads, parking areas)
Sum (Α)

Β.

CONTAINER TERMINAL FENCING

1.500.000
€
155.000 €
1.655.000
€
450.000 €

Γ.

ROAD MARKING - SIGNS

150.000 €

∆.

BUILDING FACILITIES

δ.1

Administration Building

δ.2

Main Gate building

δ.3

Mechanical Equipment Storage / Maintenance Facility
Sum (∆)

1.170.000
€
1.500.000
€
1.600.000
€
4.270.000
€

Ε.

ELECTROMECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS

ε.1

Power supply network - Lighting

445.000 €

ε.2

Water supply network

190.000 €

ε.3

Fire protection system

140.000 €

ε.4

Weak currents

200.000 €

Sum (Ε)

975.000 €

ΣΤ.

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

Ζ.

INFORMATION SYSTEM
TOTAL SUM

12.185.600
€
1.500.000
€
21.185.600
€
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6.2. Small harbor for vessels supporting the Burgas – Alexandroupolis
pipeline

6.2.1. Background Information
The purpose of the Burgas - Alexandroupolis Crude Oil Pipeline Project is to carry
crude oil produced in Russia, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan to destinations in the
European Union, North America and other international markets.
For the additional crude oil production expected in near future in these CIS
countries the Burgas – Alexandroupolis Crude Oil Pipeline serves as transport
way additional to the shipping of oil through the Bosporus Straits which faces
physical limitations and environmental threats.
The crude oil will be transported by tankers from oil ports in the Black Sea to
Burgas / Bulgaria and from there, via the pipeline system, to Alexandroupolis /
Greece. In Alexandroupolis it will be loaded on tankers that will take the crude oil
to its final destination.
The pipeline system will basically require the following main installations:
− tanker unloading facilities and storage tanks in the Burgas area for receiving the
unloaded crude oil;
− a cross-country pipeline from Burgas to Alexandroupolis, including pumping
facilities;
− storage tanks in the Alexandroupolis area to receive crude oil from the pipeline,
and facilities to load it to tankers
- facilities at the PoA for vessels assisting in the operation of the oil transfer
process.
The project will be planned, designed and constructed to international best
practice standards including pertinent EU requirements for impacts and risk
assessment and pollution prevention and control.
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The Project is based on a trilateral international agreement between Bulgaria,
Greece and Russia, which was signed in March 2007 and subsequently ratified by
the parliaments of these countries. Russian shareholders will have a 51 percent
share in the project, while Bulgarian and Greek shareholders will have 24.5
percent each.
The Project is implemented through the Trans-Balkan Pipeline B.V (TBP), a Dutch
registered company which is the project owner and thus will be subject to the
project authorisation process. TBP is locally present through its local branches in
Bulgaria and Greece.
Commencement of operation of the Project is tentatively scheduled for beginning
of 2013.
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6.2.2. Technical Details
The envisaged 42-inch pipeline would be approximately 300 km long depending
on the exact route to be followed through Bulgaria and Greece. In the initial phase
it will transport 35 million tonnes of crude oil per year (MTA), with the design
capacity to rise more than 50 MTA, probably after 4 years.
The main pipeline that reaches Alexandroupolis will pour approximately 1.2 million
cubic meters of oil into storage tanks at the Alexandroupolis Terminal Station.
From the storage tanks, crude oil will be pumped through a maze of land and sea
pipes extending into the sea in a NNW direction away from Alexandroupolis. Two
Single Point Mooring (SPM) stations will be used to transfer crude oil into the oil
tankers anchored approximately 11 km off the coast. The construction of the
Terminal Station, SPMs, and land measuring will be undertaken by the Trans
Balkan Pipeline B.V. as part of their investment.
The following table lists basic facts and figures of the projects:
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6.2.3. Facts & Figures

Indicators of Project

Stages of the project
Stage I

Stage II

TOTAL

35

50

50

250-300

0

250-300

I

Burgas - Alexandroupolis TOTAL:

1

Crude export volumes

2

Approximate length of line pipe, D ~ 40’ (42’)

3

Number of intermediate pump stations

1

0

1

4

SPM

4

0

4

5

Approximate length of unloading line D ~ 48'

48

0

48

6

Tank farm capacity, total thou m3

1380

460

1840

7

Tankers received, deadweight, thou m3

II

Burgas (Bulgaria):

1

SPM

2

0

2

2

Approximate length of unloading line D ~ 48'

23

0

23

3

Booster station

1

0

1

4

Tank farm capacity, total thou m3

480

160

640

5

Tankers received, deadweight, thou m3

III

Alexandroupolis (Greece):

1

SPM

2

0

2

2

Approximate length of unloading line D ~ 48'

25

0

25

3

Tank farm capacity, total thou m3

900

300

1200

4

Tankers received, deadweight, thou m3

80 - 150

80 - 150

60 - 300

6.2.4. Construction of a small harbor for auxiliary vessels
On the shore, aside from the pumping systems and arrays of measuring devices ,
a harbor will be created within the PoA in order to harbor vessels that will assist in
the various tasks.
The construction work that is planned for the small harbor is:
•

Quays: total length 541,40 meters and depth -5,00 meters (MSL)
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•

Widening of the entrance to the harbor to ~50,00 meters

•

Deepening of the inlet basin to -5,00 meters MSL

•

Development of the land zone adjacent to the harbor

The location of the small harbor is sufficiently close to the port entrance but at the
same time it is well protected from sea turbulences. A large land zone adjacent to
the harbor is available for supporting land activities.

WORKS FOR THE SMALL HARBOR
Small Harbor
Quay walls 665 m long and -5.00 m (MSL) deep
Quay floors
Utility networks (lighting, power, water)
Subtotal

2.660.000 €
560.000 €
700.000 €
3.920.000 €

Subtotal
GRAND TOTAL

20.000 €
285.000 €
125.000 €
520.000 €
660.000 €
140.000 €
1.750.000 €
5.670.000 €

Land zone
Earth works
Asphalt pavement 13000 m2
Rainwater drainage system
Administration building 200 m2
Warehouse 660 m2
Utility networks (lighting, power, water)

6.3. Planned Road and Rail Connections
As stated above, the PoA is located strategically along major road transportation
axes:
•

the transeuropean axis IX (N-S) connecting Helsinki to Alexandroupolis

•

the Egnatia Road (E-W) connecting the Adriatic Sea with the Black Sea
and Asia Minor.
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In addition, the railroad line from Thessaloniki to Eastern Thrace and Istanbul
crosses through the Port’s zone thus affording one more mode of transportation to
prospective customers.
Consequently, the relevant authorities with the collaboration of the PoA are
planning a number of connections to these axes (road and rail) so that the Port is
served directly and not through the city of Alexandroupolis as is the case today.

6.3.1. Planned Road Connections
The most significant road connections are those between the eastern section of
the Port (which houses the container terminal, multipurpose terminal etc) and the
“vertical connection” to the Egnatia Road.
The connection to Egnatia Road will be accomplished via a “belt highway” that will
encircle the city of Alexandroupolis on the north in E-W direction and that will
allow:
•

commercial through traffic to bypass the city of Alexandroupolis,

•

Commercial traffic to/fro the PoA to bypass the urban center and connect
directly to the Egnatia Road.

The planned Alexandroupolis Belt Highway will be a closed highway of 5,7 km
length (east section 3,3 km, west section 2,4 km). There will be three links: to the
Port (1 km), to Egnatia Road (700 m), and to a neighboring village (2,1 km).
It is expected that the construction of the Alexandroupolis Belt Highway will
facilitate all Port activities because in essence it will separate the different types of
traffic: traffic destined for the passenger terminal and the marina will be directed
through the western gates to the Port, whereas cargo traffic from the container
terminal and the multipurpose cargo terminal will be directed through the eastern
gate to the Port.
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In order to take full advantage of the connection to the external networks, a
number of internal projects have been planned by the Port’s administration and
are included in the approved Master Plan. These are listed in the table below:

BUDGET OF PLANNED ROAD CONNECTIONS
Cost (€)
Project Description
ROAD CONNECTION TO ALEXANDROUPOLIS BELT
HIGHWAY
Earthworks
255.000 €
Pavement-Sidewalks- Markings - Signs
785.000 €
Draining
65.000 €
Lighting
295.000 €
Sum (A) 1.400.000 €
INTERNAL – SECONDARY ROAD
Earthworks
320.000 €
Pavement-Sidewalks- Markings - Signs
515.000 €
Draining
40.000 €
Lighting
125.000 €
Sum (B) 1.000.000 €
IMPROVEMENT OF WESTERN PORT GAT ES
Earthworks - Pavement-Sidewalks- Markings – Signs 135.000 €
Draining
Road construction supports etc.
65.000 €
Sum (C)
200.000 €
HYDRAULIC WORKS FOR FLOOD PROTECTION
Works outside the eastern section
600.000 €
Rainwater drainage
600.000 €
Sum (D) 1.200.000 €
GRAND TOTAL 3.800.000 €

6.3.2. Planned Rail Connections
The planned connection of the eastern section of the PoA with the railroad line
Thessaloniki – Alexandroupolis – Ormenio is a significant project for the operation
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of the container terminal at PoA. The railroad network extension into the container
terminal will consist of four (4) loading lines suitably arranged within the port zone
so that they do not obstruct the other port operations.
The containers will be received at the rail station within the container terminal and
will be moved to the Central Rail Station of the Port and from there to their final
destination. In order to move the containers quickly and efficiently, a number of
bypassing lines has been designed dedicated to specific tasks / functions
contemplated in the container terminal:
1. One line dedicated to loading / unloading of general cargo
2. One line dedicated to the parking of empty containers
3. One line dedicated to containers departing to other destinations
4. Two lines reserved in order to allow for completing trains to same
destination
5. One line dedicated to serving the container terminal and the other terminals
planned by the Port.
In conclusion, 6 bypassing lines are planned within the Central Rail Station of the
Port with total net length of approximately 450 meters. .
The cost of the construction of the above lines will be borne by the Greek Railroad
Organization.
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7. MARKET CONDITIONS
7.1. Description of the Market and Competition Situation
The role of the PoA as a transit node for containers is relatively small but the
market potential is great: to wit, in 2000, 46 million TEU (23% of the global
quantity) pass through European ports as opposed to 32% in 1980. The decrease
in the last 20 years is a result of the development of the ports in the Far East.
The main container handling ports in the Mediterranean are: Gioia Tauro (~2
MTEUs), La Spezia (~1,2 MTEUs) and Genoa (~ 1 MTEUs) in Italy, Algeciras (~
1,5 MTEUs) and Barcelona (~ 1 MTEUs) in Spain, Marseilles (~ 1 MTEUs) in
France, Marsaxlokk (~ 1 MTEUs) in Malta, Piraeus (1 MTEUs) in Greece,
Limassol in Cyprus, and Damietta in Egypt. Most of these serve primarily their
respective hinterland, but there are three that play a significant role in transit traffic
(reload from mother feeder ships): Marsaxlokk (Malta), Gioia Tauro (Italy) and
Algeciras (Spain).
Piraeus is the Greek port with the heaviest traffic in containers: in 2005, the total
traffic was 1.394.512 (T.E.U), 47,4% of these (660.461 TEU) were transit.
Movement of containers through the Port of Thessaloniki has increased in the last
decade, thus classifying the port as a significant regional transit center in south
Balkans. On an annual basis (2005), the Port of Thessaloniki serves 1150 ships
and handles 365.000 TEUs. The Port of Volos also develops as a transit container
terminal that serves feeder lines that connect it: in 2003, 10.960 containers
passed through.

7.2. Port of Alexandroupolis Profile
Based on the above, it is clear that the PoA can potentially play a significant role
in the Greek national transportation system as well as in international
connections.
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The Port’s location is advantageous, on one hand within the Trans-European
Transport Network as it is at the end of Transeuropean Axis IX, and, on the other,
at the national level it is connected to eastern (e.g. Turkey) and northern (e.g.
Bulgaria, Romania) regions via the Egnatia Road (and its vertical connections)
and the railroad line.
Thus the PoA’s hinterland is thus extended beyond the Greek border if (a) the
upgrading of the road and rail system connections is accomplished, (b) the
administrative

procedures

(customs

procedures,

health

issues

etc)

are

streamlined. The strategic goal of the PoA is, when all projects are completed, to
be able to serve not only its own hinterland (passenger and cargo traffic to/fro the
Prefecture of Evros) but a large portion of the trade to/fro Bulgaria and Romania.
In addition, the Port as a transit port for containers could serve certain feeding
lines from countries of southeastern Europe and of the former Soviet Union and
Poland to countries of the Middle East and Africa. The accession of Bulgaria and
Romania to the European Union affords transporters the opportunity to take
advantage of the PoA’s location to send goods from Bulgarian ports in the Black
Sea through routes that bypass non-EU countries (e.g. former Yugoslavia).
After the implementation of the planned works for the container terminal, the PoA
could offer a perfectly competitive alternative route to Volos for transport from
Germany – Bulgaria – Bucharest. The route Germany – Bulgaria – Bucharest –
Alexandroupolis is economically advantageous to truck drivers of foreign origin.
In conclusion, the PoA offers significant advantages to transporters of
containers from points north and south who wish to utilize the sea journey
through Alexandroupolis in order to economize on time and cost by
bypassing the land route through Eastern Thrace and Istanbul and the Asia
Minor mainland.
Consequently, the PoA initially will aim at becoming established as a secondary
regional distribution port, serving its own hinterland. This means both a
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substantive marketing plan and the development of a competitive price schedule
that will attract new customers as well as customers who are now served by other
ports.
In a second phase, the PoA shall attempt to exploit its advantageous location in
order to compete against the ports of Varna, Bourgas and Constanza for the
transport of containers.

7.3. Strategy of the Pre-investment Study

7.3.1. SWOT Analysis
Strengths
•

Strategic location of the port in the transeuropean axis IX (Helsinki –
Alexandroupolis) and its proximity to road (Egnatia Road) and rail axes
(Thessaloniki – Turkey and Bulgaria) of the Greek national transport
network

•

Proximity with two new EU member countries (Bulgaria, Romania) and the
region of Eastern Thrace of Turkey.

•

Established position as the second most significant port in Northern Greece
(Thessaloniki being the first)

•

Large land zone in terms of surface area

•

Availability of a large basin and container wharf with good infrastructure.
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Weaknesses
•

Shallow basin

•

depths and absence of suitable land equipment that limit the development
potential of the port

•

Inadequate service on the railroad connection to the Turkish – Bulgarian
borders and lack of rail lines within the port zone

•

Limited exploitation / utilization of facilities in the land zone

•

Inadequate quality and variety of offered port services; Lack of service
provider mentality; port charges not related to quality and cost of offered
service

•

Annual deficits

•

Operational problems due to organizational, procedural, manpower and
infrastructure inadequacies.

•

Inadequate

implementation

of

Quality,

Safety

and

Environmental

standards.
Opportunities
•

Advantageous location

•

Resolution for the implementation of an extensive investment plan with
respect to improvement of port structures and equipment

•

Plans for an integrated freight transport center in Alexandroupolis

•

Absence of a car terminal in Northern Greece

•

Construction of the Burgas – Alexandroupolis pipeline

•

Undertaking of the construction of a marina
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•

Greek national plans for the economic development of Thrace

Threats
•

Strong competition from other ports in the region (e.g. Thessaloniki,
Kavala, Constanza, Varna, Burga)

•

Delays

in

the

implementation

of

necessary

construction

projects

(deepening, road and rail connections etc)
•

Weakness of the Port management to take advantage of its autonomy and
to develop initiative that would upgrade the port’s status in the regional
economy

•

Lack of collaboration between the PoA and the regional and local
authorities as well as the community

•

Delays in hiring process

•

Development of alternate transport routes from Bulgaria to the west

7.3.2. Strategic Goals
Based on the above analysis, the strategic goals for the development of the PoA
have been set:
•

Implementation of the Port’s Master Plan

•

Promotion of a “service provider mentality” in the operation of the Port

•

Ensuring financial health

•

Creation of the proper conditions for safe navigation and mooring of ships

•

Implementation of all international standards regarding safety of ports

•

Assuring adequate funding for the implementation of investment plans
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•

Exploitation of the Port’s strategic location in the framework of the national
port system and the European short-sea shipping policy

•

Exploitation of the sea and land zones of the port in order to provide
reliable and quality port services

7.3.3. Operational Goals and Guidelines
The achievement of the above strategic goals relies mainly on the successful and
timely completion of the projects described above. Thus, the PoA Management
has set operational goals and procedures that must be completed in the process:
•

The timely approval of the Master Plan by the appropriate authorities

•

The timely completion of the projects and in particular the deepening and
widening of the entry channel basin

•

The timely completion of the road and railroad connections

•

The timely completion of the process for personnel hiring

Undoubtedly, in the new environment PoA’s management must cope not only with
the competition by other rival ports but also with the difficulties presented by the
global economic crisis which eventually has resulted in the decline of commercial
activity. Thus, new tasks lie ahead and a period of adjustment is required during
which the Port as an o0rganization will have to find a new level of equilibrium.

7.3.4. Customer Structure and Possible Changes
The potential customers fall into two categories corresponding to the two markets
that have been set as target markets by PoA: the crude oil shippers market and
the container shippers market.
Both markets are highly volatile because they depend on many exogenous
economic parameters, to wit: shipments of crude oil to Europe depend not only on
demand but also on the availability of crude oil from traditional oil producing
countries. For example, the recent events in Libya are expected to increase
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demand for shipments of crude oil to Europe from other sources (including CIS
countries) and thus upgrade the status of installations such as the Burgas –
Alexandroupolis pipeline.
On the other hand, transport of containers depends not only on general economic
conditions (e.g. world economic crisis, decreasing overall consumption) but also
on competition from other ports (e.g. Bulgarian and other Greek ports in the case
of PoA) that may potentially serve more or less the same customer group (e.g.
importers of chinese goods destined for Central and Eastern Europe, or Asia
Minor producers trying to move their produce quickly to similar destinations).
Thus, PoA’s success as an international commercial port depends on the Port’s
Administration to:
6. be flexible enough to adjust quickly to changes in the market conditions
7. to provide the best combination of high quality services at competitive
prices so that existing customers will not seek to move elsewhere and new
customers will be attracted to use the PoA.

7.4. Prediction of Key Data

7.4.1. Projection of Container Traffic
To complete the picture of the Port as a container port it is necessary to estimate
the movement of containers through the port. A realistic estimate of traffic must
take into consideration that the target market of the PoA is the Region of Eastern
Macedonia and Thrace, and South Bulgaria.
The estimate is based on two modes of transport as sources of demand:
•

Domestic through traffic that is diverted from other Greek ports

•

Transit traffic mainly from/to Bulgaria that is diverted from Bulgarian ports.
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Year

0

+5

+10

+15

Projected domestic container traffic
Pessimistic Scenario
Projected domestic traffic to / fro container port of
Salonika with origin / destination Thrace

55.042 75.075 95.817 122.290

TrafficdivertedtoPoA (50%)

27.521 37.538 63.239 80.711

Realistic Scenario
Projected domestic traffic to / fro container port of
Salonika with origin / destination Thrace

74.095

101.04 128.96
164.591
5
1

TrafficdivertedtoPoA (80%)

59.276 80.836

128.96
164.591
1

Projected transit container traffic
Projected annual transit traffic to/fro Bulgaria

791.06
238.24 334.15
514.138
5
8
5

Projected annual transit traffic to/fro Bulgaria with
origin / destination the potential hinterland of PoA

71.474

237.32
100.24
154.241
0
6

7.147

15.037 23.136 35.598

Pessimistic Scenario
Traffic diverted to and retained by PoA (10%)
Realistic Scenario
Traffic diverted to and retained by PoA (15%)
Year

10.721 25.062 38.560
0

+5

+10

59.330
+15

Total projected traffic
Pessimistic Scenario 34.668 52.575
Realistic Scenario 69.997 105.897

86.375 116.309
167.52 223.921
2
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8. ECONOMIC CONTEXT
8.1. Introduction
From the data presented so far, it is evident that the project under study is wide in
content and ambitious in character. The PoA must reorganize and regroup its
forces in order to complete the project.
Objectively, the successful completion of the project does not depend only on
PoA’s contribution but on a host of factors beyond its control: global economic
crisis, economic crisis in Greece etc. Thus, the venture is not without risk and its
final outcome cannot be predicted with certainty.
The financial analysis that follows is based on realistic assumptions with respect
to: availability of funds to complete the described investments, estimates of
revenues, market conditions and observance of international agreement
commitments.
8.2. Assumptions
In order to develop the 5-year outlook, certain key assumptions must be made.
These are generally realistic and conservative:
•

Revenues will rise at 4% the first three years (2011-2013) and 3% after that
(2014-2015)

•

Personnel expenses (salaries and external assistance) will rise 5% through
the entire 5-yeaBase period.

•

Other parameters will continue to behave as they have till now.
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8.3. Five year outlook
Based on the above assumptions, the Income Statement for the next five years
(2011 – 2015) is shown in the following table. From the results, it is evident that
the PoA will continue to experience losses in 2011-12, but it will generate profits,
however small, starting in 2013:
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9. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
9.1. Contribution towards environmental sustainability
The implementation of the project and in particular the portion that will
introduce intermodal transport between Europe and Asia Minor is expected
to reduce the traffic pollution on the route since it is designed to bypass
the road transport through Asia Minor and Eastern Thrace and replace it
with sea transport between Izmir and Alexandroupolis.

10. CONCLUSIONS-RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The PoA is planning to expand into the container transport business
and the transport of crude oil.
2. In order to achieve these goals, a wide ranging investment plan must
be implemented that includes both infrastructure improvement as well
as special investments suitable for the tasks ahead.
3. PoA is planning to create and equip a modern container terminal
designed to serve as a transit terminal or a feeder terminal in the
eastern Mediterranean.
4. Competition to the container activity comes from other mediterranean
ports (including Greek ports) that are already active in the field and ill
strive to not only maintain but upgrade their status.
5. PoA is planning to become a loading port for the Burgas –
Alexandroupolis pipeline transporting crude oil from former CIS
countries to refineries all over the world. As a receiving port for the
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pipeline, the port will generate revenues from port dues and other
supporting activities to the oil shippers.
6. In the crude oil transport field, competition does not come from other
ports but from other consortia pursuing similar pipeline schemes
transporting oil from the east to the west.
7. The required total investment amounts to approximately 30 million
Euros. The amount is rather high in the prevailing economic conditions
and PoA will pressed hard to find it.
8. As an organization, the PoA is not at present ready for the challenge
ahead: it lacks the organizational preparedness, the human resources
and the management experience in order to carry aout such a
demanding project.
9. The benefits that will derive from the success of the venture will be
substantial and certinly are worth the risks involved: the PoA will
flourish financially, employment will rise, and there will be numerous
beneficial multiplying effects for the region.
10. If the PoA manages its affairs carefully and the projects are completed
on time, it is probable that the PoA will have a profitable operation at
the end of the 5-year period.
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What is WATERMODE?
The SEE programme area (South-East Europe) is crossed by relevant freight traffic flows,
originated and directed in - and outside it. This traffic is mainly supported by road
infrastructures that were not planned for these flows. This involves a negative impact on
the territorial competitiveness and environment, due to air pollution, noise and reduced
mobility.
The project objective is to promote the coordination between actors dealing with logistics
for a better management of the transport policies and an efficient implementation of the
multimodal logistics cooperation, especially exploiting the ground/water connections.
The project will therefore highlight the potentials of the waterways crossing the area,
contributing to the full integration of the maritime and river transport in the logistics chain.
These objectives will be achieved through a set of actions concerning, mainly:
The set up of an updated database of the multimodal facilities in the area, targeted
on the needs of the transport operators (route planners, logistics service providers).
It shall serve as an useful instrument for the decision making process of the
relevant public actors;
The establishment of an enlarged, multilevel transnational network for the
coordination of the policies for the promotion of multimodal transport and the
valorisation of sea and inland waterways shipping, as valuable alternative to road
transport.
The analysis of the competitiveness of multimodal transport compared with road
transport, on three pre-defined routes , by including the external costs in the overall
evaluation (Route 1: Constanta-Wien; Route 2: North Adriatic-Aegean-Black Sea;
Route 3: Bari-Bar-Sofia);
The comparison of current practices of training on safety in ports and logistic
facilities, the draft of common procedures for training of human resources on safety
rules and the signing of a Transnational Memorandum for the promotion of the best
practices in the programme area.

What is Work Package 5?
The aim of the WP is to increase the attractiveness of the water/land multimodal transport
as viable alternative to the road transport. The activities will contribute to this goal in 2
ways:
- comparing the global costs (internal and external) of the road freight transport with those
of the multimodal transport on 3 predefined routes.
- supporting the improvement of the connections between ports and hinterland logistics
facilities, through the financing of preliminary studies.
Partners will be involved in at least 1 transnational working group for the analysis of the
competitiveness of multimodal transport; these studies are also expected to contribute to
the development of new multimodal connections, even through further Marco Polo II
projects.
Partners will implement at local level analysis consistent with the foreseen investments for
the improvement of the multimodal connections between ports and the hinterland logistics
facilities or transport infrastructures

What is Activity 5.2?
Prefeasibility studies for the improvement of the sustainable transport solutions between
ports and hinterland logistics facilities or transport infrastructures. The studies will be
implemented at local level, in order to contribute to the realisation of the planned
investments in transport infrastructures and logistics.
Partners role in activity 5.2:
The activity will be coordinated by BIC Attk, that will prepare a report with the detailed of
the implemented analysis. Partners involved in the activities will be: APV (also for the port
of Novi Sad), AP Ancona, AP Levante, PBN, Koper, ALEK, EAMA, Constanta, Luka Bar,
Durres
Output of activity 5.2:
Preliminary studies on the improvement of the sustainable transport solutions between
ports and hinterland logistics facilities or transport infrastructures
Expected result of activity 5.2:
Contribution to the development of the local and regional policies for transport and
multimodal logistics
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Watermode Project aims at increasing the integration of the waterborne transport modes in the
logistics chain, supporting the transnational dimension in national and local strategies for the
enhancement of sea and inland waterway port infrastructure. This project was designed within the
framework of the South East Europe Programme sponsored by the European Union.
The following document concerns sub-programme number 2 of WP 5, focussing on the
improvement of sustainable transport solutions between ports and hinterland logistics facilities or
transport infrastructures. The Ancona Port Authority (APA) selected the “Scalo Mariotti” project
assessment as its contribution to WP 5.2.
The target area is located betweent the port area and railway station, located just a few hundred
meters from the docks. In the past, the Scalo Marotti was a goods yard, used for the composition
of mail trains and freight car shipment to link Adriatic and Tyrrhenian seas while at present it lost its
function as a platform. The project aims at re-using this area by implementing an intermodal
logistic platform for unaccompanied transport swap bodies, containers and semi-trailers with O/D
the Port of Ancona, to be loaded/unloaded on/from freight trains.
The purpose related to platform implementing is twofold: developing intermodal links within
regional and national logistics centres by railway should increase the traffic volume and,
contemporarily, reduce air pollution related to heavy road transport generated by the port. The
implementation of Scalo Marotti could be the first step in the construction of a road/rail/sea
intermodal transport link that could Include Ancona in the main global logistic networks, thus
increasing its appeal to international players. Reducing air pollution is a key issue for the urban
system of Ancona, which, according to a recent research, ranks fifth in the list of Italian most
polluted cities.

Given this teleology, the coherence of the project with European and national policies and, of
course, with SEE programme and the WATERMODE project is a guarantee. As for regional
policies, the project is indicated as a strategic priority by the proposal n. 19/10 presented
November 15th 2010 by the Regional Committee with regard to the Plan of freight transport and
logistic infrastructures. As a matter of fact, the project is co-financed by Marche Region and APA.
Marche Region, on the basis of its strategic importance for the port role in the next future, is
studying the possibility of incentivizing the ship-to-train transfer of freight transport through public
funding. The incentives seem to be crucial as rail transport’s cost is one of the main criticalities
which prevented its real take off, both in Italy and all over Europe.
The project can count on a series of important strengths. The Port of Ancona has a strategic
position at the very heart of Marche Logistic Platform, being close to the airport, inland port and
relevant railway network. It is the main sea gateway for Marche, Umbria, and Abruzzo Regions. Its
central position in the Adriatic area seems to be privileged to capture traffic flows from the East.
According to recent forecasts the works will be completed within the next two years, permitting the
Port of Ancona to face a series of analogous initiatives in other ports of the Adriatic region, both in
the infrastructure and service areas. From the institutional point of view, we can stress the
remarkable interest showed by national and local governments (significant investments are
foreseen). Macroeconomic and organisational trends, moreover, seem to strengthen the
competitive advantage of the Multi-port Gateway Regions compared with the Hub and Spoke
model. According to this, the Port of Ancona and Scalo Marotti can provide efficient and equipped
links from the Adriatic to Northern Europe, also – and most importantly – offering quick links to the
railway network.
A part from external threats which seem to be out of the control of the actors involved in the Scalo
Marotti project – such as the lack of similar priorities in Greece and, generally speaking, in the
Balkans and the competitiveness of other port infrastructures in the Adriatic sea with better
accessibility to transport infrastructures – the real challenge to be addressed regards the service.
Ports, indeed, are chosen not only on the basis of their cost effectiveness, but also with regards to
the quality of the services they supply.

3. GENERAL INFORMATION
Identification of the pre-feasibility study
-

Scalo Marotti (Marotti Yard) Intermodal Platform

The project, in agreement with the objectives of EU transport policy, aims at implementing an
intermodal logistic platform for swapbodies and containers – and, in the near future semi-trailers to be loaded/unloaded on/from freight trains. Besides the infrastructural issues, the pre-feasibility
study will focus on the starting up of the intermodal service to be supplied. The area on which the
platform will be built - the so-called Scalo Marotti – neighbours with the Ancona Port area. The
implementation of the project would allow the port of Ancona to count on a logistics platform which
is far just a few hundred meters from the docks, making it possible to develop intermodal links by
railway with regional and national logistics centres. The realisation of the project is expected to
generate positive effects in terms of environmental sustainability, thanks to the shifting of part of
freight traffic from road to rail, to foster port competitiveness by improving its accessibility, and to
get a positive impact in terms of its image.

Stakeholders involved
There are five stakeholders which, at present, are directly and indirectly involved in the project.
More precisely, belong to the first group:
1. APA (Ancona Port Authority);
2. Regione Marche (Marche Region);

3. RFI (Rete Ferroviaria Italiana – Italian Rail Network);
while
4. Comune di Ancona (the City of Ancona);
5. DLF (Dopolavoro Ferroviario di Ancona);
are indirectly involved in the project.
Ancona Port Authority is a public authority. According to the law 84/94 it serves the function of
controlling, addressing, planning, organising and promoting port activities.
RFI (Rete Ferroviaria Italiana - Italian Railway Network) is a Joint Stock Company, owned 100% by
Ferrovie dello Stato Italiane S.p.A. (Italian Railways J.S.C.), which keeps and maintains railway
infrastructures (lines, stations, facilities). RFI is the owner of the Scalo Marotti area.
Marche Region and the City of Ancona are different levels of local government. Marche Region,
together with APA and accordingly with APA and RFI financed the project, that falls in the
framework of the FESR Programme Marche Region 2007-2013, Axis 4 (Promoting combined
transport),
The Dopolavoro Ferroviario of Ancona (DLF Ancona) is a non-profit organisation, involving
especially (but not only) railways workers and organizing recreational and cultural activities for their
free time. It keeps some sport facilities (tennis court, five-a-side field) located inside Scalo Marotti
area, which will be relocated elsewhere in collaboration with the City of Ancona.

4. PRESENTATION OF THE PRE FEASIBILITY STUDY
Theme of the pre feasibility study
The theme of the pre-feasibility study concerns the evaluation of the potentialities and eventual
effects which could follow the implementation of the intermodal platform neighbouring the port
area. For this purpose, we will focus on three dimensions:
a) infrastructural
b) supplied intermodal services
c) environmental benefits.
a) The infrastructural dimension regards the technical features of the platform, its integration with
existing infrastructures and infrastructural projects planned by the Port Development Plan,
connection with nodal points of the so-called logistics platform of Marche Region and main
transport infrastructure at macro-regional and national level. Its analysis should allow us
understand the existence of present and potential infrastructural criticalities related to the port of
Ancona in order to reason its development perspectives, from the qualitative, quantitative and
geographical points of view.
b) The second dimension concerns the typology of service (accompanied or unaccompanied, with
semitrailers or swapbodies or containers) which should be supplied in order to meet the demands
of freight forwarders, taking into account port capabilities, market conditions and forecasts,
geographical considerations which might be involved at macroregional, national and international
level and the interest of public collective agents (Marche Region, in primis) in supporting
intermodal transport service enforcement through incentives and subsides.
c) The last dimension deals with the attempt to evaluate the environmental benefits coming from
an auspicated partial shift from road to rail freight traffic.

Geographic coverage
The future intermodal platform will be located in Ancona, a municipality with about 100.000
inhabitants (yellow area, Chart 1), capital of the homonymous urban system (Local Labour System
of Ancona, which counts 13 municipalities and about 200.000 inhabitants, green area in Chart 1),
of the homonymous Province (almost 500.000 inhabitants, green and orange area in Chart 1) and
of Marche Region (about 1.5 millions inhabitants, red area in Chart 2).
Chart 1. Municipality, Urban System and Chart 2. Marche Region
Province of Ancona

Chart 3. The port of Ancona within its Urban System

Source: Istao

As we can see from Charts 3 and 4 the area of the Scalo Marotti (violet area) is located close to
the port area. Precisely it is embedded within the area owned by RFI, among the railway station,

the commercial and the fishing ports. Nowadays the area is dismissed (Figure 1), having been
used in the past as platform for uploading/downloading mail trains and as an area for the
composition of trains directed to the Tyrrhenian Sea.
Chart 4. Scalo Marotti area within the municipality of Ancona

Source: APA

Figure 1. Views of the scalo Marotti

Source: APA

Chart 5 shows the perimeter of the Scalo Marotti area (yellow line) and the sport facilities (red line)
which, at present, are managed by DLF Ancona and which will be relocated elsewhere (in
collaboration with the Municipality of Ancona).

Chart 5. Scalo Marotti area: details

Source: RFI

Classification of the pre feasibility study
Pre-feasibility study for activation of new services.

Origin of the project
The Scalo Marotti project is part of the Port Development Plan (Piano di sviluppo del Porto) which
tries to simultaneously increase container traffic and intermodal transport (rail-sea). The investment
plan1 approved by the Council for Public Works in May 2008 and whose environmental impact is
currently being assessed, is an update of the 1988 Port Development Scheme (Piano Regolatore
Portuale – PRP). The Plan envisages the development of the Port of Ancona, essentially based on:
1) Nuova Banchina Marche2. It is a 950 metre long dock, with some 20 hectares available inland,
which would give the port the possibility of significantly increasing its goods handling capacity,
especially in terms of container traffic (Fig. 2). According to some ISTAO3 estimates, The
construction of the Nuova Banchina Marche would allow the port to acquire a handling capacity
of some 450 thousand TEUs. The Institute calculated such value by comparing the handling
capacity of some container terminals located in other ports4. The result obtained is a general
value, indicating an average container handling capacity of 2.3 TEUs per sq. m. that, if
multiplied by the surface of the area behind the Nuova Banchina Marche, gives the Port of
Ancona a capacity of 450 thousand TEUs.

1

The works are included in the Three-year Operational Plan (Piano Operativo Triennale) for 2009-2011.
The works include: completion of the dock, which will have an overall length of 560 metres. It will feature a crane runway
on the sea side, bumpers, and mooring bitts; construction of the land-side runway; consolidation works for the 53 sq. m.
yard located behind the dock; final paving and construction of the sewage system for the dock operations area and yard.
3
Istituto Adriano Olivetti (Adriano Olivetti Institute) has founded the Observatory on Sea Traffic (OTM) that collects
information and data on traffic and policies about the main ports of the Adriatic-Ionian area. This project was promoted by
the Forum of the Chambers of Commerce of the Adriatic and Ionian area, a voluntary, transnational, non-profit association,
that is made of up 29 Chambers of Commerce, belonging to 7 Countries (Italy, Croatia, Albania, Slovenia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Montenegro, Greece). The Secretary is located in the Chamber of Commerce of Ancona. From 2009 the
Marche Region and the Ancona Province have joined the Observatory with the aim of supporting the study and research
activities on the Port of Ancona.
4
Such ports include the ports of Gioia Tauro, Genoa, La Spezia, Cagliari, Leghorn, Salerno, Venice, Ravenna.
2

Figure 2. New “Marche” dock link

Source: APA

2) Railway Terminal – New “Marche” Dock Link: it is a double-track railway link between the
Ancona Central Station and Port freight area (Darsena Marche – “Marche” Dock). It runs along
via Mattei, in the Z.I.P.A. area, continuing over – through a metal bridge – the Conocchio
Canal, for an overall length of some 1.5 km, which includes a 5-track marshalling yard (Chart
6), located in the Port area. This infrastructure was built in 2009, and become fully operational
at the end of 2010. This New Dock-Central Station link aims at achieving two goals. First of all,
it aims at establishing a more direct link between the national railway network and freight docks
of the Port of Ancona, by replacing the existing one, which is longer, less straight, and passes
through the Port Mandracchio area, where a wide range of activities is carried out (including
fishing and fish sale-related activities, waiting areas for vehicles that need to board ferries,
trade fairs, etc.). Of course, this brings about increased congestion when freight trains cross
the area to reach the docks. Secondly, it aims at organising rail transport based on an
intermodal approach, in line with EU and national policies.
Chart 6. Railway terminal - New “Marche” dock link

Source: Istao

3) The West Exit Project: the port area reorganisation design will be completed by a direct link to
the railway and to the A14 Motorway. One of the most important issues to be dealt with in the
Development Plans for the Port of Ancona is the exit of trucks and trailers from the Port area.
Hence, now more then ever, it is essential to identify a solution which allows for the
establishment of a link between the Port and main road system, bypassing Ancona’s urban
road system (the Archi e Torrette neighbourhoods in particular). In 2009, some changes were
introduced in the design of the direct link between the port and motorway. on May 13 2010, the

Inter-ministerial Financial Planning Committee (CIPE) approved the Draft Design; the Project
Promoter (a company called Impregilo) will be allowed in one month’s time to announce and
award the contract (Chart 7).
Chart 7. Design for the port-main road system link

Source: Istao

4) The intermodal platform Scalo Marotti, which will be illustrated later on.
In particular the projects that aim at developing rail-sea intermodal transport in the area, and
involve the Port of Ancona are the Marche Dock railway link and the Scalo Marotti Project. Both
Projects were designed to meet the needs arisen following the enactment of the EU Directives and
the subsequent implementation of national and regional Laws in the areas of environmental
sustainability and gradual phasing out of fossil fuels. European Commission Communication n°
279/2009 A sustainable Future For Transport: Towards an Integrated, Technology-Led and UserFriendly System clearly highlights that, concerning freight transport, “an intelligent and integrated
logistic system must become a reality, where development of ports and intermodal terminals is a
key element”; moreover, “Lowering consumption of non-renewable resources is essential for all
aspects of transport systems and their use”

Main problem(s) or challenge(s) to be addressed
One of the main problems which must be necessarily addressed regards the fact that, despite all
the attempts of the European Union to incentivize the shift from road to rail transports, rail freight
transport has never really taken off.
According to the Directorate General for Energy and Transport5 the relative weight of rail freight
transport in Europe dropped from 12,6% in 1995 to 10,7% in 2007, continuing the dominance of
road transport which has risen from 42,1% to 45,6%. (Table 1).
With regards to this topic, data6 from Table 2 shows that Italy’s trend does not significantly differ
from the European one.

5 http://ec.europa.eu/transport/publications/statistics/doc/2009_energy_transport_figures.pdf Statistical Pocketbook of
the European Union pdf,
6 “Il trasporto ferroviario delle merci in Italia e in Europa. Intermodalità e mercato”. Mercintreno, Roma 19-20 novembre
2009, CNEL.

Table 1. Modal split in EU-27 between 1995 and 2007 – percentage.

Source: Statistical pocket book 2009

Generally speaking, there are two main factors working against rail transport:
a. the need for breakbulk points related to rail transport, which affects the initial and final
operations in terms of costs and organization of the service;
b. the emerging territorial organization, which is characterized by increasingly low settlement
density. This trend, at present largely irreversible, makes collective and rail transport
inefficient models as they require high settlement density to be cost-effective.
Table 2. Modal split in Italy between 2000 and 2008 - percentages
Modal split

2000

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Railways and oil pipelines
Road
Water
Air

16,11
67,93
15,57
0,39

15,74
65,95
17,88
0,43

14,92
65,08
19,59
0,41

16,36
62,62
20,56
0,45

16,3
61,49
21,74
0,47

16,32
62,26
20,99
0,43

Source: Mercintreno, 2009

More specifically, we can distinguish between two types of criticalities - general and peculiar ones7
- which interfere with the development of rail transport. Within the general criticalities we can find:
1. infrastructural criticalities, related to the carrying capacity of the transport network serving
port areas, to the existence of potential bottlenecks, to the standard of the lines (carrying
capacity per axis, slope, radius of curvature, electrification);
2. demand criticalities, due to the extreme fragmentation of the actors involved (freight
forwarders, MTO, carriers, terminal operators, shipping companies) and of the decision
making processes which imply inevitable loss of potential economies of density, and, as a
consequence higher railway fares compared to road ones;

7 Musso, (2004) Movimento delle merci nei porti italiani e ruolo del trasporto ferroviario

3. management criticalities, due to the resilience of the inefficiencies following the
monopolistic management of railway services (the so-called “monolithic railway”).
With reference to the peculiar criticalities we can consider the national and local level. At the
national level we can observe that:
a) sea and rail transport in Italy do not communicate. Rail traffic from and to Italian ports is not
only marginal compared to total traffic, but also steadily decreasing. This is one of the
reasons why Italian ports are less competitive and appealing to international operators. In
our Country, in 2008, an average 11% of all containers handled were transported by rail,
and this figure is lower than the previous year’s. The ISTAO analysis of future rail-sea
transport development prospects – which is the source for the data shown in the table
below – do not include 2009 statistics, but it is likely that the crisis also caused a decrease
in rail freight transport. Trieste was the only port that consolidated a container traffic share
of 30% of the total amount of TEUs handled (Tab. 3);
Table 3. Rail Traffic Handled By Italian Ports (% val.)
P orts

2007

30
25
17
20
18
(*)
18
A ncona/F alc onara
Napoli
8
Taranto
5
S avona
2
G ioia Tauro
2
Totale
12
Source: Istao processing of Trenitalia data
Tries te
L a S pezia
R avenna
G enova
L ivorno

2008
32
24
20
17
16
14
6
5
4
1
11

b) freight traffic is mostly concentrated in the Northern regions of Italy. In particular, rail traffic
essentially stops in Bologna and mainly concentrates in the Venice-Milan, Turin, and
Ravenna quadrilateral. These are the most profitable traffic flows, as the origins and
destinations of rail freight (mainly imports) are mainly located in Northern Italy and in the
European Countries across the Alps, especially Germany. As ISTAO highlighted in the
aforementioned report, only recently a slight trend in the use of other railway lines in
Central and Southern Italy was observed (Chart 8);
c) the progressive lack of interest in freight traffic of the main national railway operator. Some
even called it an “exit strategy”8, as the Italian railway operator closed some cargo stations,
concentrated traffic in just a few stations that are mainly located in Northern Italy, and
increased rates. RFI’s (declared) goal consisted in concentrating the network of stations
and services, by leaving only 71 active freight facilities and stations; moreover, they aimed
at specialising their railway lines and use their capacity based on an integrated approach.
This rationalisation policy also involves the freight lines that RFI – through a system of
incentives and disincentives –intends to keep “alive” only if they produce significant traffic
(2000÷5000 full train wagons)9 .

8

9

S. Bologna “Le multinazionali del mare”, Egea Milan, 2010.
Speech delivered by Mr. P. Pallotta, RFI person in charge of the Bari Network Operating Centre, on the “Port of
Ancona. Evolution of railway traffic. Enhancement of the Adriatic Line”, at the Workshop organised by the Observatory
of the Port of Ancona, on “The port and railway intermodal transport development prospects. Scenarios, the market,
the actors, infrastructural capacity, and the organisational system” – March 11, 2010.

Local problems, instead, are mainly due to the following reasons:
a) in order to be cost-effective, rail transport should handle significant and constant traffic
volumes, allowing for the activation of permanent lines. In this respect, the Port of Ancona
laid the foundations through the projects for the construction of the new dock (Nuova
Banchina Marche) and yard (Scalo Marotti) – two necessary actions that, however, cannot
guarantee the additional traffic volumes required to make rail transport cost-effective. On
the other hand, it is worth considering that maritime container intermodal transport
generates remarkable volumes, but also needs to meet ship timing needs (container traffic
is subject to the needs of big shipping companies that, in turn, are subject to the operating
cycles of the big transoceanic vessels), while semi-trailer and container transport require
service frequency and regularity;
Chart 8. Freight traffic basins

Source: Trenitalia

b) although – as it is highlighted in the ISTAO Report – the demand for logistic services
attracted major logistic operators to the Marche Region (especially freight forwarders)10,
they handle goods whose origin or destination is within the Region, and only partially use
local infrastructure (for instance, almost none of them uses the port of Ancona as the
exclusive hub for their shipping activities);
c) in acknowledgment of Ancona’s logistic potential in the Macro-Region, is worth pointing out:
many of the big logistic companies based in the region use their Marche branches to serve
other regions, including Umbria and Abruzzo (Shenker Italia), as well;
d) part of the outbound traffic from the Port of Ancona (but the same applies to other Italian
ports) has quite close destinations (Central Italy, or Lombardy and Veneto).

10

Log Service in Ancona, Saima Avandero in Ancona, Montecosaro and Pesaro; Geodis-Zut Ambrosetti in Monsano,
Shenker Italiana in Civitanova Marche.

Objectives and added value of the project
Implementing the Project is a strategic priority, for a series of reasons.
Besides limiting freight transport-related environmental and social risks by shifting from road to rail
transport, this initiative would allow the Port of Ancona to consolidate11 its truck and trailer traffic
share and, hopefully, to reverse the drop occurred between 2009 and 2010. Indeed, if we look at
international movements of tir and trailers towards and from Greece (the main route with O/D the
port of Ancona, Table 4), we can see that the effects of the crisis are more significant in the ports
of Brindisi (-11%) and of Ancona (-11%), less in Bari (-2%) while Venice it is the only port among
the four reported that increased its capability in moving tir and trailers (+4%).
Table 4. International movement toward and from Greece

Source: Istao

The intermodal platform should also boost container traffic, consolidating the increases occurred in
the port of Ancona in the last two years (Table 5).
Table 5. Container traffic in the ports of the Adriatic-Ionian region - TEUs

Source: Istao

Moreover, it would be the first step in the construction of a road/rail/sea intermodal transport link
that could Include Ancona in the main global logistic networks, thus increasing its appeal to
international players. The link is particularly valuable in terms of competitiveness, if it is designed
based on a “long distance” vision, that is to say if it is included in international freight trade
corridors developed along the “East Europe- Marche Logistic Area and Central/Northern Europe”
axis and vice versa. It would not be cost effective (as railways rates are still much higher than road
costs) and would not allow saving time should intermodal transport only be restricted to a local
system, even if included the Umbria-Marche-Abruzzo Macro-Region. In fact, in that case, the
volumes handled would not allow reducing unit transport costs and delivery times would be

11

The Port of Ancona risks losing part of its ferry traffic (both ro-ro and ro-pax) as the services provided by Ravenna to
the North, and by Bari to the South are more competitive.

undoubtedly longer, considering transhipment time, the overlapping of local and long-distance
passenger and freight transport networks, etc.
One of the main added value of the project concerns its potential fast Implementation. The Project
implementation preconditions are met. According to recent forecasts the works will be completed
within the next two years12. this is a reliable estimate, considering the funds allocated (in part by
the Regional Government and the Port Authority). However, in this case, meeting the deadlines is
essential to give the Port of Ancona a time advantage vis-à-vis other ports (and there are many)
that are following the same guidelines, in Italy and all over Europe13.
In particular, the fast implementation of the project should permit the Port of Ancona to face a
series of initiatives in the Adriatic region as reported, both in the infrastructure and service areas.
They include the following:
o

The Port of Ravenna has established a series of railway links – thanks to its cooperation with
FER – serving both its regional district systems (Dinazzano, Piacenza, Cremona) and Northern
Italy, and also linking the Port to the Bologna Logistic Centre. Moreover, the Port Authority has
planned introducing measures to promote rail-sea intermodal transport, such as free of charge
terminalisation in the Port.

o

The Port of Bari does not have the internal infrastructure required to provide railway services.
However, CEMAT and GTS have already started providing services to Northern Italy and
Northern Europe. This, because vehicles (typically trailers and containers) are sent by road to a
nearby logistic centre.

o

Trieste is undoubtedly the state of the art port in terms of railway and intermodal transport
service provision, with its 50 weekly links operated by Alpe Adria together with German
operators.

o

As to intermodal transport, today Venice only provides services on the Venice-Melzo line,
through a regional operator.

A last favourable element of the project regards the fact that it aims at rehabilitating an existing
resource - the Scalo Marotti area – contributing to reduce the impact in terms of land and resource
consumption.
The advantage of having stronger railway infrastructure available for the Port of Ancona and the
Marche Logistic Area would not bring about significant results if, at the same time, services are not
rapidly launched.

5. COHERENCE OF THE PROJECT WITH THE ORIENTATIONS
OF THE SEE PROGRAMME AND THE WATERMODE
PROJECT
Coherence of the project with the orientations of the SEE programme and the
WATERMODE project
By shifting freight traffic from road to rail the project contributes to several general objectives of the
SEE programme. The project contributes to priority axis 2 and 3.

12
13

The demolition of existing infrastructure is about to start.
Competition in combining sea transport with alternative modes to road transport is growing in Europe, with its main
goal being linking Eastern markets (East Europe, and Far East) to Central and Northern European markets, by
establishing integrated logistic corridors. In the Port of Konstanz, for instance, the feasibility is being assessed of a
sea-river route, that is, so-called Corridor VII.

a) priority axis 2 regards “protection and improvement of the environment” as “environment is one
of the basic pillars of the EU Cohesion Policy as defined in the Gothenburg Priorities, underlining
the environmental dimension of EU interventions and the need for protection and enhancement of
environmental resources as a pre-condition for sustainable growth”. Reducing negative
externalities coming from road transport is clearly within the general objective of this axis;
b) priority axis 3: regards “improvement of the accessibility”. Accessibility is considered to be one
of the prime requirements for economic development, growth and territorial cohesion. It facilitates
the movement and interaction of people; the exchange of goods and ideas. in this case it is evident
that the implementation of the intermodal platform should improve accessibility by lowering traffic
pressure on the road network of the urban area of Ancona.
The project is perfectly coherent with the orientations of the WATERMODE WP5, whose
willingness is to “increase the attractiveness of multimodal transport as a viable alternative to road
transport” and with the need for “studies on the improvement of sustainable transport solutions
between ports and hinterland logistics facilities or transport infrastructures”.

Coherence with European and national policies and with other community
programmes
The project is coherent both with CSG (Community Strategic Guidelines) and NSRF (National
Strategic Reference Framework).
CSG, inter alia, aims at boosting the “attractiveness of Member States, regions and cities by
improving accessibility, ensuring adequate quality and level of services, and preserving their
environmental potential. Balancing the dominance of road transport in Europe by promoting
alternative modes and combined transport should be a key concern. This is exactly the concern
that triggered the iter for the Scalo Marotti project.
The main focuses of NSRF (QSN - Quadro Strategico Nazionale in Italy) regards promoting skills
and providing public services to people and investors, improving living standards, security and
social inclusion; fostering clusters, services and competition, transport networks and links. The
coherence between QSN and PON (Piano Operativo Nazionale – National Operational Plan) from
one side and the project from the other side is implicit in priority axis 6, “Networks and links for
mobility”, that aims at promoting the development of strategic and territorial platforms to boost local
competitive capabilities. One of the main issues of this axis is the promotion of sustainable urban
mobility and urban logistic and to connect productive areas and urban systems with the main
transport network.
Connecting railway transport with road (especially for Local Public Transport) and sea transport
modes (especially for freight transport) is the main goal of the Marche Region’s Transport Plan
(Piano regionale dei trasporti). In fact, the Plan’s main strategic objective consists in linking the
Marche Logistic System to the main TEN networks (including the Adriatic line to Corridor V, the
Jesi Corridor and Marche-Umbria Quadrilateral linking to Rome and the Tyrrhenian Sea, so to
reach Corridor I).
The aforementioned Plan considers this system as “a strategic national logistic network covering
the Regions of Lazio, Umbria, and Marche, crucial to industrial, commercial and advanced service
development.”
The Port of Ancona is key to the development of the overall system. Within such a framework,
according to the Regional Government, it should:
o

play a major role in terms of exchanges with major Italian transhipment ports;

o

be linked to the TEN-T corridors that pass through Italy (Including the Berlin-Palermo
Corridor I and Lisbon-Kiev Corridor V);

o

improve links to the Southern Mediterranean shore (Maghreb and Middle East);

o

increase the number of Sea Motorway links;

o strengthen its leadership in Adriatic road-sea combined transport (truck&trailer).
The success of the Logistic network lies in its ability to integrate the three main centres of Ancona’s
logistic system (namely, Falconara Airport, the Jesi Logistic Centre, and the Port of Ancona).
Within this framework, the Regional Government intends to improve the road system and links, and
promote rail transport, both with a view to connecting the various centres and shipping goods to
their final destinations.

6. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
History of the project
During the last decade APA and FS Spa are collaborating in the implementation of rail freight
transports with O/D the port of Ancona. They planned to build a railway link between the railway
station and the Nuova Banchina Marche and a platform for combined transport aiming at
developing, in particular, the integration between sea and rail transports.
The 5th of November 2007 Marche Region informed APA that a funding of 5 million Euros, in
agreement with the Development Plan of the Port of Ancona, were devoted to building a terminal
for combined transport in the area of the Scalo Marotti. This funding originates from Marche
Region’s FESR Programme 2007-2013, Axis 4 (Combined transport promotion) and was
immediately followed by the signing of a general agreement among all the actors involved, allowing
for a timely implementation of the project. The City of Ancona, as mentioned above, is involved in
the agreement having committed to relocating elsewhere the sport facilities managed by DLF.
The link between Nuova Banchina Marche and the railway station was yet built by APA but the
connection with the railway station (the “last mile”), which was expected to be realized by RFI, is
still not operative because of a central government funding cut. For this reason Marche Region and
APA decided to finance themselves the “last mile” connection to make the infrastructure able for
operation as scheduled. FS, on their side, accepted to grant the area of the Scalo Marotti to APA
on a free loan for ten years.
APA is expected to concur with about 2.2 million Euro to the infrastructural projects; the project and
bureaucratic iter (the call for tenders and works’ fulfilment) will be arranged once the area is at its
disposal, APA, must also finance, with about 477.000 Euro, the DLF Ancona relocation cost

Site description/location, existing infrastructure, buildings, warehouses
As we saw above, Scalo Marotti area is located close to the port area and railway station. At
present it is equipped with three tracks and some warehouses that have been demolished.
The project envisages the construction of three new tracks. One of them (416 meters long) will be
used for loading purposes in the central area of the yard, so that the left side will be available for
cargo transport unit waiting and handling. Two support tracks (522 and 528 meters long) will be
located on the sides (Fig. 3). The purpose of this action consists in attributing intermodal transport
unit (I.T.U.) handling functions to the Marotti Dock14, for both full and empty units. However, it will
also be used as a waiting and maintenance area, a transit point for the goods coming from and to
be transferred to the dock. Finally, a guard house, offices, services facilities and a border fence will
be built.

14

Containers, covered‐containers and tank semi‐trailers.

In the final configuration the area (which has an area of 50,000 square meters) will be equipped
with a total area of 20,000 square meters for the stationing of loading units while the remaining
surface will be dedicated to the handling of trains, road vehicles and services.
Figure 3. Railway area scheme

Source: RFI

Key players
At present, the key players involved in the project are the Port Authority of Ancona, Marche Region
and RFI, which are institutional actors (even if with the partial exception of RFI). In particular APA
and Marche Region cooperate in defining a shared vision of the port role, and contribute
supporting (top-down) the strategic framework defined by the market (bottom-up).

Geographical area involved
From the geographical point of view the territorial level which will be mostly interested by the effect
of the implementation of the platform is the local one.
Figure 4. Intermodal platform’s geographical effects

Source: our elaboration on Google Map

Indeed, the reduction of the pressure of heavy transport is expected to have positive effects on the
living conditions of the inhabitants of the Archi and Torrette neighbourhoods (red areas, Fig. 4).
At a general level, the positive effects in terms of air pollution reduction will be sensible along via
Einaudi, via Mattei, via Flaminia, via Conca up to the connection with the Strada Statale 16 and 76
(SS16, SS76) and with the gate of the Adriatic Highway (A14) Ancona Nord (red area, Fig. 4),
which is about 20 kilometres away from the port area.

Chart . Map of the local area interested in the reduction of heavy road traffic with Ancona’s Port
O/D

Source: Istao

Connections to ports/highways/railways
The Port of Ancona is at the very heart of the future so-called Marche Logistic Platform.
Chart 10. Marche Logistic Platform

Source: our elaboration on Google Map

It is the main sea gateway for Marche, Umbria, and Abruzzo Regions. Its central position in the
Adriatic area – in terms of handled volumes and geographical location – makes it difficult to provide
a detailed definition of its role within the macro-region. In fact, it plays a weaker role compared to
first-class ports such as the Ports of Trieste and Venice, but it shows features and potential that
are not typical of minor local ports.
Hence, a “tailor made” development strategy should be designed for this port, building on the
excellence and advantages it offers, including its privileged position to capture traffic flows from the
East; significant freight and passenger ferry traffic; and the concentration of three strategic logistic
infrastructures (namely the Port, Airport, and Logistic Centre) in a relatively small area (Chart 10).
The logistic platform should represent a further success factor, working as a gateway to the
regional and national railway network (for freight arriving by sea, or travelling to the Adriatic sea, for
freight arriving by rail). Ancona, indeed, has a privileged position also in relation to the railway
network, being located at the junction between the Adriatic line and the line which links Adriatic and
Tyrrhenian Sea (Chart 11and 12).
Chart 11. Ancona’s Railway lines

Source: RFI

In particular:
a) the Bologna-Lecce line (Adriatic line) links the Southern ports (Brindisi, Taranto, Gioia
Tauro) with Northern Italy and Central Europe. This line is currently interested in a series of
renovating infrastructural interventions, whose aims are to speed up the line and making
the transit of accompanied and unaccompanied transport possible (the galleries of
“Cattolica” and “Castellano” – Ancona – have yet been updated to meet the gabarit C
standard. The line is completely electrified and equipped with a double track
b) the Orte-Falconara line, 204 km long, links the Milano-Roma line with the Bologna-Lecce
line. It is entirely electrified but only 70 km is equipped with a double track (35% of the total

length). Construction of the double of the line is a priority within the so-called “Direttrice
Orte-Falconara” programme.
The daily traffic on regional network lines, which is entirely managed by Trenitalia, amounts to 180
passenger and 80 freights trains.
Chart 12. Marche Region Railway Network

Source: Marche Region

Expected results and indicators
The expected results concern the improvement both competitiveness and environmental
sustainability of the port of Ancona. An increase in maritime freight transport , will indeed be a
resource for the local economies only if it is accompanied by actions whose objective is reduce its
environmental impact.
According to Istao when the New Marche Dock will be completed, the port handling capacity
should reach 400,000-450,000 TEUs, that is the volume of a medium-sized Italian port. The
implementation of the intermodal platform, next to the port, should allow it to increase its handling
capacity by some 75.000 ITUs per year (which approximately corresponds to 100,000 TEUs, 25%
of the total port handling capacity). An increase of 75.000 ITUs would mean that the port of Ancona
and the railway system should be able to handle ten daily trains. During the most intensive period
of activity (2006 and 2007), 5-6 daily trains were handled by the Port of Ancona. Doubling this
volume is not limited from an infrastructure point of view (especially along the Adriatic line). A
Problem, in case, might arise from the service management point of view.
In addition to the potential increase in freight handling, a further expected result regards the
possibility of opening up new markets or the consolidation of existing ones. Precisely in the short
run the intermodal platform, could be able to develop shuttle railway links to:
1) Northern Italy (Bologna, Milano)
2) Northern Europe (Nederland, Germany)

3) Central-Western Italy (Civitavecchia)
4) Central European markets
5) South-Eastern Europe
Chart 13. Potential markets

The expected increase in port’s handling capacity might imply negative externalities for local
communities if the 400,000 potential TEUs would be transported by trucks, this would imply the
transit of an additional 300,000 trucks per year to the current 200,000 trucks regarding ro-pax
traffic. 500,000 trucks per year would determine an intolerable pressure on the urban system of
Ancona, both from the environmental and infrastructural point of view.
As we said before, the loading of swapbodies and containers on trains will help to reduce this
pressure.
To quantify the benefits descending from the modal shift from road to rail (75.000 ITUs or trucks
per year), the polluting emissions abatement was calculated. We took into account the following
mean emission factors related to heavy diesel transport, elaborated by Marche Region:
o

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) = 5,2 g/veic*km;

o

Carbon dioxides (CO2) = 700 g/veic*km;

o

Particulate matter (PM10) = 0,37 g/veic*km;

o

Sulfur monoxide (SOx) = 0,13 g/veic*km;

o

Non-methanic volatile organic compounds (NMOCs) = 0,9 g/veic*km;

o

Carbon oxides (CO) = 1,8 g/veic*km;

We also considered two distances (7 and 20 km) to fit the limit of the municipality and of the urban
system boundaries. Results are displayed in table 6, with the reduction level of the various
polluting agents (expressed in tons).
Table 6. Potential polluting emissions abatement with Scalo Marotti implementation - Tons

Source: our elaboration on APA data

Data
Data used in this report comes from APA (Ancona Port Authority), Istao (Adriano Olivetti Institute),
European Commission, Istat (Italian Institute of Statistics) and were collected by internet.

7. MARKET CONDITIONS
Description of the Market and Competition Situation
The Mediterranean is a microcosm reproducing global trends on a smaller scale. Mature
economies (including all EU ones) are again suffering, and show weak growth rates, while the
emerging economies (Balkans, Middle East, and the Maghreb) are recording more interesting
growth rates. This is also mirrored in maritime transport where, over the last few years, Balkan
(e.g. Constanta) or Maghrebine ports (e.g. Tangeri) are recording higher growth rates than the hubs
located on the Northern shore of the Mediterranean.
In such a scenario, what is the competitive position of the port of Ancona? Ancona still plays a
minor role within the Mediterranean area, as it handles small shares of local traffic, despite its good
performances in the ferry business (passengers, truck and trailer) (Table 7).
Table 7. Passengers traffic - 2010

Source: Istao

In this field, both for the passenger and goods segments, a traffic increase was recorded and the
port of Ancona is a leader in the Adriatic market. However – even considering the general decline
in goods transport due to the crisis – recent data seems to suggest traffic level maturity, and a sort
of volume stabilisation at the port.
As for container traffic (Table 8), over the last few years the Dorian Port is showing stable
performances, that are essentially in line with the overall Adriatic situation. According to the 2011
ISTAO Report, between 2001 and 2008 (year marking the beginning of the crisis), the Adriatic
basin showed good performances, in line with the global growth of container traffic.
Table 8. Container traffic in the Adriatic Sea – 2001-2010

Source: Istao

The East Adriatic ports – Koper and Rijeka in particular – recorded the most significant growth in
the aforementioned period, despite their smaller initial volumes. In 2008, the main Adriatic ports
recorded a 13% increase in traffic, handling 2.5 million TEUs. The North Adriatic Ports, including
the ports of Trieste, Venice, Koper, and Rijeka showed the most significant volume statistics. On
the contrary, 2009 was not a good year for the port of Ancona, analogously to the entire Adriatic
basin. The Italian shore of the Adriatic (only considering the top 6 ports), recorded a 10% decrease
in overall container traffic, with a loss of some 160 thousand TEUs. In the entire Adriatic area, ports
showed a decline in traffic, ranging from -18% of the ports of Koper and Trieste, to-2.5% of Venice,
which succeeded in keeping losses to a minimum. The port of Ancona was apparently stable, with
bulk goods increasing by 2.4% and container traffic by 3.3%. As a matter of fact, we must stress
that freight traffic within containers should be worse than the recorded one. Indeed, until June
2008, there was a railway feeding link between the Port of Taranto and the Port of Ancona. As
container were handled in the dock, their traffic was accounted with the rest of handled container.
Since the second semester of 2009, on the contrary, Evergreen containers were shifted back to
traditional sea feeding to the port of Taranto. If we take into account this fact, the decrease is about
-17%15.
2010 records a generalised pick up of the traffic (with the exception of Bar), even if the trajectories
of the various ports are quite different. The increase in container handling concerning the ports of
Koper and Venice, was experienced on a smaller scale in the other ports, where it either remained
stable or increased slightly. Ancona consolidated its position, handling about 110,000
containers.Regarding the other traffic typologies (Table 9), the Dorian port showed decreasing
liquid bulk volumes (-8,3%) between 2008 and 2010. Liquid bulk volumes represent a captive
market, being directly guaranteed and managed by the API refinery which is undergoing a sectorial
crisis. More relevant is the decrease in coal values, another captive market as it only supplies the

15

2009 Istao (Port of Ancona’s Observatory) Report.

Bastardo power plant in the Umbria Region (should the power plant be shut down, traffic could
drop to zero). As for solid bulk food, corn (silos), and concrete (Italcementi), flows are decreasing,
confirming the trend shown by all Adriatic ports.
Moreover, as it is shown in the 2009 Istao Report on the Port of Ancona, its positioning is still
weak; it lacks competitiveness which, today, is the main and real hindrance to relaunching its port
and general logistic activities. Currently, the Dorian port is not targeted by the main European
infrastructure and transport policies (except for Motorways of the Sea); and is not included in local
networking policies (Ancona is not part of the NAPA Project - the North Adriatic Ports
Association16).
Table 9. Goods, container and ro-pax traffic with O/D the port of Ancona - 2010
Var %
TOT 2010

2008-2009

2009-2010

2008-2010

Goods ( in tons )
LIQUID
Crude oil
Crude oil derivatives
TOT LIQUID GOODS

2.955.899
1.508.390
4.464.289

-2,8%
-8,6%
-4,5%

-11,9%
16,5%
-4,0%

-14,3%
6,5%
-8,3%

SOLID
Coal
Oleaginous crops
Cereals
Forages
Produce
Ores and manufactures (inerts)
Metallurgic products
Minerals, iron and steel wastes
NE-metal
Other
TOT SOLID GOODS

150.185
351.309
104.482
320
2.976
142.289
24.081
23.628
2
12.068
811.340

33,1%
-4,6%
-27,1%
-82,1%
-91,8%
-54,7%
-58,1%
-9,2%
-50,0%
215,7%
-9,6%

-70,6%
-15,1%
-41,2%
-73,7%
-10,2%
74,4%
-15,3%
341,1%
0,0%
-6,8%
-34,3%

-60,8%
-19,0%
-57,1%
-95,3%
-92,6%
-20,9%
-64,5%
300,4%
-50,0%
194,1%
-40,6%

GOODS IN TIR AND TRAILER

2.401.474

-14,0%

15,9%

-0,3%

843.420

2,4%

3,2%

5,7%

8.520.523

-7,1%

-2,9%

-9,7%

72.474

1,9%

7,4%

9,4%

GOODS IN CONTAINER

TOT GOODS
CONTAINER NUMBER
TOT

CONTENITORI: TEU

110.395

3,3%

4,6%

8,1%

CONTAINER BY RAIL TEU
TOT TEU (RAIL+ SEA)

0
110.395

-99,8%
-11,3%

-100,0%
4,6%

-100,0%
-7,2%

VEHICLES (CARS)

332.033

11,1%

-3,3%

7,5%

139.250
11.413
1.443
111
10

-7,6%
-18,0%
-17,7%
-16,3%
76,6%

-13,1%
1,8%
-48,1%
65,7%
-88,0%

-19,7%
-16,5%
-57,3%
38,8%
-78,7%

152.227

-8,5%

-12,7%

-20,1%

16.448
656
17.104

-10,9%
-47,3%
-16,3%

16,9%
-54,5%
10,2%

4,1%
-76,0%
-7,7%

169.331

-9,2%

-10,8%

-19,0%

TRUCKS
TRUCKS
TRUCKS
TRUCKS
TRUCKS

GREECE
CROATIA
ALBANIA
SERBIA and MONTENEGRO
TURKEY

TOT TRUCKS
TRAILER GREECE
TRAILER ALBANIA

TOTALE TRAILER
TOTALE TRUCKS + TRAILER

Source: APA
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The Association’s purpose is collaborating and developing synergies for local promotion and the development of northsouth maritime activities, through the Adriatic Sea. Its Articles of Association, signed on March 1st 2010, follow the
signature in 2009 of the North Adriatic Ports Articulation, which established special relationships among the ports
concerned, thus allowing them to have a stronger weight in international markets. It also made the North Adriatic the
European logistic centre for traffic heading to and coming from Central and Eastern Europe. The NAPA ports have
already developed interesting investment plans, involving private and public capital, supplied by banks and industry
operators, with a view to managing traffic increase, enhancing the existing infrastructure, and making ports
competitive.

However, although this port does not show significant traffic figures and is not among the main
Adriatic shipping players, it features good projects and support infrastructure, which clash with its
marginal position. Besides, significant investments are foreseen – as said before.

Market Contour / Profile / Players / Market dynamics and developments / Strategy of
the Pre-investment Study
- SWOT-analysis (for the products/services)
Strengths:
1. privileged position of the Scalo Marotti which is close to port infrastructures and railway station;
2. privileged position of the port of Ancona which lays at the very junction of the railway lines
linking the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian Seas and along the Adriatic line;
3. competitive position of the port of Ancona in a territory with strong accessibility potential
(Marche logistics platform);
4. regular and reliable ferry services to Greece and Croatia and, in summer time, also to
Montenegro and Albania;
5. reduction of the negative externalities related to road traffic;
6. expected increase in rail freight traffic is suitable to railway infrastructure.
Weaknesses:
1. current operational rules and procedures on railway shunting and traction;
2. in the PIR (Prospetto Informativo della Rete – Railway Network Information Report), supplied
by RFI, Ancona is not in the list of facilities equipped with shunting services, because the facility of
Falconara Marittima is included – even if no more in use;
3. need to attract new traffic from greater distances to make the service sustainable.
4. there are two technical limits (the length of the track is less than 600 meters which is the
optimal measure for train composition and the presence of a flyover) which, even if not considered
genuine weaknesses, may complicate loading/unloading operations;
Opportunities:
1. new infrastructures in operation for railways with direct access to the port area (no need of
externalisation of the primary shunting in the station of Ancona);
2. skilled workforce and logistics experts already operating in the port enterprises;
3. consistency of the project with the main European, National and Local policies;
4. the strategic importance of the project and the interest of regional government could make
public funding or subsidize of the service (containers, swapbodies and semitrailers to be shipped
by train) possible;
5. interest of Ancona’s maritime operators in the project and, more generally, in sea-rail
intermodal transport.
Threats:
1. road transport is cheaper than rail;
2. road transport is more flexible and assures door-to-door service;
3. lack of similar priorities in Greece and, generally speaking, in the Balkans which increases the
complexity of door-to-door intermodal logistics services;
4. coordination of different actors (public bodies, infrastructure owners, freight forwarders,
carriers, port services, etc.) with different approaches to business;
5. competitiveness of other port infrastructures in the Adriatic sea with better accessibility to
transport infrastructures.
- Description of the products, services or investment
Intermodal transport implies freight shifting by the same unit load or road vehicle using two or more
transport modalities, without goods handling. It might involve a sequence of different means of

transport (e.g. container from ship to rail or truck, swapbody from ship to truck and viceversa) in
which goods are stowed in intermodal transport units (truck, semitrailer, swapbody, container).
Combined transport is a particular type of intermodal transport, in which a complete integration of
two transport modalities is realised, being one integrally loaded on the other. We deal with land
combined transport when rail modality prevails or with sea combined transport when maritime
modality rules. The modalities of combined transport are:
1) Ro/ro road-sea (road vehicle, or semi-trailer, is integrally loaded on the ship);
2) Rolling highway (road vehicle is integrally loaded on the train);
3) Ferry boat (train is loaded on the ship).
Combined transport, in turn, may be classified according two categories:
4) Accompanied transport (the driver accompanies the road vehicle or the semi-trailer along
the sea/rail way);
5) Unaccompanied transport (the driver accompanies the road vehicle or the semi-trailer along
the sea/rail way)17
The Scalo Marotti Platform is expected to handle only unaccompanied transport: containers,
swapbodies or semi-trailers to be loaded/unloaded to/from special railway wagons (e.g. flatcars or
container well cars). In general, container, swapbody and semi-trailer handling is carried out by
overhead travelling crane, straddle carrier or mobile crane. The presence of a 7.20 meter high
flyover placed over the loading tracks enables overhead travelling crane and straddle carrier use.
As a consequence the loading/unloading service will use 45 Tons Reach Stackers.
Of course, the number and the typology of mobile cranes will depend on the number and the
typology of the unit load to be handled.
- Organizational/ Technical/ Financial aspects or needs
From an organisational point of view, some observations must be discussed.
At present freight handling and terminalisation in Ancona is supplied by two operators:
a. Trenitalia, which has externalised to Serfer18 the shunting service (on unelectrified tracks) in
the railway station area;
b. Compagnia dei Lavoratori Portuali (CLP, Harbour Workers' Company), which operate
within the port area.
According to current operational rules and procedures a swapbody arriving by sea will be:

17

o

handled by CLP while it remains in the port area

o

handled by the intermodal service supplier in order to compose the trains in the Scalo
Marotti area

o

handled by Serfer which will supply the shunting service and, subsequently, by the railway
operator which will supply the transport service

See Vespasiani T. [2009] Glossario dei termini economici e giuridici dei porti, dei trasporti marittimi e della logistica
portuale, Franco Angeli, Milano.
18
Serfer (Servizi Ferroviari S.r.l.) is a company controlled at 100% by Trenitalia S.p.A.

It is evident that in the event of an effective increase in freight traffic, coordination problems may
arise among these operators. As a consequence, the implementation of an organizational model is
necessary in order to avoid the over-lapping of operator competences which might affect efficiency
and cost effectiveness of the service.
For instance, letting the CLP workers operate in the Scalo Marotti as well as in the port area, might
be a step towards a more efficient service.
As for the financial aspect some incentives should be identified (they have already been studied by
the Marche Regional Government) in order to eliminate or reduce the existing cost gap between
road and rail transport and offset the specific competitive advantages of road operators. In Emilia
Romagna, for instance, a new regional Law has recently been adopted providing for subsidies to
railway transport, envisaging 9 million Euro investment over three years, aiming at promoting
freight railway transport. These are non-refundable subsidies, granted for each “additional” railway
service (that is, each new railway transport service on new and existing routes), originating from or
heading to an Emilia Romagna train station. However, the relevant railway companies have to
guarantee service sustainability and duration – at least 2-year operations after the funds are
granted – and to deduct the funds obtained from the rates charged to their customers. It is an
important measure, in that it contributes – partially but tangibly – to promoting railway transport
that, in itself, is not very competitive for short- and medium-distance routes compared to road
transport, in terms of rates and flexibility, but which is essential for the environment and to prevent
road congestion.),

Target Groups
The call for competitive bid to identify the supplier of the intermodal service will involve different
kinds of railway intermodal operators, which might be classified in six categories (depending on the
role they play within the supply chain management):
a) UIRR companies (Union des sociétés de transport combinè Rail-Route), which are private
but their capital is held by national railways up to 40% maximum. They usually operate from
origin intermodal terminal to destination intermodal terminal;
b) Intercontainer Interfrigo (ICF), an intermodal operator controlled by national railways, which
is the only operator to supply the whole chain management solutions for Intermodal
Transportation;
c) National railway intermodal operators, controlled by national railways, which usually
collaborate with ICF;
d) National and regional railways;
e) Private intermodal operators;
f) The big loading Companies.

Production / Service / Investment
Interviews with freight shipping companies highlighted that the service, to be cost effective, must
have these features:
a) The train should be composed by at least 28-30 wagons,
b) the range of the trip should be at least 200 kilometres
c) the weekly frequency of shipping should be at least of three trains.

8. ECONOMIC CONTEXT
Initial forecasts
From international and regional freight traffic forecasts, it can be inferred quite clearly that it is
important to design development strategies for the Marotti area based on traffic segments. Some
segments, such as the container traffic, is required for the strengthening of the Ancona Port

system’s bargaining position, as in such segments the demand is concentrated in the hands of
very few multinational companies; for other market segments, such as bulk and tramp ship ones,
as well as the intra Adriatic-Ionian Ro-Ro traffic, the supply and port competition systems should
remain unchanged. However, it is also important for these market segments to be able to share
common procedures and working methods with other intermodal operators (such as railways,
maritime companies, couriers, road freight transport companies, etc.), when it comes to some
specific areas and needs.
The maritime transport market evolution and trends recorded by international logistic flows in the
years to come are still quite uncertain and, in fact, the crisis of the last few years is not over, yet.
However, there are some factors that clearly show what the development trends for international
trade in goods and services are going to be like.
Summarising, one might say that in the next few years global trade trends will be essentially
influenced by:
1. a reorganisation of traffic flows to benefit the so-called emerging economies, mainly located in
South America, and Africa, but also in North- and South-Eastern Europe;
2. the subsequent extension of the global centres generating and attracting traffic, while in Europe
an extension is being recorded of the so-called “Blue Banana” to the Countries located along
the Northern shore of the Mediterranean Sea, Eastern Europe, and a shift is being observed by
the European North-South links towards Eastern Europe (Chart 14);
3. in the Mediterranean Region, the growth of the Countries stretching along the Eastern and
Southern shores of the Mediterranean Sea is refelected in an increase in such areas’ internal
traffic, thanks to the upcoming launching of free trade in the region;
4. a strengthening of the competitive advantage of the Multi-port Gateway Regions, which can
provide efficient and equipped links from the Adriatic to Northern Europe, also – and most
importantly – offering quick links to the railway network (the Port of Venice and Trieste projects,
as well as the extraordinary growth of the Port of Koper the increasing interest in the area –
Chart 15).
Chart 14. The Blue Banana – The Eastward Shift Of Production And Logistic Systems

Source: Isfort processing of Cushman & Wakefield, Healey & Baker data

Chart 15. Multi-port Gateway Regions

Source: Isfort

The last point deserves to be developed further, being interrelated with the Scalo Marotti project
and, more generally, with the other project planned by APA.
Beginning in the 80s, along with the acceleration of the globalisation process, the hub and feeder
(or hub and spokes) approach has been gaining credit as the prevailing shipping organisational
model. Such a model contributed to the strengthening of the Mediterranean’s role, allowing it to
gain significant market shares over the last twenty years, to the detriment of North-European ports.
In those years, the Suez-Gibraltar route –linking the main Asian ports to Europe – became one of
the main routes for globetrotting ships. Based on said model, major shipping companies had to
select a few hubs where they would concentrate big parent ship traffic, performing pendulum
services (in a single hemisphere), or “round the world” services through the Panama or Suez
Canals, and serving the three main routes – including the Transatlantic, Transpacific, and Far
East-Europe routes. Feeder services were provided from such transhipment ports by smaller ships,
serving minor ports.
This model started becoming less popular as traffic began breaking up towards multiple
destinations, and market globalisation scaled up thus stimulating its own review. One of the
consequences of this market and, hence, logistic flow reorganisation was the establishment of
minor port networks. Actually, such networks allow developing logistic organisations that adjust
better to the fragmentation of production and consumption markets.
As a matter of fact, the coexistence of short and long networks entailed the need for increasingly
advanced integration levels, to be promoted within the framework of local projects producing
functional synergies in the networks developed at different scales on the one hand, and between
networks and local territories on the other hands.
Besides limiting port competition, especially in terms of rates, this multi-port approach – that is, the
creation of interregional port systems whose ports tend to take joint actions, cooperating as if they
were a single port – also assure full coverage of the territory, as well as goods pick up and delivery
services characterised by significant proximity to the pick-up or destination markets. Besides
providing more customised services, this allows reducing the impact of road transport on the
overall shipment, with significant cost cuts as road transport is still the transport mode offering the
least saving opportunities.
Hence, competition shifted from single ports to port systems. If ports are close to each other, it
does not make any difference for businesses to use one or the other, and this is even more true if
they provide substantially equivalent services at the same conditions. Hence, instead of
exacerbating competition, ports started cooperating through marketing and organisational strategic
alliances, which could bring about real synergies and even allow them acting as a single gateway.

NAPA, which includes the ports of Rijeka, Capodistria, Trieste, Venice, and Ravenna is one
example. That network intended to present itself as a single big port, jointly designing all policies
and promoting the four ports in the shipping market. The mainstays of the agreement – which also
envisages joint environmental protection, tourism promotion, safety & security measures – include
the harmonisations of policies and activities, the development of a single IT system, the
enhancement of the links between the network ports and the main railway axes, so to guarantee
enhanced intermodal transport.
Port access to the hinterland and vice versa is essential for port competitiveness. Global trade
operators select their ports mostly based on the sea and land links available for each of them.
Investments in infrastructure within the port land area are important to meet traffic growth
expectations, a networked hinterland has an equally strong impact on maritime traffic growth
potential, as it allows carriers to cut land transport costs, which are the most difficult goods
transport costs to cut.

Possible scenario
In order to develop – over ten years – the Ancona Logistic System, that is, the Multi-port Gateway
for the Adriatic Macro-Region, a plan should be designed envisaging progressively:
a) consolidating the three logistic facilities of the area (namely the Port, Logistic Centre, and
Airport);
b) improving railway links in order to provide integrated services to customers (e.g. port-port
inland area);
c) making it an integrated logistic district of excellence, producing innovation in this field
(through its training and research centres), attracting external investments from the global
logistic industry, and introducing a new business sector in the region. (Tab. 3)
Scalo Marotti is one of the key projects that will constitute a step towards obtaining this aim. As a
consequence, to figure possible scenarios, we have to take it into account along with all the other
planned projects, because they mutually interact in an auto-reinforcing process.
We can consider three time horizons (short, medium and long, Table 10).
Short-Term Actions
1. Completing The Scalo Marotti
This project plays a major role in giving a competitive advantage to the Port of Ancona by
improving sea-rail access and rationalising the internal port space. Its implementation – which
should aim at developing unaccompanied transport – depends on two preconditions, namely an
alliance with the neighbouring regions (within the framework of a Multi-port gateway Region
approach), and the introduction of railway transport incentives. As a matter of fact, the lack of such
conditions, the project is doomed to failure, as it would lack volumes in one case, and appeal in the
other (at least initially).
2. Establishing A Fast Link To the Motorway and Railway Network
The passenger and freight ferry traffic handled by the Port of Ancona often causes road
congestion, with consequences on the city’s social and business life. In order to improve access, a
direct link between the Port and the motorway – in essence, the West Exit –needs to be
established.
3. Continuing Building The New Marche Dock
It seems desirable to consolidate the port container infrastructure as it presently handles a very
small share of the Adriatic container traffic.

Medium-Term Actions
1. Establishing A Port-Logistic Centre Railway Link
The creation of the Ancona Logistic Area starts from the linking of the Port with the Logistic Centre,
through a railway link based on shuttle trains, with the goal being routing by rail inbound and
outbound containers along the busiest North axis.
The preconditions to implement the project include the setting up of a local railway company, and
the acknowledgment of the Logistic Centre as being the main logistic facility in the Central Adriatic
Macro-Region.
2. Make The Port of Ancona The Only Gateway For Inbound and Outbound Goods In
The Whole Central Adriatic Macro-Area
The logistic architecture that is being outlined is sustainable only if there is enough traffic. The Port
of Ancona needs to be able to attract inbound and outbound traffic for the Central Adriatic MacroRegion, including traffic generated by the businesses located in the Marche Region, which is often
being handled by other ports. For this to happen, it is necessary to adjust all logistic design and
projects to the needs of local production chains and development prospects for the Eastern Balkan
coast (and, more generally speaking, South-eastern Europe). Once such needs have been
defined, it will be possible to improve the positioning of the leading companies of the Macro-Region
and the logistic infrastructure’s service provision to the remaining Adriatic region (including the
Balkan area, but also feeder services to Taranto), and to other markets, some of which are already
included in the existing plans (Tyrrhenian via Civitavecchia), while others need to be investigated
(Middle and Far East).
Long-Term Actions
1. Setting Up An Agency For The Promotion Of The Integrated Local Logistic Area
After defining and establishing the local logistic infrastructure, it is advisable to set up a Promotion
Agency with the legal form of a consortium, tasked with coordinating and implementing all
promotion activities for the Central Adriatic Macro-Region’s logistic System. The main goal consists
in establishing a coordinating agency, consisting of some local institutions, providing technical
support for sector policy choices and promotion/development activities, thus helping spreading a
culture of inter-business relations in the logistic activities of the Central Adriatic Macro-Area. The
Agency would be tasked with giving continuity to the development of the Macro-Region’s logistic
system, and pursuing its main strategic objective, that is, including the Central Adriatic MacroRegion in the network of Multi-port Gateway Regions.
2. Including The Port of Ancona in The Global Network Of Container Ports
In order to include the Port of Ancona in the global container market – though not at the same level
as major ports – a marketing action is required to be carried out by the Agency, and targeting shipowners and shipping companies moreover, it is essential to increase the volume of traffic handled.
The increase in traffic handled depends on the port ability to also capture traffic coming from the
east and heading to Northern Italy’s consumer markets, which today is handled by other ports.
3. Developing A Single Freight Handling Information System for the whole Logistic Area
Sharing a suitable infrastructure and transport information system – allowing goods tracking,
electronic document handling, etc. – would be a competitive advantage for the area as, besides
making goods tracking possible along the whole logistic corridor, it would tend to make all handling
operations quicker, and this is a key logistic service assessment parameter.

Table 10. Strategic Priorities
PERIOD
(years)
PRIORITY
GOAL

MARKET
SCENARIOS

Short Term (1-2)
Existing
Consolidation

Facility

Intermodal
transport
potential of the Eastern
and
Western
Adriatic
shores
Railway link to Northern
Italy
(Bologna,
Busto,
Melzo, Verona etc..) and
Northern Europe (Munich,
Basel, etc.)

Medium Term (3-5)

Long Term (6-10)

Port-Logistic
Centre
Railway Link
Import-export Gateway
for the manufacturing
companies
of
the
Central Adriatic MacroRegion
Storage and logistic
handling
area
for
containers coming from
the Far East and
heading to Northern
Europe

Multi-port Gateway Region
Ancona Logistic “District”

Creation of a logistic area for
the handling of international
goods
Centre of excellence for
advanced logistic solutions

ACTIONS

PORT

Infrastructure
Development Actions
Completion of the Scalo
Marotti
Starting quick road and
completing the works for
the road and railways
accessibility of the port
area
Work progress for the new
“Marche” dock
Marketing Actions
Activating new traffic
segments
Improving the competitive
positioning of the cruise
segment

Infrastructure
Development Actions
Completion of the new
“Marche dock
Port-Logistic Centre
railway link
Marketing Actions
Attracting import-export
traffic generated by the
businesses based in the
central Adriatic macroregion

Infrastructure Development
Actions
Developing an integrated
goods management IT
system, in cooperation with
other logistic facilities in the
logistic district
Railway links to the Port and
Logistic Centre
Marketing Actions
Promoting – together with
other institutions – the setting
up of an Agency for the
promotion of the Ancona
Logistic District
Attracting global container
transport players to the
Dorian Port, by establishing
stable intra and extraMediterranean connection
lines

Source: elaboration on research outputs, 2010

9. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Contribution towards environmental sustainability
Air pollution in Italy has reached an alarming level. According to the European Agency for the
Environment, there are 17 Italian cities among the 30 European ones in which the levels of PM10,
nitrogen dioxide and ozone have been overcome more than 35 times during one year.
As a consequence in November 2010 Italy has been deferred to the Court of Justice of the
European Union for not having respected communitarian limits regarding PM10 and for not having
implemented appropriated measures to address the problem.
Data from Ispra (Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale) highlight the role
played by road traffic within air pollution, which is responsible for 23,5% of total PM10 emissions,
for 51,7% of total nitrogen oxide emissions, for 43,1% of total PM10 emissions and for 54,7% of
total benzene emissions. Table 11 reports the role played by heavy transport within pollution from
road traffic, which is sensible concerning PM10, NOx, Soc and CO2.

Table 11. Polluting emissions and transport modality

Cars
Vehicles<3,5 t
Vehicles>3,5 t
Motorcycles<50cc
Motorcycles>50cc
Evaporation
Road transport

PM10

NOx

Sox

CO

IPA

Benzene

CO2

27,3
19,1
19,3
6,6
1,3
26,3
100,0

37,7
14,0
46,6
0,2
1,6
0,0
100,0

52,9
18,5
26,4
0,6
1,6
0,0
100,0

51,3
5,3
4,3
12,2
26,9
0,0
100,0

61,4
16,8
19,1
0,3
2,4
0,0
100,0

54,4
4,7
0,2
31,1
7,8
1,7
100,0

58,9
15,6
21,6
1,1
2,8
0,0
100,0

Source: Ispra

Recent studies carried out by Legambiente on air quality have confirmed EU’s concern about the
Italian situation. In 2010, 48 cities exceeded the PM10 limits (50 μg/m3) for more than 35 times
and, as reported in Table 12 Ancona ranks fifth in the list of most polluted cities in Italy (it exceeded
the imposed limit 96 times). Obviously, the port and all the relating trade and transit activities are
among the causes of this situation. In some areas, the city traffic is heavily congested, again due to
the effects of some typologies of traffic generated by the port.
Table 12. Rank of the first fifth most polluted Italian cities – 2010

Source: Legambiente

Indeed, the environmental monitoring station for Ancona is located in Torrette, one of city’s
neighbourhoods most exposed to the pressure of road traffic, and particularly to heavy traffic with
O/D the port of Ancona. It might be useful to remember that the port of Ancona generates yearly
170.000 truck and trailer transits, volumes which ranks the dorian port second (after Patrasso)
among the ports of the Adriatic-Ionian region.
The (partial) shift of freight traffic generated by the Port of Ancona from road to rail will contribute to
a decrease in congestion and pollution, improving not only accessibility, but air quality as well. A
quantitative measure of the decreasing polluting emissions is reported in Table 6, Chapter 6.

10. CONCLUSIONS-RECOMMENDATIONS
The Scalo Marotti project aims at implementing an intermodal logistic platform for unaccompanied
transport swap bodies, containers and semi-trailers with origin/destination to be loaded/unloaded
on/from freight trains at the Port of Ancona. From the technical point of view the project envisages
the construction of 3 sets of tracks within the port area, and a marshalling yard for train assembling
purposes. The implementation of the intermodal platform should allow the Port of Ancona to
increase its handling capacity by some 75.000 ITUs, which approximately corresponds to 100,000
TEUs, that is 25% of the total port foreseen handling capacity.
The area in which the platform will be built is located between the port area and railway station,
located just a few hundred meters from the docks. The project (one of the three infrastructural ones
contained in the Port Development Plan) originates from the collaboration of APA, RFI and Marche
Region (and indirectly with DLF Ancona and the City of Ancona). The aim is twofold: increasing
freight traffic in the Dorian port from one side and reducing its environmental impact from the other,
especially air pollution connected with heavy transport. Moreover, the implementation of the Scalo
Marotti would be the first step in the construction of a road/rail/sea intermodal transport link that
could Include Ancona in the main global logistic networks, thus increasing its appeal to
international players.

The implications of the project are absolutely coherent with European, national and local policies.
As a matter of fact Marche Region and APA have funded it and the former is studying the
possibility to incentive the ship-to-train transfer of semi-trailers, swap bodies and containers
through public funding. The incentives seem to be crucial as rail transport’s cost is one of the main
criticalities which prevented its real take off, both in Italy and all over Europe.
The project can count on a series of important strengths. Its potential fast Implementation should
permit the Port of Ancona to face a series of analogous initiatives in other ports of the Adriatic
region, both in the infrastructure and service areas. The Port of Ancona has a strategic position at
the very heart of Marche Logistic Platform, being close to the airport and inland interport. It is the
main sea gateway for Marche, Umbria, and Abruzzo Regions. Its central position in the Adriatic
area seems to be privileged to capture traffic flows from the East. The Port of Ancona can also
count on its privileged position concerning the railway network, being located at the junction
between the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian Sea lines via Civitavecchia.
From the institutional point of view, we can stress that significant investments are foreseen by
national and local governments, and that Marche Region is actively studying the possibility of
economically sustaining the shift from road to rail transport.
Macroeconomic and organisational trends, moreover, seem to strengthen the competitive
advantage of the Multi-port Gateway Regions compared with the Hub and Spoke model. According
to this, the Port of Ancona and Scalo Marotti can provide efficient and equipped links from the
Adriatic to Northern Europe, also – and most importantly – offering quick links to the railway
network.
A part from external threats which seem to be out of the control of the actors involved in the Scalo
Marotti project – such as the lack of similar priorities in Greece and, generally speaking, in the
Balkans along with the competitiveness of other port infrastructures on the Adriatic sea with better
accessibility to transport infrastructures – the real challenge to be addressed regards the services.
Ports, indeed, are chosen not only on the basis of their cost effectiveness, but also with regards to
the quality of the services they offer.
One of the main risks concerns the possibility that different operators and competencies could
overlap during freights’ shifting from sea to rail (and vice versa), affecting cost effectiveness,
reliability and efficiency of the service. It might also be necessary, in that event, to review current
operational rules and procedures on railway shunting and traction to remove eventual obstacles.
The arriving point should be represented by a situation in which there is just an operator which
supplies the service.

Suggestions – Not only Scalo Marotti
The strategic axis based on which the Ancona infrastructural and service system’s national and
international role is to be built is the link (a real strategic integration) between economic
development and regional infrastructure enhancement.
The evolution of the Marche business sector and the efforts that local and regional administrations
are making to increase logistic access to the area should therefore have a common goal, that is,
improving the competitiveness of the products from the Marche and whole Central-Adriatic region
in the European and non-European markets.
In order to consolidate this strategic axis, it is necessary to pursue a series of intermediate goals,
through a set of medium-range strategies. This targeted strategy and goal system can be
summarised in a road map, aiming at relaunching the local territory as a whole.
I) Favouring the presence in the region of skilled infrastructure operators.
The presence of logistic infrastructure is a precondition, but it is not enough to really launch
services through such infrastructure and progressively establish a real logistic “district”. And this is
particularly important for the entire infrastructure that should provide freight railway services such
as the Marotti Yard and Marche Logistic Centre, as well as the future new “Marche” dock.
Today, there are some 50 railway operators owning freight licences. Besides the incumbent
Trenitalia Cargo, many of said operators are the Italian branches of major European operators
(including DB Shenker, SBB cargo, SNCF Fret Italia, Hupac, CrossRail etc..) Almost all of them are

concentrated in Northern Italy, where there are big markets and adequate locations for the delivery
times required by customers. The likelihood of attracting some of these operators in an area that is
not particularly rich yet (in terms of traffic flows), depends on the financial resources that local
administrations can allocate to favour the launching of railway services and fill the rail-road
competitive gap. It is also possible to establish railway links with major North Italian hubs (including
the ones of Bologna, Busto Arsizio, Melzo, Padua and Verona), by accepting adopting a railway
hub and spoke approach. Service could be provided by a regional railway company, yet to be
established, or by other regional operators (such as Sangritana, FER, Ferrovia Centrale Umbra),
with whom agreements should be signed. This does not exclude the need for public funds and
relating commitment to launch the service, which are always there in the neighbouring regions.
Another issue concerns the operator of the “Marche” Dock. In Italy – and all over Europe and the
Mediterranean region – the ports that handle significant traffic volumes – especially container traffic
– are operated by terminal operators belonging to major international groups. They include “pure”
terminal operators (such as PSA, HPH, the Eurogate Group that operates many Italian ports), or
some operational branches of major shipping companies (including APM and the Maersk Group.)
They can generate both sea and land traffic. Eurogate, for instance, operates various inland
terminals in Italy, which provide traffic flows to the Group’s ports. In order for the enhanced dock
capacity to bring about more traffic, it is therefore essential that the Marche dock operator be
directly or indirectly included in a wider network, possibly an international one.
II) Establishing a metropolitan area serving local businesses.
Ancona should not only think of becoming a local infrastructural area, but rather a metropolitan
system serving the Central Adriatic macro-region. The enhancement and adjustment of its
infrastructure (whose relevant projects have been described above) do not seem sufficient to
ensure adequate local development prospects, both in terms of industrial system and local territory
organisational model. In this context, the creation of a logistic area can and should be just the
starting point for a more comprehensive enhancement involving the whole area. Lacking such
general improvement, the Marche Region risks establishing a simple Local Logistic Area operated
by just a few operators, mainly providing a single logistic service (namely transport), and this would
be like having the hardware available while lacking the relevant software allowing it to function
properly. Conversely, it should establish a real “district” (made up of multiple actors, providing a
wide range of services, with a high degree of internal integration, capable of establishing
partnerships for individual projects, and compete – also through networking policies – with other
districts), which is the only solution allowing triggering virtuous circles of competitive spirit, which
will allow the Ancona area to become a mainstay, over time, for a demand also including advanced
forms of outsourcing (just as it happened with traditional manufacturing “districts”). Hence, the real
local driver is not infrastructure (or, rather, not only infrastructure), but also a coordinated system of
business, technology, research and training services, allowing imbuing the area with operating
logistic culture and linking the area to wider national and international systems.
III) Creating an integrated and connecting system.
Linking the logistic facilities of the Port of Ancona, Falconara airport and Jesi Logistic Centre is
necessary, besides being strategic. First of all, to serve the Central Adriatic macro-region;
secondly, to extend southwards the scope of the Ancona logistic area, towards Molise and
Northern Puglia, as well as Westwards, towards Lazio; moreover, it would allow enhancing market
penetration in Central Adriatic production areas towards the coast, the Balkan region, and Southeastern Europe.
IV) Give continuity to the Adriatic Euro-region initiative.
For the years now, since the launching of the Euroregion Project, the Marche Regional
Government has been the promoter and firm supporter of the bottom-up integration of the border
regions on the two shores of the Adriatic Sea. Such strong integration effort is also mirrored by the
many public initiatives launched (Adriatic-Ionian Initiative, and Secretariat one), as well as the
many joint public-private ones (such as the Forum of Adriatic Chambers of Commerce, or Promo
Adria for economic development, and Adrion for tourism promotion). These initiatives are not only
based on common interests in terms of studies, economic and social cohesion or joint promotion of

areas that share many cultural aspects, but also on very “tangible” flows that prove the importance
of continuing fostering such relations. In fact, the traffic volumes recorded on ferry routes show
intense passenger and freight movement (truck and trailer handling) between the two Adriatic
shores, which remains steady.
V) Opening the region to forms of advanced international liaison,
based on a network of relations that, although it is still in the embryonic stage, is already been
established between Marche and China. Actually, fruitful contacts have been established by the
Marche Region with some entrepreneurs and the local Administration of the Hunan Province who
are interested in developing relations with Italy in the framework of their European investment
policies. For the Shangai 201019 institutional and economic mission, a delegation of Marche
entrepreneurs and local administration representatives went to China to make contacts with
businessmen and businesswomen from some Chinese Provinces (including Shanghai, and the
Jiangsu Province); to discuss the development of a logistic Centre in Tanjin by Italian Logistic
Centre operators, including the one located in Jesi; and the possible acquisition by the Machi
Holdings Group20– in partnership with a local company – of the “Antonio Merloni” Marche
company21; and discuss possible cooperation with the Marche Logistic Centres and facilities.
These are all signs showing that relations already exist aiming, on the one hand, at supporting the
Marche SME penetration in the Chinese market (among other things, the possibility is being
examined to include “Made in Marche” shopping areas in the “Cina Zhuzhou Lusong apparel City”,
the clothing industry “city” of Zhuzhou, in the Hunan Province) and, on the other hand, exploring
the possibility to establish long-term cooperation between Marche and Hunan, where the Chang
Sha “Hunan-Europe Industrial Park”, (a high-tech Park) is located. All of this is included in the
framework of an expression of interest of the Chinese, which seems to be real, although no
tangible action has been carried out yet besides the contacts made and intentions expressed.
However, this is an opportunity to seize, with a view to building – step by step – a regional logistic
system serving not only local businesses (internal logistics) but also open to foreign investment
(industrial logistics). And this possible medium-long term development scenario for the Marche
Region requires consolidated starting conditions (internal logistics), so to avoid being “colonised”
by an overwhelming China. Strengthening the regional logistics supply and demand seems to be a
strategic choice allowing the Region to gain bargaining power, thus not being conquered by
“colonising” Chinese.
VI) Adopting a strategy involving the whole area.
The Marche Region cannot continue alone. It needs to include its neighbouring regions in this
process of institutional representation of the macro-region. Therefore, a joint strategy is required,
promoting interregional (involving the Regions of Abruzzo, Umbria, and Marche) and international
joint policies (Balkan Countries.) Actually, the public sector cannot be the only one promoting and
financing the process, and all other business actors of the macro-region need to be operationally
and fully involved. As has been repeatedly stated, the system should be based on the full cohesion
of all the local actors, with their participation in shared “business risk”. If the business world is not
interested, there would be lack of major support for the Region and, in general, the Central Adriatic
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The mission, organised by the Marche regional Government, together with the Union of Chambers of Commerce in
China, had the following goals: market penetration of Marche SMEs in Chiana; attracting Chinese investment;
promoting the Marche Region and its business system in the Chinese market.
20
It is a Holding Company, partially owned by the Government of the People’s Republic Of China, and specialised in
logistics. It is a consortium of businesses, including companies based in the People’s Republic of China, Taiwan, and
Hong Kong. It mainly deals with advanced trade fair centres, and it is the only interregional distribution company in
China (with 10 malls under construction and to be completed by 2016, for an overall turnover of some 500 billion
dollars when it is fully operational). As to the Merloni project, the holding could submit a combined binding offer for the
Agnani Videocolor facility (TV sets), and the factories for the production of household appliances of the Merloni Group.
This, in order to maintain the production of refrigerators and washing machines in Italy (at least partially), but mainly
aiming at establishing a logistic centre for the distribution of Chinese products in Europe.
21
It seems that the China Machi Holdings Group management confirmed their interest in acquiring Antonio Merloni, and
they are drawing up the final part of their business plan. Technical and legal aspects are currently being analysed in
detail.

macro-region needs to guarantee success for any initiative, thus avoiding the risks in pursuing
unreachable goals.
VII) Developing an aggressive marketing policy.
The ultimate medium-long-term goal is not the setting up of a Logistic Centre, but the creation of a
Logistic “District” that, as such, should be able to further improve its own efficiency by attracting (if
required) additional flows besides the ones generated by the Adriatic macro-region. However, in
order to do so, both the relevant operators and infrastructure needs to be able to provide
competitive services, and the whole system should be able to attract investments through incentive
initiatives. In both cases – as it is the case for any successful local-territory marketing initiative –
“political” initiatives should be combined with marketing and promotional actions, aiming at selling
the logistic products of the Marche Region both nationally and internationally. In order to carry out
a marketing activity for the “Marche Logistics” product, it could be useful to think of a regional or
macro-area Agency, coordinating individual local initiatives by making the most of possible
synergies but, most importantly, acting as a catalyst and aggregation factor, representing and
promoting the interests of all stakeholders, for them to act as one.
VIII) Devising a local logistic development compatible with passenger traffic and tourism.
The logistic district should not be developed to the detriment of Local Public Transport passenger
traffic or ferry passenger transport that today, especially in the summer time, accounts for a
significant share of the port’s traffic. one should not forget the share of tourist traffic that could be
“captured” by the airport. On the contrary, a metropolitan system serving the districts should allow
enhancing services, including freight and tourist services (cruises, but also low-cost flights and
tourist packages). Actually, passenger traffic and tourism are major assets for the Ancona area o
and the whole Marche Region, and should not be penalised (Tab. 11).
Table 11. From infrastructure to a logistic district: strategies, actions, and actors
Strategies and Actions
Favouring the presence of skilled
infrastructure operators
Developing a metropolitan area
serving local businesses
Creating
an
integrated
connection system
Giving continuity to the Euroregion initiative
Opening the Region to advanced
international liaisons
Including
Ancona
in
an
international network
Adopting a strategy involving the
whole area
Aggressive marketing policy
Logistic and tourist development
Source: elaboration on research outputs

Public, Public-Private, and Private
Operators Involved
Regional
Government
(indirectly)
through incentives
Port Authority Logistic Centre
Local Authorities
Private Operators
Private Operators
Marche Regional Government
Local Authorities, Trade Associations,
Private Operators
Marche Regional Government, Port
Authority.
Marche
Regional
Government,
together with other neighbouring
Regions
Regional Logistics Agency (Local
Authorities, Port Authority, Logistic
Centre, etc.)
Local tourist systems, airport, Port, big
companies (cruise operators, low-cost
airlines, etc.)
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Thriasio Freight Center, “Triasion Pedion” is a major investment project
consistιng of several sub projects, namely: upgrading of the container terminal,
construction of a small port for auxiliary vessels, construction of the road and rail
connections to the main transport networks (Αττικί Odos, Transeuropean Axis IX
etc) in the greater Attiki region area by the Greek port of Piraeus.
The planned investment is expected to have significant impact on the protection of
the environment as it is expected to substitute the road and sea transport from
Asia Minor and the Middle & Far East to Europe with sea shipping to the Piraeus
container terminal and the Triasion Pedion, thus achieving a multimodal scheme of
transport.
There are significant difficulties in the effort to complete the project deriving from
the global economic crisis, the general lack of investment funds, and the problems
that the Thriasio Freight Center faces as an organization.
The benefits that will derive from the success of the venture will be substantial in
terms of employment, multiplying social and economic effects for the region. and
certainly are worth the risks involved .
The total project investment cost amounts to 343 Million Euros (merchandising
centre and works of interconnection). As an economic venture, it is estimated that
if the project progresses according to the plan, the “Trhriasion” will be able to
become profitable within 5 years. On the other hand, it is certain that the success
of the venture will have significant secondary multiplying effects on the economy of
the region.

3. GENERAL INFORMATION

3.1. Identification of the pre feasibility study
The Thriasio Freight Center, in the wider area of Aspropirgos in the greater Attica
region area of Greece will be 588 acres. (total surface roughly) According to the
3333/05 Law it will serve as a multimodal transport hub. It will be established in a
strategic location, very close to Athens, the largest urban centre of Greece and it
will have excellent road and railway connections.
Furthermore its proximity to the Ikonion port will contribute to the development of
transportation. The hub’s connection to the Ikonion port will be by rail. The rail
works have already begun. The whole project will enhance Greece’s profile as an
important transportation hub.
The planned investments is expected to face strong competition from other ports
in the region, both Greek and foreign. On the other hand, there are significant
difficulties in the effort to complete the project that derive from the global economic
crisis, the general lack of investment funds, and the problems that the “Thriasion
pedion” faces as an organization.
The proposed project actually consists of certain sub projects projects, namely:
upgrading of the container terminal, construction of a small port for auxiliary
vessels, construction of the road and rail connections to the main transport
networks (Attiki Odos, Transeuropean Axis IX etc).
The planned investment is expected to have significant impact on the protection of
the environment as it expected to substitute the road transport from Europe, Asia
Minor, Middle East, Far East and with sea shipping to Piraeus achieving thus a
multimodal scheme of transport.
As an economic venture, it is estimated that if the project progresses according to
plan, the “Thriasion” will be able to become profitable within 5 years. On the other
hand, it is certain that the success of the venture will have significant secondary
multiplying effects on the economy of the region.

3.2. General information about “Thriasio freight Center”
The Triasion pedion is the first work of concession in the sector of railway
transports that provides very important capital in the GAIAOSE ( A subsidiary of
the Greek Railways) and at extension in the group OSE (Greek Railways).
The successful completion of competition establishes the GAIAOSE S.A. in the
field of exploitation of real estate and it opens the street for corresponding growths
in real estate of ΟSΕ.

The key points of the project are:
9
Area approximately at 588 acres owned by “GAIAOSE SA”
9
Building capacity approximately of 235.000 sq.m
9
Road connection with “Attiki Odos”
9
Rail way connection with “N. Ikonio” Port
9
Connection with the national rail way network
• Execution through concession agreement.
•
•

Private investment budget of €150.000.000. Funding with own and lending
capital without public’s or EU’s participation.
Construction periods:
¾ T1: 18 months tenor from project commencement day. Manufacture
of at least 50.000sqm of warehouses.
¾ T2: 60 months tenor from project commencement day. Manufacture
of at least 170.000 of warehouses (in total with T1).
¾ T3 (optional): 5 years tenor after the completion of T2 and
construction of the remaining square meters.

•

Concession Duration: 40 years

•

The financial compensation to “GAIAOSE” includes the following:
1. A return on the concession company’s annual turnover, which in any
case, can not be less than the minimum guaranteed annual return to be
offered.
2. Transfer of the 15% of the shares of the concession company after
completion of works.

•

Opened international invitation to tender in one stage
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•

Award criterion: the highest financial offer

•

Submission of technical and business proposal from tenders’ which will not
be based in selection of the contractor (go/no go)

•

Public opening of tenders - transparent procedures

•

Invitation to tender by “GAIAOSE”

3.3. Stakeholders involved
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private Companies
Carriers, Transporters, Logistics Companies, Commercial companies,
investment Companies, Credit Institutions
Professional Chambers (Industrial Chamber, Commercial Chamber etc)
Public Institutions, Ministries of Transport and Environment, Ministry of
Economics and Mercantile Affairs.
Railway Organizations
Harbour Authorities,

4. PRESENTATION OF THE FEASIBILITY STUDY

4.1. Theme of the pre feasibility study
The pre feasibility study is classified under thre construction of new capacities
(new capacities could be based on existing demand or can generate new
demand).
The global subject of the pre – investment study is the development of the Freight
Center at Thriasio Pedion.
This freight center is actually a unity of structures, services and infrastructures of
different transportation means which are established in a specific area, where
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among other activities, services for multimodal activities are included. Furthermore
it is obligatory to include or to be connected with: either a rail terminal, a port or
airport terminal.
The criteria for the planning and operation of the Freight village with a view to data
of the merchandising movement of Piraeus but also the strong possibility of
attracting new, were the following:

o

The best exploitation of the current infrastructure of the area and the Greek
Railway Services, which concern the railway network, the multimodal
transport network and the road network.

o

The best exploitation of the warehouses according to their storage volume,
rapid stock services, low operational cost and flexibility of the storage and
offices installations, among potential users.

o

High standard specifications regarding the construction and operation of
the warehouses and support services.

o

Strict security and hygiene rules for all users of the freight village.

o

High aesthetic of the village and adaptation to the natural environment of
the area, by using environmentally friendly technologies and materials.

The main points of the Thriasio Pedion are:
o

Area approximately at 588 acres owned by “GAIAOSE SA”

o

Building capacity approximately of 235.000 sq.m

o

Road connection with “Attiki Odos”

o

Rail way connection with “N. Ikonio” Port

o

Connection with the national rail way network

The location of
“Thriasion Pedion”
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4.2. Geographic coverage

The Thriasion Pedion is situated next to “Attiki Odos” (regional highway) exit at the
Aspropirgos area. It is close to Elefsina port and airport and it is also connected
with the Greek Railway. Also it has a connection with Neo Ikonion Port (Piraeus).

4.3 Objectives and added value of the project
The terminal will allow the establishment of enterprises active in the transport,
storaging , management and distribution of goods, the services of interconnection
and change of means of transport, organization and constitution of charges,
distribution and regrouping of charges, conventional and specialized storage,
organization of final distribution, packing and repacking.
This products and transshipment, services of added value of facilitation of flow of
charges, e.g. growth of systems of information technology and telemetric, as well
as supporting services, e.g. official units of public services as well as other
services necessary for the operation and growth of the center.
The total of work promotes the economy of the region and the Country, since it
produces a multiplicative phenomenon, because of the speed in the distribution
and service goods received.
Moreover the flexibility in the assured and short distribution of merchandises,
provides

the possibility of the acquisition

of bigger share of market in this

international market of transports.
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5. COHERENCE OF THE PROJECT WITH THE
ORIENTATIONS OF THE SEE PROGRAMME AND
THE WATERMODE PROJECT

5.1. INTRODUCTION
The WATERMODE project objective has been to promote the coordination
between actors dealing with logistics for a better management of the transport
policies and an efficient implementation of the multimodal logistics cooperation,
especially exploiting the ground/water connections. This will be achieved through a
monitoring on the existing multimodal platforms, the coordination of strategies for
the promotion of the water/ground multimodality, the definition of common quality
standards in transport and logistics services, the implementation of pilot studies for
multimodality based on sea and inland waterways as factor of competitiveness
and environmental sustainability. The project will therefore highlight the potentials
of the waterways crossing the area, contributing to the full integration of the
maritime and river transport in the logistics chain.
The promotion of the multimodal waterborne solutions as viable, environmentally
sustainable alternative to the road transport requires the coordination of the
national and regional strategies for the promotion of multimodality, in order to
increase the attractiveness of this alternative transport mode for the international
freight traffic flows which pass in and through the programme area. Moreover, the
South

East

European

space

member/candidate/potential

covers

members

of

the
the

territories
EU,

of

several

involving

a

states,

significant

fragmentation of infrastructures, a high number of potential stakeholders in the
issues of transports and logistics, and a plurality of authorities, policies and
procedures.
Therefore, the transnational cooperation has been proved to be

the only

dimension that can provide the framework for an effective coordination of the
different national and local transports and logistics policies towards an increased
environmental and social sustainability

The expected results are:
• The creation of the Transnational sustainable network (MULTILOG)

for the

promotion of the multimodal waterborne transport; the network is expected to
promote the coordination of the transport and logistics policies in the area, to
promote further initiatives for the competitiveness of multimodal water/ground
transport, mainly through projects to be presented in the framework of the calls
of the Marco Polo II programme, and to update the relevant outputs of the
projects. Its sustainability will be carefully evaluated in the "project activities, that
will also provide the guidelines for its transferability by project partners or similar
stakeholder facing the same issues.
• Improved attractiveness of waterborne solutions as alternatives to road transport;
the project result will be achieved through: better knowledge of the existing
potentials; comparison of the competitiveness of

the road and multimodal

transport, the preliminary support to local actions for the improvement of the
multimodal connections of the ports and logistics facilities. The multisector and
multilevel methodologies adopted for achieving this result could be made
transferable.

The “Thriasio freight Center” is in line with the general objectives of the
WATERMODE project because it aims to Improve the attractiveness of
waterborne solutions as alternatives to road transport.

5.2. Coherence of the project with the orientations of the SEE
programme and the WATERMODE project
The specific objective of Priority Axis 3: Improvement of the accessibility of the
SEE programme is to promote coordinated preparation for the development of
accessibility networks and the support of multi-modality.
This Priority Axis seeks in particular to achieve one operational objective and
supports transnational partnerships and activity that contribute to: Improve
framework conditions for multi-modal platforms (support of multi-modal platforms
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and the promotion of alternative transport means, e.g. rail and or sea compared to
road – from the view of the public interest).
The “Thriasion pedion” aims to to Improve framework conditions for multi-modal
platforms as defined in the following description.
The purpose of the “Thriasion pedion” is the support of multi-modal platforms and
the promotion of alternative transport means (e.g. rail and or sea compared to
road) from the view of public interest point of view. Multi-modal platforms can
make existing transport more efficient and also stimulate the shift to
environmentally friendly systems. Activities should go beyond singular interests
and show a real cooperative character and offer mutual benefits.
The completion of the transportation networks, integration in the global market and
rising consumption patterns in the area place a heavy burden on the transportation
network, which is currently monopolised by road transport.
Matters of operational efficiency, exploitation of the available alternative routes
and last but not least environmental concerns underline the need for the promotion
of multi-modal platforms. Transnational action is obviously an important issue due
to the economic interrelations and transport patterns between the regions and the
impact of multimodality or lack thereof in large areas.
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6. TECHNICAL

IMPLEMENTATION

OF

THE

PROJECT

All technical Data described in the Preliminary Technical study has been conducted byThe
"Manolas Chitas & Associates SA" on behalf of the Consortium "Prologis Management
Services E. U. R. L .- J & P AVAX SA ".as published in the SUPPLY…ARTICLE OF
Yiannis Manolas and Vasiliki Tsiama

6.1 Project’s Background
Historical presentation of stages and basic steps for
the foundation and operation for the terminal “Tiriasion
Pedion” from 1970 until 2011:
1970: The first expropriations took place for the
development of facilities of Railway Organization at
Thriasio Field.
1980: Preparation of the first study of a general
provision.
1994: Integration of the project at co financed
programs of the E.U.
1999: Updating and verification of the general’s study
provision.
2001: E.U sets as a precondition for financing the
establishment of a private freight center.
2001-2003:

Unsuccessfully

efforts

by

Railway

Organization for recruitment of a consultant to carry out
invitation to tender for selection of private investors.
1999-2010:

1st

phase

execution

works

from

“ERGOSE”.
2004:

Establishment

Centre SA”.

of

“THRIASIO SA” which was

renamed as

“Freight

2005: Transfer of property to “Freight Centre SA”.
2006: Invitation to tender from “Freight Centre SA”.
2007: Absorption of “Freight Centre SA” from “GAIAOSE SA”.
2009: Postponement of the tender.
2010: Commencement of the works of the 2nd operational phase of Thriasio Field
from “ERGOSE”.
2010: Retendering in conjunction with the overall execution of the works and
operational use of the facilities.
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6.2 Infrastructure and access to the freight centre:
The whole operational framework is vital for the productivity of the warehouses
along with support operations regarding cargo in the warehouses.
Vehicles can access the freight center from the NE entrance. There are two
entrances which are able to serve about 1000 Lorries on a daily basis and their
location is crucial for the proper, immediate and easy entrance and exit of the
lorries. Measures have been taken, so the vehicles can safely stay in the area. For
this purpose there are two guard gates which guard and check the lorries,
providing also fire safety services ( fire engines can easily access and stay in the
area).
Auxiliary installations may are be provided for the warehouses and the wider area
in general, in order to help the freight village to operate technically,
environmentally and economically at optimum levels. This means that a Pump
station, water tanks for the fire brigade, sewage plant, and potable water tank will
be installed in the area.
Also the main road network will be 8 meters (dual circulation). It will serve up to
1000 Lorries on a daily basis and it will serve the warehouses to their daily
optimum freight. According to the planning of the road network, junctions will be
created in order to help the vehicles to keep a safety distance among them. The
area will ensure that vehicles will move and park safely even in the toughest
conditions, and that they will also approach the warehouses in short time.
At the loading and discharge area of the cargo where lorries approach, a hard
pavement will be constructed in all warehouses. The length of the pavement will
be 20 meters. The same will apply in the loading and discharge area of the trains.
A minor road network within the warehouses vicinity will be constructed in order to
serve 300 lorries on a daily basis. Meanwhile there are some other plans to
construct autonomous vicinity which will cover all warehouses.
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Parking spaces in the village are designed to serve at optimum level its staff. For
this reason there are many parking spaces for their vehicles along with parking
spaces for lorries. The horizontal and vertical signs of the surrounding area play
an important role by providing easy access to the freight village. Horizontal signs
deal with road lanes, traffic signs, pedestrian crossings and entrance-exit to the
freight center. Vertical signs refer to buildings signs, general information and
circulation.

6.3 Warehouse installations
The warehouses are foreseen to be according to the Greek legal framework
(general building rules, legal framework of environmental license etc). The general
planning refers to three main warehouses categories:
Cross docking warehouses which deal with heavy stock and distribution
circulation.
Warehouses witch occupy a large amount of goods and warehouses with specific
temperatures, which reserve fresh products and others, which keep refrigerated
goods.
The warehouses are classified by this way in order to be exploited in the best
possible way. This can be achieved by:
•

Combining multimodal transports of railway and road infrastructures with
different policies of cargo management. (Cross docking & large volume
cargo)

•

Combining complementary services of storage –distribution and supply of
high added value services of different products (eg: dry cargo, controlled
temperature) in order to form a competitive operational framework of transit
and cargo centre.

•

Exploiting the whole area in the best possible way, by constructing up to
the maximum allowance limit.
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•

Taking into consideration the specific characteristics and requirements of
the Greek market according to “geography” of the internal cargo market
from the centre to other regions and vice versa. This specific planning
allows 3PL companies to cooperate and coexist harmonically with other
smaller and more flexible companies which distribute different products.

6.4 General provisions for all warehouses
The surrounding area, where lorries load and discharge cargo will be 1.2 meters
beneath the warehouses surface.
Around the warehouses a wall (3, 5 meters) will be constructed which will
incorporate loading and discharge gates. This will embellish and also guarantee
the safety of the area. This kind of wall in non industrial areas is about 2.1 meters.
All warehouses will have their own access ramps. Heavy pavement in all vehicles
and trains cargo loading and discharge areas.

Construction of platforms, 35

meters long, near the ramps where vehicles load and discharge cargo.
Parking spaces for both, staff’s vehicles and visiting vehicles and green zones
All electro-engineering installations will be situated in secluded areas, to guarantee
safety and ergonomics.
Every area around and inside the warehouses will have signs.
The surrounding area will also have signs in order to help visitors to find their way
throughout the freight village.
Security and fire brigade vehicles will have access around the whole area.
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6.5. Presentation of category 1 warehouse
The dimensions of the warehouse are: 290*35m (10.150m2) and its minimum
height will be 5,5m. The planning of the Cross Docking warehouse will allow the
cargo to be discharged and loaded by a large number of vehicles and it will also
ensure that cargos will stay as little as possible in the warehouses.
This warehouse is foreseen to ensure that its surface is exploited in the best
possible way without any racks and that the two pallets will have the appropriate
height. In the internal area of the warehouse there aren’t any braces in order to
facilitate the cargo movement.
The regulation for the fire safety of the buildings (Regulation 71) constricts the
storage area of the warehouse, thus there is plan to construct fire resistant
curtains, in order to be in compliance with the regulation as well as providing a
high ergonomic limit for the vehicles which carry cargos.
The braces of the warehouses will be made of concrete and their roofs of metals.
The offices and the areas where forklifts load the cargo are separate, allowing
warehouses to be autonomous.
Due to the short length and the vast number of industrial gates, large surfaces will
not be provided with mechanic ventilation systems but with natural light from the
warehouses. This will also contribute to energy saving.
Insulation of the warehouses roofs will be from polyurethane thermal insulation
curtains.

6.6. Presentation of category II warehouses
The dimensions of the warehouse are: 365*103m (37.595 m2) with minimum
height 9,65m.
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The basic module cell which constructs these warehouses is a combination of
operational, technical and other safety parameters.
Their opening is 22.6 meters, which allows the development of different routes
shelves. This helps to exploit as much as possible their surface and also enables
the use of mechanical means of transportation, mainly by 2.8 meters forklifts.
Furthermore for narrow passages there are 1.9 meters routes where specific
forklifts can pass by. This passage is one of the best constructional cells.
Directive 71 sets some limits regarding the volume of the fire protection units
(15.000m3).
The warehouses props are made of concrete and their roofs of metallic hitches.
Their roof inclination is 3% , there is also an inverted insulation system and it also
provides the possibility to install photovoltaic systems.
Artificial ventilation is achieved (hourly circulation) is achieved by roof fans,
ventilation louvers which are situated around the warehouses and mechanically
ventilation grills. Natural light is achieved by grills which are placed on the roof
(coverage about 4% of the roof). 1% of these grills can open in case of fire, so that
fumes can exit the building.

6.7. Presentation of category III warehouses
Temperature controlled warehouses are foreseen to be situated at the southern
side of the freight village. They are not serviced by railway and also their static
structure is totally different from the rest warehouses.
The upper parts of these warehouses are metallic and their roofs have specific
networks in order to hang temperature cooling units as well as other mechanical
elements.
Inside the conservation of fresh products and refrigeration warehouses, the
metallic mechanical elements are consisted of temperature insulation curtains.
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Structural temperature insulation curtains are developed on the exterior of the
metallic unit, in order to serve three main purposes: a) the protection of the cooling
curtains from sun rays, b) the creation of an insulation air zone between cooling
and mechanic curtains, and c) the aesthetics of the building.
The floors of the warehouses are double and insulated and also in the refrigeration
warehouse the sub floor is heat controlled.
The conservation and refrigeration units run autonomously in order to control basic
operations such as temperature, humidity, automation as well as their
consumption

6.8. Connections to ports/highways/railways
The freight center is situated next to “Attiki Odos” (regional highway) exit at the
Aspropyrgos area. It is close to Elefsina port and the airport and it is also
connected with the Greek Railway. Also there will be a connection with N. Ikonio
port at Piraeus.
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6.10. Working Plan / Time Table
For the project development of the

freight center there will be an open

international invitation tender for the selection a private concessionaire investor
who will

undertake the

design,

construction,

financing,

operation and

exploitation of the freight centre.

The working plan for the development of Thriasio Freight Center is the following:
•

Execution through concession agreement

•

Private investment budget of €150.000.000. Funding with own and lending
capital without public’s or EU’s participation

The construction periods are:
T1: 18 months tenor from the project commencement day. Manufacture of at least
50.000sqm of warehouses
T2: 60 months tenor from the project commencement day. Manufacture of at least
170.000sqm of warehouses (in total with T1). Also the additional roads and railway
connection will be completed.
T3 (optional): 5 years tenor after the completion of T2 and construction of the
remaining square meters.
It is underlined here that the Concession Duration is 40 years
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6.11. Expected results and indicators
Thriassio Freight Centre is a pioneering project for Greece. Its large size (building
capacity of about 240.000 square meters of indoor space), its strategic location
near the largest urban center in the country.
The excellent road connections to main roads and especially the interface with the
Port of New Iconio and rail network is expected to contribute significantly to the
modernization and development of freight transportation.
After the completion of the project seeks to increase the share of rail freight by 1%
to 7%.
The basic contribution of Centre is the drastic improvement in transports between
East and West and this profit has as resulting from the improvement of following
indicators:
·

Improvement of indicator of Balance of Payments

·

Improvement of employment ratio

·

Protection of environment

6.12 Importance and impact and indicators
A new era for multimodal transport in Greece begins with TRAINOSE’s decision to
put into

a

pilot operation

the

transportation

of

goods to

and

from

Thriassio Freight Centre.
With the operation of the freight center in Thriassio there will be growth between
Athens (Thriasio)

- Thessaloniki (Freight Station),

aiming

to

increase the

freight transport in Northern Greece and the Balkans.
Through

the cost reduction of transporting goods by 20% in the

Athens -

Thessaloniki route, there will be an enhancement of the economic viability
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of TRAINOSE fee revenue up to € 30 million per year providing thus a new force
to the intermodal and multimodal perspective of transportation.
Multiple are

the

expected

benefits to

the

environment,

and relief

to

polluted urban areas (Menidi, Rouf, Agios Ioannis, Redi).

The Thriassio

Freight Center

is

a

key benchmark of

the

overall effort to

modernize and upgrade TRAINOSE because it is expected that the bulk of
the freight operations of Attica will take place in this main freight station of Greece.
The area where it will be developed is advantageous and well connected with
roads. The plan is to interconnect with the Port of New Iconium in order to
cover all types of cargo. In this area there are

many storage facilities of

large companies and logistics centres. The total space occupied by the facilities
at Thriassio has a total area of approximately 2,200 acres.
The centre portion completed today

includes a

set

of guidelines reception -

arrival of trains, sorting -composition - departure of trains and train lines and
lines depot for the storage of empty wagons.
There is a set of four lines for loading/ unloading of containers, which facilitates the
future use of crane for loading/unloading and transfer to road vehicles. In the
current phase, the handling is achieved using a special vehicle.

6.13 Methodology, sources of information
The main sources for data and information, concerning the project that is
examined it are:
Brokers Association
P.P.A.- Free Zone
EUROSTAT
GREEK STATISTICAL SERVICE
Panhellenic Exporters Association
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7. MARKET CONDITIONS
In Greece the latest trends in multimodal transportation are:
The growth of trade between East Europe/ former USSR and the EU
Increasing of the regional trade between the Balkan countries
Regional integration of EU companies to trade within the pan-European networks
Expected increase

in

trade activities especially

between

countries of

the

Eastern Mediterranean
Due to the time delays in the development of freight centres in Greece, many
companies have proceeded to the creation of private storage areas and ancillary
facilities in Greece, mainly in the region of Attica (Aspropyrgos, Oinofyta etc) and
northern Greece (BI.PE Thessaloniki, Sindos, etc).
The key players for the development of the

freight transport industry

in the

country are:
Transport companies (road, rail, air, sea),

Companies forwarding services (groupage and freight forwarding, customs
formalities, warehousing, insurance and accounting),
supply chain companies, the government (infrastructure development, motivation,
formulation, facilitating legal frame)

7.1. Target Groups
The main target groups that are relevant with the project are:
1. Transhipment companies (350-400 companies for all national and
international transport). There is great competition as 97 companies held a
volume of more than 2.5 million € and the 10
largest companies by turnover in the sector accounts for 38% of total
turnover
2. Logistics /3PL companies the total services market 3PL showed an
increase over time throughout the period 1998-2006 with an
average growth rate of20.8%. Are in the market 75 companies
with turnover of less than500.000 €. About
45% of the market controlled 12 companies, which have a turnover of less
than 7.5 million €. Finally 85% of companies located in Attica and Biotia.
3. Road transportation companies: the development of Thriasio Freight center
will have positive impacts to the sector that will attitude to the reducing of
fares (approximately 2.5% annually), to the increasing of the number of the
companies which are entering to the market approximately 1-2% annually
and improving the quality of the services.

7.2 SWOT Analysis
In this section a SWOT analysis of the operation for the “Thriasio Pedion” is
undertaken since this constitutes one basic tool that is required for the effective
operation of the terminal.
Strengths
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•

Strategic location of the port o Piraeus in the transeuropean axis IX
and its proximity to road (Attiki odos) and rail axes of the Greek
national transport network

•

Proximity with two new EU member countries (Bulgaria, Romania) and
the region of Eastern Thrace of Turkey.

•

Frequent connections with Southern Eastern Mediterranean as well as
with Middle and Far East

•

Established position as the second most significant port in Northern
Greece (Thessaloniki being the first)

•

Large land zone in terms of surface area

•

Availability of a large basin and container wharf with good
infrastructure.

Weaknesses
•

Shallow basin

•

Inadequate quality and variety of offered port services; Lack of service
provider mentality; port charges not related to quality and cost of
offered service

Opportunities
•

Advantageous location

•

Resolution for the implementation of an extensive investment plan with
respect to improvement of port structures and equipment

•

Plans for an integrated freight transport center in Piraeus

•

Greek national plans for the economic development

Threats
•

Strong competition from other ports in the region (e.g. Constanza,
Varna, Burgas)
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•

Delays in the implementation of necessary construction projects
(deepening, road and rail connections etc)

•

Weakness of the Port management to take advantage of its autonomy
and to develop initiative that would upgrade the port’s status in the
regional economy

•

Lack of collaboration between the Terminal and the regional and local
authorities as well as the community

•

Delays in hiring process

73 Operational Goals and Guidelines
The achievement of the above strategic goals relies mainly on the successful and
timely completion of the projects described above. Thus, the “Thrasion”
Management has set operational goals and procedures that must be completed in
the process:
·

The timely approval of the Master Plan by the appropriate authorities

·

The timely completion of the projects and in particular the deepening and
widening of the entry channel basin

·

The timely completion of the road and railroad connections

·

The timely completion of the process for personnel hiring

Undoubtedly, in the new environment “Thriasion” management must cope not only
with the competition by other rival ports but also with the difficulties presented by
the global economic crisis which eventually has resulted in the decline of
commercial activity.
Thus, new tasks lie ahead and a period of adjustment is required during which the
Port as an organization will have to find a new level of equilibrium.
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8. ECONOMIC CONTEXT
8.1 Investment cost
From the data presented so far, it is evident that the project under study is wide in
content and ambitious in character. The “Thriasion Pedion”

must organize and

group its forces in order to complete the project.
Objectively, the successful completion of the project does not depend only on
“Thriasion Pedion” contribution but on a host of factors beyond its control e.g.
global economic crisis, economic crisis in Greece etc. Thus, the venture is not
without risk and its final outcome cannot be predicted with certainty.
The financial analysis that follows is based on realistic assumptions with respect
to: availability of funds to complete the described investments, estimates of
revenues, market conditions and observance of international agreement
commitments.
The financial compensation to “GAIAOSE” contains the following:
o

A return on the concession company’s annual turnover, which in
any case, can not be less than the minimum guaranteed annual
return to be offered.

o

Transfer of the 15% of the shares of the concession company after
completion of works.

o

Opened international invitation to tender in one stage

o

Award criterion: the highest financial offer

o

Submission of technical and business proposal from tenders’ which
will not be based in selection of the contractor (go/no go)

o

Public opening of tenders - transparent procedures

o

Invitation to tender by “GAIAOSE”

The cost will exceed the 200 mln. Euro, while the connection of “Terminal” with
Neo Ikonio the 143 millions of Euros roughly as Minister of Infrastructures,
Transports and Networks D. Repas declared -11 May 2010
With the operation of the freight center in Thriasio it is creating a dipole growth
between

Athens (Thriasio)

- Thessaloniki (Freight Station),

increase freight transport on the Northern Greece and the Balkans.

with scope

to

While reducing the cost of transporting goods by 20% in the route Athens Thessaloniki,

as will

be same

day

delivery of

goods, this

will

enhance

the economic viability of TRAINOSE fee revenue to € 30 million per year, and
will give new force to the intermodal and multimodal perspective of transportation.

8.2. Effects on employment
The Thriasio is expected to employ hundreds of workers in the loading-unloading
or packing - repacking of all merchandise handled and also in the forwarding to
the final markets in Greece and abroad.
The result to the contribution in employment is positive. The benefits that will
arouse from the success of the venture will be substantial and employment will
rise with numerous beneficial multiplying effects for the region.

8.3 Long Term Outlook (5 Years)
On a generally realistic and conservative scenario and according to recent data
from the Greek Company Logistics, the total turnover will be, during the first year
of operation, over 250-300 million Euros .
The annual turnover increase until and up to the next 5 years, has the trend of
about 3 %. The net profits (pre taxes) amounts roughly are in 28-30%. Personnel
expenses (salaries and external assistance) will rise 5% through the entire 5-year
Base period.
The result from the previous estimates, is that the payback period (indicator of
evaluation), is 9-10 years of the unimpeded operation for the “Thriasio Freight
Center”. Finally, under reasonable assumptions there is a positive Net Present
Value (N.P.V.) for a 10 year horizon of operation.
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9. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The implementation of the project and in particular the portion that will
introduce the intermodal transport between Europe Asia Minor and Far East,
is expected to reduce the traffic pollution on the routes involved since it is
designed to bypass the road transport through Asia and Piraeus

and

substitute it with sea transport.
The benefits to the environment are multiple with an effect on
polluted urban areas (Menidi, Rouf, Ageios Ioannis, Redi) through the
restriction of the movement of large vehicles (approximately 40%).

10. CONCLUSIONS
1. The Thriasio freight center aims to expand into the container transport
business
2. A large investment plan must be implemented that includes both
infrastructure improvements as well as special investments suitable for
the tasks ahead. The required total investment amounts to approximately
200 million Euros (Minister of Infrastructures, Transports and Networks).
3. The Thriasio freight center is planning to create and equip a modern
container terminal designed to serve as a transit terminal or a feeder
terminal in the eastern Mediterranean.
4. Competition to the container activity comes from other Mediterranean
ports (including Greek ports) that are already active in the field and strive
not only to maintain but upgrade their status.
5. Thriasio freight center aims to become a loading port from former CIS
countries all over the world.
6. As an organization, the Thriasio freight center is not at present ready for
the challenge ahead: it lacks the organizational preparedness, the human

resources and the management experience in order to carry out such a
demanding project.
7. The benefits that will derive from the success of the venture will be
substantial

in terms of employment, multiplying social and economic

effects for the region. and certainly are worth the risks involved .
8. If the “center” manages its affairs carefully and the projects are
completed on time, it is probable that the Thriasio freight center will have
a profitable operation at the end of the 5-year period.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The main objective of this project is to provide a link road between the future artificial
island located within Constanta Port area and the rest of the port by construction of a
bridge over the existing channel.
The Island zone has a higher development potential than the current North Constanta
Port, which should be turn to good account by the completion of infrastructure works,
the main utilities networks, road access and railways facilities. On the island there is an
area of approx. 40 ha that can be made profitable, potential investors asking about its
viability of developing/investing; the island is also attractive due to its position which
allows the construction of deep quays.
At the moment it is not possible to develop the port area called “the Island” as there is
no link between the island and the rest of the port. A link road is needed to be built
between the Island and the rest of the port for the execution of port infrastructure works
and thus the area will became more attractive.
By implementing this project, an important facility for port exploitation will be available,
namely a direct connection, not being necessary to leave the port area, between the
Island, Constanta North Port and the territory located west of the maritime–river basin.
There have been provided works for the execution of an overpass that will pass over
the railway lines, currently serving both the ore terminal and the scrap iron terminal for
berths 91-93, and also over the future railway connection of the Island to the port
railway network, and the construction of a building for access control at gate 8.
The specific objectives of the project consist of:
- exploitation of the existing quay used for barges awaiting to moor, with a minimum of
performed maneuvers, during loading-unloading operations;
- extension of the existing territory within breakwaters limits with minimal cost, by
directing to the island the remaining ground from the excavations carried out for
achieving constructions both in Port and in Constanta city;
- reducing the cost for execution of port infrastructure works (quays and territories);
- the bridge also provides support for the main utilities networks that will serve the
island.
Without the bridge, the main utility networks will pass under the link canal and thus the
cost of their execution, monitoring and possible repair works are going to increase.
The project complies with Watermode Priority Axis no. 3: Improvement of the
accessibility by creating new connections with the artificial island.
The project is also in accordance with Community Strategic Guidelines for Cohesion
and Romanian National Strategic Reference Framework 2007-2013.
The project shall be developed according to environment protection regulations and
contributes to creation of new jobs, both for the project execution and for the expansion
of the business in the future island development area.
The investment has a very high economic return, due to its specific aspects: the access
infrastructure execution (the bridge over the link canal) will allow the utilization of an
ample port territory, with a large surface, where a significant goods’ traffic is developed,
according to the considered project.
This project contributes to the improvement of territorial and economic potential of
Constanta Port, increasing its competitiveness at the Black Sea area. Also promotes
the attractiveness of Constanta region and city taking into account a sustainable
development, physical and knowledge accessibility and environmental quality.
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FEASIBILITY STUDY
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2. GENERAL INFORMATION
Title
BRIDGE OVER THE LINK CANAL OF CONSTANTA PORT
Short description
At the moment it is not possible to develop the port area called “the Island” as there is no link
between the island and the rest of the port.
A link road is needed to be built between the Island and the rest of the port for the execution of
port infrastructure works and thus the area will became more attractive. For this reason NC
MPA SA Constanta needs the preparation of the documentation at Feasibility Study phase for
the investment “Bridge over the link canal in Constanta Port”.
The Island zone has a higher development potential than the current North Constanta Port
which handled a maximum traffic of 82 million tonnes per year, which should be turn to good
account by the completion of infrastructure works, the main utilities networks, road access and
railways facilities. On the island there is an area of approx. 40 ha that can be made profitable,
all potential investors asking about its viability of developing/investing; the island is also
attractive due to its position which allows the construction of deep quays (-19.00mMN).
Stakeholders involved
The authority responsible for the implementation of the project is NC MPA SA Constanta. Port
infrastructure works are in the state public domain, for which the Ministry of Transport and
Infrastructure has the administrative rights which have been concessioned to NC MPA SA
Constanta.
3. PRESENTATION OF THE PRE FEASIBILITY STUDY
Theme of the feasibility study
The global subject of the investment study is infrastructure connection by a road bridge.
Geographic coverage
The investment is located in Constanta South Port, North Zone, Constanta County, Constanta
municipality. The land where the investment will be made is above water, obtained by fillings
made on sea water area with material from excavations carried out to achieve the DanubeBlack Sea Canal.
Pls. see the annexed map.
Classification of the feasibility study
Classification of the pre-investment study according to the type of investment being elaborated:
- feasibility study for construction of new capacities (new capacities could be based
on existing demand or can generate new demand).
Origin of the project
Constanta Port consists of two large areas: Constanta North Port and Constanta South Port.

Constanta South Port is divided into Constanta South Port-Free Zone and the North Zone by
the overflow outlet of Danube-Black Sea Canal.
The South Zone is the most developed in terms of both infrastructure and superstructure works.
The North Zone is divided by the canal that links the river sea basin and the ore berths basin
into two subzones, the West and the East zones. The West zone is bordered by the river-sea
basin to the east, the cliff on the west, the mouth of the Black Sea -Danube canal to the South
and the former South breakwater of the Constanta North Port to the North.
The East zone is called “the island” because it has no link with the land and its eastern border is
the Constanta North Port sailing line, the western border being the river-sea basin and the link
canal, the South zone piers sailing line access to the South and the ore berths basin to the
North.
The infrastructure works and part of the superstructure works for the North zone were
completed before 1990 within the following two investments “The Constanta South Port. The
access area of the vessels to the Black Sea - Danube Canal” and “Constanta South Port. Free
Zone”.
After 1990 works on both projects investments were stopped.
A bridge over the link canal was provided for the investment “Constanta South Port. Area of
vessels’ access to the Black Sea -Danube Canal” in order to make the connection between the
west subzone and the Island. Construction works for this bridge began before 1989 and
stopped after 1990.
The abutment from the western end and the foundation for the abutment from the eastern end
were built before the work stopped.
At the moment it is not possible to develop the port area called “the Island” as there is no link
between the island and the rest of the port. A link road is needed to be built between the Island
and the rest of the port for the execution of port infrastructure works and thus the area will
became more attractive.

Main problem(s) or challenge(s) to be addressed
The first target of the NC MPA SA Constanta investment plan is the development of the port
infrastructure which are going to be leased to future port operators to execute all superstructure
works needed in order to carry on with their own activities, thus the maritime traffic will increase.
The Island zone has a higher development potential than the current North Constanta Port
which handled a maximum traffic of 82 million tonnes per year, which should be turn to good

account by the completion of infrastructure works, the main utilities networks, road access and
railways facilities.
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In the next period the works for the last section, Cernavoda-Constanta, of the BucharestConstanta motorway are going to be completed as well as for the Constanta bypass.
Several investments which will lead to the increase of the maritime traffic are provided by NC
MPA SA Constanta in its medium and long term development plan.
Making easy accesses to port area and link it to the external road network is an essential
condition for maritime traffic growth. Currently, the heavy traffic with destination Constanta Port
is running through the Constanta and Agigea cities but there are some restrictions imposed by
Constanta City Council.
After the completion of the motorway and the bypass (which has its terminus end near access
gate 9) the entire heavy traffic will flow on this route.
For making the connection between the end of bypass and South zone of Constanta Port, NC
MPA SA Constanta promoted an investment which is under progress and includes: a bridge
over the Danube-Black Sea Canal and its links with Constanta bypass, the southern area of
Constanta South Port and the existing road between access gates 9 and 7. In its program, NC
MPA SA Constanta has also provided to develop a feasibility study to promote an investment
which will make a direct connection between the end of Constanta bypass and the Constanta
North Port.
It is very important to make the connection between the Island and the rest of the port for the
following reasons:
- on the west side of the Island there is a quay founded at the level of -7,0m having approx.
1200m in length, where barges come along to moor but it has no access to land;
- NC MPA SA Constanta received requests from several investors for implementation of some
activities but there are no port territories or mooring places;
- on the island there is an area of approx. 40 ha that can be made profitable, all potential
investors asking about its viability of developing/investing; the island is also attractive due to its
position which allows the construction of deep quays (-19.00mMN);
- for the development of the Island there should be performed works that involve large volumes
of materials, which implies transportation.
- in general, the infrastructure works are executed partially from water and partially from land,
but, as there is no road access, those which cannot be executed from the land should be done
from sea and that implies additional higher costs;
- even if port infrastructure works will be completed on the Island, it is almost impossible to
make them profitable as there is no direct road connection.

Objectives and added value of the project

This project contributes to the improvement of territorial and economic potential of Constanta
Port, increasing the competitiveness of the South Eastern area through joint action on matters
of strategic importance at the Black Sea.
This project promotes the attractiveness of Constanta region and city taking into account
sustainable development, physical and knowledge accessibility and environmental quality.
The project can be included in the Priority Axis 3: Improvement of the accessibility by creating
new connections with the artificial island.
The project shall be developed according to environment protection regulations and contributes
to creation of new jobs, both for the project execution and for the expansion of the business in
the future island development area.
The specific objectives of the project consists in:
- exploitation of the existing quay used for barges awaiting to moor but with a minimum
of works performed, as well as for loading-unloading operations;
- extension of the existing territory within breakwaters limits with minimal cost, by
directing to the island the remaining ground from the excavations carried out for achieving
constructions both in Port and in Constanta city;
- reducing the cost for execution of the port infrastructure works (quays and territories).
- the bridge also provides support for the main utilities networks that will serve the island.
Without the bridge, the main utility networks will pass under the link canal and thus the cost of
their execution, monitoring and possible repair works are going to increase.
NUMBER OF EMPLOYMENT PLACES CREATED IN THE EXECUTION PHASE
Having in view the works’ specific and volume, it is estimated that during the works’ execution,
about 60 new employment places are created.
NUMBER OF EMPLOYMENT PLACES CREATED IN THE EXPLOITATION PHASE
For the exploitation of the future investment, about 20 new employment places will be created,
consisting in the staff ensuring the development of the activity at Gate.

4. COHERENCE OF THE PROJECT WITH THE ORIENTATIONS OF THE SEE
PROGRAMME AND THE WATERMODE PROJECT
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The project facilitates the entrepreneurship (Axis 1) by creating premises for new developments
in the future artificial island. The project also takes into consideration o improve prevention of
environmental risks (Aol 2.2).
The most important axis envisaged by this project is priority axis no. 3 regarding the
improvement of accessibility as the road bridge shall make the connection between the port
land and an artificial island which shall be completed in the river-maritime area. By project
implementation the port of Constanza shall improve the links between the port and its hinterland
(WP5.2).
Accessibility is considered to be one of the prime requirements for economic development and
growth and finally for territorial cohesion. It facilitates the movement and interaction of people
and the exchange of goods and ideas . The objective of this priority axis is to promote physical
and virtual accessibility to the programme area.
The project also touches the AoI 4.2: Promoting a balanced pattern of attractive and accessible
growth areas, by facilitating the link with new potential development area.
The project complies with the Community Strategic Guidelines for Cohesion (CSG) which
promotes the expansion and improvement of transport infrastructure, strengthening of the
synergy between environmental protection and growth, promotes the entrepreneurship by
creating new opportunities for business development on the artificial island. Completion of this
project creates the premises for accessing finances for the artificial island project.
It will allow the creation of new jobs, so that attracting and retaining more people in employment
during the project execution, and after that during artificial island development.
The project, by its contribution to Constanta Port attractively and opportunity for new jobs, is
also in accordance with the key aims of the National Strategic Reference Framework 20072013 (NSRF), that are to make the correct and appropriate linkages to the European Union
policies, notably the Lisbon Strategy, which builds policies for economic growth and the creation
of jobs.
The project envisage also NSRF Priorities and Actions which are the development of basic
infrastructure to European standards, increasing long-term competitiveness of the Romanian
economy (as the Constanta Port sustains an important part of Romanian economy), and also
promoting balanced territorial development, by creating a new developing area in the rivermaritime area.

5. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT

History of the project

The infrastructure works and part of the superstructure works for the Constanta Port North zone
were completed before 1990 within the following two investments “The Constanta South Port.
The access area of the vessels to the Black Sea - Danube Canal” and “Constanta South Port.
Free Zone”.
After 1990 works on both projects investments were stopped.
A bridge over the link canal was provided for the investment “Constanta South Port. Area of
vessels’ access to the Black Sea -Danube Canal” in order to make the connection between the
west subzone and the Island. Construction works for this bridge began before 1989 and
stopped after 1990.
The abutment from the western end and the foundation for the abutment from the eastern end
were built before the work stopped.
At the moment it is not possible to develop the port area called “the Island” as there is no link
between the island and the rest of the port.
A link road is needed to be built between the Island and the rest of the port for the execution of
port infrastructure works and thus the area will became more attractive. For this reason NC
MPA SA Constanta required the preparation of the documentation at Feasibility Study phase for
the investment “Bridge over the link canal in Constanta Port”.
The authority responsible for the implementation of the project is NC MPA SA Constanta. Port.
Infrastructure works are in the state public domain, for which the Ministry of Transport and
Infrastructure has the administrative rights which have been concessioned to NC MPA SA
Constanta.
Site description/location
The investment is located in Constanta South Port, North Zone, Constanta County, Constanta
municipality. The land where the investment will be made is above water, obtained by fillings
made on sea water area with material from excavations carried out to achieve the DanubeBlack Sea Canal.
Key players
The authority responsible for the implementation of the project is NC MPA SA Constanta. Port
infrastructure works are in the state public domain, for which the Ministry of Transport and
Infrastructure has the administrative rights which have been concessioned to NC MPA SA
Constanta.
Land details
The land that will be occupied by the investment is port territory. The port territory along with
other port infrastructure works (quays, dikes, basins) belongs to the public domain of the state.
The Ministry of Infrastructure and Transports is the owner of administration rights of the public

domain of state which has been concessioned to the National Company-Maritime Ports
Administration-SA.
Total area represents the lands within / outside built-up area.
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By making this investment, an area of 18.7 ha of Constanta port territory considered to be within
the built-up area is going to be definitively occupied.
Existing infrastructure
The abutments of the bridge are made out of reinforced concrete founded directly by means of
precast blocks of 100 t/each.
The foundations were made before 1990. During the same period the elevation of the abutment
from the western end of the bridge was executed.
Connections
In the next period the works for the last section, Cernavoda-Constanta, of the BucharestConstanta motorway are going to be completed as well as for the Constanta bypass.
Several investments which will lead to the increase of the maritime traffic are provided by NC
MPA
SA
Constanta
in
its
medium
and
long
term
development
plan
Making easy accesses to port area and link it to the external road network is an essential
condition for maritime traffic growth. Currently, the heavy traffic with destination Constanta Port
is running through the Constanta and Agigea cities but there are some restrictions imposed by
Constanta City Council.
After the completion of the motorway and the bypass (which has its terminus end near access
gate 9) the entire heavy traffic will flow on this route.
For making the connection between the end of bypass and South zone of Constanta Port, NC
MPA SA Constanta promoted an investment which is under progress and includes: a bridge
over the Danube-Black Sea Canal and its links with Constanta bypass, the southern area of
Constanta South Port and the existing road between access gates 9 and 7. In its program, NC
MPA SA Constanta has also provided to develop a feasibility study to promote an investment
which will make a direct connection between the end of Constanta bypass and the Constanta
North Port.
presentations/images/diagrams/maps
Working Plan
The main objective of this project is to provide a link road between the island and the rest of the
port by construction of a bridge over the existing canal. The scenario considered the future
needs related to the development of the “Island”. This scenario provides direct access to the
Island, by a road from outside port through access gate 8 and also provides connections with
the existing port area located West of the maritime-river basin. An important facility for port
exploitation will be created there, namely a direct connection, without having to leave the port,
between the Island, Constanta North Port and the territory located West of the maritime–river
basin. There have also been provided in this scenario works for the execution of an overpass
that will pass over the railway lines currently serving both the ore terminal and the scrap iron
terminal for berths 91-93, and also over the future railway connection of the Island to the port
railway network, and the construction of a building for access control at gate 8.
The following aspects were considered:

The potential development of the “Island” which is greater than the Constanta North
Port.
This bridge is the only connection road for the port territory which currently has approx.
40 ha and, in the port development plan, it is planned to have approx. 450 ha.
The future heavy traffic, having as destination Constanta Port, made on Constanta
bypass.
Advantages of the proposed scenario:
• Provides a direct connection by the road between access gates 9 and 7 between the
Constanta bypass and the “Island”.
• Eliminates the conflict at the passing over the existing railway lines and the ones provided in
the railway network extension plan.
• Provides the connection between Constanta Port and the “Island” without having to leave the
port area.
• The congestion at gate 7, which will absorb all road traffic of Constanta North Port, will be
avoided by providing access to the “Island” through gate 8.
Constructive, functional and technological design description
The road traffic into port area, after the completion of the project, will flow as follows:
- All vehicles will arrive in the vicinity of the port via Constanta bypass. From here they will
go through access gates 7, 8, 9 using the existing road between access gates 7 and 9 and
to access gates 10 bis, 10 and 14 on the new bridge over the Danube-Black Sea Canal,
which is under execution.
-

All vehicle with destination the ”Island” will enter the port through gate 8 continuing their
route directly to the “Island”. Their exit from the “Island” to the bypass will be made in the
opposite direction.

- Road traffic between Constanta North Port and the “Island” will flow as follows: in front of
the gate 7 area they will use the existing roads, then the vehicles will enter the access gate
7 going to the roundabout from the southern side on the new road provided within the
project investment and from here they will use the new arterial road: “gate 8 - Island”.
- The traffic between the "Island" and Constanta North Port will be accommodated by the
new arterial road (Island - Gate 8). Then it will descend near Gate 8, passing through the
roundabout on the North side, then on the new road between the gates 8 and 7, and finally
entering the existing road network.
- The connection between the territories in gate 9 area and the “Island” or Constanta North
Port will be assured by a road provided between the gate 9 and the roundabout on the
southern side.
Constructive description of the project:
The following works are provided starting from the “Island” to gate 8:
• Access ramp from the “island” to the bridge.
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• The bridge over the link canal.
• Descent ramp from the bridge to the road.
• The road between the bridge and the overpass over the railways, which is parallel to
the southern end of the ore deposit.
• Access ramp on the overpass over the railways.
• Overpass over the existing and the future railways.
• Two roundabouts
• Passages on the access ramps from the roundabouts to the overpass over railways.
• Building at gate 8.
• Car parking at gate 8.
• Link road between the gates 9 and 7.
• Road lighting between gate 8 and the “Island” .
• Gutters for rainwater collection and disposal.
Considering the island surface and the fact that the bridge will be the only access on the
island, the whole road between gate 8 and the island was provided with four lanes.
Considering the large amount of required works, to ensure a good traffic flow between
gate 8 and the Island, it is proposed that the execution of the works to be made in two
stages:
Stage 1 – includes the following works that are needed for ensuring the access to the Island for
the execution of infrastructure works: the entry through gate 7, execution of a temporary
macadam road on the route of the existing technological road, the execution of the road along
the ore deposit, the execution of the bridge over the link canal and of the corresponding ramps.
Stage 2 – includes the works needed for activities developed by operators on the Island, after
performance of some minimal infrastructure works, as it is provided the completion of the
remaining works mentioned above.

The main characteristics of the constructions within the investment objective and
constructive solutions for completion:
1. Access ramp from the “Island” on bridge (Stage 1)
It has a total width of 27,30 m and it includes a carriageway of 14,80 m which is equal with the
bridge carriageway, ensuring four traffic lanes, two for each traffic direction, sidewalks of 3,75 m
width and shoulders of 1,0m width.
The sidewalks dimensions have been chosen as the main networks utilities are going to be
positioned on the bridge over the link canal.
The ramp is 155m in length. The ramp has a longitudinal slope of 4,8 % and is made in curve
for more efficient use of the existing ground.

2. Bridge over the link canal (Stage 1)
The bridge will have four traffic lanes, two for each traffic direction.
The bridge passes over the link canal under an angle of 77o. The bridge must have only a spam
as there, in the canal, are not allowed to be constructed intermediary piers. Therefore there will
be made a metal deck with total length of 105,0m and the width of 25,30m. This width allows
the construction of four traffic lanes –two lanes for each traffic direction and a lateral space of
3,75 m used for sidewalks and the future networks utilities.
The lower level of the deck bridge is +7,50 mMN with a vertical clearance of 7,0 m considering
that the maximum water level in port is with 50 cm over the “zero” level.
The abutments of the bridge are made out of reinforced concrete founded directly by means of
precast blocks of 100 t/each.
The foundations were made before 1990. During the same period the elevation of the abutment
from the western end of the bridge was executed.
3. Ramp between bridge and the road from the end of ore deposit (Stage 1)
This ramp ensures passing from the bridge level+8,78 to the road level of +7,50m by a
longitudinal slope of 1,8%. The ramp has 143m length and 27,30m width having the same
design and functions as the access ramp on the “Island”.
4. The road along ore deposit (Stage 1)
The road runs parallel with the quay of the berths no. 91-93 and has approx. 500 m, the road
territory is 27,3m, includes four traffic lanes 4x3.5m, shoulders of 1.5 m each and area for
location of the main network utilities which are going to cross the link canal. The most part of
the road is at the level +7.50m and descends in the area where is passing below the ore
scaffold where the road level is +6.86 m.
5. Temporary access road between gate 7 up to the road along ore deposit (Stage 1)
The road was envisaged to be constructed on the route of the existing technological road with
two road lanes and a length of approx. 1100m. The coating was proposed to be made with
macadam and the foundation will have 30 cm crushed stone, 25 cm ballast and 7 cm sand.
The road will only be used during the execution period of the infrastructure works on the
“island”.

6. Access Ramp to the overpass over railway lines (Stage 2)
At the entry (coming from the ore deposit) on the overpass over the railways was provided a
ramp of approx. 130.0 m in length having a 4.8% longitudinal slope.
The ramp has a total width of 21.80m with four traffic lanes, sidewalks and shoulders.
The carriageway of the ramp has 14,80m being equal with the carriageway of the overpass over
railways.
7. Overpass over the railways (Stage 2)
For future development of the railway lines as well as the ground configuration were considered
in order to establish the overpass spans.
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At the moment, on the crossing area are two unelectrified railway lines in future there it will be
provided three railways on the left side of existing railway lines and three on the right side of the
existing railway lines.
The overpass will go over the railway lines, having a 45º angle.
To avoid large fillings and to make possible the crossing of the roads which are inside platform,
for that area it was designed an overpass which will have a total length of 590,50 m and 16
spans (5x21,00 + 3x18,00 + 7x21,00 + 1x22,00 + 115,38 + 7x21,00)m.
On crossing area over railway lines the deck of the overpass is made from steel beams with
trusses, having a span 114,18m long and a total length of 115,38m.
On both sides of railway lines on the ramp area to gate 8, at the entrance on the overpass are
provided prestressed concrete beams . The spans are required by roads position inside
platform.
The carriageway of the overpass, on current area has 14,80m in width and two sidewalks
2,25m, and the total width between guardrails is 19,30m.
The solution provides passing over the railway lines without any restriction and a flexibility for
the route of railway lines on the overpass area.
8. Overpass over the access slip roads (Stage 2)
The access to the overpass over the railway lines from the link road between gate 7 and 9 will
be made through an overpass made from reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete with
the

following

spans

(starting

from

slip

road

1

to

slip

road

2)

(6x21,00+20,05+17,70+18,55+2x21,00) having a total length of 232,20 m.
The carriage way varies between 8,00 m to 11,00m on the slip road 2 and the width of the
sidewalks is 1,50 m each and on the slip road 1 the carriageway is 11,00m.
9. Roundabouts (Stage 2)
The two roundabouts have three turn offs thus ensuring smooth flow of traffic towards gate 7, 8
and 9.
The proposed diameters of the Islands will have 40 m and the two directional road lanes will
have each 5.5 m in width in order to allow a fluent flow for all vehicles for freight transport.
10.

Access ramp to the overpass over the railway lines coming from gate 8

At the entry on the overpass (coming from gate 8) the ramp has a total width of 37,80m and
consist in four traffic lines, sidewalks and an area of 16m in the middle where is provided a
building to control access/exit to/ from port. The ramp has a length of 67.0 m and a 0.5%
longitudinal slope.
11.

Control building of the port access (gate 8) (Stage 2)

The proposed building to control the access is similar with the buildings made at gates 9 and
10. The building will have only ground floor with a constructed area of approx 330 sqm and
allows to control the access/ exit to the port, these are specific for a free port (custom, the
border police).
12.

Car parking at the gate 8 (Stage 2)

The parking area is adjacent to the access road to gates 8 and 9 and provides accurate space
for 10 parking places. It has 14m in width and 140 m in length.
When plannig the parking, there have been considered the project for extension of the access
road to Gate 7, located outside the port, and the vicinity of the “Port III” transformer station.
Therefore the solution for parking along the road has been selected. The road coating will have
the same structure as that from the existing road: 25 cm concrete, 35 cm crushed stone and 20
cm ballast.
13.

Link road between gates 7 and 9 (Stage 2)

The road will be made on the same route (with approximation) as the existing surveillance road
and will go under the overpass at gate 8.
The road will meet two roundabouts.
The total length of the road will be approx. 2630m up to the North end nearby gate 7, where
another road sector of approx. 470m is needed. This road will have to bypass the future parking
area from gate 7 will enter on the existing road which make the connection between gate 7 and
Constanta North Port. The road territory is 10 m and consist in two traffic lanes 2 x 3.5 m and
shoulders of 1.5 m each.
Constructive solutions for works completion.
For the roads from the current contract it has been established specific road structure for heavy
traffic class being made from:
-

5 cm asphalt concrete
6 cm binder
10 cm asphalt mixture
30 cm crushed stone
25 cm ballast
7 cm sand

The ramps of the bridges and overpasses from the current project will have the same road
structure as the roads and they will be made on fillings with compacted soil.
The resistance structure for bridge and overpasses is made from abutments and piers. The
superstructure is dimensioned to support the stress results from:
- permanent loadings specified in STAS 1545/1989,
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- net loadings in conformity with E loading class specified in STAS 3321/1986(special
convoys of vehicles V80 and A30),
- seismic loading in conformity with SR – 11100/1-93.
The overpass foundations are indirect, made on drilled piles with large diameter higher
than 1500 mm and a slab foundation on the pile caps.
The infrastructure is made from cast in situ reinforced concrete.
The existing situation of the utilities and consumption analysis
Currently electrical and telecommunications. networks are in the area of the future works. This
networks will be affected by the execution of the future works. Therefore their partial deviation
and protection is needed. In the present study have been made evaluations of this works but for
the following phases land investigations. are required to be made and as well as projects for
each speciality.
The need for utilities for the alternative proposed to be promoted.
Utilities required for the current project are Electricity and Rainwater sewage.
Electricity is needed for bridge, overpass and main roads’ lighting.
The rainwater drainage is needed to collect and discharge rainwater from the new works
territory.
For the situation of gate 8 construction will be necessary to make all the building connections to
main utilities: fresh water, sewerage and electricity.
Technical solutions for utilities.
Electricity needed for lighting and for gate no. 8 control building will be ensured by connections
to the existing electrical power station (PT32) located near the berth no.93.
Rainwater drainage for roads and ramps consists in constructing a system
transport the rainwater.

to collect and

Rainwater collection system will be made of trenches and step dischargers and the transporting
system will be made of pipes, manholes and settlers.
Gutters, culverts and pipes have been envisaged for road at grade between gate 7 and gate 9,
but no positions have been established yet for drainage pipes as the area there is unorganized.
For the remaining roads there was planned to be made an outlet in the berth 90 area, there
being also envisaged a settler with oil separator for collected water.
The connections for fresh water and sewage network needed for the gate 8 good functioning
will be executed from the nearest existing pipes, in accordance with NC MPA SA Constanta
approvals.

Management of the project
The management of the project shall be provided by the Watermode project team.

Time Table
The period for investment completion is 48 months according to the schedule of project
execution (see annex 1).
Expected results and indicators
MAIN TECHNICAL-ECONOMIC INDICATORS OF THE INVESTMENT
1. TOTAL VALUE (INV), INCLUDING VAT
166,860.6 thou. lei respectively 39,139.7 thou. € (in prices on February 4th 2011 (1 € =
4.2632 lei)
of which:
- CONSTRUCTION and ASSEMBLING (C+A):

138,565.4 thou. lei

(VAT included) respectively 32,502.6 thou. € (in prices on February 4th 2011 (1 € =
4.2632 lei)
2. INVESTMENT INSTALMENT (INV / C+A) (thou. euro VAT included)
- Year I

5393.9
759.4

- Year II

7158.1
6490.6

- Year III

13476.4
12808.8

- Year IV

13111.4
12443.8

3. INVESTMENT EXECUTION PERIOD
For the execution of the works in the recommended scenario, it is estimated an execution
period of 48 months.
4. CAPACITIES (IN PHYSICAL AND VALUE UNITS)
- Bridge:

105 lm / 15,350.1 thou. lei (3,600.6 thou. Euro) VAT included
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- Crossings:

823 lm / 81,047.4 thou. lei (19,010.9 thou. Euro) VAT included

- Ramps:

495 lm / 7,178.9 thou. lei (1,683.9 thou. Euro) VAT included

- Roads with 4 lanes:

500 lm / 3,756.9 thou. lei (881.2 thou. Euro) VAT included

- Roads with 2 lanes:

3100 lm/ 18,038.2 thou. lei (4,231.1 thou. Euro) VAT included

- Building Gate 8:

330 sqm/ 3,650.7 thou. lei (856.3 thou. Euro) VAT included

- Parking Gate 8:

1960 sqm/ 1,297.4 thou. lei (304.3 thou. Euro) VAT included

Methodology used, if applicable
The project’s feasibility and durability are evaluated by 2 scenarios, according to the principles
of the analysis incremental method:
-

„Without project” scenario – because of the access infrastructure absence, this will be
assimilated to the variant “To do nothing”

-

„With project” scenario, in which two variants have been analysed

Description of “Without project” variant
It will be assimilated to the situation “To do nothing”.
Description of “With project” variant
The first scenario takes into account only the execution of the bridge, of a four-lane road along
the ore yard and of the link between this road and access gate no. 7 in the port on a secondary
road that will be executed on the route of an existing technological road.
This scenario takes into account only the urgent necessities, respectively the road access to the
existing quay and the execution of the future infrastructure works in the “Island”.
The second scenario had in view the perspective necessities related to the “Island”
development. This scenario foresees the direct access on the “Island” from the exterior road of
the port through gate no. 8, but also the links with the existing port territory situated at the West
of the river-maritime basin. Also, a very important facility has been created for the port
exploitation and namely offering the possibility of the direct link, without coming out of the port,
between the “Island” and Constanta North Port and the territory situated at the West of the rivermaritime basin. This scenario also foresees the works for the execution of an overpass over the
railway lines serving at present the Ore Terminal and the Old Iron Terminal at piers 91 – 93, but
also over the future railway link of the Island at the railway system in the port and a building for
the access control through gate no. 8.

Financial data

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INVESTMENT AND DEFINING THE OBJECTIVES, INCLUDING
THE SPECIFICATION OF THE REFERENCE PERIOD

Reference period
The reference period means the maximum number of years for which the prognoses are
elaborated within the economical-financial analysis. The prognoses concerning the project’s
future evolutions must be formulated for an adequate period in relation with the period of time
the project is useful from the economic point of view. The reference period choosing may have
an extremely important effect on the project’s financial and economic indicators.
Concretely, the reference period choosing affects the main indicators calculation of the costbenefit analysis and it may also affect the co-financing rate determination. For the majority of
the infrastructure projects, the reference period is at least 20 years, and for productive
investments it is about 10 years.
According to the Guide concerning the work methodology for Cost-benefit analysis, for the
period 2007 – 2013, the reference time horizons, expressed in accordance with each sector
profile, are the following:

Sector

Time horizon (years)

Energy

15-25

Water and environment

30

Railways

30

Ports and airports

25

Roads

25-30

Industry

10

Other services

15

As mentioned in the table, the reference period taken into account for the port projects is 25
years.
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OPTIONS ANALYSIS
The project’s feasibility and durability are evaluated by 2 scenarios, according to the principles
of the analysis incremental method:
-

„Without project” scenario – because of the access infrastructure absence, this will be
assimilated to the variant “To do nothing”

-

„With project” scenario, in which two variants have been analysed

Description of “Without project” variant
It will be assimilated to the situation “To do nothing”.
Description of “With project” variant
The first scenario takes into account only the execution of the bridge, of a four-lane road along
the ore yard and of the link between this road and access gate no. 7 in the port on a secondary
road that will be executed on the route of an existing technological road.
This scenario takes into account only the urgent necessities, respectively the road access to the
existing quay and the execution of the future infrastructure works in the “Island”.
The second scenario had in view the perspective necessities related to the “Island”
development. This scenario foresees the direct access on the “Island” from the exterior road of
the port through gate no. 8, but also the links with the existing port territory situated at the West
of the river-maritime basin. Also, a very important facility has been created for the port
exploitation and namely offering the possibility of the direct link, without coming out of the port,
between the “Island” and Constanta North Port and the territory situated at the West of the rivermaritime basin. This scenario also foresees the works for the execution of an overpass over the
railway lines serving at present the Ore Terminal and the Old Iron Terminal at piers 91 – 93, but
also over the future railway link of the Island at the railway system in the port and a building for
the access control through gate no. 8.
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INCLUDING THE CALCULATION OF THE FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: CUMULATED FLOW, NET PRESENT VALUE, INTERNAL
RATE OF RETURN AND COST-BENEFIT REPORT
The results of the financial analysis will underlie the calculation for the Project’s financing
demands.
Capital investment
The total capital investment stands at 166,861 millions Lei, with an instalment on a period of 4
years, with the instalment percents according to the investment instalment schedule; the annual
values of the execution cost are the following:

Year

Lei (VAT included)

1

22.995.295

2

30.516.702

3

57.452.336

4

55.896.316

Total

166.860.649

As for the absolute value of the residual value, it will be followed the dissolution value
procedure.
Thus, the residual value is equivalent to the discount value for the last analysed year (year 25).
It is obtained a percentage value of 1,05-25=29,53%.
In absolute values, the residual value is 49.273.950 lei.
Hypotheses in evaluating the alternatives (scenarios)
The forecasted scope of costs and revenues generated by the Project implementation,
presumed in the evaluation of financial and economic assessment, is of 25 years, of which the
analysis years 1-4 represent the construction period.
For the elaboration of financial and socio-economic analyses, fixed prices were used, without
applying an evolution scenario for the inflation rate of the reference currency, namely the LEI.
Instead, the operating costs and revenues have been synchronized with the traffic evolution
prognosis, respectively GDP (Gross Domestic Product).
Discount rates used in the estimation of Project return stood at 5% for the financial analysis,
respectively 5.5% for the socio-economic analysis.
With a view to having an up to date discount on net future flows necessary for calculating
specific indicators (NPV, IRR, etc) this rate is estimated at the level of capital’s opportunity cost
for a long term investment. Considering this capital is directly oriented towards an investment
project with a major impact on the local community and it addresses a public utility service, the
reference level is recommended to be of 5%, in conformity with available instructions. This
percentage was identified as fitting within a reasonable interval at the level of representative
samples of similar projects in the European space, successfully implemented from public
sources.
In order to estimate the economic return rate when considering the implications and the socioeconomic impact of the project, the 5.5% rate will be used for the calculation of performance
indicators.
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An investment is financially, respectively economically profitable if it has an internal return of
investment rate superior to the adopted discount rate; equivalent, if the net present value is
positive.
Without the financing, NC MPA SA Constanta should cover the full costs from its own budget
for the construction.
In case the project will not obtain non-reimbursable financing, its achievement through local
budget will be much delayed due to the actual financial effort is very high, above present
possibilities, for it to be able to ensure conditions for project realization in the following years.
The data have been the traffic values registered for the existing situation, as well as the tariffs
tolled at present by NC MPA SA Constanta.
Presumed operating and maintenance costs evolution
The operating costs are additional costs generated by the investment use, after the construction
of the project. In the presented case, these operating costs include:
• Bridge and infrastructure maintenance
• Cost of labouring force to ensure optimal traffic conditions
• Other operating costs (ex.: administrative costs)
A maintenance policy includes CURRENT maintenance and PERIODIC maintenance.
The works may be scheduled in time, or may be conditioned by the road condition (ex. IRI high
values IRI).
CURRENT maintenance consists in:
• Cracks, warping and fissures;
• Removing bumps, potholes;
• joints repairs.
PERIODIC maintenance consists in:
• bituminous pavement (40 mm);
• repair of protection layer at the metallic decks, parapets, etc.
The current maintenance starts with year 1 and has been evaluated at a value of 0,1% from the
investment total cost and also includes the evaluation of the maintenance and accidental repair
costs. Also, this value includes the infrastructure operating costs.
For year 15 there comes the periodic maintenance, estimated at a value of 17% of the initial
investment total.

Cost Estimations for Maintenance and Operations (Lei/year)
Year
1

No Project

With Project

investitie

With - No Project
0

2

0

3

0

4

0

5

110,964

110,964

6

110,964

110,964

7

110,964

110,964

8

110,964

110,964

9

110,964

110,964

10

110,964

110,964

11

110,964

110,964

12

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

14

110,964

110,964

15

110,964

110,964

16

110,964

110,964

17

110,964

110,964

18

110,964

110,964

19

18,974,901

18,974,901

20

110,964

110,964

21

110,964

110,964

22

110,964

110,964

23

110,964

110,964

24

110,964

110,964

25

110,964

110,964

13
operare
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Presumed evolution of the revenues
The project does not generate direct revenues.
The financial model
The financial analysis model of the project will analyze the financial cash-flow generated
by the project, based on the estimation of investment costs, of maintenance costs, generated by
the project implementation, evaluated for the entire analysis period, as well as the generated
financial benefits (revenues) (if it is the case).
The financial analysis will take into consideration two cases:
1. Evaluation of financial profitability of own contribution, by calculating indicators:
Net present value, calculated at the level of own contribution, marked VANF/K
Internal rate of return calculated at the level of own contribution, marked RIRF/K
2. Evaluation of financial profitability of total contribution (including non-reimbursable
funds), by calculating indicators
Net present value, calculated at the level of total contribution, marked VANF/C
Internal rate of return calculated at the level of total contribution, marked RIRF/C

Calculul Ratei Interne de Rentabilitate Financiare a Capitalului Propriu (a contributiei proprii) (Lei)
Componente

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Venituri

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Valoarea rezidualã

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

49,273,950

Total venituri

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

49,273,950

Costuri de operare si intretinere

0

0

0

0

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

18,974,901

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

Cost de investitie

5,748,824

7,629,175

14,363,084

13,974,079

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total cheltuieli

5,748,824

7,629,175

14,363,084

13,974,079

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

18,974,901

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

-5,748,824

-7,629,175

-14,363,084

-13,974,079

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-18,974,901

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

49,162,985

22

23

24

Fluxul de numerar net
Rata Interna de Rentabilitate Financiarã a
Capitalului Propriu (RIRF/K)

-1.48%

Valoarea Neta Actualizatã Financiarã a Capitalului
Propriu (VANF/K)

-30,383,656
0.32

Raportul Beneficii / Cost al Capitalului (B/C K)

Calculul Ratei Interne de Rentabilitate Financiare a Investitiei totale (Lei)
Componente

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

25

Venituri

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Valoarea rezidualã

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

49,273,950

Total venituri

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

49,273,950

Costuri de operare si intretinere

0

0

0

0

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

18,974,901

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

Cost de investitie

22,995,297

30,516,700

57,452,337

55,896,315

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total cheltuieli

22,995,297

30,516,700

57,452,337

55,896,315

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

18,974,901

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

-22,995,297

-30,516,700

-57,452,337

-55,896,315

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-18,974,901

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

-110,964

49,162,985

Fluxul de numerar net
Rata Interna de Rentabilitate Financiarã a Investitiei
totale (RIRF/C)

-6.75%

Valoarea Neta Actualizatã Financiarã a Investitiei
totale (VANF/C)

-139,280,173
0.09

Raportul Beneficii / Cost al Capitalului (B/C C)
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Note: the discount rate for the NPV is of 5%.
The following global indicators of evaluation the financial profitability of investment are obtained:
For own contribution:
•
•

RIRF/K = -1,48%
VANF/K= -30.383.656 Lei

For total contribution:
•
•

RIRF/C= -6.75%
VANF/C= -139.280.173 Lei

RIRF/C is below the breakeven point of 5%. This shows that the financial return on invested
capital is negative; the financial analysis proves the necessity of awarding a grant, to sustain the
obtaining of a positive project cash-flow and, implicitly, positive return indicators.
Also, the net present revenue, calculated at the level of total contribution VANF/C is negative
According to the methodology in force, regarding the underlying of this project type, the
conditions are observed in order to sustain the necessity of non-reimbursable financing, for the
analysed investment object.

Project sustainability

Durabilitatea financiarã (Lei)
Componente
Venituri
Input financiar pentru finantarea investitiei

1

2

3

4

5

0

0

0

0

22,995,297

30,516,700

57,452,337

55,896,315

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

113,184

1,000

1,100

1,200

1,300

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

19,354,399

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

22,996,297

30,517,800

57,453,537

55,897,615

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

19,354,399

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

113,184

0

0

0

0

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

18,974,901

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

Total costuri de investitie

22,995,297

30,516,700

57,452,337

55,896,315

Total iesiri de numerar

22,995,297

30,516,700

57,452,337

55,896,315

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

18,974,901

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

110,964

Total flux de numerar

1,000

1,100

1,200

1,300

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

379,498

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

2,219

Flux de numerar cumulat

1,000

2,100

3,300

4,600

6,819

9,039

11,258

13,477

15,696

17,916

20,135

22,354

24,574

26,793

29,012

31,231

33,451

35,670

415,168

417,387

419,607

421,826

424,045

426,264

428,484

Alocãri financiare (asigurat de APM SA)
Total intrari de numerar
Total costuri de operare si intretinere

The cumulated cash flow, positive in each of the analyzed years, proves the project sustainability and ensures that it is durable from the
financial point of view.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, INCLUDING THE CALCULATION OF THE ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: NET PRESENT VALUE, INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN AND
COST-BENEFIT REPORT
Methodology
By the economic analysis, it is estimated the impact and the project’s contribution to the economic
growth at regional and national level.
It is elaborated from the entire society perspective (municipality, region or country), not only from
the point of view of the infrastructure’s owner.
The financial analysis is considered to be a start for the social-economic analysis. In order to
establish the social-economic indicators, some adjustments must be made for the variables used in the
financial analysis.
The principles and methodologies, the present cost-benefit analysis is based on, are in accordance
with:


„Guidance on the Methodology for carrying out Cost-Benefit Analysis”, elaborated by European
Commission for the programming period 2007-2013;



HEATCO – „Harmonized European Approaches for Transport Costing and Project Assessment”
– project financed by European Commission in order to harmonize the cost-benefit analysis for
the transports’ domain projects. HEATCO research project has been elaborated in view to unify
the cost-benefit analysis for the transport projects on the European Union territory. The main
objective has been the lining of the methodologies used in trans-national projects TEN-T, but the
presented recommendations may be also used for the national projects analysis.

The main recommendations concerning the transports’ projects harmonized analysis refer to the
following elements:


General elements: evaluation techniques, revenue transfer, unquantifiable impact covering,
capital transfer, decision criteria, projects’ analysis period, evaluation of the future risk and
sensitivity, the transporters’ overvalue, treating the indirect social-economic effects;



Time value and traffic congestion (including work passengers traffic, non-work passengers
traffic, goods traffic savings, traffic congestions covering, unjustified delays);



Changes value in the accident risks;



Environment costs;



Costs and indirect impact of the capital investment (including the capital costs for the project
implementation, maintenance, operating and administration costs, residual value).

Economic Internal Rate of Return
The calculation of the Project’s Internal Rate of Return (EIRR) is based on the hypotheses:
• All incremented benefits and costs are expressed in 2011 constant prices, in LEI;
• EIRR is calculated for a Project duration of 25 years. It includes the construction period (years 1-3), as
well as the exploitation period, until 25th year;

• The Project’s economic viability is evaluated by comparing EIRR with the real Economic Opportunity
Cost of Capital (EOCC). The EOCC value used in the analysis is 5.5%. Therefore, the Projects is
considered as economically feasible if EIRR is higher or equal to 5.5%

Investment Instalment
• It is considered the implementation duration of the investment as four years, for the analyzed years 1-4.

Economic benefits
Only a part of the monetary components which have direct influence have been considered for the
social-economic analysis. For these benefits determination, the same concept of incremental analysis
has been applied, respectively the benefits are estimated in case of the difference between “with
project” and “without project” case.
The summary of the basic hypotheses is:

medium
M

Considered macroeconomic scenario (pessimist/medium/optimist)
Base year for the calculation of costs and discount calculations

year

2011

Duration of works

years

4

Evaluation period

years

25

%

5.5%

Discount rate (cost of capital)

Economic costs and benefits
The Economic Analysis evaluates the project’s economic feasibility, based on the savings as a
result of the port infrastructure development in the island area.
The bridge execution over the link canal will allow the goods operating after finalizing the
infrastructure investment works.
A scenario for the evolution of the operated goods’ traffic, for the estimation of the operation
economic benefits:
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Traffic Prognoses (tons/year)

Year

No Project

With Project

1
investitie
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1,500,000

9

2,500,000

10

5,000,000

11

10,000,000

12

15,000,000

13

20,000,000

14

operare

25,000,000

15

30,000,000

16

30,000,000

17

35,000,000

18

35,000,000

19

40,000,000

20

40,000,000

21

45,000,000

22

45,000,000

23

50,000,000

24

50,000,000

25

50,000,000

During the first four years of the access infrastructure operation over the link canal, there is no
operated traffic in the island area, the port infrastructure in this area being in he initial
development phases. The port traffic will gradually and slowly grow, in proportion as the
infrastructure is developed.
For the economic benefits estimation, an unit value of 1,8 lei/ton has been considered, value in
accordance with the existing data, concerning the relevant projects in domain.
Results

The investment total cost considered for the social-economic analysis is the total value of the
investment cost, expressed as economic values.
The project reaches an economic Internal Rate of Return (EIRR) of 16,40% and a net present
value (NPV) of 282,081 mil LEI, the report Updated benefits/Updated costs having the value of
4,38.
The Project is considered as economically feasible if EIRR is higher than the minimum
level considered at the infrastructure projects, of 5.5%.
Project costs
(Lei)
Construction

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

TOTAL

Maintenance

12,981,216
17,227,170
32,432,771
31,554,372

TOTAL

-27,815,939

76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
13,160,012
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959

12,981,216
17,227,170
32,432,771
31,554,372
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
13,160,012
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
-27,738,980

66,379,588

14,699,195

81,078,783
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BENEFITS FLOW
(Lei)

CostS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

12,981,216
17,227,170
32,432,771
31,554,372
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
13,160,012
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
-27,738,980

Operations

benefits

2,700,000
4,500,000
9,000,000
18,000,000
27,000,000
36,000,000
45,000,000
54,000,000
54,000,000
63,000,000
63,000,000
72,000,000
72,000,000
81,000,000
81,000,000
90,000,000
90,000,000
90,000,000

Social
benefits

Total Net Benefits
Net Benefits
totale

Not updated

-12,981,216
-17,227,170
-32,432,771
-31,554,372
-76,959
-76,959
-76,959
2,623,041
4,423,041
8,923,041
17,923,041
26,923,041
35,923,041
44,923,041
53,923,041
53,923,041
62,923,041
62,923,041
58,839,988
71,923,041
80,923,041
80,923,041
89,923,041
89,923,041
117,738,980

TOTAL
81,078,783 952,200,000
871,121,217
rata economicã de actualizare a capitalului / discount rate
NPV =
282,081,207
EIRR =
16.40%
B/C
4.38

Updated

-12,981,216
-16,329,071
-29,139,301
-26,872,134
-62,123
-58,884
-55,814
1,803,175
2,882,048
5,511,131
10,492,696
14,939,878
18,894,856
22,396,862
25,482,377
24,153,912
26,715,933
25,323,159
22,445,449
26,005,865
27,734,670
26,288,787
27,689,612
26,246,078
32,573,261

282,081,207
5.5%

Comments
The investment has a very high economic return, due to its specific aspects: the access
infrastructure execution (the bridge over the link canal) will allow the utilization of an ample port territory,
with a large surface, where a significant goods’ traffic is developed, according to the considered
scenario.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
There are three main methods for the elaboration of a risk/uncertainty analysis, and respectively
the sensitivity analysis (analysis of the scenario “what happens if”), commutation values and risk
probability analysis.
A sensitivity analysis is considered the simplest form of risk/uncertainty analysis and it is probably
the most frequent in leading the risk/uncertainty analysis. It implies the establishing of “what happens if”
scenarios in order to reflect the changes of the values of the variables and the model’s “critical”
parameters. EU guide defines the variables/”critical” parameters as being “those of which variables,
positive or negative, compared with the values used as the best estimation in the best case, have the
biggest effect on the internal rate of return IRR or on the net present value NPV and thus they determine
the most significant changes of these parameters.
For each “what happens if” scenario, they recalculate the return estimation indicators.
The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to determine the model’s critical variables or
parameters, whose variations, in a negative or positive sense, compared to the values used for the
optimum case, lead to the most significant variations on the main profitability indicators, respectively IRR
and NPV; in other words, influences the most these indicators.
The discerning criterion for these key variables varies in conformity with the specificity of the
analyzed project and must be determined with great accuracy.
For discerning the critical variables, EU guide recommends a general criteria, as follows: „As
general criteria, we recommend to have in view these parameters for which a variation (positive or
negative) of 1% in IRR or of 5% in NPV base value.” (Guide of costs-benefits analysis in investment
projects (ERDF structural fund, Cohesion fund and ISPA). The evaluation unit, DG regional policy,
European Commission. P.38.)

Selecting the key variables of the model (determining critical variables)
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Further on, the variation degree of these indicators to influence variables shall be calculated.
For each category of revenues and expenses, a variation of 1% shall be considered, and the
corresponding variations induced to efficiency indicators, in absolute value, shall also be calculated.
A variation of total annual values shall be assessed for each category of costs and benefits.
The following table includes the evaluation of the degree of influence on the investment efficiency for
each of the influence factors.

#

Factori de influentã

UM

Valoare initiala

Variatie

Valoare
modificata

RIR initial

RIR
modificat

Variatie
RIR

VNP initial

VNP modificat

Variatie
VNP

1

Beneficii din operare

Lei

952,200,000

1.0%

961,722,000

16.40%

16.48%

0.5%

282,081,207

285,736,234

1.3%

2

Cost de Constructie

Lei

94,195,528

1.0%

95,137,483

16.40%

16.32%

-0.5%

282,081,207

281,227,990

-0.3%

3

Costuri de Intretinere

Lei

14,699,195

1.0%

14,846,187

16.40%

16.40%

0.0%

282,081,207

282,023,255

0.0%

For a 1% variation of each influence factor, grouped in 1 category of benefits and 2 categories of
costs, the corresponding variations of RIR (Internal Rate of Return) and NPV (Present Net Value) have
been obtained.
The previous table shows that, for a positive variation of revenues, the efficiency indicators of
investments will evolve in the same direction, while between categories of costs, RIR on the one side
and NPV on the other, there is a relation of reverse proportionality.
“Guide to Cost-Benefit Analysis of Investment Projects” recommends, as we have seen before,
the selection of those variables inducing a NPV variation of at least 5% when the influence indicator’s
value changes by 1%.
Consequently, there are not critical variables.

Analysis of the selected influence factors
Hereinafter, there will be determined the impact results of the selected influence variables
variations.
For the categories of the identified benefits the negative variations will be analysed (10%
decrease) and for costs there will estimate increases (+10%).
The results of these analyses are presented as follows.

1.Scãdere beneficii din operare

2. Cresterea Costului Constructiei
-10%

Costuri
Costs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

12,981,216
17,227,170
32,432,771
31,554,372
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
13,160,012
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
-27,738,980

Beneficii
Benefits

2,430,000
4,050,000
8,100,000
16,200,000
24,300,000
32,400,000
40,500,000
48,600,000
48,600,000
56,700,000
56,700,000
64,800,000
64,800,000
72,900,000
72,900,000
81,000,000
81,000,000
81,000,000

TOTAL
81,078,783 856,980,000
rata actualiz / discount rate
NPV =
245,530,935
EIRR =
15.53%

3. Crestere Costuri de Intretinere
10%

Beneficii nete Beneficii Nete
discontate /
nediscontate/
Discounted Net Undiscounted
Benefits
Net Benefits

-12,981,216
-17,227,170
-32,432,771
-31,554,372
-76,959
-76,959
-76,959
2,353,041
3,973,041
8,023,041
16,123,041
24,223,041
32,323,041
40,423,041
48,523,041
48,523,041
56,623,041
56,623,041
51,639,988
64,723,041
72,823,041
72,823,041
80,923,041
80,923,041
108,738,980

-12,981,216
-16,329,071
-29,139,301
-26,872,134
-62,123
-58,884
-55,814
1,617,567
2,588,829
4,955,265
9,438,921
13,441,620
17,001,322
20,153,339
22,930,503
21,735,074
24,041,072
22,787,746
19,698,895
23,402,496
24,958,565
23,657,408
24,918,281
23,619,224
30,083,352

775,901,217
5.5%

245,530,935

Costuri
Costs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

14,279,338
18,949,887
35,676,048
34,709,809
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
13,160,012
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
76,959
-27,738,980

Beneficii
Benefits

2,700,000
4,500,000
9,000,000
18,000,000
27,000,000
36,000,000
45,000,000
54,000,000
54,000,000
63,000,000
63,000,000
72,000,000
72,000,000
81,000,000
81,000,000
90,000,000
90,000,000
90,000,000

10%

Beneficii nete
Beneficii Nete
discontate /
nediscontate/
Discounted Net Undiscounted Net
Benefits
Benefits

-14,279,338
-18,949,887
-35,676,048
-34,709,809
-76,959
-76,959
-76,959
2,623,041
4,423,041
8,923,041
17,923,041
26,923,041
35,923,041
44,923,041
53,923,041
53,923,041
62,923,041
62,923,041
58,839,988
71,923,041
80,923,041
80,923,041
89,923,041
89,923,041
117,738,980

TOTAL
90,498,336 952,200,000 861,701,664
rata actualiz / discount rate
5.5%
NPV =
273,549,035
EIRR =
15.61%

-14,279,338
-17,961,978
-32,053,231
-29,559,347
-62,123
-58,884
-55,814
1,803,175
2,882,048
5,511,131
10,492,696
14,939,878
18,894,856
22,396,862
25,482,377
24,153,912
26,715,933
25,323,159
22,445,449
26,005,865
27,734,670
26,288,787
27,689,612
26,246,078
32,573,261

273,549,035

Costuri
Costs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

12,981,216
17,227,170
32,432,771
31,554,372
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
14,476,013
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
84,655
-27,731,284

Beneficii
Benefits

2,700,000
4,500,000
9,000,000
18,000,000
27,000,000
36,000,000
45,000,000
54,000,000
54,000,000
63,000,000
63,000,000
72,000,000
72,000,000
81,000,000
81,000,000
90,000,000
90,000,000
90,000,000

Beneficii nete
Beneficii Nete
discontate /
nediscontate/
Discounted Net Undiscounted Net
Benefits
Benefits

-12,981,216
-17,227,170
-32,432,771
-31,554,372
-84,655
-84,655
-84,655
2,615,345
4,415,345
8,915,345
17,915,345
26,915,345
35,915,345
44,915,345
53,915,345
53,915,345
62,915,345
62,915,345
57,523,987
71,915,345
80,915,345
80,915,345
89,915,345
89,915,345
117,731,284

TOTAL
82,548,703 952,200,000 869,651,297
rata actualiz / discount rate
5.5%
NPV =
281,501,682
EIRR =
16.39%

-12,981,216
-16,329,071
-29,139,301
-26,872,134
-68,335
-64,772
-61,396
1,797,884
2,877,034
5,506,378
10,488,191
14,935,608
18,890,808
22,393,025
25,478,740
24,150,465
26,712,666
25,320,062
21,943,440
26,003,083
27,732,032
26,286,287
27,687,242
26,243,832
32,571,132

281,501,682

Sensitivity

Switching

indicator

value

17.66%

-

-

-10%

16.73%

5.3%

-76%

2. Increase of Construction Cost

10%

16.83%

4.7%

365%

3. Increase of Maintenance Costs

10%

17.64%

0.1%

3547%

Key variable

variation

EIRR

-

1. Operation benefits

Base Case

The influence variable with the greatest importance in determining the socio-economical profitability
of the investment is the one with the highest threshold value (the threshold value is the variation of the
variable inducing a void profitability). This is operation benefits.

RISK ANALYSIS

The sensitivity analysis studies the effects of the model’s individual variations of key variables on the
investment’s return.

The risk analysis evaluates the effect of key variables’ simultaneous variations (costs and benefits)
on IRR and NPV.

Therefore, the probable values of investment’s global efficiency indicators shall be obtained.
For each of the factors influencing the project’s economic profitability (costs and benefits), a string of
5,000 random numbers was generated, representing the factor’s variation, according to the formula:

X = 0.3 + f (Y )

,

where,
X – random value with the repartition function afferent to each variable;
f – the standardized density of normal repartition;
Y – random variable distributed uniformly on the [0,1] interval.
Strings of values obtained for the investment’s synthetic indicators, respectively IRR and VAN
(NPV) were used for estimating the distribution function.
The results are presented under the form of histograms, for n=15 intervals.
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Distribution of probabilities for IRR

It

Inferior limit

Superior limit

Frequency

Probability

11.78%

12.34%

4

0.0008

12.34%

12.90%

10

0.0020

12.90%

13.46%

33

0.0066

13.46%

14.01%

82

0.0164

14.01%

14.57%

177

0.0354

14.57%

15.13%

409

0.0818

15.13%

15.69%

617

0.1234

15.69%

16.25%

891

0.1782

16.25%

16.81%

973

0.1946

16.81%

17.37%

888

0.1776

17.37%

17.93%

560

0.1120

17.93%

18.49%

271

0.0542

18.49%

19.05%

70

0.0140

19.05%

19.61%

15

0.0030

can

be

noticed

that

for

IRR,

the

most

probable

value

stands

in

the

interval

[16.25% ; 16.81%], with a probability of 0,1946.
Distribution of probabilities for NPV
Inferior limit

Superior limit

Frequency

Probability

96,142,587.05

119,305,873.32

4

0.0008

119,305,873.32

142,469,159.59

14

0.0028

142,469,159.59

165,632,445.86

63

0.0126

165,632,445.86

188,795,732.13

172

0.0344

188,795,732.13

211,959,018.40

309

0.0618

211,959,018.40

235,122,304.67

671

0.1342

235,122,304.67

258,285,590.94

891

0.1782

258,285,590.94

281,448,877.21

971

0.1942

281,448,877.21

304,612,163.48

846

0.1692

304,612,163.48

327,775,449.75

546

0.1092

327,775,449.75

350,938,736.02

321

0.0642

350,938,736.02

374,102,022.29

131

0.0262

374,102,022.29

397,265,308.56

47

0.0094

397,265,308.56

420,428,594.83

14

0.0028

For NPV, the most probable value is included in the interval [258,285 ; 281,448] (mil lei), with a
probability of 0,1942.

Conclusions of the risk and sensitivity analysis

If the sensitivity analysis analyzes the variation effects of each category of factors, on the investment
return indicators, the risk analysis quantifies the effects of simultaneous variations of all variables
inducing the results of the cost-benefit analysis.
The risk and sensitivity analysis emphasized the integrity and stability of the socio-economic analysis
model.
The cost-benefits analysis model is robust, the working hypotheses being solid and well substantiated.

Qualitative analysis of the Project risks

The main risks identified in the logical framework of the project are:
Level 4. The Pre-condition required before starting the project is to obtain the financing. This implies:
 obtain all approvals and permits specified in the Certificate of Urban Planning and
Feasibility Study for the work to be performed;
 signing of the contract between the Applicant and the Contracting Authority.

If the funding agreement will not be signed for various reasons, the project can not be implemented. The
applicant will take steps to meet all requirements in the contract phase.
Given the scale of the investment project, financial support from POS-T is imperative, because using
their own funding sources would make impossible to achieve the objectives.

Level 3. Risks addressed at this level are related to:
 Delays in procurement contracts for supply, services or works;
Compliance schedule procurement organization is a hypothesis that can be controlled by the project
implementation team, but while there may be external factors which cause differences from the original
deadlines. These external conditions, uncontrollable by the project can be determined, for example, lack
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of interest to specialized providers of the type of actions that will be auctioned, their refusal to accept
financial conditions imposed by law or non-compliance procedures submissions, issues may lead to
resumption of auctions and exceeded the estimated contract period.
Level 2. There are no risks assumed at this level.

Level 1. The addressed at this level are related to:
 Unstable legislation
This can be considered a risk factor since, for various reasons, revision of regional waste
management plan will take into account the results that will derive from implementing the proposed
project.
Risk management measures
The risk management process takes place over three main stages:
(A) identification;
(B) assessment;
(C) treatment (management) of risks.
(A) Risk identification
The main risks which might affect the project can be classified as:
 internal risks:
• delays in procurement contracts for supplies, services or works;
 external risks:
• unstable legislation.
(B) Risk assessment
This step is useful in determining priorities in resource allocation, risk control and financing. Risk
estimation involves devising new methods of measuring risk importance and their application to identified
risks.
Risk assessment involves quantifying the size of potential risks, by marking the risks according to
the seriousness of the consequences of their occurrence - ordinal approach.
Ordinal approach
The ordinal approach of the probability of occurrence for project risks was done as a function of
frequency (probability of producing the event) and severity of consequences (the impact the project may
have on the phenomenon in question). In this case, positioning the risks in the risks diagram is
subjective and based only on the expertise of the project’s team.

This stage is essential for risk assessment matrix, depending on the probability and impacts. In this
case, the risk position risk chart is subjective and based only on the expertise of the team.

Impact

Probability

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Failure to meet payment
deadlines stipulated

LOW

Possible

schedule

inconsistencies

Uncertain regulatory

between local

environment driven by

strategies and national

the desire to harmonize

transport development

the Romanian
legislation in the
European
Low usability of the
new constructed road
Bad weather

MEDIUM

conditions,
unfavorable for the
construction works

Delays in
procurement
contracts for
supplies, services or
works
Inconsistency in
performing works by
manufacturer
approved time

HIGH

schedule and
financial amount
stipulated in the
contract works

Risks diagram


the risks from the first category (low frequency, reduced severity) – for this type the techniques
of risk retention are recommended;
 risks in the second category (low frequency and high severity) such as "Delays in procurement
contracts for supply, services or works" insurance is recommended because their realization
would have a very strong impact of the project;
 risks in the third category (high frequency, low severity) are required to apply risk control
techniques to reduce the occurrence rate. Control techniques will be combined with retention
techniques;
 the risks from the last category (high frequency, high seerity) should be avoided.
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(C) The treatment (management) of the risks
Risk control tehniques recognized in the speciality literature can be splited in two main categories:
 techniques that reduce the occurrence probability of risks (frequency);
 techniques that reduce the impact of risks (severity).
Category of techniques that reduce the occurrence probability of risks are:
 avoiding the risk;
 loss prevention.
Category of techniques that reduce the impact of risks are:
 loss reduction;
 dispersion of loss exposures;
 contractual transfer or risk.
These risk control techniques can be adapted to the risks identified in the project in the following way:
The risk management matrix
Crt.
no.

Unfavorable
1

Control

Risk

Risk management measures

techniques

weather

conditions

for

construction works

In order to reduce the impact on the successful
Risk

implementation of investment, we recommend a rigorous

reduction

planning of project activities and taking into account some
margins of time.
The instrument used for this risk reducing is represented

Avoid the
Low interest
2

in

the

risk

newly created jobs by
the project

by the financial motivation.

To prevent additional expenses resulting from the launch
Reducing

of new recruitment session is necessary as the human

the risk

resources strategy to be supported by sufficient resources
time and money.
President of the Project Implementation Unit (PIU) will be
responsible for monitoring and controlling risk, so the

Delays in procurement
3

procedures

of

the

supply services, goods

project activities to be adapted as soon as circumstances
Avoid the

arise or changes in risk occurs. To avoid delays in

risk

organizing procurement procedures, the schedule for

or works

achieving them will be carefully monitored, will be
identified

the

potential

suppliers

and

will

try

to

communicate transparently with them.

4

Inconsistency

in

performing works by

Avoid the

For this risk to be prevented it is necessary that the

risk

documentation phase of the Gantt chart of project

The risk management matrix
Crt.

Control

Risk

no.

manufacturer
approved

Risk management measures

techniques

financing and the estimate of costs to be developed based
time

on realistic and clear inputs. In this sense, the introduction
of financial reserves and the time is a precautionary

schedule and financial
amount stipulated in
the contract works

Reducing

measure.

the risk
In conditions where preventing the risk is not a realistic
and appropriate measures in the contract signed with the
builder penalty clause must be stipulated and unilateral
denunciation.

6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Contribution towards environmental sustainability
During the works, environmental impact will be mitigated by measures taken by the constructor for
proper management on waste, safe disposal of dangerous substances, maintenance of equipment,
compliance with program works, preventing the spills of materials likely to generate accidental pollution
of channel water. Road traffic will be the main source of pollution for both air and channel water during
the proposed works exploitation. No significant excess of air pollution is expected being given the traffic
parameters. In addition, the flow of traffic will be ensured by repair of the road between gates 7 and 9.
This will have a positive impact on fuel consumption (it will be reduced) and also on transport vehicles
engines.

CONCLUSIONS
The main objective of this project is to provide a link road between the island and the rest of the port by
construction of a bridge over the existing canal. The scenario considered the future needs related to the
development of the “Island”. This project provides direct access to the Island, by a road from outside port
through access gate 8 and also provides connections with the existing port area located West of the
maritime-river basin. An important facility for port exploitation will be created there, namely a direct
connection, without having to leave the port, between the Island, Constanta North Port and the territory
located West of the maritime–river basin. There have also been provided works for the execution of an
overpass that will pass over the railway lines currently serving both the ore terminal and the scrap iron
terminal for berths 91-93, and also over the future railway connection of the Island to the port railway
network, and the construction of a building for access control at gate 8.
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The project can be included in the Watermode Priority Axis 3: Improvement of the accessibility by
creating new connections with the artificial island.
The project shall be developed according to environment protection regulations and contributes to
creation of new jobs, both for the project execution and for the expansion of the business in the future
island development area. The project is also in accordance with Community Strategic Guidelines for
Cohesion and Romanian National Strategic Reference Framework 2007-2013.
The specific objectives of the project consist of:
The specific objectives of the project consist of:
- exploitation of the existing quay used for barges awaiting to moor, with a minimum of performed
maneuvers, during loading-unloading operations;
- extension of the existing territory within breakwaters limits with minimal cost, by directing to the island
the remaining ground from the excavations carried out for achieving constructions both in Port and in
Constanta city;
- reducing the cost for execution of port infrastructure works (quays and territories);
- the bridge also provides support for the main utilities networks that will serve the island.
Without the bridge, the main utility networks will pass under the link canal and thus the cost of their
execution, monitoring and possible repair works are going to increase.
This project contributes to the improvement of territorial and economic potential of Constanta Port,
increasing the competitiveness at the Black Sea area. Also promotes the attractiveness of Constanta
region and city taking into account a sustainable development, physical and knowledge accessibility and
environmental quality.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Ensuring the connection between the new bypass, the Constanta North Port and the
northern area of Constanta South Port is required to improve port activity, both in terms
of the existing traffic and for future traffic. If in the future the access to the North area of
Constanta South port will be made through gate 8, heavy traffic for Constanta North
port will flow through gate7. In this situation, widen the existing road, to four road lanes
between the bypass and gate 7, is needed.
The project targets the Watermode Priority Axis no. 3: improvement of the accessibility.
Accessibility is considered to be one of the prime requirements for economic
development and growth and finally for territorial cohesion. It facilitates the movement
and interaction of people and the exchange of goods and ideas. All these aspects are of
immense importance in South Eastern Europe.
The main objective of the project is expansion to four road lanes of the road between
the end of the bypass and gate no.7. The following works are needed in addition to the
road widening in order to ensure a good traffic flow: overpass over railway lines at the
crossing point with Constanta bypass, parking area for trucks on gate 7 area positioned
in the port entering direction, widening the existing road that links gate 7 to Constanta
North Port to four road lanes. Relocating the port fence and repairs of some sectors of
the port surveillance road are also needed. On the works’ location there have been
identified several utility networks that require relocation or protection.
After the project completion, the road traffic flow for entering the port area, on the
existing and on the new roads, will flow as follows: the vehicles will enter on the
roundabout that will be constructed at the end of Constanta bypass extension. From
this point the vehicles that have as destination the North zone of Constanta South Port
and Constanta North Port will enter on the roundabout and go to the northern slip road,
and from here go on the new overpass that will be constructed within the current
project.
The project complies with the Community Strategic Guidelines for Cohesion (CSG)
which promotes the expansion and improvement of transport infrastructure,
strengthening of the synergy between environmental protection and growth. This project
contributes to better connection links and access.
The project is also in accordance with the key aims of the National Strategic Reference
Framework 2007-2013 (NSRF). The project envisage NSRF Priorities and Actions
which are the development of basic infrastructure to European standards, increasing
long-term competitiveness of the Romanian economy (as the Constanta Port sustains
an important part of Romanian economy), and also promoting balanced territorial
development, by creating a new developing area in the river-maritime area.
During the works, environmental impact will be mitigated by measures taken by the
constructor for proper management of waste, safe disposal of dangerous substances,
maintenance of equipment, compliance with program works, preventing the spills of
materials likely to generate accidental pollution of channel water. No significant excess
of air pollution is expected being given the traffic parameters.
The project reaches an economic Internal Rate of Return (EIRR) of 9,57% and a net
present value (NPV) of 29,652 mil LEI, the Updated benefits/Updated costs ratio is
1.54.The Project is considered as economically feasible as EIRR is higher than 5.5%
which is the minimum level provided for the infrastructure projects.
FEASIBILITY STUDY
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This project targets port modernization, increased movement within port area, providing
a good traffic flow into port, easy access on road network outside/ into port area, which
are objectives envisaged in the development plan for Constanta Port.

2. GENERAL INFORMATION
Identification of the pre feasibility study
- Title

Road expansion to four road lanes between gate 7 and junction area of “The
bridge at Km 0+540 of Black Sea - Danube Canal” and the road linking the gates 9
and 8 to the North area of Constanta Port.
- Short description

Ensuring the connection between the new bypass, the Constanta North Port and the
northern area of Constanta South Port is required to improve port activity, both in terms
of the existing traffic and for future traffic as well. If in the future the access to the North
area of Constanta South port will be made through gate 8, heavy traffic for Constanta
North port will flow through gate7.
In this situation it is needed to widen the existing road to four road lanes between the
bypass and gate 7.
Stakeholders involved
The authority responsible for the implementation of the project is NC MPA SA
Constanta.
Port infrastructure works are in the state public domain, for which the Ministry of
Transport and Infrastructure has the administrative rights which have been
concessioned to NC MPA SA Constanta

3. PRESENTATION OF THE FEASIBILITY STUDY
Theme of the feasibility study
The global subject of the investment study is related to road infrastructure.
Geographic coverage
Constanta County, Constanta and Agigea Cities
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Classification of the feasibility study
Classification of the investment study according to the type of investment being
elaborated:
-

feasibility study for modernization and expansion of capacities (existing
capacities, which could generate new demand or increase the level of quality of
meeting existing demand)

Origin of the project
Constanta Port is the largest port on the Black Sea area and one of the largest ports in
Europe.
Constanta Port consists of two large areas: “Constanta North Port and Constanta South
Port”. Constanta North Port has an area of 789 ha and Constanta South Port has an
area of 2837 ha, per total Constanta Port has an area of 3628 ha. Constanta North Port
has a land surface of 484 ha and a water surface of 305 ha, and Constanta South Port
will have a final land surface of 1300 ha and a water surface of 1537 ha.
Traffic capacity for Constanta North Port is currently 82 mil.t/year and, for Constanta
South Port, the final traffic capacity will be 200 mil. t/year.
Therefore the total final traffic capacity for Constanta Port will be 282 mil. t/year.
Constanta North Port is bordered to the North and West by Constanta City and
Constanta South Port is bordered by land within/ outside built-up area.
Access to Constanta Port is made through six access gates which are used as follows:
gates 2 and 4 are for pedestrian use only, gates 1 and 3 only for cars use and gates 5
and 6 allow the access for heavy traffic vehicles.
Because of traffic restrictions in Constanta the access for the heavy traffic vehicles into
port is made mainly through gate 6.
Constanta South Port is divided by the Black Sea-Danube Canal into two large zones,
the North one and the South one. Access to the South zone is made through gates 10
and 14. Access for the northern area is planned to be made through gates 7, 8 and 9.
Gate 7 is connected also to the Constanta North Port being linked with its internal road
network.
The access into the Constanta South Port is made by an overpass over the DN 39.

FEASIBILITY STUDY
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The goods are received and delivered by water and by land via railways and roads.
Before 1990, the land traffic ran mainly by railways. After 1990, railway traffic
decreased and road traffic increased, this remains the current situation. Therefore road
traffic on city roads which allowed access to port area is very big especially on summer.
At the moment, the last section “Cernavoda - Constanta” of the Bucuresti - Constanta
motorway and the new Constanta bypass which will link DN2 and DN39 are under
execution. The ends of the bypass are before the entrance to Ovidiu city and the
access gate 9 into Constanta Port. The bypass will be also connected with Bucuresti –
Constanta motorway.
Heavy traffic through Constanta city will be prohibited after the motorway and the
bypass completion and thus Constanta Port will remain with no access and all the
heavy traffic will run through Constanta city.
NC MPA SA Constanta have already started the construction of a new bridge over the
Black Sea – Danube Canal and a connection between the bypass end and the South
area of Constanta South Port. The access for the South area of Constanta South Port
will be made through gate 10 bis – a new gate, located in the North-West port area and
it will be also connected with the current access road at the gate 10.
The access to the North area of Constanta South Port and Constanta South Port will be
made through gates 7, 8 and 9, at least for heavy traffic, using the current road between
the gate 9 and 7 situated outside port. This road has only two traffic lanes, one for each
direction, which is not enough for Constanta Port road traffic.
NC MPA SA Constanta, as manager of the Constanta Port, aims to promote an
investment to double the width of the current access road.
The authority responsible for the implementation of the project is NC MPA SA
Constanta.
Port infrastructure works are in the state public domain, for which the Ministry of
Transport and Infrastructure has the administrative rights which have been
concessioned to NC MPA SA Constanta.
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Main problem to be addressed
The access to the North area of Constanta South Port and Constanta South Port will be
made through gates 7, 8 and 9, at least for heavy traffic, using the current road between
the gate 9 and 7 situated outside port. This road has only two traffic lanes, one for each
direction, which is not enough for Constanta Port road traffic.
Objectives and added value of the project
The project can be included in Watermode priority axis 3: improvement of the
accessibility. Accessibility is considered to be one of the prime requirements for
economic development and growth and finally for territorial cohesion. It facilitates the
movement and interaction of people and the exchange of goods and ideas . All these
aspects

are

of

immense

importance

in

South

Eastern

Europe.

Existing networks in South East Europe are in most cases heavily fragmented or face
inwards mainly serving single states and regions. In most cases these networks are of
inferior quality, with a high congestion of existing infrastructure but without the
development of viable alternatives, and cannot cope with the constant increase in
transport needs. The objective of this priority axis is to promote physical and virtual
accessibility to the programme area.
The main objective of the project is to widen to four road lanes the road between the
end of the bypass and gate no.7. The following works are needed in addition to the road
widening in order to ensure a good traffic flow: overpass over railway lines at the
crossing point with Constanta bypass, parking area for trucks on gate 7 area positioned
in the port entering direction, widening the existing road that links gate 7 to Constanta
North Port to four road lanes. It is also needed to relocate the port fencing and to repair
some sectors of the port surveillance road. On the works’ location there have been
identified a number of utility networks that require relocation or protection.
The existing road between gates 7 and 9 is outside port, partly on the territory of Agigea
city and partly on Constanta City. This road is bordered to the West by railway lanes
which ensure the railway traffic into port area and to the East is bordered by the cliff
from which begins the Constanta port territory. The cliff is generally free of
constructions, except for two zones with different constructions. Each zone is owned by
2 different owners. These two zones will be affected by the road widening. In this
situation the area from the South of gate 8 will be reduced with 2-4 m, and the area
FEASIBILITY STUDY
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from the North of gate 8, would be reduced with approx. 8 m. For this reason, it was
examined another solution which consist in constructing , between gates 7 and 8, the
two road lanes inside the port area, thus being avoided crossing the area from the
North, which would imply demolition of buildings .
The project takes into account that the two extended road lanes to be located within the
port area, starting from the access gate 8. It is planned that the two existing road lanes
will be used to exit the port area, and the two new road lanes will be used to enter to
port area. Thus the two above mentioned properties will remain on an “island” which
separates road lanes directions.

4. COHERENCE OF THE PROJECT WITH THE ORIENTATIONS OF
THE SEE PROGRAMME AND THE WATERMODE PROJECT

The most important axis envisaged by this project is priority axis no. 3 regarding the
improvement of accessibility as the road bridge shall make the connection between the
port land and an artificial island which shall be completed in the river-maritime area. By
project implementation the port of Constanza shall improve the links between the port
and its hinterland (WP5.2).
The project complies with the Community Strategic Guidelines for Cohesion (CSG)
which promotes the expansion and improvement of transport infrastructure,
strengthening of the synergy between environmental protection and growth. This project
contributes to better connection links and access.
The project, by its contribution to Constanta Port attractively and opportunity for new
jobs,

is also in accordance with the key aims of the National Strategic Reference

Framework 2007-2013 (NSRF), that are to make the correct and appropriate linkages to
the European Union policies, notably the Lisbon Strategy, which builds policies for
economic growth and the creation of jobs.
The project envisage also NSRF Priorities and Actions which are the development of
basic infrastructure to European standards, increasing long-term competitiveness of the
Romanian economy (as the Constanta Port sustains an important part of Romanian
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economy), and also promoting balanced territorial development, by creating a new
developing area in the river-maritime area.

5. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
History of the project
The Port of Constanta is the main Romanian port through which is exported and
imported the largest quantity of goods. The goods transportation from all the country to
the port and from the port to the Romanian territory it is made especially via railways
network or via roads network. The road traffic has been increasing during the past 15
years, to the detriment of railway traffic. The number of vehicles entering and exiting the
port has grown considerably, causing traffic jams into port area and traffic congestion
into Constanta city. At the moment, the access of the vehicles into Constanta Port is
possible only by passing through the city. Constanta City Council imposed traffic
restrictions for heavy transport vehicles, especially during summer.
Completion of the Bucharest - Constanta (A2) motorway and of a new Constanta
bypass will result in avoidance of traffic congestion into Constanta city. It will not be
allowed that heavy traffic vehicles run through the city after the commissioning of the
bypass.
At the moment the access to the Constanta North Port is made by crossing the city.
Ensuring the connection between the new bypass, the Constanta North Port and the
northern area of Constanta South Port is required to improve port activity, both in terms
of the existing traffic and for future traffic as well. If in the future the access to the North
area of Constanta South port will be made through gate 8, heavy traffic for Constanta
North port will flow through gate7.
In this situation it is needed to widen the existing road to four road lanes between the
bypass and gate 7.
Site description/location
The main objective of the project is to widen to four road lanes the road between the
end of the bypass and gate no.7. The following works are needed in addition to the road
widening in order to ensure a good traffic flow: overpass over railway lines at the
FEASIBILITY STUDY
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crossing point with Constanta bypass, parking area for trucks on gate 7 area positioned
in the port entering direction, widening the existing road that links gate 7 to Constanta
North Port to four road lanes. It is also needed to relocate the port fencing and to repair
some sectors of the port surveillance road. On the works’ location there have been
identified a number of utility networks that require relocation or protection.
The existing road between gates 7 and 9 is outside port, partly on the territory of Agigea
city and partly on Constanta City. This road is bordered to the West by railway lanes
which ensure the railway traffic into port area and to the East is bordered by the cliff
from which begins the Constanta port territory. The cliff is generally free of
constructions, except for two zones with different constructions. Each zone is owned by
2 different owners. These two zones will be affected by the road widening. In this
situation the area from the South of gate 8 will be reduced with 2-4 m, and the area
from the North of gate 8, would be reduced with approx. 8 m. For this reason, it was
examined another solution which consist in constructing , between gates 7 and 8, the
two road lanes inside the port area, thus being avoided crossing the area from the
North, which would imply demolition of buildings .
Geographical details. Existing infrastructure. Connections. Working Plan.
Functional, technological and constructive description
•

After the project completion, the road traffic flow for entering the port area, on

the existing and on the new roads, will flow as follows:
The vehicles will enter on the roundabout that will be constructed at the end of
Constanta bypass extension. From this point the vehicles that have as destination the
North zone of Constanta South Port and Constanta North Port, will enter on the
roundabout and go to the northern sliproad, and from here go on the new overpass that
will be constructed within the current project.
A new roundabout was envisaged at the exit from the overpass to avoid traffic conflicts,
the vehicles that have as destination the access gates 7 and 8 having the possibility to
go North and the vehicles that have as destination the access gate 9 having the
possibility to go South. The new roundabout will also ensure a good traffic flow for
vehicles on the route between gates 9 and 7.
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The existing road will be used to allow access to gate 9 and will pass under the new
overpass.
The road going to gate 8 was provided to have four road lanes, two road lanes for each
direction, up to gate 7.
The existing road inside the port area was planned to be widened to four road lanes
from gate 7 up to the former dike of the port. In this area, where the existing roads that
ensure the connection between gates 6 and 5 and the passage from the base of piers,
a roundabout was provided. Thus, from this roundabout, the vehicles will be allowed to
go in any area of Constanta North Port.
For the vehicles entering through gate 7 having as destination the river-sea area (and
“the Island” in future) was envisaged a new roundabout, after gate 7, making possible
this connection which is needed until the future gate 8 opening.
Roads from outside port proposed in the current project are public roads being
dimensioned for very heavy traffic.
Constructive description:
Starting from the connection road linking gates 9 and 7, from South to North, the
following works are provided:
•

Access ramp from the existing road on the new overpass

•

Overpass over the railway lines and the road to gate 9;

•

Exit ramp from the overpass;

•

Roundabout;

•

Widening the existing road to four road lanes, from roundabout to gate 8;

•

The existing road will be widened between gate 8 and gate 7, for both
studied alternatives;

•

Car park to gate 7;

•

Roundabout within port area in vicinity of gate 7;

•

Widening the existing perimeter road inside port, to four road lanes;

•

Roundabout to the North end of the existing road that links gate 7 and
Constanta North Port;

•
FEASIBILITY STUDY
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•

Lighting for the overpass and the two ramps;

•

Rainwater collection and discharging system;

•

Relocation of some sections of Constanta Port fencing;

•

Protection of the existing electrical and telecommunication cables;

•

Relocation of a section of the sewage pipe that transports waste water
from Constanta South Port to the waste water treatment plant of
Constanta city.

The main characteristics of the constructions within investment objective and
constructive solution for completion:
Access ramp on the overpass starting from the existing road
•

A ramp was provided at the beginning of the overpass over the railways
(as one comes from the existing road). The ramp will have approx. 100.0
m in length and a 3.5% longitudinal slope. The total width of the ramp will
be 21.50m including four road lanes, sidewalks and shoulders.

•

The carriageway of the ramp has 16,00m being the same with the
carriageway of the overpass over the railway lines.

•

Road structure of the ramp is made of:

•

- 5 cm asphalt;

•

- 6 cm binder;

•

- 10 cm asphalt mixture;

•

- 35 cm crushed stone;

•

- 20 cm ballast.

Overpass over the railway lines
•

The railway lines development plan, made by ISPCF, and the position of
the road between gates 7 and 9, as well as the ground configuration in the
area, have been considered to establish the overpass spans.

•

The designed overpass has 363.80m in length and the following spans:
(5x21.00+2x24.00+10x21.00) m.
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•

The carriageway will have 16.00m and two sidewalks of 1.50m each.

•

Superstructure is made of reinforced concrete precasted beams having
21.00m and 24.00m in length and 0.93m height, joined by a top concrete
slab.

•

Substructure of the overpass: large abutments with foundations solution
on large diameter drilled piles of 1.50m, the elevations of the piers are
made of two walls linked by a collar beam, these having also the
foundation solution on large diameter drilled piles of 1.50m.

The

connection with earthworks is done by approach slabs, for abutment C1
by dry-walled cone-quarters with stairs and side-ditch and for C2 by
abutment retaining wall. The overpass will have two spans of 24 m each.
For railway lines the clearance will be 7.80m vertically and minimum
2.50m horizontally, and for the road below the overpass the clearance will
be 5.50m.

Exit ramp from the overpass to gate 8.
•

An exit ramp from the overpass over the railway lines, to gate 8, was
envisaged, having approx. 35.0m in length and a longitudinal slope of
1.5%.

•

The total width of the ramp varies between 30 and 60m, because the
roundabout zone is situated on the ramp area. On the ramp there are four
road lanes and sidewalks as a continuation of those from the overpass.
The roundabout has a diameter of 28m, similar to the island, and two road
lanes of 5.5 m.

•

The option to construct retaining walls with combined section has been
selected taking into consideration the large difference in level between the
existing ground and the top level of the ramp (approx. 10m) and the
condition of the soil in that location. These retaining walls are made at
their base of reinforced concrete structure with foundation system on piles
and on top of a structure of gabions filled with rough stone.

Widening the road between ramp descending and gate no.8
FEASIBILITY STUDY
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•

Widening of the road was envisaged starting from the existing road edge,
with two additional road lanes of 7.5m in width. Thus resulting a road with
four road lanes, two road lanes for each direction and will have 1320m in
length.

•

A directional guardrail toward the port area was provided, and toward the
railway lines partial repairs for the existing concrete wall were envisaged,
and a non-glare guardrail will be installed on it.

•

The longitudinal slope of the road is the same as the existing one and the
transversal slope is 2% to the eastern edge, where it was envisaged a
channel that will collect rainwater along the road.

•

The coating of extended road is made of concrete, as well as the coating
of existing road. Road structure is as follows:

•

- 25 cm concrete;

•

- 35 cm crushed stone;

•

- 20 cm ballast;

•

- Geocomposite.

•

The port fencing is needed to be relocated to the East on a length
of approx. 500m, making possible the construction of the road.

•

Repair works have been envisaged for the damaged areas of the
existing road.

Widening the road between gates 8 and 7
•

The two existing road lanes remain as they are, and are going to be used
only to exit the port. For the existing road lanes, repairs works of the
damaged areas were envisaged.

•

Inside the port, a two lane road will be built starting from gate 8, the route
being approx. the same as the one of the existing surveillance road. This
road will be used for access into port area.

•

The road will have 660m in length and 9.50m in width, including two road
lanes and shoulders.
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•

The longitudinal slope of the road is approx. 5% at the descent from gate
8 and about 1% up to gate 7. The carriageway has a transversal slope of
2% to the eastern side where a channel to collect rainwater along the road
has been provided and a transversal slope of 2% to the western side
where was envisaged a gutter to collect the rainwater along the road as
well as along the slope which is on the western side of the road.

•

The road structure is as follows:

•

- 5 cm asphalt;

•

- 6 cm binder;

•

- 10 cm asphalt mixture;

•

- 35 cm crushed stone;

•

- 20 cm ballast;

•

- 7 cm sand.

•

Port fencing needs to be relocated to the East on a length of approx.
680m for the execution of the road.

Car park to gate 7
•

The proposed car park is adjacent to the access road at gate 7 and
provides necessary space for 10 parking places. It has 45m in width and
70m in length. The road structure has a concrete coating and the
foundation is the same as above described for roads.

Widening to four lines the existing road inside port area which ensures the connection
with Constanta North Port.
•

The road widening begins near gate 7, and the route of the road has been
established after analysing the existing utility networks located to the edge
of the road. Therefore, many utility networks are situated to the eastern
side of the road. Thus, on the entire length of the road there are electrical
cables, telephone and low current cables and, from about halfway to
North, there are also a oil pipeline, a water pipeline, three main pipelines
Dn 1600 for rainwater and treated waste water from Constanta South
wastewater treatment plant. Therefore, it has been selected the option of
road widening (to four road lanes) in the area with less utility networks on
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a length of approx. 185m, starting from gate 7. It was proposed to make a
roundabout on this area, at the junction with the future road inside port
area which will bypass the car park from gate 7.
•

Starting from the oil pipeline location it has been proposed to separate the
two road directions, the existing road is going to be used to exit the port
through gate 7 and the two additional lanes will be used for port access to
Constanta North Port. The route of the new road lanes will have 615m in
length and will be approximately parallel to that of the existing road up to
the northern end of the road where the above ground oil pipeline is
needed to be over passed. The solution selected for this area is to
construct a culvert in order to protect the oil pipeline. After the pipeline
over passing, there is a junction area where the two existing and the two
new road lanes meet the link road to gate 6 and the access road to the
overpass at the base of piers I-V of Constanta North Port.

•

In this junction area, where now is a triangular plot, a roundabout was
envisaged in order to ensure a good traffic flow.

•

In the junction area the road will also meet the natural gas pipeline and,
for that reason, it will be placed underground by taking all protective
measures needed.

•

On the entire length of the road from gate 7 to Constanta North Port there
were provided lighting poles. The lighting installation will be power
connected to the electrical substation near gate 7.

•

The coating of the widened road is similar to that of the existing road,
namely cement concrete. The road structure is as follows:
o - 25 cm concrete;
o - 35 cm crushed stone;
o - 20 cm ballast;
o - Geocomposite.

•

A foundation layer of compacted stone boulders having a total thickness
of 1 m was envisaged for the area where the two additional lanes are on
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the location of the former landfill. In addition, in this area, the fencing of
the monitored area needs to be relocated eastward.

Relocation of a segment of the inside port perimeter road
•

Relocation of the surveillance perimeter road of the port is needed

•

The new road will have the same structure and geometric elements as the
existing road.

•

The road to be relocated has approx. 973 m in length. Such relocation is
necessary both to bypass the new car parking from gate 7, and also as a
result of the construction of the road inside port, between gates 7 and 8.

Relocation and protection of existing electrical and telecommunication cables
In this project was provided protection for electrical and telecommunication
cables on the road route starting from gate 8 area up to the junction area between the
perimeter road and the road to gate 7 - Constanta North Port .
Relocation of the waste water pipe
•

The waste water pipeline is situated at the edge of the existing road
outside port between gates 7 and 9 and transports waste water from
Constanta South Port to Constanta South Wastewater Treatment Plant.

•

The widening of the existing road and the completion of the overpass will
affect the entire pipeline, starting from the end of the entrance ramp on
the overpass up to gate 7 area. Therefore there has been proposed the
construction of a new section of pipeline of approx. 2845m in length,
which will have the two ends connected to the pipeline that will remain
unchanged. The new route of the pipeline will be inside port area.

Current state of utilities and consumption analysis
Utilities needed for the proposal to be promoted;
•

Utilities required for the current project are electricity and rainwater
drainage.

•
FEASIBILITY STUDY

Electricity is needed for overpass and ramps lighting.
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•

Rainwater drainage is needed to collect and discharge rainwater from the
new works areas.

Technical solutions to ensure the utilities
•

Electricity needed for lighting and for gate 8 control building will be
supplied by the connection to the substation from berth 97 or from the one
situated on berth 101. Connection distances from the two substations are
approximately equal. Connection will be done based on the approval of
Electric

Power

Branch

of

Constanta

Port.

Rainwater drainage system for roads and ramps consists in creating a
system to collect and evacuate the rainwater.
•

Rainwater collection system will include gutters and step dischargers.
The evacuation system consists of pipelines, manholes and settling
reservoirs.

•

The outflows for clarified waters have been provided in the nearest
locations, where there are possibilities of evacuation into the port basin
area.

Management of the project
The management of the project shall be provided by the Watermode project team.
Time Table
The period for investment completion is 36 months according to the schedule of
project execution (see annex).

Total value with details per general estimate structure

The general cost estimate and the itemised estimates, for the present investment
objective, has been elaborated in accordance with the methodology stipulated in HG
28/09.01.2008 published in MO no. 48 on January 22nd 2008.
The cost estimate needed for the execution of the stipulated works was based on the
bills of quantities and unit prices estimates, used for similar works, as well as on the
cost estimates for the expenses afferent to the project implementation.
This chapter includes:
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General estimate, according to HG 28/09.01.2008 published in MO no. 48 on January
22nd 2008.
Itemised estimates, according to HG 28/09.01.2008 published in MO no. 48 on January
22nd 2008.
The investment total estimated value according to the general estimate is as follows:
101,456.84 thousands lei, including TVA, respectively 37,372.9 thousands €, at
BNR currency exchange rate on February 21th 2011 of 1 € = 4,2412 lei.

Importance and impact and indicators
Project regarding port modernization, slowing the movement into port area, providing a
good traffic flow into port, providing easy access for road network outside/ into port area
are envisaged in the development plan for Constanta Port.
A project to extend the north dyke with 1000 m has been promoted in order to calm
choppy sea into port area.
Projects for pier 3S completion have been made in order to develop infrastructure
works.
Within the works performed to provide a good traffic flow into port there works have
been carried on to widen a number of inner roads, to built car parking area and a new
access gate (respectively gate 14).
Within the works performed to ensure easy access to port area the project for the
construction of a new bridge, over the Black Sea-Danube Canal, has been promoted.
The bridge will link the Constanta bypass and South area of Constanta South Port.
Within this project has been also provided the extension of Constanta bypass up to the
existing road between gates 9 and 7, situated outside port. A roundabout was designed
at the junction of the bypass with future roads which ensures the connection with the
port. Execution of a new access gate 7 is also included in this project. The works for
this investment are under progress.
The tender procedure for selection of Contractor for execution of works related to the
investment "the development of railway capacity of maritime-sea port of Constanta is
underexecution.
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Also in this category is included the feasibility study prepared for the investment "Bridge
over the link canal”, which will provide access between the gate 8 and central area of
Constanta South Port generically called "the Island".
Completion of the Bucharest - Constanta (A2) motorway and of a new Constanta
bypass will result in avoidance of traffic congestion into Constanta city. The heavy
transport vehicles will be not allowed running through the city after commissioning the
bypass. At the moment the access to the Constanta North Port is possible only by
crossing the city.
The connection of the new bypass, the Constanta North Port and the northern area of
Constanta South Port is required in order to improve port activity, both in terms of the
existing traffic and for future traffic as well. If in the future the access for North area of
Constanta Port will be made through gate 8, the heavy traffic for Constanta North Port
will run through gate 7.
In this situation it is needed towiden the existing road to four road lanes between the
bypass and gate 7. This project provides to widen the link road to four road lanes, being
within the eligibility criteria.
•

Port infrastructure modernization and construction works

Reference period

The reference period represents the maximum number of years for which forecasts are
made within economic and financial analysis. Forecast on future developments of the
project should be made for an appropriate period in relation to the duration for which the
project is economically useful. The section of the reference period can have a crucial
effect on the financial and economic indicators of the project. Specifically, the selection
of the reference period affects the calculation of key indicators of cost-benefit analysis
and may also affect the co-financing rate determination. For most infrastructure
projects, the reference period is at least 20 years, and for productive investments is
approximately 10 years. In accordance with the guide regarding work methodology of
cost-benefit analysis for the period 2007*-2013, reference time made in accordance
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with

the

profile

of

each

sector

separately,

Sector

Orizont de timp (ani)

Energy

15-25

Environment and water

30

Railway

30

Harbours and airports

25

Roads

25-30

Industry

10

Other services

15

are:

As it can be seen in the above table, reference period taken into consideration for
harbours projects is 25 years.

Methodology used. Options analysis
The project’s feasibility and durability are evaluated by 2 scenarios, according to the
principles of the analysis incremental method:
-

„Without project” scenario – due to absence of the access infrastructure, this will
be assimilated to the variant “Do nothing”

-

„With project” scenario, for which two variants have been analysed

Description of “Without project” variant
It will be assimilated to the situation “Do nothing” where the link road parameters will
remain the same during the prognosis period.
Description of “With project” variant
The scenario envisages that the two road lanes to be on port territory starting from gate
8, thus the two existing road lanes will be used only for port exit and the two new road

FEASIBILITY STUDY
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lanes will be used to enter into port area. Therefore the two properties will remain on
an island which separates road directions.
This scenario is approx.

210,000Euro (including VAT) and presupposes the

reconstruction of an larger section of the perimeter road for port surveillance but the
surface area of private property and Constanta City Council land to be expropriated will
be reduced. This will be compensated for by use of the port area, which in that area
cannot be used for anything else, since it is situated on a cliff.
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, INCLUDING THE CALCULATION OF THE FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: CUMULATED FLOW, NET PRESENT VALUE, INTERNAL
RATE OF RETURN AND COST-BENEFIT REPORT

The elaboration of the project’s financial analysis has been made in accordance with
the instructions in the „Manual for the identification, preparing and evaluation of the
regional infrastructure

projects" - September 2004 edition, as well as the

recommendations from the „Guide for the cost-benefit, for the investment projects” June 2008 edition and published on DG REGIO site, corroborated with the stipulations
of document no. 4, of the European Commission, New programming period 2007-2013,
“Orientations regarding the methodology for the Cost-Benefit analysis”.
Also, the following sources have been used in the cost-benefit analysis:
•
•
•

Guide for the Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Investment Projects;
JASPERS study for Romania and Bulgaria;
Guide for the elaboration of the cost-benefit analysis, European Commission,
June 2008;
• DOCUMENT REGARDING THE EVALUATION AND PRIORITY METHOD OF
THE TRANSPORTS’ SECTOR PROJECTS (Revised version 3), within GMTP.
• Guide for the Cost-Benefit Analysis, ACIS
The results of the financial analysis will underline the calculation for the Project’s
financing demands.
Capital investment

The investment owner is NC MPA SA Constanta.
The total capital investment stands at 101,456 millions Lei, with an instalment on a
period of 3 years, with the instalment percents according to the investment instalment
schedule; the annual values of the execution cost are the following:
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Year

Lei (VAT included)

1

16,177,612

2

42,994,714

3

42,284,516

Total

101,456,842

As for the absolute value of the residual value, it will be followed the dissolution value
procedure.
Thus, the residual value is equivalent to the discount value for the last analysed year
(year 25). It is obtained a percentage value of 1,05-25=29,53%.
In absolute values, the residual value is 29.960.206 lei.
Hypotheses in evaluating the alternatives (scenarios)
The forecasted scope of costs and revenues generated by the Project implementation,
presumed in the evaluation of financial and economic assessment, is of 25 years, of
which the analysis years 1-3 represent the construction period.
For the elaboration of financial and socio-economic analyses, fixed prices were used,
without applying an evolution scenario for the inflation rate of the reference currency,
namely the LEI. Instead, the operating costs and revenues have been synchronized
with the traffic evolution prognosis, respectively GDP (Gross Domestic Product).
Discount rates used in the estimation of Project return stood at 5% for the financial
analysis, respectively 5.5% for the socio-economic analysis.
With a view to having an up to date discount on net future flows necessary for
calculating specific indicators (VPN, RIR, etc) this rate is estimated at the level of
capital’s opportunity cost for a long term investment. Considering this capital is directly
oriented towards an investment project with a major impact on the local community and
it addresses a public utility service, the reference level is recommended to be of 5%, in
conformity with available instructions. This percentage was identified as fitting within a
FEASIBILITY STUDY
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reasonable interval at the level of representative samples of similar projects in the
European space, successfully implemented from public sources.
In order to estimate the economic return rate when considering the implications and the
socio-economic impact of the project, the 5.5% rate will be used for the calculation of
performance indicators.
An investment is financially; respectively economically profitable if it has an internal
return of investment rate superior to the adopted discount rate; equivalent, if the net
present value is positive.
Without the financing, NC MPA SA Constanta should cover the full costs from its own
budget for the construction.
In case the project will not obtain non-reimbursable financing, its achievement through
local budget will be much delayed due to the actual financial effort is very high, above
present possibilities, for it to be able to ensure conditions for project realization in the
following years.
The data have been the traffic values registered for the existing situation, as well as the
tariffs tolled at present by NC MPA SA Constanta
Presumed operating and maintenance costs evolution
The operating costs are additional costs generated by investment use, after project
completion. In the presented case, these operating costs include:
•
•
•

Bridge and infrastructure maintenance
Cost of labouring force to ensure optimal traffic conditions
Other operating costs (ex.: administrative costs)

A maintenance policy includes CURRENT maintenance and PERIODIC maintenance.
The works may be scheduled in time, or may be conditioned by the road condition (ex.
IRI high values IRI).

CURRENT maintenance consists in:
•
•
•

Cracks, warping and fissures;
Removing bumps, potholes;
joints repairs.

PERIODIC maintenance consists in:
•

bituminous pavement (40 mm);
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The current maintenance starts with year 1 and has been evaluated at a value of 0,1%
from the investment total cost and also includes the evaluation of the maintenance and
accidental repair costs. Also, this value includes the infrastructure operating costs.
For year 15 there comes the periodic maintenance, estimated at a value of 17% of the
initial investment total.
Presumed evolution of the revenues
The project does not generate direct revenues.
The financial model
The financial analysis model of the project will analyze the financial cash-flow
generated by the project, based on the estimation of investment costs, of maintenance
costs, generated by the project implementation, evaluated for the entire analysis period,
as well as the generated financial benefits (revenues) (if it is the case).
The financial analysis will take into consideration two cases:

1. Evaluation of financial profitability of own contribution, by calculating
indicators:
Net present value, calculated at the level of own contribution, marked VANF/K
Internal return rate calculated at the level of own contribution, marked RIRF/K

2. Evaluation of financial profitability of total contribution (including nonreimbursable funds), by calculating indicators
Net present value, calculated at the level of total contribution, marked VANF/C
Internal return rate calculated at the level of total contribution, marked RIRF/C

FEASIBILITY STUDY
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Calculul Ratei Interne de Rentabilitate Financiare a Capitalului Propriu (a contributiei proprii) (Lei)
Componente

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Venituri

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Valoarea rezidualã

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

29,960,206

Total venituri

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

29,960,206

Costuri de operare si intretinere

0

0

0

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

17,247,663

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

Cost de investitie

4,044,403

10,748,679

10,571,129

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total cheltuieli

4,044,403

10,748,679

10,571,129

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

17,247,663

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

-4,044,403

-10,748,679

-10,571,129

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-17,247,663

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

29,858,749

Fluxul de numerar net
Rata Interna de Rentabilitate Financiarã a
Capitalului Propriu (RIRF/K)

-2.59%

Valoarea Neta Actualizatã Financiarã a Capitalului
Propriu (VANF/K)

-22,163,826
0.29

Raportul Beneficii / Cost al Capitalului (B/C K)

Calculul Ratei Interne de Rentabilitate Financiare a Investitiei totale (Lei)
Componente

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Venituri

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Valoarea rezidualã

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

29,960,206

Total venituri

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

29,960,206

Costuri de operare si intretinere

0

0

0

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

17,247,663

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

Cost de investitie

16,177,612

42,994,714

42,284,516

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total cheltuieli

16,177,612

42,994,714

42,284,516

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

17,247,663

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

-16,177,612

-42,994,714

-42,284,516

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-17,247,663

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

-101,457

29,858,749

Fluxul de numerar net
Rata Interna de Rentabilitate Financiarã a Investitiei
totale (RIRF/C)

-7.18%

Valoarea Neta Actualizatã Financiarã a Investitiei
totale (VANF/C)

-90,362,584
0.09

Raportul Beneficii / Cost al Capitalului (B/C C)
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Extension to 4 lanes between gate 7 and junction area of “The bridge at Km 0+540 of Black Sea - Danube Canal” and the road that
links the gates 9 and 8 to the North area of Constanta Port

Note: the discount rate for the NPV is of 5%.
The following global indicators of evaluation the financial profitability of investment are
obtained:
For own contribution:
•
•

RIRF/K = -2,59%
VANF/K= -22.163.826 Lei

For total contribution:
•
•

RIRF/C= -7,18%
VANF/C= -90.362.584Lei

RIRF/C is below the breakeven point of 5%. This shows that the financial return on
invested capital is negative; the financial analysis proves the necessity of awarding
a grant, to sustain the obtaining of a positive project cash-flow and, implicitly,
positive return indicators.
Also, the net present revenue, calculated at the level of total contribution VANF/C is
negative
According to the methodology in force, regarding the underlying of this project
type, the conditions are observed in order to sustain the necessity of nonreimbursable financing, for the analyzed investment object.
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Durabilitatea financiarã (Lei)
Componente
Venituri
Input financiar pentru finantarea investitiei

1

2

3

4

5

0

0

0

0

16,177,612

42,994,714

42,284,516

0

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

103,486

1,000

1,100

1,200

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

17,592,616

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

16,178,612

42,995,814

42,285,716

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

17,592,616

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

103,486

0

0

0

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

17,247,663

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

Total costuri de investitie

16,177,612

42,994,714

42,284,516

Total iesiri de numerar

16,177,612

42,994,714

42,284,516

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

17,247,663

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

101,457

Total flux de numerar

1,000

1,100

1,200

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

344,953

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

2,029

Flux de numerar cumulat

1,000

2,100

3,300

5,329

7,358

9,387

11,417

13,446

15,475

17,504

19,533

21,562

23,591

25,621

27,650

29,679

31,708

376,661

378,690

380,719

382,749

384,778

386,807

388,836

390,865

Alocãri financiare (asigurat de APM SA)
Total intrari de numerar
Total costuri de operare si intretinere
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, INCLUDING THE CALCULATION OF THE ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: NET PRESENT VALUE, INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN
AND COST-BENEFIT REPORT
Methodology
By the economic analysis, it is estimated the impact and the project’s contribution to the
economic growth at regional and national level.
It is elaborated from the entire society perspective (municipality, region or country), not only
from the point of view of the infrastructure’s owner.
The financial analysis is considered to be a start for the social-economic analysis. In order to
establish the social-economic indicators, some adjustments must be made for the variables
used in the financial analysis.
The principles and methodologies, the present cost-benefit analysis is based on, are in
accordance with:


„Guidance on the Methodology for carrying out Cost-Benefit Analysis”, elaborated by
European Commission for the programming period 2007-2013;



HEATCO – „Harmonized European Approaches for Transport Costing and Project
Assessment” – project financed by European Commission in order to harmonize the
cost-benefit analysis for the transports’ domain projects. HEATCO research project
has been elaborated in view to unify the cost-benefit analysis for the transport
projects on the European Union territory. The main objective has been the lining of
the methodologies used in trans-national projects TEN-T, but the presented
recommendations may be also used for the national projects analysis.

The main recommendations concerning the transports’ projects harmonized analysis
refer to the following elements:


General elements: evaluation techniques, revenue transfer, unquantifiable impact
covering, capital transfer, decision criteria, projects’ analysis period, evaluation of the
future risk and sensitivity, the transporters’ overvalue, treating the indirect socialeconomic effects;



Time value and traffic congestion (including work passengers traffic, non-work
passengers traffic, goods traffic savings, traffic congestions covering, unjustified
delays);



Changes value in the accident risks;



Environment costs;



Costs and indirect impact of the capital investment (including the capital costs for the
project implementation, maintenance, operating and administration costs, residual
value).

Economic Internal Rate of Return
The calculation of the Project’s Internal Rate of Return (EIRR) is based on the hypotheses:
• All incremented benefits and costs are expressed in 2011 constant prices, in LEI;
• EIRR is calculated for a Project duration of 25 years. It includes the construction period
(years 1-3), as well as the exploitation period, until 25th year;
• The Project’s economic viability is evaluated by comparing EIRR with the real Economic
Opportunity Cost of Capital (EOCC). The EOCC value used in the analysis is 5.5%.
Therefore, the Projects is considered as economically feasible if EIRR is higher or equal to
5.5%
Investment Instalment
• It is considered the implementation duration of the investment as three years, for the
analyzed years 1-3.
Economic benefits
Only a part of the monetary components which have direct influence have been considered
for the social-economic analysis. For these benefits determination, the same concept of
incremental analysis has been applied, respectively the benefits are estimated in case
of the difference between “with project” and “without project” case.
The summary of the basic hypotheses is:

medium
M

Considered macroeconomic scenario (pessimist/medium/optimist)
Base year for the calculation of costs and discount calculations

year

2011

Duration of works

years

3

Evaluation period

years

25

Discount rate (cost of capital)

%

5.5%

Economic costs and Benefits
Economic analysis evaluates the economic feasibility of the project based on benefits
resulted from ensuring easy access for cars into river-sea area.
At the moment the access into Constanta North Port is possible only by crossing the
city.
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The connection between the new bypass, the Constanta North Port and the northern
area of Constanta South Port is needed in order to improve port activity, both in
terms of the existing traffic and for future traffic as well. If in the future the access for
northern area of Constanta Port will be made through gate 8, heavy traffic for
Constanta North Port will run through gate 7.
Widening the link road up to four road lanes the car traffic flow will be ensured for the
vehicles which at the moment are using gates 5 and 6.
Further traffic forecasts will be detailed for economic benefits assessment of the
project.
In accordance with statistical data of the Administration the values of access traffic
into Constanta Port area , for the period July 2010- January 2011 are:
V A LORI INTRĂ RI / IE Ş IRI TOTA LE P E LUNILE IULIE 2010 - IA NUA RIE 2011
LUNA
IUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOE
DEC
IAN
TOTAL

POAR TA 1

POAR TA 3

POAR TA 5

POAR TA 6

POAR TA 9

POAR TA 1 0

In tră ri

Ie şi ri

In tră ri

Ie şi ri

In tră ri

Ie şi ri

In tră ri

Ie şi ri

In tră ri

Ie şi ri

In tră ri

Ie şi ri

51283
50158
51200
52122
50288
46461
55894
357406

51450
51480
51270
50447
51688
48454
56876
361665

18600
19177
18976
20007
19504
16398
16933
129595

20491
18992
18271
19270
18453
15916
15893
127286

57980
59124
58450
54560
62666
53161
59075
405016

57670
58650
57653
52673
56730
61521
57709
402606

17026
7646
20407
21749
20337
18982
13038
119185

32765
16213
42057
40471
38651
25845
33357
229359

8696
11973
5960
4449
4731
3377
4361
43547

8152
6972
7997
6188
5970
4574
5754
45607

46264
43701
44461
42715
43815
41581
38456
300993

84720
88452
85472
86321
76436
109893
67834
599128

These values were extrapolated to annual rates using the following distribution (data
from Study on Road Traffic to the Port of Constanta, IPTANA SA, 2008):
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Variatia lunarã a intensitãtii traficului rutier in zona portuarã

Raport intens. medie lunarã / intens. medie anualã

1.2

1.0

0.8
ianuarie

februarie

martie

aprilie

mai

iunie

iulie

august

septembrie

octombrie

noiembrie

decembrie

It is noted that the maximum traffic month is October, provided that the national road
network, recorded the highest traffic levels in August.
Thus, following this methodology, the total number of entries for gates 5 and 6, was
in 2010 approximately 163,000 vehicles.
As it was mentioned above, all these vehicles will use the link road, designed to be
widened to four lanes.
For these values of traffic, according to the existing forecast scenarios it will be
considered an annual growth rate of 5%.
Enabling the road access to the port areas in the Project zone of influence will trigger
economic benefits and for in order to calculate them it was considered a unit value of
25 lei/ vehicle/access, in conformity with general costs evaluation methodology of
vehicles.
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Traffic prognoses (vehicles/year)

Year
1

Without project

investitie

With Project

163,000

2

171,150

3

179,708

4

188,693

5

198,128

6

208,034

7

218,436

8

229,357

9

240,825

10

252,866

11

265,510

12

278,785

13
14

292,725
operare

307,361

15

322,729

16

338,865

17

355,809

18

373,599

19

392,279

20

411,893

21

432,488

22

454,112

23

476,817

24

500,658

25

525,691
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Results
The investment total cost considered for the social-economic analysis is the total
value of the investment cost, expressed as economic values.
The project reaches an economic Internal Rate of Return (EIRR) of 9,57% and a net
present value (NPV) of 29,652 mil LEI, the report Updated benefits/Updated costs
having the value of 1,54.

The Project is considered as economically feasible if EIRR is higher than the
minimum level considered at the infrastructure projects, of 5.5%.
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PROJECT COSTS
(Lei)
Construction

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

TOTAL

Maintenance

9,132,523
23,870,291
24,271,210

TOTAL

-16,913,019

70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
11,962,089
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365

9,132,523
23,870,291
24,271,210
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
11,962,089
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
-16,842,654

40,361,005

13,439,759

53,800,763
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BENEFITS FLOWI
(Lei)

Costs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

9,132,523
23,870,291
24,271,210
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
11,962,089
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
-16,842,654

Operation
benefits

4,717,325
4,953,191
5,200,851
5,460,893
5,733,938
6,020,635
6,321,667
6,637,750
6,969,638
7,318,119
7,684,025
8,068,227
8,471,638
8,895,220
9,339,981
9,806,980
10,297,329
10,812,195
11,352,805
11,920,445
12,516,468
13,142,291

Net Total Benefits
Not updated

-9,132,523
-23,870,291
-24,271,210
4,646,960
4,882,826
5,130,486
5,390,528
5,663,573
5,950,270
6,251,301
6,567,385
6,899,272
7,247,754
7,613,660
7,997,861
8,401,273
8,824,855
-2,622,108
9,736,615
10,226,964
10,741,830
11,282,440
11,850,080
12,446,102
29,984,945

Net Benefits
updated

-9,132,523
-22,625,868
-21,806,527
3,957,414
3,941,499
3,925,511
3,909,458
3,893,348
3,877,189
3,860,987
3,844,748
3,828,479
3,812,185
3,795,872
3,779,544
3,763,208
3,746,866
-1,055,258
3,714,187
3,697,856
3,681,536
3,665,231
3,648,944
3,632,677
8,295,532

TOTAL
53,800,763 181,641,611
127,840,847
29,652,093
rata economicã de actualizare a capitalului / discount5.5%
rate
NPV =
29,652,093
EIRR =
9.57%
B/C
1.54
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

There are three main methods for the elaboration of a risk/uncertainty analysis, and
respectively the sensitivity analysis (analysis of the scenario “what happens if”),
commutation values and risk probability analysis.
A sensitivity analysis is considered the simplest form of risk/uncertainty analysis and
it is probably the most frequent in leading the risk/uncertainty analysis. It implies the
establishing of “what happens if” scenarios in order to reflect the changes of the
values of the variables and the model’s “critical” parameters. EU guide defines the
variables/”critical” parameters as being “those of which variables, positive or
negative, compared with the values used as the best estimation in the best case,
have the biggest effect on the internal rate of return IRR or on the net present value
NPV and thus they determine the most significant changes of these parameters.
For each “what happens if” scenario, the return estimation indicators are going to be
recalculated.
The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to determine the model’s critical variables or
parameters, whose variations, in a negative or positive sense, compared to the
values used for the optimum case, lead to the most significant variations on the main
profitability indicators, respectively IRR and NPV; in other words, influences the most
these indicators.
The discerning criterion for these key variables varies in conformity with the
specificity of the analyzed project and must be determined with great accuracy.
For discerning the critical variables, EU guide recommends a general criteria, as
follows: „As general criteria, we recommend to have in view these parameters for
which a variation (positive or negative) of 1% in IRR or of 5% in NPV base value.”
(Guide of costs-benefits analysis in investment projects (ERDF structural fund,
Cohesion fund and ISPA). The evaluation unit, DG regional policy, European
Commission. P.38.)
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Selecting the key variables of the model (determining critical variables)
Further on, the variation degree of these indicators to influence variables shall be
calculated.
For each category of revenues and expenses, a variation of 1% shall be considered,
and the corresponding variations induced to efficiency indicators, in absolute value,
shall also be calculated.
A variation of total annual values shall be assessed for each category of costs and
benefits.
The following table includes the evaluation of the degree of influence on the
investment efficiency for each of the influence factors.
#

Factori de influentã

UM

Valoare initiala

Variatie

Valoare
modificata

RIR initial

RIR
modificat

Variatie
RIR

VNP initial

VNP modificat

Variatie
VNP

1

Beneficii din operare

Lei

181,641,611

1.0%

183,458,027

9.57%

9.68%

1.1%

29,652,093

30,493,285

2.8%

2

Cost de Constructie

Lei

57,274,024

1.0%

57,846,764

9.57%

9.47%

-1.1%

29,652,093

29,116,444

-1.8%

3

Costuri de Intretinere

Lei

13,439,759

1.0%

13,574,156

9.57%

9.57%

-0.1%

29,652,093

29,596,280

-0.2%

For a 1% variation of each influence factor, grouped in one category of benefits and 2
categories of costs, the corresponding variations of IRR (Internal Rate of Return) and
NPV (Present Net Value) have been obtained.
The previous table shows that, for a positive variation of revenues, the efficiency
indicators of investments will evolve in the same direction, while between categories
of costs, IRR on the one side and NPV on the other, there is a relation of reverse
proportionality.
“Guide to Cost-Benefit Analysis of Investment Projects” recommends, as we have
seen before, the selection of those variables inducing a NPV variation of at least 5%
when the influence indicator’s value changes by 1%.
Consequently, there are not critical variables.
Analysis of the selected influence factors
Hereinafter, there will be determined the impact results of the selected influence
variables variations.
For the categories of the identified benefits the negative variations will be analysed
(10% decrease) and for costs there will estimate increases (+10%).
The results of these analyses are presented as follows.
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1.Scãdere beneficii din operare

2. Cresterea Costului Constructiei

3. Crestere Costuri de Intretinere

-10%

Costuri
Costs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

9,132,523
23,870,291
24,271,210
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
11,962,089
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
-16,842,654

Beneficii
Benefits

4,245,593
4,457,872
4,680,766
4,914,804
5,160,544
5,418,571
5,689,500
5,973,975
6,272,674
6,586,307
6,915,623
7,261,404
7,624,474
8,005,698
8,405,983
8,826,282
9,267,596
9,730,976
10,217,525
10,728,401
11,264,821
11,828,062

TOTAL
53,800,763 163,477,449
rata actualiz / discount rate
NPV =
21,240,173
EIRR =
8.51%

-10%

Beneficii nete Beneficii Nete
discontate /
nediscontate/
Discounted Net Undiscounted
Benefits
Net Benefits

-9,132,523
-23,870,291
-24,271,210
4,175,227
4,387,507
4,610,401
4,844,439
5,090,179
5,348,206
5,619,135
5,903,610
6,202,309
6,515,942
6,845,258
7,191,039
7,554,109
7,935,333
-3,556,106
8,755,917
9,197,231
9,660,611
10,147,159
10,658,036
11,194,456
28,670,716

-9,132,523
-22,625,868
-21,806,527
3,555,681
3,541,669
3,527,576
3,513,409
3,499,176
3,484,885
3,470,542
3,456,154
3,441,726
3,427,265
3,412,776
3,398,265
3,383,735
3,369,192
-1,431,143
3,340,084
3,325,526
3,310,971
3,296,422
3,281,883
3,267,356
7,931,942

109,676,686
5.5%

21,240,173

Costuri
Costs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

8,219,271
21,483,262
21,844,089
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
11,962,089
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
70,365
-16,842,654

Beneficii
Benefits

10%

Beneficii nete
Beneficii Nete
discontate /
nediscontate/
Discounted Net Undiscounted Net
Benefits
Benefits

4,717,325
4,953,191
5,200,851
5,460,893
5,733,938
6,020,635
6,321,667
6,637,750
6,969,638
7,318,119
7,684,025
8,068,227
8,471,638
8,895,220
9,339,981
9,806,980
10,297,329
10,812,195
11,352,805
11,920,445
12,516,468
13,142,291

-8,219,271
-21,483,262
-21,844,089
4,646,960
4,882,826
5,130,486
5,390,528
5,663,573
5,950,270
6,251,301
6,567,385
6,899,272
7,247,754
7,613,660
7,997,861
8,401,273
8,824,855
-2,622,108
9,736,615
10,226,964
10,741,830
11,282,440
11,850,080
12,446,102
29,984,945

TOTAL
48,073,361 181,641,611 133,568,249
rata actualiz / discount rate
5.5%
NPV =
35,008,585
EIRR =
10.67%

-8,219,271
-20,363,282
-19,625,874
3,957,414
3,941,499
3,925,511
3,909,458
3,893,348
3,877,189
3,860,987
3,844,748
3,828,479
3,812,185
3,795,872
3,779,544
3,763,208
3,746,866
-1,055,258
3,714,187
3,697,856
3,681,536
3,665,231
3,648,944
3,632,677
8,295,532

Costuri
Costs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33

35,008,585

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Beneficii
Benefits

9,132,523
23,870,291
24,271,210
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
13,158,298
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
77,402
-16,835,618

4,717,325
4,953,191
5,200,851
5,460,893
5,733,938
6,020,635
6,321,667
6,637,750
6,969,638
7,318,119
7,684,025
8,068,227
8,471,638
8,895,220
9,339,981
9,806,980
10,297,329
10,812,195
11,352,805
11,920,445
12,516,468
13,142,291

Beneficii nete
Beneficii Nete
discontate /
nediscontate/
Discounted Net Undiscounted Net
Benefits
Benefits

-9,132,523
-23,870,291
-24,271,210
4,639,923
4,875,789
5,123,449
5,383,492
5,656,536
5,943,233
6,244,265
6,560,348
6,892,236
7,240,718
7,606,624
7,990,825
8,394,236
8,817,818
-3,818,317
9,729,578
10,219,927
10,734,794
11,275,403
11,843,044
12,439,066
29,977,908

TOTAL
55,144,739 181,641,611 126,496,871
rata actualiz / discount rate
5.5%
NPV =
29,093,964
EIRR =
9.51%

-9,132,523
-22,625,868
-21,806,527
3,951,422
3,935,819
3,920,127
3,904,355
3,888,511
3,872,604
3,856,641
3,840,628
3,824,574
3,808,484
3,792,363
3,776,219
3,760,056
3,743,879
-1,536,668
3,711,502
3,695,312
3,679,125
3,662,945
3,646,777
3,630,623
8,293,585

29,093,964

Sensitivity

Switching

indicator

value

9.57%

-

-

-10%

8.51%

11.1%

-36%

2. Increase of Construction Cost

-10%

10.67%

-11.4%

60%

3. Increase of Maintenance Costs

10%

9.51%

0.6%

577%

Key variable

variation

EIRR

Base Case

-

1. Operation benefits

The influence variable with the greatest importance in determining the socioeconomical profitability of the investment is the one with the highest threshold value
(the threshold value is the variation of the variable inducing a void profitability). This
is operation benefits.
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Risk analysis
The sensitivity analysis studies the effects of the model’s individual variations of key
variables on the investment’s return.
The risk analysis evaluates the effect of key variables’ simultaneous variations (costs
and benefits) on IRR and VNP.
Therefore, presumed values for efficiency global indicators of the investment will be
obtained applying the Monte Carlo method by generating random sequences of
numbers by using EXCEL.
Therefore, the probable values of investment’s global efficiency indicators shall be
obtained.
For each of the factors influencing the project’s economic profitability (costs and
benefits), a string of 5,000 random numbers was generated, representing the factor’s
variation, according to the formula:

X = 0.3 + f (Y )

,

where,
X – random value with the repartition function afferent to each variable;
f – the standardized density of normal repartition;
Y – random variable distributed uniformly on the [0,1] interval.
Strings of values obtained for the investment’s synthetic indicators, respectively RIR
and VAN (NPV) were used for estimating the distribution function.
The results are presented under the form of histograms, for n=15 intervals.
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Distribution of probabilities for IRR

Inferior limit

Superior limit

Frequency

Probability

4.88%

5.51%

7

0.0014

5.51%

6.14%

10

0.0020

6.14%

6.77%

40

0.0080

6.77%

7.40%

153

0.0306

7.40%

8.03%

328

0.0656

8.03%

8.66%

635

0.1270

8.66%

9.29%

895

0.1790

9.29%

9.92%

1009

0.2018

9.92%

10.55%

920

0.1840

10.55%

11.19%

559

0.1118

11.19%

11.82%

289

0.0578

11.82%

12.45%

122

0.0244

12.45%

13.08%

25

0.0050

13.08%

13.71%

8

0.0016

It can be noticed that for IRR, the most probable value stands in the interval

[9,29% ; 9,92%], with a probability of 0,2018.
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Distribution of probabilities for NPV
Inferior limit

Superior limit

Frequency

Probability

-950,424.36

3,540,377.90

11

0.0022

3,540,377.90

8,031,180.16

44

0.0088

8,031,180.16

12,521,982.41

153

0.0306

12,521,982.41

17,012,784.67

338

0.0676

17,012,784.67

21,503,586.93

614

0.1228

21,503,586.93

25,994,389.19

873

0.1746

25,994,389.19

30,485,191.44

963

0.1926

30,485,191.44

34,975,993.70

873

0.1746

34,975,993.70

39,466,795.96

586

0.1172

39,466,795.96

43,957,598.21

329

0.0658

43,957,598.21

48,448,400.47

155

0.0310

48,448,400.47

52,939,202.73

49

0.0098

52,939,202.73

57,430,004.98

9

0.0018

57,430,004.98

61,920,807.24

3

0.0006

For NPV, the most probable value is included in the interval [25,994 ; 30,485] (mil Lei),
with a probability of 0,1926.

Conclusions of the risk and sensitivity analysis
If the sensitivity analysis analyses the variation effects of each category of factors, on
the investment return indicators, the risk analysis quantifies the effects of
simultaneous variations of all variables inducing the results of the cost-benefit
analysis.
The risk and sensitivity analysis emphasized the integrity and stability of the socioeconomic analysis model.
The cost-benefits analysis model is robust, the working hypotheses being solid and
well substantiated.
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Qualitative analysis of the Project risks

Level 4. The Pre-condition required before starting the project is to obtain the
financing. This implies:
 obtain all approvals and permits specified in the Urbanism Certificate and
Feasibility Study for the work to be performed;
 signing of the contract between the Applicant and the Contracting
Authority.

If the funding agreement will not be signed for various reasons, the project can not
be implemented. The applicant will take steps to meet all requirements in the
contract phase.
Bearing in mind the scale of the investment project, financial support from POS-T is
imperative, because using their own funding sources would make impossible to
achieve the objectives.

Level 3. Risks addressed at this level are related to:
 Delays in procurement contracts for supply, services or works;
Compliance schedule procurement organization is a hypothesis that can be
controlled by the project implementation team, but while there may be external
factors which cause differences from the original deadlines. These external
conditions, uncontrollable by the project can be determined, for example, lack of
interest to specialized providers of the type of actions that will be auctioned, their
refusal to accept financial conditions imposed by law or non-compliance procedures
submissions, issues may lead to resumption of auctions and exceeded the estimated
contract period.
Level 2. There are no risks assumed at this level.
Level 1. The addressed at this level are related to:
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 Unstable legislation

This can be considered a risk factor since, for various reasons, revision of regional
waste management plan will take into account the results that will derive from
implementing the proposed project.
Risk management measures
The risk management process takes place over three main stages:
(A) identification;
(B) assessment;
(C) treatment (management) of risks.
(A) Risk identification
The main risks which might affect the project can be classified as:
 internal risks:
• delays in procurement contracts for supplies, services or works;
 external risks:
• unstable legislation.

(B) Risk assessment
This step is useful in determining priorities in resource allocation, risk control and
financing. Risk estimation involves devising new methods of measuring risk
importance and their application to identified risks.
Risk assessment involves quantifying the size of potential risks, by marking the risks
according to the seriousness of the consequences of their occurrence - ordinal
approach.
Ordinal approach
The ordinal approach of the probability of occurrence for project risks was done as a
function of frequency (probability of producing the event) and severity of
consequences (the impact the project may have on the phenomenon in question). In
this case, positioning the risks in the risks diagram is subjective and based only on
the expertise of the project’s team.
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This stage is essential for risk assessment matrix, depending on the probability and
impacts. In this case, the risk position risk chart is subjective and based only on the
expertise of the team.
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The matrix can be used in determining management strategy as follows:


the risks from the first category (low frequency, reduced severity) – for this
type the techniques of risk retention are recommended;
 risks in the second category (low frequency and high severity) such as "Delays
in procurement contracts for supply, services or works" insurance is
recommended because their realization would have a very strong impact of the
project;
 risks in the third category (high frequency, low severity) are required to apply
risk control techniques to reduce the occurrence rate. Control techniques will
be combined with retention techniques;
 the risks from the last category (high frequency, high severity) should be
avoided.
(C) The treatment (management) of the risks
Risk control techniques recognized in the speciality literature can be splited in two
main categories:
 techniques that reduce the occurrence probability of risks (frequency);
 techniques that reduce the impact of risks (severity).
Category of techniques that reduce the occurrence probability of risks are:
 avoiding the risk;
 loss prevention.
Category of techniques that reduce the impact of risks are:
 loss reduction;
 dispersion of loss exposures;
 contractual transfer or risk.
These risk control techniques can be adapted to the risks identified in the project as
follows:
The risk management matrix
Crt.
no.

Control

Risk

techniques

Unfavorable

In order to reduce the impact on the successful

weather
1

conditions

for

construction
works
2

Risk management measures

Low interest in
the newly created

Risk

implementation of investment, we recommend

reduction

a rigorous planning of project activities and
taking into account some margins of time.

Avoid the The instrument used for this risk reducing is
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The risk management matrix
Crt.
no.

Control

Risk

jobs

techniques

by

the risk

Risk management measures
represented by the financial motivation.

project
Reducing

To prevent additional expenses resulting from

the risk

the launch of new recruitment session is
necessary as the human resources strategy to
be supported by sufficient resources time and
money.
President of the Project Implementation Unit
(PIU) will be responsible for monitoring and

Delays
procurement
3

procedures of the
supply

controlling risk, so the project activities to be

in

services,

goods or works

adapted as soon as circumstances arise or a
Avoid the change in risk occurs. To avoid delays in
risk

organizing

procurement

procedures,

the

schedule for achieving them will be carefully
monitored, will be identified the potential
suppliers

and

will

try

to

communicate

transparently with them.
For this risk to be prevented it is necessary
that the documentation phase of the Gantt
Inconsistency

4

in

Avoid the chart of project financing and the estimate of
performing works
costs to be developed based on realistic and
risk
by manufacturer
clear inputs. In this sense, the introduction of
approved
time
financial reserves and the time is a
schedule
and
precautionary measure.
financial amount
Reducing
In conditions where preventing the risk is not a
stipulated in the
the risk
realistic and appropriate measures in the
contract works
contract signed with the builder penalty clause
must be stipulated and unilateral denunciation.
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INVESTMENT FINANCING SOURCES
The Port infrastructure works belongs to the state public domain.
According to the law in force, the works’ financing will be made from budget sources,
foreign sources or other legal sources.
ESTIMATIONS CONCERNING THE WORK FORCE OCCUPIED BY THE
INVESTMENT ACHIEVEMENT
NUMBER OF EMPLOYMENT PLACES CREATED IN THE EXECUTION PHASE
Having in view the works’ specific and volume, it is estimated that during the works’
execution, about 60 new employment places are created.
NUMBER OF EMPLOYMENT PLACES CREATED IN THE EXPLOITATION PHASE
For the exploitation of the future investment, the staffs are needed to ensure a good
functioning.
MAIN TECHNICAL-ECONOMIC INDICATORS OF THE INVESTMENT
TOTAL VALUE (INV), INCLUDING VAT
101,456.842 thou. Lei respectively
th
23,921.73 thou. € (prices on February 21 2011 (1 € = 4,2412 lei)
On which:
- CONSTRUCTIONS ASSEMBLING (C+A):
82,354.39 thou. Lei (VAT included)
respectively 19,417.71 thou. € (prices on February 21 th 2011 (1 € = 4,2412 lei)
INVESTMENT INSTALMENT (INV / C+A) (thou. euro with VAT)
- Year I
3814.395
437.592
- Year II
10137.394
9573.8
- Year III
9969.941
9406.333
INVESTMENT EXECUTION PERIOD
For the execution of the works, it is estimated an execution period of 36 months.
CAPACITIES (IN PHYSICAL AND VALUE UNITS)
- Overpass:
- Ramps:

364 ml/ 47,896.5 thou. lei (11,293.1 thou. Euro) VAT included
135 ml/ 7,847.6 thou.lei (1,850.3 thou. Euro) VAT included

- Road - overpass÷Gate 7: 2100 ml/ 10,532.2 thou.lei (2,483.3 thou. Euro) VAT
included
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- Road gate no.7÷Constanta North Port: 800 ml/ 8,022.4 thou.lei (1,891.6 thou. Euro)
VAT included
- Parking area gate 7:

3200 mp/ 1,513.3 thou.lei (356.8 thou. Euro) VAT included

6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
During the works, environmental impact will be mitigated by measures taken by the
constructor for proper management of waste, safe disposal of dangerous substances,
maintenance of equipment, compliance with program works, preventing the spills of
materials likely to generate accidental pollution of channel water. Road traffic will be
the main source of pollution for both air and channel water during the proposed
works exploitation. No significant excess of air pollution is expected being given the
traffic parameters. In addition, the flow of traffic will be ensured by repair of the road
between gates 7 and 9. This will have a positive impact on fuel consumption (it will be
reduced) and also on transport vehicles engines.

7. CONCLUSIONS
After the project completion, the road traffic flow for entering the port area, on the
existing and on the new roads, will flow as follows:
The vehicles will enter on the roundabout that will be constructed at the end of
Constanta bypass extension. From this point the vehicles that have as destination the
North zone of Constanta South Port and Constanta North Port, will enter on the
roundabout and go to the northern sliproad, and from here go on the new overpass
that will be constructed within the current project.
A new roundabout was envisaged at the exit from the overpass to avoid traffic
conflicts, the vehicles that have as destination the access gates 7 and 8 having the
possibility to go North and the vehicles that have as destination the access gate 9
having the possibility to go South. The new roundabout will also ensure a good traffic
flow for vehicles on the route between gates 9 and 7.
The existing road will be used to allow access to gate 9 and will pass under the new
overpass.
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The road going to gate 8 was provided to have four road lanes, two road lanes for
each direction, up to gate 7.
The existing road inside the port area was planned to be widened to four road lanes
from gate 7 up to the former dike of the port. In this area, where the existing roads
that ensure the connection between gates 6 and 5 and the passage from the base of
piers, a roundabout was provided. Thus, from this roundabout, the vehicles will be
allowed to go in any area of Constanta North Port.
For the vehicles entering through gate 7 having as destination the river-sea area (and
“the Island” in future) was envisaged a new roundabout, after gate 7, making possible
this connection which is needed until the future gate 8 opening.
Roads from outside port proposed in the current project are public roads being
dimensioned for very heavy traffic.
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Extension to four lanes of the existing road between the gates 10 and
10a and systematization area behind Gate No. 10-Port Constanta
(Construction of the roundabout behind Gate No. 10)
Feasibility Study (Main Aspects)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The extension to four lanes of the existing road between Gate 10 and Gate 10A
became absolutely necessary and urgent to be achieved, due to future completion of
the investment objectives "Bypass of Constanta City" and "Road Bridge over the
Danube - Black Sea Canal", in the year 2012.
Considering the fact that by completion of these projects, heavy traffic throughout the
south of Constanta Port will be out of town and conducted on this route, it is
anticipated a traffic jam at the access Gate 10A, even from the early days of its
operation.
The blockage will be determined by the fact that both bypassing of Constanta city
and road bridge over the Danube - Black Sea Canal will provide access to the south
of Constanta Port in four lanes, to Gate 10A, but starting from this control and
security point, towards Gate 10 and terminal area, access will be done on the actual
road that has a length of approx. 1,000 m and only two lanes, one for each direction.
Beside the expansion and modernization of this road will be taken into consideration
the creation of a roundabout in the gate 10 area, which will support a significant
traffic of vehicles with long trailers or semitrailers and also will provide a degree of
comfort and safety for those vehicles.
The 1,000 m length road crosses over the railway level (the railway line of South
Railway Station which serves the car terminal of the working port area).
The extension of the road will allow a better traffic and accessibility of Constanta
Port, so that is complying with Watermode Priority Axis no. 3.

1. Location:
The county of Constanta, Constanta South Port

2. General Description
Constanta port complex occupies a coastal area of approx. 10 km and
advances to the water by cca. 5.5 km, having a total surface of 3,200 ha.
The port has developed gradually, depending on increasing freight traffic
and the national economy, so that today consists of two large zones, called
Port Constanta North and Port Constanta South.
Within the port of Constanta it was created an internal road network of
approx. 200 km long, which provides auto access to all areas of the port.
This network is connected to the city of Constanta road network and
continues to the national roads of Dobrogea region.
Internal road network of the port consists of main and secondary roads.
Main
roads
are
generally
the
passages
over
railways.
Secondary roads connect the main roads and any areas of the port.
The existing situation of road network Port Constanta South
Access road in Port Constanta South – the connection DN39 and Gate 10 is on the territory of the Agigea Commune and is provided by a complex
construction consisting of: connecting road over DN 39, DN 39 access road
(2 movement roads, 4 lanes) and passage over railway in the gate 10 area.
These objectives were completed in the fourth stage of expansion of the
Port of Constanta - Ferry Boat Terminal objective.
The road access in Port is done by proceeding sequentially through these
roads and passages that make up a road complex vitally important to port
of Constanta.
After entering the port with access from Gate 10, the road forks into two
main branches, as follows:
• To the right:
- It spreads to four access roads on the piers, to port operators premises,
including uneven branch overpass over the railway leading to Pier 2S and
future Pier 3S of the port
• To the left:

- it develops the road object of this project which is to take traffic from the
road bridge that runs over the Danube-Black Sea, through access to the
gate 10a
At present, it is currently ongoing the investment objective "Road bridge at
the access mouth of the Danube - Black Sea Canal" which aims to improve
efficiency in transport from / to the port of Constanta, avoiding crossings
urban areas and carrying out direct connection between the two areas
Northern and Southern of the port.
Opportunity of this investment raised because of the possibility of
connecting the southern part of the port of Constanta with Bucharest Constanta motorway, by making roads variant of Constanta.
From the terminus point of the Variant it was necessary to achieve
connection with both the road bridge over the Danube - Black Sea and then
to the South area of the Port of Constanta by gate 10a, and connection to
the North Port on the road concrete that connects the gates 9 and 7 and
passing through the right of dermatology Sanatorium.
By making the new road bridge at the mouth of the Danube - Black Sea
Canal a lot of traffic (especially heavy traffic) shall be taken, which currently
runs on the Agigea bridge.
Also, making the new bridge will both reduce road congestion on the
Agigea bridge, and ensure traffic flow between the North and South of
Constanta Port.
It should be noted that in order to take road traffic near gates 5 and 6 on the
bridge at the mouth of the Danube Black Sea Canal, it will be opened gate
no. 7, and will be realized a access building according to rules and
requirements of the competent supervisory and security authorities.
Because the access to the South of Constanta port will be on the bridge
that will be built at the mouth of the canal, in an area where access is not
currently organized, a new gateway is to be built, Gate No. 10 a that will
meet the same standards.
3. Project Opportunity
The extension to four lanes of the existing road between Gate 10 and Gate

10 a, became absolutely necessary and urgent to be achieved due
completion in the year 2012 of the investment objectives, "Bypass of
Constanta City" and " Road Bridge over the Danube - Black Sea canal".
Considering that by the completion of these investment objectives, heavy
traffic throughout the south of Constanta port will be out of town and
conducted on this route, it is anticipated that in the access gate 10a it will
be a traffic jam even from the early days of its operation.
The blockage will be determined by the fact that both bypassing of
Constanta, and road bridge over the Danube - Black Sea Canal, provide
access to the south of Constanta Port in four lanes, to gate 10a, but from
this control and security point, to Gate 10 and to the terminal area, access
will be on the actual road that has a length of approx. 1000 m and only two
lanes, one in each direction.
With the expansion and modernization of this road will take into
consideration the design of a roundabout intersection in the gate 10 area,
that it will satisfy a significant traffic of vehicles with long trailers or
semitrailers and also provide a degree of comfort and safety for those
vehicles.
The section of road proposed for improvement (doubling the width of
roadway) starts from the next roundabout until the next gate 10a.
The cca.1000 ml length Road crosses over the railway level (the railway
line of South Railway Station which serves the car terminal of the working
port area).
In cross section, the road presents a width of 7.0 m being connected to the
existing ground. The road is without framing borders, sidewalk or drainage
elements for water.
The limit on the left side in the direction of travel to gate 10a, after the
railway level crossing is provided a concrete railing that separates the road
from the railway.
Clothing of road is cement concrete, on which was poured a layer of asphalt
concrete, highly degraded.

On the road course there are utilities, underground pictured (both in the
body of the road, and at its limit) and manholes can be viewed, located on
the main roads network.
5. Projected situation
Project theme and data requirements are:
It will be developed the solution for modernization / expansion of the road
between Gate 10 and Gate 10 a which to consider avoiding oversized or
undersized adoption of solutions with negative influences in determining the
amount of investment and, in particular, with negative consequences on
behavior in a while of the proposed works.
The main technical requirements:
1. Extending the existing road with one lane in each direction, 3.50 m in
width, lanes placed on both sides to the road axis, given the opportunity of
this design route described. (Cross section of carriageway will be platform
14.0 m, 4 lanes x 3.50 m)
- Arrange the roundabout in the area behind the gate no. 10, with the
request to take into account all intersection traffic flow and that in the fact
that in the area is done also the parking of vehicles waiting at Inspection
Station for containers customs control.
2. Sizing a new road system (the two additional lanes carriageway) /
reinforcement of existing it will be done in accordance with Romanian
standards and norms in force for heavy traffic;
- New road system sizing / reinforcement of existing one will be done
considering a light traffic for 15 years.
- The sizing will take into account the conditions of freezing / thawing and
maintenance possibilities.

- There will be investigations to assess the functional (degradation state) of
road clothing of structural characteristics (bearing capacity) of the road
system.
3. Geometry in cross section will be according to technical norms.
4. Arrangement of railroad overpass, damaged by the road extension
5. Arrange of drainage items (gutters, ditches, storm channels), their sizing.
6. Identify all existing utilities and their protecting / movement them off-site
(which will be prepared special projects).
7. Given that the sewerage is not made between gate 10a and SP7 it will be
taken into consideration the realization of a channel utilities (telephone,
electrical, household) who is able to intervene easily and without affecting
the road structure.
8. Providing lighting of roundabout and to road route between gate 10 and
gate 10a, using LED lighting, energy efficient.

9. It will be treated the land areas susceptible to softening and reduced
bearing capacity (if they are identified on the site works)
10. Establishment of environmental impact by making the arrangements;
11. Environmental protection conditions.
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Article I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Also the ports system in Albanian, as a crucial part in the marine transport sector is in
constant evolution taking into account also the development pace into marine transport of
goods. These evolutions in accordance to our port conditions shall be directed toward:
 the specialization of quays in accordance with main commodities group
 Specialization of quays in order to process group of commodities with similar
characteristics.
Though in local ports there are being created considerable space this doesn’t mean that
each of the port will be specialized for all kind of goods. This would not be effective in our
countries conditions. Taking into account the development pace of goods (commodities),
and mainly in Durres port, its development will be focused in transforming it into a
contemporary technological port for:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

processing of cement, construction of silos
processing of cereals, construction of silos
container processing, terminal (berth) construction
processing of goods (minerals etc)
packed good processing
processing of refrigerated goods
processing of Ro-Ro
Processing of travels, construction of terminals and also processing the
Cruiser sailing in Adriatic Sea.

As below you may find a revised planimetry of the Durres Port Master plan taking into
consideration above information:
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Port development main objectives shall be:
 Complete the transformation and privatization process, with the scope to attract
domestic and foreign capital through means of concession
 Development of updated processing technologies and also the creation of a
computer network for of all sides involved in the transport making possible for the
port terminals to compete successfully in the marine service market.
 Determine the priority infrastructural investment in order
the joints connecting the port with internal road network and railway

to

improve

 Creating conditions for free trade zones for the development of profitable activities for
the port and in general for the country’s economy
In regard to travels need and touristic developing and building quays for raft and cruisers
anchorage but also of touristic ports and the accommodation of yacht and other vessels. The
evolution of touristic ports shall be envisaged on studies for Coastal Areas Management.

Article II.

GENERAL INFORMATION Identification of the pre feasibility study

The Port of Durres has a surface area of 80 hectares, of which:
•
•
•
•

Warehouses cover around
12,500 m²,
Ferry terminal
36,300 m²,
Anchorage quays
66,685 m²,
213,565 m² serve for the roads, railways, parking areas, general storage, etc.

The storage spaces have a capacity of 4-6 tons/m2.
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Some 152,960 m² of undeveloped land is available for expansion in the future within the port
area, near the ferry terminal; there is a vessel repair workshop with a dry dock and fishing
harbor.
Existing layout of Durres Port

The storage sites are in better condition in comparison to the warehouses in terms of their
structure and investments made in the last 5-6 years. The main reason for creation of docks
and new spaces has been demolition of amortized warehouses using more spaces for
movement of vehicles, passengers and commodities in the port.
There is a general length of quays of around 2,205 meters including 11 quays, at a quay
length carrying from 30 m to 292 m, as well as a projected depth from 7.35 m to 11.5 m.

Table 1: Records on quays
Nr

Quay
name

Length
(ml)

Throughput
2
(tons/m )

Projected
depth
(m)

Real depth
(m)

1

Quay 0

78

4

-7,35

-7.3

Anchorage for warships

2

Quay 1

178,5

4

-7,35

-7.35

General cargo

3

Quay 2

292

4

-7,35

-7.35

General cargo

4

Quay 3

30

4

-7,35

-7.1

Anchorage for port vessels

5

Quay 4

174

4

-7,35

- 7.1

General cargo

6

Quay 5

236

4

-9,85

- 7.9÷ -9.85

7

Quay 6

269

4

-9,85

- 9.85

8

Quay 7

200

4

-9,85

-9

Destination

General cargo+crops
Container
Bulk goods (Minerals)
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9

Quay 8

200

4

-7,35

- 7.7 ÷ - 8.9

Bulk goods

10

Quay 9

122

4

-7,35

- 7.35÷ - 8

Ferry terminal

11

Quay 10

250

4

-9,85

- 7.3 ÷ - 9.8

Bulk goods

12

Quay 11

250

4

-11,5

-11

Bulk goods

Taking into account the structure of goods, types of cargo, processing activity removing fuel
from the port, in 2010, completed the reorganization of activity of processing goods in
terminals 4 as follows:
• Container Terminal, in berth 6
• Ferry Terminal, in berth 9
• Western Terminal, from berth 1 to 5 (General cargo and cereals)
• Eastern Terminal, in berth 7, 8, 10 due 11(Bulk Goods).
Three companies are in charge for the loading and unloading operations in east and west
terminals and they use means of Port Authority of Durres. Moreover, also the loading and
unloading maintenance service has been privatized.
There are regular lines for the transport of containers, with Castellans Port (Spain), Goia
Tour, Malta (Malte) but also ferry lines with Bari, Ancona and Trieste (Italy) Ports.
Transit goods constitute 5% of the total in ferry terminals and they are mainly with
Kosova.While the transit of passengers it is calculated to be around 10% and is mainly with
Kosovo and Macedonia (FYROM)
During these years there have been observed a number of phenomena related to the
structure of goods which are processed in Durres Port; these phenomena are reflecting the
economical development of our country.
•
•
•

Increase of exports which in 2010 occupied 39% of work volume out off 17% during
2009.
Our country which has mainly been a cement importer now it has started also
exporting activities
Increase in coals import

There is an increase of the number of containers processing. In 2009 there were processed
68.622 TEU, while in 2010 was 71.612 TEU.

Article III.

PRESENTATION OF THE PRE FEASIBILITY STUDY

Development port of Durres will be focused in transforming it into a contemporary
technological port for:
o

processing of cement, construction of silos

o

processing of cereals, construction of silos

o

container processing, terminal (berth) construction

o

processing of goods (minerals etc)

o

packed good processing

o

processing of refrigerated goods

o

processing of Ro-Ro
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o

Processing of travels, construction of terminals and also processing the
Cruiser sailing in Adriatic Sea.

o

Determine the priority infrastructural investment in order to improve
the joints connecting the port with internal road network and railway

The analysis of the current situation and future projections, expected outcomes for groups of
main goods are expected to be:
•

Containers: The average capacity of a container vessel is expected to increase from 330 TEU
in 2008 to 1,300 TEU in 2030. The maximum possible capacity of a container vessel is
limited to 1700 TEU, also determined by the port layout.

•

Clinker and cement: Referring to the information provided by potential private investors, the
average capacity of a clinker vessel will be 25,000 ton. The number of vessels will be around
80 per year.

•

Minerals and coal: The capacities of ships for minerals and coal will rise from 13,000 ton to
25,000 ton once the quay for clinker and cement is set to operation because the coal will be
imported for production of cement and clinker.

•

Grains: The average capacity of vessel plots for grains is expected to rise from 4,000 ton to
8,000 ton until 2030. The number of vessels will vary from 80 to 90. The maximum vessel
capacity will depend on the port layout and the quays where vessels will anchor as not all the
quays can handle the vessels’ maximum capacity. The average vessel capacity is envisaged to
rise from 5,500 ton it is now to 10,500 ton in 2030, with a maximum of 30,000 ton, depending
on port conditions.

•

General cargos: General cargos are mainly transferred from relatively small ships. The
average package capacity is 1,500 ton. This average capacity is expected to remain the same
in the future. The number of vessels will rise from around 800 to 1,250 per year until 2030.

•

Cruisers (Tourist vessels): Cruisers will mainly come in summer. Around 20 vessels are
expected to arrive in the port. All this is based on a supposition only without making any
prediction. The vessels are expected to accommodate around 600 – 800 passengers. These
vessels are 100 to 170 m in length.

•

Ro-Ro/ferries: The ferries are 125 m to 180 m long and accommodate around 800 and 1000
passengers.

Conceptual Design of the Terminals

Section 3.01 Western Terminal (General Cargo & Cereals)
Infrastructure and superstructure
At present, non containerized general cargo is mainly handled at berths 1-4 and for small
vessels a part of berth 5. Cereals are presently handled at berth 5. Is foresees that General
Cargo will be handled at berth 1-3 and at berth 4 in combination with the cereals.
Rehabilitation and construction works are foreseen and will include the following:
Phase 1:
•
•
•
•

Rehabilitation of berth 3 and 4;
Rehabilitation berth 1 and 2 (after finishing berth 3-4).
Rehabilitation of terminal yard behind berth 1 and 2;
Construction of buildings including:
o Administration building: 400m2;
o Amenities building: 300m2;
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•

o Workshop: 500m2;
o Cooled storage: 2,000m2.
Utilities including:
o Power supply;
o Water;
o Fire fighting.

The available quay length will be 410m for berth 1 and 2 and 175m for berth 4.

Operations and Equipment
General Cargo will be loaded and off-loaded by means of mobile cranes. At the terminal,
the cargo will be transported with Forklift Trucks (FLT’s).
Considering the condition of the loading quay cranes and FLT, acquisition of new equipment
has been foreseen:
•
•
•

4 new mobile 5 tons cranes
18 FLT’s in Phase 1
4 FLT’s in Phase 4

Cereals:The cranes presently used for unloading cereals are in good condition. Their
renovation will be done during this activity will shift from berth 5 to berth 4. The new
equipment will consist of one vacuvator with a capacity of 250 t/h.

Section 3.02 Container Terminal
Containers terminal is foreseen to take place in berth 6, 7 and 8. He will use squares that are
behind these berths and in the future expected to expand rail lines including the old station
located behind the current siege of the port.
Expanding the squares, including the railway line will create more facilities for the processing
of containers.
The following investments in infrastructure and super structure are foreseen:
•
•
•
•

Full use of berth 6 i.e. an available berthing length of 265m;
Rehabilitation berth 7/8
Extension of the terminal area behind berth 6 and 7/8 with about 40m (area
transferred from the Albanian Railway)
Clean-up and pavement of new area
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•
•

•

Relocation of the existing terminal fences
Construction of buildings including:
• 5 gates
• Administration building: 400m2
• Amenities building: 300m2
• Workshop: 1,200m2
Utilities including:
• Power supply
• Water
• Fire fighting

Currently containers terminal is in the final stage of evaluation of bids for the concession award.

Section 3.03

Ferry and Cruise Terminal

Infrastructure and superstructure
At present the ferry terminal is located at berth 9. The ferries are berthed perpendicular to
the quay. Also use is made of approx. 185m of berth 7/8. This berth is used by the largest
Ferries presently calling the port. Under normal conditions 4 vessels can be berthed
simultaneously and under favorable conditions 5 vessels.
The terminal will be developed in 2 steps in which in the first step the existing ferry terminal
will be upgraded and rehabilitated (is a process). In the second step, the terminal area will
be extended with the area presently used by the fishery port. Also 4 additional berths will be
created.
For Phase 1, the following investments are foreseen:
•
•
•
•
•

Rehabilitation berth 7/8 (185m. the remaining 220m is allocated at the container
terminal);
Jetty;
Pavement and site clearance including terminal roads;
Terminal building;
Drivers rest facilities;
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•
•
•
•
•

Entry and exit gates;
Inspection Canopy;
Footbridge;
Approach road;
General facilities such as:
o Drainage;
o Lighting;
o Power supply.

For Phase 2, the following investments are foreseen:
•
•
•

120 m quay;
Site clearance fishery area;
Pavement fishery area.

Operational System and Equipment
Part of the cargo transshipped with the ferries is by trailer with a container. These trailers will
be loaded and offloaded by trucks that are operating at the ferry terminal (here after named:
“terminal trucks”).
In the first phase, 5 terminal trucks are required where from the 2nd phase onwards a total of
10 terminal trucks will be required at the ferry terminal.

Section 3.04 Eastern Terminal
(a) Cement and Clinker Terminal
Infrastructure and superstructure
The cement and clinker will be transported over one jetty which will be located at the Kurum
area. Foreseen that the clinker and cement export facilities will be developed as a combined
terminal. The jetty will have a length of approximately 225 meters and a width of 35 meters.
The jetty is long enough for one vessel of 30,000 DWT at or for two vessels of 5,000 DWT
berthed simultaneously at either side of the jetty.

9
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Cement will be transported from the factory by trucks. The clinker will be transported by rail.
The clinker will be stored in a shed and the cement in silos. The terminal and jetty will be in
operation at the start of Phase 2.
The following investments for the infrastructure and superstructure are foreseen:
•
•
•

•

Site clearance;
Jetty construction (225m long and 35m wide);
Construction of buildings and storage including:
o Administration building: 250 m2;
o Amenities building: 150 m2;
o Workshop: 300 m2;
o 8 Cement silos of 2,000 m3 each (approx. 3,000 tons each);
o Clinker shed 10,000 m2 with elevator and stacker;
o Fencing
Connections:
o 600 m Road;
o 400 m rail.

Operational System and Equipment
Cement in bulk is transported by means of specialized trucks, equipped with pneumatic
unloading system, enabling to self-unload into the silos. For the transportation of the cement
on the terminal, the following investments are foreseen:
•
•
•
•

1 weighbridge;
2 unloading bays for cement trucks;
One belt conveyor (300m) from the silo to the jetty;
One cement loader (600t/h).

(b) Minerals and Coal Terminal
Infrastructure and superstructure
The minerals and coal will be handled at berth 10/11. Considering the condition of berth
10/11, rehabilitation works are foreseen for upgrading the quay with a maximum water depth
of 11.5m. In addition, the yards area will be extended eastwards with the dredged material
that comes available from the capital dredging of the channel and basin.
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The following investments have been foreseen for the infrastructure and superstructure.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Rehabilitation of berth 10/11;
Filling and compacting new reclaimed area;
Warehouse demolishment (existing cement shed);
Rehabilitation of terminal yard behind berth 10 and 11;
Pavement of stacking area using gravel;
Construction of buildings including:
o Administration building: 250 m2;
o Amenities building: 150 m2;
o Workshop: 300 m2;
o Fencing;
Connections:
o Utilities;
o Rail (400m);
o Terminal road.
Operations and Equipment

For the handling and loading and unloading of the cargo the following investments have
been determined:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 mobile cranes
2 mobile loaders (300t/h each)
1 Weighbridge
1 Dumping pit for trains
2 Pay-loaders at the stack
10 dump trucks
500m Conveyor
2 Mobile hoppers for import of coal

(c) Scrap Terminal
Infrastructure and superstructure
Scrap processing facilities are located at berth 12. This will be a new berth adjacent to berth
11. The new quay will be designed for a water depth of 11.5m and a length of 240m. The
terminal area will be reclaimed using the material from the dredging works that are planned
for the deepening of the approach channel and the harbor basin. The terminal will have
connection to the rail network. The terminal depth will be approx. 300m.
The following investments in infrastructure and superstructure are foreseen:
•
•
•

•

Construction berth 12 (240m);
Filling and compacting new reclaimed area;
Construction of buildings including:
o Administration building: 250 m2;
o Amenities building: 150 m2;
o Workshop: 300 m2;
o Fencing: 600 m.
Connections:
o Utilities;
o Rail (400m);
o Terminal road (600m).
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The terminal equipment
All scrap will be imported. The scrap will be unloaded with two mobile quay cranes. The
quay cranes dump the scrap on the apron where mobile scrap handlers will further transport
it on the terminal. The following investments are foreseen for quay and terminal equipment:
•
•
•

2 Mobile quay cranes
8 mobile scrap handlers
1 weighbridge

Linking the Port of Durres with land transport network.
Another important point for the development of the port of Durres is to define
investments in infrastructure as priority in order to improve the joints connecting it to
the internal network of road and rail.
(d) Road network connection
The port of Durres is well connected through the road as a result of large investments made
in road infrastructure.

Another important investment that will have a great impact for the port of Durres is the
termination of the Durres – Milot – Kukes – Kosovo border axis for the goods transportation
from the port of Durres to Kosovo.
Apart from this it is being worked with the Tirane – Peshkopi – Bllate (Macedonian border)
segment.
(e) Rail network connection
The Albanian rail network connection has a radial
system centered in Durres and spreding to:
•
•
•

The North, with the segment Durres – Vore
– Shkoder – Monte Negro border and Vore
- Tirane
The south , with the segment Durres –
Rrogozhine – Lushnje – Fier – Vlore and
Fier - Ballsh
The East, with the segment Rrogozhine –
Elbasan – Prrenjas - Lin

Currently, the Port of Durres is connected to the
national rail network only through the astern
terminal. Although there are railway connections
in the port area they are not linked to the national
network.
To make sure all quays are linked with the railway
network, even the old railway station of passengers,
situated after quays 6, 7 and 8 (Container terminal),
will be included within the port’s territory.
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Article IV.

COHERENCE OF THE PROJECT WITH THE ORIENTATIONS OF THE SEE
PROGRAMME AND THE WATERMODE PROJECT

Coherence of the project with the orientations of the SEE programme and the WATERMODE
project
- Specify how the project contributes to one or several general objectives of the SEE programme
- Coherence with the orientations of the WATERMODE WP5 objective and of the specific
objective corresponding to the project
- Please xplain in what way the prefeasibility study improves the sustainable transport solutions
between ports and hinterland logistics facilities or transport infrastructures.
Coherence with European and national policies and with other community programmes
- CSG and NSRF coherence of the project

Article V. Entry
The transport system is represented as a process, whose resources are used
to create the transportation services of a particular environment. Elements
with potential impacts (effects) into the transportation system are:
13
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 Users
 Operators
 Environment, security
 Changes on the cost of transportation, etc
Variability of services is typical patterns of the transport system, which have a
direct impact into the behavior (standing) and decision-making of consumers.
Among the most important variable are:
 Time
 Cost
 Security
 Commodity and facilitation of movement.
According to the data, the internal movement of goods it is done through
automotive transport while combined transport is totally insignificant.
This is due to many factors, more concretely:
 Lack of information.
 Short distances on movement of goods.
 Deficiencies of organization, management
infrastructure and lack of cooperation.

and

rail

High level maritime ports, aren’t just places where ships find optimal and safe
anchorage ( dock) conditions, but at the same time they(ships) are provided
fast loading and unloading, through all-type of work processes and
opportunities created for the application of advanced new technologies,
therefore always aiming to increase the processing ability of particular quays
or the entire port.
The prospective future and the geographical location of Albania, urges a need
to incrementally extend the processing abilities of our ports, not only via
investing on the expansion of new seaport gates, but also via mastering the
labor organization and applying specific methodologies/technologies, which
mostly ensure the efficiency of existing gates.
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Article VI. Maritime Transport
Section 6.01 Transport
Transport accounts for 5.5 % of GDP, of which maritime transport has a large
share with 70 percent of export – import goods’ volume transported by sea.

Over the last years in Albania, road and sea infrastructure as part of the
transport logistics have been regarded with high priority. It is worth mentioning
rehabilitation of main road axes: east-west, north-south, and construction of
the Durres – Morine axis whereas the Arbri road (Tirana-Diber, border with
Macedonia) is under construction process.
Concerning maritime transport infrastructure, considerable investments have
been made in Durres port as the gateway to corridor 8, in rehabilitation of
quays, layout and drainage of squares, construction of passenger terminals
etc. Albanian ports are developing on the basis of respective Master Plans.
In Albania there are 4 commercial ports for general commodities; Durres,
Vlore, Shëngjini and Saranda, as well as two ports specialized in handling of
fuel and LPG, in Porto Romano (Romano Port) and in Vlore (Petrolifera).
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Durres port makes up the highest proportion with around 63 percent of the
total of goods handled in seaports.
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Section 6.02 Port of Durres
(a) Infrastructure
The Port has a surface area of 80 hectares, of which:
•
•
•
•

Warehouses cover around
12,500 m²,
Ferry terminal
36,300 m²,
Anchorage quays
66,685 m²,
213,565 m² serve for the roads, railways, parking areas, general
storage, etc.

The storage spaces have a capacity of 4-6 tons/m2.
Some 152,960 m² of undeveloped land is available for expansion in the future
within the port area, near the ferry terminal; there is a vessel repair workshop
with a dry dock and fishing harbor.
Existing layout of Durres Port

The storage sites are in better condition in comparison to the warehouses in
terms of their structure and investments made in the last 5-6 years. The main
reason for creation of docks and new spaces has been demolition of
amortized warehouses using more spaces for movement of vehicles,
passengers and commodities in the port.
17
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There is a general length of quays of around 2,205 meters including 11 quays,
at a quay length carrying from 30 m to 292 m, as well as a projected depth
from 7.35 m to 11.5 m.
Table 1: Records on quays
Nr

Quay
name

Length
(ml)

Throughput
2
(tons/m )

Projected
depth
(m)

Real depth
(m)

1

Quay 0

78

4

-7,35

-7.3

Anchorage for warships

2

Quay 1

178,5

4

-7,35

-7.35

General cargo

3

Quay 2

292

4

-7,35

-7.35

General cargo

4

Quay 3

30

4

-7,35

-7.1

Anchorage for port vessels

5

Quay 4

174

4

-7,35

- 7.1

General cargo

6

Quay 5

236

4

-9,85

- 7.9÷ -9.85

7

Quay 6

269

4

-9,85

- 9.85

8

Quay 7

200

4

-9,85

-9

9

Quay 8

200

4

-7,35

- 7.7 ÷ - 8.9

Bulk goods

10

Quay 9

122

4

-7,35

- 7.35÷ - 8

Ferry terminal

11

Quay 10

250

4

-9,85

- 7.3 ÷ - 9.8

Bulk goods

12

Quay 11

250

4

-11,5

-11

Bulk goods

Destination

General cargo+crops
Container
Bulk goods (Minerals)

(b) Analysis of the volume of goods
The analysis of data for the years 2005 – 2008, shows that the main
commodities processed in the port of Durres, are: cement, clinker, whole
grains, food commodities (flour, sugar, and rice), construction materials, fuel,
chrome with derivatives, as well as goods coming by ferry.

Tabela 2: Volumes of work
Type of goods
Cereals

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

315286

335596

340887

304408

257307

295639

Potatoes , vegetables
Human and animal alimentary
products

23150

17366

20218

25908

25579

25047

155430

138991

116955

80754

38646

38337

Oil seeds and vegetables fats

11142

12428

10327

6489

9006

8650

0

0

0

0

0

0

175435

153358

200805

208132

99379

0

Petroleum sub-products

47722

59380

59423

48809

50781

0

Iron mineral and steel scrap, dross

80345

54051

42478

67938

35565

62004

Solid Fuel
Rock tar
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Non-metal minerals and waste

4529

0

0

32350

2990

0

Mineral products
Cement and lime. Other
construction materials
Processed and non-processed
minerals

153799
121402
9

261167
119862
0

244978

104027

247099

274390

772784

689539

551005

624185

132284

222459

349137

141144

88447

80862

Chemical and mineral fertilizers

73956

80824

87978

65021

74972

64714

Chemicals and coal

24243

56949

102822

112726

119012

185738

0

1074

0

0

0

0

24029

1257

9145

25339

13318

6001

0

69679

0

0

0

0

115706

0

93941

72908

35397

16110

0

0

0

0

0

22812

20891

24009

21043

11618

1133

2291

144644
271662
0

214621
290182
9

338496
281141
7

582127
257923
7

798996
244863
2

968501
267532
2

Paper pulp and waste paper
Transport equipment, agricultural
machinery, tools, engines
Processed metal
Glass, glass products, ceramic
product
Textile and fabric. Other
processed products.
Other articles
Containers
Total

With the operation of two fuel ports, Vlore 1 (Petrolifera) and Romano Port, in
2009, the port of Durres as well as the ports of Vlore and Shengjin, not
processed fuels. Structure of goods in 2010 at the Port of Durres is presented
in the table below:
Table 3: Structure of goods in 2010
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Emertimi

Njesia e
matjes

Import
Anije

Eksport

Traget

Anije

Total

Traget

Anije

Traget

Ne numer

nr

682

1669

216

1669

898

3338

Ne tonazh

ton

1628537

458085

1046785

272605

2675322

730690

295639

0

0

0

295639

0

25047

0

0

0

25047

0

Kafshe te gjalla

0

0

0

0

0

0

Dru dhe tapa

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fibra leshi,pambuku&mat.bim e shtaz

0

0

0

0

0

0

38337

0

0

0

38337

0

8650

0

0

0

8650

0

Lende djegese te ngurta

0

0

0

0

0

0

Nafte e paperpunuar

0

0

0

0

0

0

Nenprodukte te naftes

0

0

0

0

0

0

48942

0

13062

0

62004

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Produkte metalore(hekur,tuba,llamarine,prokate)

121034

0

153356

0

274390

0

Cimento e gelqere. Mat. tjera ndertimi

280740

0

343445

0

624185

0

6746

0

74116

0

80862

0

64714

0

0

0

64714

0

185738

0

0

0

185738

0

Kimikate bazike, Oksid alumini, prod.tjera kimike

0

0

0

0

0

0

Brum letre dhe mbeturina letre

0

0

0

0

0

0

5756

0

245

0

6001

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Xhama, prodhime qelqi. Produkte qeramike

14476

0

1634

0

16110

0

Lekure, tekstile dhe pelhure. Prod.tjera te perp.

22812

0

0

0

22812

0

2187

0

104

0

2291

0

507678

0

460823

0

968501

0

41

0

0

0

41

0

Sipas mallrave
Drithra
Fruta, zarzavate

Prodh.ushqimore dhe ushqime kafshesh
Farera vajore dhe yndyrna bimore

Mineral hekuri dhe mbeturina çeliku,skorje,skrap
Minerale jometalore dhe mbeturina

Minerale te perp. Dhe joperpunuara
Plehra kimike dhe minerale
Kimikate, qymyr

Pajisje transporti, mak.bujq, vegla pune, motorra..
Perpunimi i metaleve

Artikuj te ndryshem
Konteinere
Mall per ushtrine

While volume of works by country, in thousands of tons, is:
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Taking into account the structure of goods, types of cargo, processing activity
removing fuel from the port, in 2010, completed the reorganization of activity
of processing goods in terminals 4 as follows:
• Container Terminal, in berth 6
• Ferry Terminal, in berth 9
• Western Terminal, from berth 1 to 5 (General cargo and cereals)
• Eastern Terminal, in berth 7, 8, 10 due 11(Bulk Goods).
Three companies are in charge for the loading and unloading operations in
east and west terminals and they use means of Port Authority of Durres.
Moreover, also the loading and unloading maintenance service has been
privatized.
There are regular lines for the transport of containers, with Castellans Port (
Spain),Goia Tour , Malta ( Malte) but also ferry lines with Bari , Ancona and
Trieste ( Italy) Ports.
The structure of goods according to terminals is as follow:
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The ferry terminal operates with 4 regular lines and the volume of work per
line is presented in below table:

Emertimi

Njesia

DURRES
BARI

DURRES
TRIESTE

DURRES
ANKONA

DURRES
KOPER

Passenger

Nr

774,676

20,839

38,488

37

Care

Nr

174,841

12,467

11,104

395

Trucks

Nr

48,186

2,833

1,670

78

Trailers

Nr

8,401

6,338

653

303

Transit goods constitute 5% of the total in ferry terminals and they are mainly
with Kosova.While the transit of passengers it is calculated to be around 10%
and is mainly with Kosovo and Macedonia (FYROM)
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During these years there have been observed a number of phenomena
related to the structure of goods which are processed in Durres Port; these
phenomena are reflecting the economical development of our country.
• Increase of exports which in 2010 occupied 39% of work volume out off
17% during 2009.
• Our country which has mainly been a cement importer now it has
started also exporting activities
• Increase in coals import
• There is an increase of the number of containers processing. In 2009
there were 68622 processed TEU, while in 2010,71612 TEU.

(c) Forecasts
The analysis of the current situation and future projections, expected
outcomes for groups of main goods are expected to be:
• Containers: The average capacity of a container vessel is expected to
increase from 330 TEU in 2008 to 1,300 TEU in 2030. The maximum
possible capacity of a container vessel is limited to 1700 TEU, also
determined by the port layout.
• Clinker and cement: Referring to the information provided by potential
private investors, the average capacity of a clinker vessel will be 25,000
ton. The number of vessels will be around 80 per year.
• Minerals and coal: The capacities of ships for minerals and coal will
rise from 13,000 ton to 25,000 ton once the quay for clinker and cement
is set to operation because the coal will be imported for production of
cement and clinker.
• Grains: The average capacity of vessel plots for grains is expected to
rise from 4,000 ton to 8,000 ton until 2030. The number of vessels will
vary from 80 to 90. The maximum vessel capacity will depend on the
port layout and the quays where vessels will anchor as not all the quays
can handle the vessels’ maximum capacity. The average vessel
capacity is envisaged to rise from 5,500 ton it is now to 10,500 ton in
2030, with a maximum of 30,000 ton, depending on port conditions.
•

General cargos: General cargos are mainly transferred from relatively
small ships. The average package capacity is 1,500 ton. This average
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capacity is expected to remain the same in the future. The number of
vessels will rise from around 800 to 1,250 per year until 2030.
• Cruisers (Tourist vessels): Cruisers will mainly come in summer.
Around 20 vessels are expected to arrive in the port. All this is based on
a supposition only without making any prediction. The vessels are
expected to accommodate around 600 – 800 passengers. These
vessels are 100 to 170 m in length.
• Ro-Ro/ferries: The ferries are 125 m to 180 m long and accommodate
around 800 and 1000 passengers.

Article VII. Development of ports
The changes in transport lines and cargo configurations have led to new
necessitates in developing a strategy for the ports’ system. Therefore, the
nature and model of the demand for services has changed.
The development of a port system should be planned in accordance with the
criterion of successfully meeting the demands, with respect to the change in
needs for trade and transportation.
Seaports, being subsystem elements of the naval system, serve as catalyze of
the traffic flow and contribute to the development of numerous economic
aspects of a country, however lead to two main organizational features:
-

the way of managing and operating the ports
the way of organizing the work

Global development tendencies consist of:
-

Concentrating the traffic into a small number of big ports
Concentrating various economical functionalities inside the same portal
areas
The desire for higher incomes (complete the processing of ships as
quick as possible)
Modern terrestrial connections, with the existing network
Bigger autonomy in the management of ports
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Section 7.01 Management of Ports
One of the most important aspects of port organizational activity is the
increase of the private entrepreneurship in envisaging and managing the port
service.
In principal there are 3 port operating modules
1. Port Service: The Port Authority currently offers to ships and cargos all kind
of commercial services, it also owns and operates with all possible port
assets, and performs all regulatory functions.
2. Port Tools: The Port Authority owns the infrastructure, superstructure and
heavy equipment; it leases them to operators, mostly on long term
concession basis while maintaining all other regulatory functions.
3. Landlord Port: The Port Authority owns just the basic infrastructure, but
also the land and its access to protective assets and leases them to
operators, mostly on long-term concession, while maintaining all other
regulatory functions.
Competition development in port service is one of the main objectives of ports
institutional reform implementation and it is related to the traffic level which will
soon appear, in order to conceive the optimal formula to any particular
situations.
The traffic level and also goods structure are important factors in electing the
best model to increase develop competition, and to envisage a future
organizational plan for quays and terminals.
This operative structure could exist independently to public/private ownership
model although there is a tendency as below:
*Port Authority Landlord and Port Tools are mostly public governmental actors
which own the land and the assets in relation to them while the commercial
operators are private companies that are taking for rent commodities, the
superstructure and other means.
*Port Authority Service could be either a public enterprise, as in the excommunist countries, or a private enterprise.
In this aspect also our ports are in their ri-organizational phase:
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 The Durres Port is actually a tools port where loading and unloading
activities, cleaning and a range of other services are privatized. It aims
to Port Landlord system with intention to complete the privatization of all
commercial services in accordance to the regulation and coordination
role of Port Authority leaded ahead from market economy.
 The Vlore Port is actually transformed into a tools port where loading
and unloading service are under private entities and further facilitation
means will be privatized.
 The Shengjini port is a service port with a prospective to turn into a tools
port with privatization of service as loading and unloading etc. .
 The Saranda port is a service port, which will also turn to be a tools
port.

Section 7.02 Modality of organization of work
There could be 2 ways (directions) for ports development projects in regard to
work performances and volumes that are processed
 The construction of totally new port of the specialization of larger
terminals in new ports areas , or
 In case of numerous frequencies the enlargement and renovation of the
existing port.
In both cases the necessary step to take is a field study of ports existing
facilities’, delineating the real capacities of loads and discovering possible
design and usage models
Existing facilities performance analyzes shall be done separately for each
quay or specialized terminal group/

Section 7.03 Development of Durres Port
Also the ports system in Albanian, as a crucial part in the marine transport
sector is in constant evolution taking into account also the development pace
into marine transport of goods. These evolutions in accordance to our port
conditions shall be directed toward:
 the specialization of quays in accordance with main commodities group
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 Specialization of quays in order to process group of commodities with
similar characteristics.
In coherence to the development pace of ports system there have been build
2 new ports, outside of their existing territory, for fuel processing
 Durres, in Porto Romano. This is constructed jointly in the same area
with the deposits (tankers) park as a BOT concession, in accordance to
all international standards.
 Vlore constructed by PetroliFera Italo Albania jointly with the deposits(
tankers)
The construction of both these ports have created wider spaces for existing
port in Durres , Vlore, Shengin, which have been the larger processors of fuels
, general commodities and passengers
Though in local ports there are being created considerable space this doesn’t
mean that each of the port will be specialized for all kind of goods. This would
not be effective in our countries conditions. Taking into account the
development pace of goods (commodities), and mainly in Durres port, its
development will be focused in transforming it into a contemporary
technological port for:
o processing of cement, construction of silos
o processing of cereals, construction of silos
o container processing, terminal( berth)construction
o processing of goods( minerals etc)
o packed good processing
o processing of refrigerated goods
o processing of Ro-Ro
o Processing of travels, construction of terminals and also
processing the Cruiser sailing in Adriatic Sea.
As below you may find a revised planimetry of the Durres Port Master plan
taking into consideration above information:
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Port development main objectives shall be:
 Complete the transformation and privatization process, with the scope
to attract domestic and foreign capital through means of concession
 Development of updated processing technologies and also the creation
of a computer network for of all sides involved in the transport making
possible for the port terminals to compete successfully in the marine
service market.
 Determine the priority infrastructural investment in order to improve
the joints connecting the port with internal road network and railway
 Creating conditions for free trade zones for the development of
profitable activities for the port and in general for the country’s economy
 In regard to travels need and touristic developing and building quays for
raft and cruisers anchorage but also of touristic ports and the
accommodation of yacht and other vessels. The evolution of touristic
ports shall be envisaged on studies for Coastal Areas Management.
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Article VIII.

Conceptual Design of the Terminals

Section 8.01 Western Terminal (General Cargo & Cereals)
(a) Infrastructure and superstructure
At present, non containerized general cargo is mainly handled at berths 1-4
and for small vessels a part of berth 5. Cereals are presently handled at berth
5. Is foresees that General Cargo will be handled at berth 1-3 and at berth 4 in
combination with the cereals.
Considering the condition of the quay structures of berth 1 to 4, the condition
of the terminal area behind berth 1 and 2 and the buildings behind berth 1-2,
rehabilitation and construction works are foreseen and will include the
following:
Phase 1:
• Rehabilitation of berth 3 and 4;
• Rehabilitation berth 1 and 2 (after finishing berth 3-4).
• Rehabilitation of terminal yard behind berth 1 and 2;
• Construction of buildings including:
o Administration building: 400m2;
o Amenities building: 300m2;
o Workshop: 500m2;
o Cooled storage: 2,000m2.
• Utilities including:
o Power supply;
o Water;
o Fire fighting.
The rehabilitation of berth 1 and 2 will be done one after the other after
completion of the rehabilitation of berth 3-4. In this way there will always be 2
berths with a total length of about 400m available for general cargo handling.
During the rehabilitation works the cereals will be handled at berth 5 as it is at
present.
It must be noted that berth 3 is only a short quay of about 30m located
perpendicular between berth 2 and 4. For berthing sea going vessels, this
berth is not useable and therefore has not been taken into account in the
available berth length for General Cargo and cereals vessels.
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Cereals will be handled at berth 5 up to and including Phase 3. From Phase 4,
cereals will be handled at berth 4 together with General Cargo. The following
works have been foreseen:
Phase 1
• Renovate existing hoppers and include dust prevention
End of Phase 3
• Construction of removable steel cereal silo’s at berth 4 (capacity 2,000t
each)
• New pneumatic un-loaders
The available quay length will be 410m for berth 1 and 2 and 175m for berth 4.

(b) Operations and Equipment
(i) General Cargo

General cargo will be loaded and off-loaded by means of mobile cranes. At
the terminal, the cargo will be transported with Forklift Trucks (FLT’s).
Considering the condition of the loading quay cranes and FLT, acquisition of
new equipment has been foreseen:
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• 4 new mobile 5 tons cranes
• 18 FLT’s in Phase 1
• 4 FLT’s in Phase 4
For the determination of the required number of quay cranes, the following
assumptions have been made:
•
•
•
•
•
•

15 cycles per hour
5 ton per cycle
365 days per year
20 non workable days per year
21 working hours per day
Maximum occupancy per crane: 80%

For the determination of the required number of FLT’s, the following
assumptions have been made:
•
•
•
•
•
•

time per cycle vessel - storage v.v.: 15 minutes
1 ton per cycle
365 days per year
20 non workable days per year
21 working hours per day
Maximum occupancy per crane: 80%

(ii) Cereals

The cranes presently used for unloading cereals are in good condition. Their
renovation will be done during this activity will shift from berth 5 to berth 4. The
new equipment will consist of one vacuvator with a capacity of 250 t/h.
For the determination of the required number of un-loaders, the following
assumptions have been made:
•
•
•
•
•

Un-loading rate 250t/h
365 days per year
20 non workable days per year
21 working hours per day
Maximum occupancy per un-loader: 80%
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Section 8.02 Container Terminal
Containers terminal is foreseen to take place in berth 6, 7 and 8. He will use
squares that are behind these berths and in the future expected to expand rail
lines including the old station located behind the current siege of the port.
Expanding the squares, including the railway line will create more facilities for
the processing of containers.
The following investments in infrastructure and super structure are foreseen:
• Full use of berth 6 i.e. an available berthing length of 265m;
• Rehabilitation berth 7/83
• Extension of the terminal area behind berth 6 and 7/8 with about 40m
(area transferred from the Albanian Railway)
• Clean-up and pavement of new area
• Relocation of the existing terminal fences
• Construction of buildings including:
• 5 gates
• Administration building: 400m2
• Amenities building: 300m2
• Workshop: 1,200m2
• New fences
• Utilities including:
• Power supply
• Water
• Fire fighting
Currently containers terminal is in the final stage of evaluation of bids for the
concession award.
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Section 8.03 Ferry and Cruise Terminal
(a) Infrastructure and superstructure
At present the ferry terminal is located at berth 9. The ferries are berthed
perpendicular to the quay. Also use is made of approx. 185m of berth 7/8.
This berth is used by the largest Ferries presently calling the port. Under
normal conditions 4 vessels can be berthed simultaneously and under
favorable conditions 5 vessels. However, under conditions with wind coming
from south easterly direction, operation may be hampered due to lack of
sufficient mooring facilities. This is why in the master plan a jetty is foreseen
providing additional facilities for securing the vessels.
In addition to the present situation, also cruise vessels will berth at the ferry
terminal. No additional facilities are foreseen as the cruise passengers will
make use of the ferry facilities. The terminal will be developed in 2 steps in
which in the first step the existing ferry terminal will be upgraded and
rehabilitated (is a process). In the second step, the terminal area will be
extended with the area presently used by the fishery port. Also 4 additional
berths will be created.
This development is planned at the end of Phase 2 (2014) but will depend on
the development of the ferry and cruise traffic in the future. The investments
foreseen for the first phase are given below and are based on the Ferry
terminal Master Plan with in addition the jetty which was not foreseen in the
Ferry terminal Master plan and the rehabilitation of berth 7/8.
• Rehabilitation berth 7/8 (185m. the remaining 220m is allocated at the
container terminal);
• Jetty;
• Pavement and site clearance including terminal roads;
• Terminal building;
• Drivers rest facilities;
• Entry and exit gates;
• Inspection Canopy;
• Footbridge;
• Approach road;
• General facilities such as:
o Drainage;
o Lighting;
o Power supply.
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For Phase 2, the following investments are foreseen:
• 120 m quay;
• Site clearance fishery area;
• Pavement fishery area.

(b) Operational System and Equipment
Part of the cargo transshipped with the ferries is by trailer with a container.
These trailers will be loaded and offloaded by trucks that are operating at the
ferry terminal (here after named: “terminal trucks”).
In the first phase, 5 terminal trucks are required where from the 2nd phase
onwards a total of 10 terminal trucks will be required at the ferry terminal.
The number of terminal trucks is determined based on the following
assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•

80% of the trucked cargo is only a trailer;
15 minutes is the cycle time of a terminal truck;
75% is the maximum occupancy of a terminal truck;
8 hours is the maximum allowable hours a ferry is berthed;
4 berths are available in phase 1 and 8 berths are available from the
end of Phase 2.
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Section 8.04 Eastern Terminal
(a) Cement and Clinker Terminal
(i) Infrastructure and superstructure

The cement and clinker will be transported over one jetty which will be located
at the Kurum area. Foreseen that the clinker and cement export facilities will
be developed as a combined terminal. The jetty will have a length of
approximately 225 meters and a width of 35 meters. The jetty is long enough
for one vessel of 30,000 DWT at or for two vessels of 5,000 DWT berthed
simultaneously at either side of the jetty.
Cement will be transported from the factory by trucks. The clinker will be
transported by rail. The clinker will be stored in a shed and the cement in silos.
The terminal and jetty will be in operation at the start of Phase 2. From the
drawing with the proposed location of the cement and clinker terminal it can
be seen that the jetty has been positioned in such a way that there is a direct,
very short connection between the jetty and the outtake points of the silos and
bulk flat store.
The following investments for the infrastructure and superstructure are
foreseen:
• Site clearance;
• Jetty construction (225m long and 35m wide);
• Construction of buildings and storage including:
o Administration building: 250 m2;
o Amenities building: 150 m2;
o Workshop: 300 m2;
o 8 Cement silos of 2,000 m3 each (approx. 3,000 tons each);
o Clinker shed 10,000 m2 with elevator and stacker;
o Fencing
• Connections:
o Power supply;
o Water;
o Fire fighting;
o 600 m Road;
o 400 m rail.
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(ii) Operational System and Equipment
1) Intake from railcars/ trucks and storage into a silo:
It is assumed that the cement will arrive in silo-railcars and silo-trucks which
unload the cement pneumatically or mechanically into the cement silo. The
capacity of the silo must be minimum 40,000 tons (for example 8 silo bins of
5,000 tons). In case of a mechanical intake system great care shall be taken
with respect to dust control at the covered/enclosed dump pit area, the
transfer points and the silo bins.
2) Loading of vessels with cement
Two options are taken into account:
Option 1: Pneumatic loading of the vessel from the silo or flat store
In this case the cement is pumped from the silo bin or flat store with
underground fluidizing installation via a system of fixed pipes to the loading
point on the jetty. On the jetty the pipes are connected by flexible pipes to the
pipes on the vessel. Since this is a fully enclosed conveying system dust
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emission is not a great issue. Of course dust control on the vessel is required.
The loading rate is dependent on the distance between the silo and the jetty
and the installed pump capacity.
Option 2: Direct pneumatic loading of the vessel
In this case the silo-trucks shuttle between a storage facility outside the port
and the jetty. At the jetty the trucks connect via flexible pipes to the fixed pipes
of the vessel and pump the cement with their own pump unit into the vessel.
Of course this procedure takes quite some time in view of the time to connect
and disconnect the pipes, the limited pumping capacity of the trucks,
hindrance by other trucks, etc. In addition, sufficient trucks must be available
in order to ensure continued loading at an acceptable loading rate of the
vessel in view of the very high costs for demurrage.
Option 3: Mechanical loading of the vessel from the silo
In this case the cement is conveyed via a system of covered/enclosed belt
conveyors, bucket elevators, etc.
In order to prevent massive dust emission during loading of the vessel great
care must be taken with respect to dust control at the transfer points and in
particular at the loading bellow.
Recommended solution for Durrës
In view of the relatively high throughput level, recommended buffer storage for
the cement in the form of a flat store or silo (choice to be made by the
operator). To avoid dust emission, recommended to apply a pneumatic
system for loading of the vessel. Loading of the vessels with cement will be
done pneumatic from the silo (or alternatively, directly from silo-trucks). Since
this is a completely enclosed system there will be no dust emission at all. The
silo-railcars and silo-trucks will unload the cement pneumatically via a totally
enclosed pipe system or mechanically via a completely covered intake facility
and conveyor system into the cement silos, causing no dust emission at all.
3) Intake from railcars/trucks and storage into a bulk flat store of clinker
It is assumed that the clinker will arrive in railcars and dump trucks which
unload the clinker via covered/enclosed dump pits and a system of
covered/enclosed belt conveyors and bucket elevator into the bulk flat store.
The capacity of the bulk flat store must be minimum 40,000 tons.
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Great care shall be taken with respect to wear and dust control at the
covered/enclosed dump pit area, the transfer points and the bulk flat store
since clinker is a very abrasive and dusty product.
4) Loading of vessels with clinker
Option 1: loading via a system of conveyors from the bulk flat store
In this case the clinker is conveyed via a system of covered/enclosed belt
conveyors, bucket elevators, etc. to an overhead covered/enclosed tripper belt
conveyor along the jetty. On the jetty a rail mounted ship loader is installed
which is fed from the overhead tripper belt conveyor and dumps the clinker via
a loading arm with covered/enclosed belt conveyor and a dust controlled
loading bellow into the vessel.
Since clinker is a very abrasive product a special loading spout shall be
installed,
In order to prevent dust emission during loading of the vessel great care must
be taken with respect to dust control at the transfer points and in particular at
the loading bellow. It is important that the dust controlled loading bellow has
sufficient length and can be lowered onto the product in the hold.
Option 2: loading via trucks and mobile belt conveyors
In this case the clinker is loaded into dump trucks which shuttle between the
bulk flat store and jetty. On the jetty one or more special mobile belt conveyors
are installed which are capable of loading into 30,000 DWT vessels. The
trucks dump the clinker onto these mobile belt conveyors which can be moved
along the vessel. The mobile belt conveyors must also be equipped with
suitable loading spouts and dust control equipment. This option can of course
also be used for direct loading of clinker from another bulk flat store inside or
outside the port area.

(iii) Equipment required

Cement in bulk is transported by means of specialized trucks, equipped with
pneumatic unloading system, enabling to self-unload into the silos. For the
transportation of the cement on the terminal, the following investments are
foreseen:
• 1 weighbridge;
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• 2 unloading bays for cement trucks;
• One belt conveyor (300m) from the silo to the jetty;
• One cement loader (600t/h).
Clinker will be transported by rail to the terminal. For the transport of the
clinker at the terminal, the following facilities are foreseen:
•
•
•
•

1 dumping pit for the clinker;
One belt conveyor (100m) from the dumping pit to the clinker shed;
One belt conveyor (300m) from the shed to the jetty;
One clinker belt loader 800 t/h.
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(b) Minerals and Coal Terminal
(i) Infrastructure and superstructure

The minerals and coal will be handled at berth 10/11. Considering the
condition of berth 10/11, rehabilitation works are foreseen for upgrading the
quay with a maximum water depth of 11.5m. In addition, the yards area will be
extended eastwards with the dredged material that comes available from the
capital dredging of the channel and basin.
The rehabilitation of berth 10 and 11 will be done one after another. During the
rehabilitation of one berth, all activities will go via the other berth. The
completion of the rehabilitation works must be before the cement and clinker
terminal is in operation. This because after the cement and clinker terminal is
in operation, the import of coal will increase significantly and transportation
over one berth of this quantity together with the minerals will not be possible.
The following investments have been foreseen for the infrastructure and
superstructure.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rehabilitation of berth 10/11;
Filling and compacting new reclaimed area;
Warehouse demolishment (existing cement shed);
Rehabilitation of terminal yard behind berth 10 and 11;
Pavement of stacking area using gravel;
Construction of buildings including:
o Administration building: 250 m2;
o Amenities building: 150 m2;
o Workshop: 300 m2;
o Fencing;
• Connections:
o Utilities;
o Rail (400m);
o Terminal road.
(ii) Operations and Equipment

The minerals will be transported from the hinterland in bulk, by railway. The
wagons will dump the minerals in a dumping pit. From the dumping pit, the
minerals will be transported via a conveyor to the stack area behind berth
10/11. At the stack area the minerals will be stacked by means of dump
trucks. The minerals will be transported to the quay with trucks were it will be
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loaded with mobile loaders into the vessels. Mobile ship loaders with capacity
up to 2,000 tons per hour, with an outreach of over 25m exist (these can be
used even for loading capsize vessels), but for the maximum vessel size
expected in Durres, 30,000 DWT, a mobile ship loader with a capacity of
about 300 tons per hour and with an outreach of about 17m should be
sufficient.
The coal, which is imported, will be un-loaded with grabs and dumped in
mobile hoppers feeding dump trucks. The Consultant recommends the use of
dump trucks for the transport between storage yard and quays due to their
versatility. From the stacking area, the coal will be transported to the trains
with a belt conveyor where it will be loaded via a mobile loader. The same
mobile loaders used for loading minerals can be used for loading coal at the
train loading station.
For the handling and loading and unloading of the cargo the following
investments have been determined:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 mobile cranes
2 mobile loaders (300t/h each)
1 Weighbridge
1 Dumping pit for trains
2 Pay-loaders at the stack
10 dump trucks
500m Conveyor
2 Mobile hoppers for import of coal

For the determination of the required number of cranes, the following
assumptions have been made:
•
•
•
•
•

200t/h loading and unloading rate
365 days per year
20 non workable days per year
21 working hours per day
Maximum occupancy per un-loader: 80%
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(c) Scrap Terminal
(i) Infrastructure and superstructure

Scrap processing facilities are located at berth 12. This will be a new berth
adjacent to berth 11. The new quay will be designed for a water depth of
11.5m and a length of 240m. The terminal area will be reclaimed using the
material from the dredging works that are planned for the deepening of the
approach channel and the harbor basin. The terminal will have connection to
the rail network. The terminal depth will be approx. 300m.
The following investments in infrastructure and superstructure are foreseen:
• Construction berth 12 (240m);
• Filling and compacting new reclaimed area;
• Construction of buildings including:
o Administration building: 250 m2;
o Amenities building: 150 m2;
o Workshop: 300 m2;
o Fencing: 600 m.
• Connections:
o Utilities;
o Rail (400m);
o Terminal road (600m).

(ii) The terminal equipment
All scrap will be imported. The scrap will be unloaded with two mobile quay
cranes. The quay cranes dump the scrap on the apron where mobile scrap
handlers will further transport it on the terminal. The scrap it transported to the
hinterland by rail. The mobile scrap handlers will also be used for the loading
of the trains. The following investments are foreseen for quay and terminal
equipment:
• 2 Mobile quay cranes
• 8 mobile scrap handlers
• 1 weighbridge
For the determination of the number of quay cranes and scrap handlers the
following assumptions have been made:
• 100t/h unloading rate per quay crane
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

30 t/h per mobile scrap handler
1,000t Capacity per train
3 trains per day
365 days per year
20 non workable days per year
21 working hours per day
Maximum equipment occupancy: 80%
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Article IX. Linking the Port of Durres with land transport network.
Port of Durres is the starting point for Corridor 8 and is situated 40 km from
Tirana city.
Connection of Durres port to corridor VII

Varna

Bar
Burgas

Durrës
Thessaloniki

Another important point for the development of the port of Durres is to define
investments in infrastructure as priority in order to improve the joints connecting it to
the internal network of road and rail.

(a) Road network connection
While the Durres port it is well connected through the road as a result of large

investments made in road infrastructure.
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During these years the
reconstruction of 8 Corridor’s
Tirana–Durres,
DurresRrogozhine,
Peqine–
Elbasan–Qafe
Thane(
Border
with
Macedonia)
Rrogozhine–Lushnje – Fier
has ended while still in
construction
Fier-Vlore
section.
In order to finalize the entire
reconstruction of Corridor 8th
the south circle of Tirana and
also Tirana –Elbasan with a
30 km length is opened for
bids. In the meantime
Rrogozhine and Fier section
by passes are ready.
Also the reconstruction of
Qafe Plloce – Korce –
Kapshtice as part of 8th
Corridor has ended and
there are ongoing works for
Qukes-Qafe Plloc section
Another
important
investment that will have a
great impact for the port of
Durres is the termination of
the Durres – Milot – Kukes –
Kosovo border axis for the
goods transportation from
the port of Durres to Kosovo.
Apart from this it is being
worked with the Tirane –
Peshkopi
–
Bllate
(Macedonian
border)
segment.
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(b) Rail network connection
The Albanian rail network connection has a radial system centered in Durres
and spreding to:
• The North, with the segment Durres – Vore – Shkoder – Monte Negro
border and Vore - Tirane
• The south , with the segment Durres – Rrogozhine – Lushnje – Fier –
Vlore and Fier - Ballsh
• The East, with the segment Rrogozhine – Elbasan – Prrenjas - Lin
Currently, the Port of Durres is connected to the national rail network only
through the astern terminal. Although there are railway connections in the port
area they are not linked to the national network.
To make sure all quays are linked with the railway network, even the old
railway station of passengers, situated after quays 6, 7 and 8 (Container
terminal), will be included within the port’s territory.

Old Railway
Station
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Article X. Action Plan for implement the strategy of maritime Transport
The progress of the port of Durres is closely linked to the implementation of
the strategy for the naval transport.linked
The clear determination of the action plan regarding the implementation of the
strategy is interdependent on three time parameters which are critical on
ea\chi implementation:


Order



Starting time



Duration of each task

The order in which each task is carried out is maybe the most tactic parameter
out of the three, in the way that it reflects the most preferable argument of the
planners on the overall implementation.
Only after separating the work in each of the institution involved in this
strategy it could be possible to produce a fully applicable working plan (which
its application will produce more information in regard to strategic priorities
policies and their implementation cost.
As above said, we think that the implementation of the strategy in marine
transport strategy will be performed as below sequences of action :
I. Organizational area
The creation of Marine Administration and enforcement of its role
- Currently it has been created the Marine administration directory and its
structure
- Restructuring of General Masters of the Port.
Restructuring Marine Register.
-

The creation of sea and ship register

-

Restructuring Ship Classification register

The creation of the State Authority of Port Security
Creation of General Breakdown Marine Commission
II. In the area of Law
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Accession to international convention
Extraction of laws and regulations pursuant to the Maritime Code
-

Determination of laws and regulations under the Maritime Code
Making their drafting in accordance to priorities

Preparation of the legal basis which will activate the internal marine transport
of passengers.
-

Drafting of respective regulation for this activity

-

Establishing the operating criteria.

III. Marine Port
In order to precede the economical development should be conducted a study
for the Albanian coastal port system development
- Assessment of needs for commercial ports
- Assessment of needs for touristic and passengers ports
Concluding the process of main ports transformation process in accordance to
their specific.
Promoting the privatization of services.
Promoting private investment as concessions.
IV. Marine Security
-

Improvement of the technical tools for navigation systems

-

Determination of their conditions (headlights, lamps,

-

Determination of hazardous areas

-

Establishment of this tools

Construction of the traffic separation schemes
Estabilishing the marine traffic control service
Improvement of the pilotage service
-

Establish the pilotage station
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The education of sailors in accordance to STCW 78/95 convention
-

Establishment of the education and training sector for sailors , within
Marine Administration.
• Creating programs with useful courses
• Defining evaluation criteria

-

Making training courses

Establishment of a marine accident prevention and investigation sector.
-

Definition of an official format for marine accident reports.

In accordance to international standards establishment of a shipyard for
vessels maintenance.
V. Environment protection
Implementation of integrated coastal zone principles
Strengthening coastal guard
Capacity building in management, marine environmental monitoring
Drafting of the National Contingency Plan for Marine Environment Protection
-

Drafting of plans for each ports

-

The organization and training of responsible authorities.

Installation of equipment for liquid and solid waste collection in quay(
aprons)navy marine etc.
Increasing regional collaboration in cases of marine pollution
The international marine transport development strategy will aim to :
 The consolidation of existing transports lines.
 The creation of new lines in accordance to commercial exchange
 Improve of technical standards of the Albanian fleet in accordance to
national and international law specification
o Fiscal ease for Albanian owners
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o Expansion of class license requirement from Albanian register.
o Performance of systematic control from Master of Marine, Register
o In order to control with priority all Albanian ships, in accordance with
Paris memorandum it shall be created the Port State Control and
Flag State Control.
 Establish a marine yard which will have the purpose to repair all kind of
naval vessels
 Through the creation of fiscal burden ease, the fleet shall be renovated
with the intention to increase existing collector capacities.
The international transport of passengers is already a consolidated transport
and its operates in regular lines with Italy from Durres and Vlore port and with
Greece through Saranda Port
The focus of the development regarding international transport of passengers
will be:
 Consolidation of existing lines
 Development of this kind of transport from Shengin Port
 The improvement of service quality, improve comfort in the boat and
building a better quality of terminals.

Article XI. Literature
• Marine transport development strategy-2007
• Durres Port Master Plan revision-2008
•

•

Modern port management; Module Five – Methods and Tools of Management
Sectional strategy e MPPT
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1. Introduction
Project-31.03.11 is elaborated in accordance with a contract, signed on
the 31 of January 2011 in Sofia between:
- “Maritime Administration” Executive Agency under the Minister of
Transport, Information Technology and Information with its registered office in
Sofia, 9 Dyakon Ignatii Str., represented by the Executive Director Capt. Sergey
Tzarnakliyski – contracting authority
and
- International Association "TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE,
INFORMATION AND NANO TECHNOLOGY – TIINT"
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- with registered office in Sofia, District “Sredetz”, 108 “G. S.
Rakovski” Str.,
- Tel. +359 2 987 46 41, e-mail : tiint@abv.bg, bank account: UniCredit
Bulbank TIINT, IBAN BG47 UNCR 70001501172097 BGN,
- BULSTAT: 175420973,
represented by the Chairman of the Managing Committee - Doctor of
Engineering Emil Zahariev – contractor.
The project’s terms of reference foresee the delivery of the service “Study
of the status and the possibilities for development and improvement of the
transport connections of Varna and Burgas Ports with the hinterland and the
European transport corridors and specifically: implementation of logistic
schemes for transportation of containers via the national railroad network
through Varna and Burgas ports – perspectives in the development of cargo
transportation via the ports of the Republic of Bulgaria to the countries in the
Black Sea Region and the Middle East”.
The subject of the study is a part of the Transnational Network for the
Promotion of Water-ground Multimodal Transport (WATERMODE) Project,
co-financed under the Operational Programme for Transnational Cooperation
South-East Europe 2007 – 2013.

2. Executive summary.
Study of the Condition and Development Options and
Improvement of Transport Connections of Varna and Burgas
Ports with the Hinterland and the European Transport Corridors
and specifically, Implementation of logistic schemes for
transportation of containers via the national railroad network
through the Varna and Burgas ports – perspectives in the
development of cargo transportation via the ports in the Republic of
Bulgaria to the countries in the Black Sea Region and Middle East
1. Objectives of the investigation - to give a correct idea of the potential of
both ports to develop as an entry ports for transit cargoes as well as the
necessary improvements to attain the above objective.
2. Main directions of the investigation:
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• Analysis on the transport railway infrastructure - present status, access to
ports, future development plans, conclusions and recommendations for
improvements.
• Analysis on the ports of Varna and Burgas – statistics, cargo handling
capacity with special attention to ferryboat and ro-ro terminal.
• Analysis on the river ports and Black Sea ports with respect to facilitate
future increasing of transit cargo turnover of defined transit routes.
• Brief analysis on the road transport infrastructure.
• Availability of intermodal hinterland terminals to maintain connection to
the main EU transport corridors;
• Short analysis on the existing multimodal transportation practices in
Bulgaria with respect to transit cargo flows from Black Sea countries and
Middle East through ports of Varna and Burgas, directed to the EU
transport corridors.
3. Conclusions:
• The cargo handling capacity of ports has considerable reserve of 30-45%.
• The cargo handling capacity of Ferryboat Terminal – Varna has reserve of
about 80-90%.
• The national railway and road networks provide connections with TransEuropean transport system, but not a direct railway connection to Former
Republic of Macedonia.
• Despite of the above – lack of cargo flows and the transit through the
ports is occasional due to lack of advertisement, contemporary high speed
hinterland railway connections and organizational problems.
4. Results:
• Specific proposals for introduction of environmentally friendly
multimodal transport solutions to decrease the cost of transport.
• Proposals on improvement of organization, including development of
clusters and competitive price policy.

3. Summary of Project Development
This project is developed by the International Society of Transport
Infrastructure, Informational and Nano Technologies (ISTIINT) in compliance
with the Agreement dated January 31, 2011 and the technical Work Package on
service performance of the following objective: Study of the Condition and
Development Options and Improvement of Transport Connections of Varna and
Burgas Ports with the Hinterland and the European Transport Corridors and
specifically, Implementation of logistic schemes for transportation of containers
via the national railroad network through the Varna and Burgas ports –
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perspectives in the development of cargo transportation via the ports in the
Republic of Bulgaria to the countries in the Black Sea Region and Middle East ,
approved by Sergey Tzarnakliysky, Executive Director of Executive Agency
“Maritime Administration”.
The subject of the development is part of the Transnational Network for the
Promotion of Water-ground Multimodal Transport (WATERMODE), cofinanced under the operational programme for Transnational Cooperation
Programme South-East Europe 2007 – 2013.
In the development of the project, the classical methodological approach in
complex problems study was adopted. It comprises the following:
• A concise analysis of the transport infrastructure in the Republic of
Bulgaria is performed which is focused on directions related to European
transport corridors running through the country and mainly the ones
running through the ports of Varna and Burgas;
• Subjects of the study are selected;
• Their handling and traffic capacity is assessed;
• The relations between the study subjects are outlined, i.e. the transport
chains;
• The most narrow link in a chain is established to define the capacity of the
entire transport chain;
• Usability degree of available capacities and existing reserves is defined in
view of taking further transport volumes and cargo handling quality
improvement;
• A prognosis is prepared on future transport volumes in two variants:
optimistic and pessimistic;
• If needed, activities in increasing the traffic and handling capacity of
transport chains and improvement of the quality of transport and client
service are outlined;
• An optimal stage-schedule is planned for the implementation of
infrastructural activities minimizing required investments and providing
25-30% capacities’ reserve;
• Recommended are new progressive transport technologies and
management methods to speed up deliveries and enhance quality of
service, decrease operational expenses and accelerate financial turnover;
• Recommendations are made as to which questions should be detailed and
finished in the next stages of development and implementation of the
project and who is interested in the conclusions drawn in the project
development.
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This methodology was applied in the development of the project.
The study subjects are ports, approaches to these ports, both by railways and
roads, and their connections to the international railway network and Pan
European transport corridors, container system, ferryboat and RO - RO transport
and other modern cargo transportation systems. The experience of native and
foreign companies in the combined ‘river-sea’ communication was taken into
account together with the application of other progressive transport
technologies.
Critical analysis was performed on the transport infrastructure in the Republic of
Bulgaria where attention was focused on the directions connected to the
European transport corridors crossing the country via the ports of Varna and
Burgas and their connection to the ports on the Danube.
Bulgarian sea and river ports play a key role in the national economy. They
service the export and import of the country and transit transportation.
Bulgarian ports are strategically located on the crossroad between Europe and
Asia and their geographic position plays a key role in connecting Central and
Eastern Europe with the countries in the Caucasian region and the Near and
Middle East.
The public transportation ports of national importance are five.
Two sea ports:
Varna and Burgas of 12 main terminals (Varna East, Varna West,
Ferryboat Complex: Varna, Lesport, Burgas East, Burgas West, Rossenetz, etc.);
Three river ports:
Russe, Lom and Vidin with a total of 13 terminals (Russe East, Russe
West, Svishtov, Somovit, Oryahovo, Vidin Ferryboat, etc.)
Bulgarian ports have a considerable reserve of about 25-30% of their handling
capacity.
The port of Varna is the biggest and widest Bulgarian port. It has a major
reserve in its handling and traffic capacity.
In compliance with the Work Package, the main attention of the project is
focused on the port terminals Varna East and Varna West.
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Varna East port terminal is designated for handling general, bulk and container
cargo and passenger services.
Varna West port terminal is designated for handling general, draft, bulk, ro-ro
and container cargo.
In the westernmost end of the southern part of the Beloslav Lake (opposite the
Varna West Port Terminal) is located the biggest railway ferryboat terminal in
Europe – Ferryboat Complex Varna, handling transportation of wagons and
motor vehicles by ferryboats on the routes Varna – Ilyichevsk (Ukraine) – Varna
and Varna – Ilyichevsk – Poti/Batumi (Georgia) – Varna and wagons solely
along the new railway ferryboat connection Varna – Caucasus (Russia) opened
in 2009.
Along with the port of Varna, the port of Burgas is one of the biggest and most
important ports in the Black Sea region. It also has a considerable reserve of
handling and traffic capacity.
Burgas port includes two major port terminals: Burgas East and Burgas West,
petroleum bunkering terminal Rossenetz, as well as the Nessebar passenger
terminal.
The ports of Varna and Burgas have reliable approaches and stable connection
to the country railway and road networks. The railway lines are partially
doubled and powered by electricity. They are equipped with modern railway
automatics and have sufficient traffic capacity.
The national railway and road networks are part of the Trans-European transport
system and provide connection with the Trans-European transport corridors.
Port Varna has a good connection with the port of Russe, thus providing major
options for cargo transportation between Europe and the countries of the CIS,
the Near and Middle East and other countries through the use of modern
combined transportation technologies.
Being the cross point of three European transport corridors – No 7, No 8 and No
9 – the Varna port creates excellent conditions for transit cargo transportation
between Europe, the Near, Middle and Far East and the reviving Silk Road – the
TRASECA transport corridor.
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The port of Russe is an important logistic centre for transport corridor No 7 –
the Danube and No 9 – from Central and Northern Europe through Bulgaria to
Greece and Turkey. The ro-ro terminal in Russe East services ro-ro lines to
Romania and Ukraine. Besides, the improvement of the road and railway
connection Russe – Varna will allow the establishment of an alternative route
the Danube – the Black Sea.
The main focus of the project development is on the Russe East port terminal
and Free Zone Russe as the major Bulgarian port terminals on the Danube
connecting the sea ports of Varna and Burgas for cargo transportation in transit
along the European transport corridors crossing the territory of the Republic of
Bulgaria to the routes, subject of this study.
In the process of the study, it was established that Bulgarian ports have good
transport connections to the domestic container and other logistic centers, i.e.
good connections to the hinterland. This is the answer to one of the major
questions posed in the Work Package on the project development.
In developing the project, the main foreign Black Sea ports and Caspian ports
were thoroughly studied due to their present or potential future business
relations with the ports of Varna and Burgas for transport of cargo along the
routes, subject of this project development.
These include the ports in Russia: Novorossiysk, Azov, Rostov on the Don and
Caucasus; Odessa, Ilyichevsk and Mariopol (Ukraine), Poti and Batumi
(Georgia), Samsun and Trabzon (Turkey) and Constantza (Romania) and the
Caspian ports of Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan: Baku,
Krasnovodsk, Aktau.
As the above mentioned Black Sea ports are well known in Bulgaria and
Europe, below we provide short information on the three Caspian ports located
along the TRASECA corridor:
• Bacu port, Azerbaijan
This is the biggest Caspian port. Baku port obtains technical support
under the TACIS Programme/TRASECA of the European Union. The port
development and modernization project plans for the thorough rehabilitation
and increase of traffic capacity of the terminals handling general cargo and of
the ferryboat terminal servicing the Baku – Krasnovodsk line, as well as the
establishment of a modern container terminal.
The TRASECA Secretariat is located in Baku.
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• Port of Krasnovodsk – Turkmenistan.
This is the second largest port on the Caspian Sea. It is located in the shallow
waters of Muraviova Buhta in the vast Krasnovodsky Bay. There is a special
ferryboat terminal for servicing ferryboats of the Krasnovodsk – Baku line.
The port is final destination of the Middle-Asian railway and the petroleum
duct Krasnovodsk – Vishka.
• Aktau port – Kazakhstan.
Aktau is the main port of Kazakhstan included in the TRASECA transport
corridor. It will be connected to high-speed railroad.
As a result of the study of the condition of infrastructure and technical and
operational parameters of the ports, the following major conclusions can be
drawn:
• Generally, Bulgarian ports are of multipurpose designation, i.e. for
handling various types of cargo with versatile hoisting equipment.
The specialized port terminals are the petroleum bunkering terminal
Rossenetz and the ferryboat complex Varna;
• Though built in the mid-seventies of the last century, Bulgarian ports are
in relatively good operational and technical condition. They are equipped
with high output capacity equipment, including special purpose
equipment;
• It should be also noted that some elements of the port infrastructure –
condition of the territory and quay walls, depth of the approaches and
quay berths, electric boards and lines, sewer systems, etc. as well as some
of the port equipment do not comply thoroughly with the modern
requirements;
• The main foreign Black Sea and Caspian ports maintaining active
business relations with the ports of Varna and Burgas have a relatively
well developed infrastructure and technical and operational parameters
allowing considerable increase in transportation volumes along the lines
between them and Varna and Burgas to and from the countries in the
Middle East, i.e. the countries located along the TRASECA transport
corridor;
• It should be stressed that the available port infrastructure and the
approaches to them have a considerable capacity reserve to handle
additional cargo volumes.
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The project reviews in detail the concept of Trans-European transport network,
providing opportunity to plan and implement an infrastructure with common
financing of great significance for the Bulgaria’s opening to the European
transport market, as well as the implementation of cutting-edge technologies
within the framework of their operative compatibility.
Transport networks of European significance in the new member states include
approximately 19 000 kilometers of roads, 21 000 kilometers of railroads, 4 000
kilometres of internal waterways, 40 airports, 20 sea and 58 river ports.
In order to attain sustainable development, the governments of the EU member
states, including the Bulgarian government should have their investments for
priority development of railway, sea and internal water transport and a change in
the balance of the market shares of the types of transport in the European
network.
Within the framework of this concept, priority is given to the Trans European
multimodal transport corridors for cargo hauling. The common European
transport space completion will be attained through implementation of satellite
radio navigation and common information system for traffic management which
will be used by both carriers and clients.
In 1994, at the Conference of the Transport Ministers of the European countries
on the island of Crete, 10 common European transport corridors were defined
and called the Crete or Helsinki corridors (the additional corridor No 10 was
approved there).
Five transport corridors cross the territory of our country:
• Corridor No 4: Calafat – Vidin – Sofia – Kulata – Thessaloniki –
Svilengrad – Istanbul as part of the international corridor to and from
Dresden;
• Corridor No 7 – along the Danube;
• Corridor No 8 – Skopie – Gjueshevo – Sofia – Burgas/Varna, part of the
corridor connecting the Adriatic and Black Sea;
• Corridor
No
9
–
Giurgiu/Russe
–
Dimitrovgrad
–
Svilengrad/Makaza/Alexandroupoli, part of the corridor connecting the
Baltic and Aegean Sea;
• Corridor No 10 – Nish – Tsaribrod/Kalotina – Sofia, a connection to the
corridor connecting Salzburg and Thessaloniki.
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A priority for the Republic of Bulgaria is the further development of the ports of
Varna and Burgas and connecting them with the corridors in the country and
their extensions via the Black Sea to the countries of the CIS, the Middle and
Far East.
A favourable condition for the development of our ports in Varna and Burgas is
the option to organize ferryboat, ROR, ROLA and container transport between
Europe and Asia in compliance with the transportation rules of the Agreement
on Multimodal Transport between Member States of the OSJD where the
Republic of Bulgaria is a member state, as well as of the bilateral international
agreements on multimodal transportation.
The inclusion of the ports in Varna and Burgas in the logistic transport chains of
the above mentioned transport corridors will facilitate the attraction of higher
cargo flows and the increase of their share in the transport services market of
regional and intercontinental significance.
The project reviews in detail the experience of Bulgarian transportation in the
implementation of progressive transportation technologies – containers,
multimodal transport and logistics of cargo carriers.
The professionals in Bulgaria working in the field of transport are among the
first in Europe to start implementing container transport, combined river-sea
transportation and other combined technologies.
Immediately after the end of WWII, cargo transportation in 3- and 5-ton
containers started between the Soviet Union and Bulgaria.
It was in Bulgaria that a complex programme for the structuring of container
transport system was developed as a state policy.
Bulgarian professionals actively participated in founding the international
organization Joint Container Usage (JCU) with head office in Bucharest and in
the container cargo transport management in the member states of the
COMECON.
A new stage in the development of combined transport was the founding of the
transport company Economic Union International Road Transport (EUIRT). It
was EOIRT that first implemented combined sea-river-land transport.
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One of the most considerable achievements of the Bulgarian and Russian
professionals was the development and implementation of the world’s largest
railway ferryboat connection between the ports in Varna and Ilyichevsk
connecting the European railway network with the Russian one and providing
direct transport via railroad from Europe to China and Korea and back.
In 1979, with the active participation of the Bulgarian, Russian, Hungarian and
Czechoslovakian river shipping agencies an international agreement was closed
to found the International Shipping Company INTERLIGHTER.
For over ten years, the joint company INTERLIGHTER provided transportation
between the ports on the Danube and ports in India and Pakistan and countries in
the Far East (along the Mekong River). Unfortunately, due to the present
political and economic changes the company is closed.
Presently, a number of Bulgarian companies, some of which shared their
experience in this project, actively work on the implementation of progressive
technologies in cargo transportation and successfully compete with foreign
companies on the international market. They would readily share their
experience with the interested companies and organizations.
Finally, the following major general conclusions and recommendation can be
formulated:
• The transport infrastructure of Bulgarian ports, the railway and road
approaches to them, as well as the transport fleet have a considerable
capacity reserve to handle additional transport volumes;
• To some extent, the quality indices of the transport infrastructure do not
comply with the European technical and operational standards and
decrease the efficiency of implementation of progressive transport
technologies;
• The existing international legal base, obligatory observed by the
governments of the European countries, and the experience amassed form
the necessary premises for implementation of progressive technologies by
our transport companies, as well as real conditions of loyal competition
between the transport market participants.
• This project development provides rich objective information on the
technical and operational condition of the Bulgarian transport
infrastructure and the international and national legal framework.
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This study is part of the WATERMODE aiming to attract the attention of the
Bulgarian and foreign transport and cargo companies towards the utilization of
the available and prospective opportunities of the Bulgarian transport system
and specifically of the ports in Varna and Burgas, to increase volumes of
intermodal cargo from Europe to Asia.
In practical operation, it is recommended to develop intermodal transport along
the following priority axes, including:

Port of Varna
1. Transport corridors: Trans-European transport corridors (AGTC,
TRASECA, OSJD, UIRR):
• Bulgaria → /Sofia-Varna/ the Black Sea → Caucasus → Central Asia →
China;
• Bulgaria → Russe-Varna/ the Black Sea → Caucasus →Central Asia →
China;
• Bulgaria → the Black Sea → Russia;
• Bulgaria → the Black Sea → Ukraine;
• Bulgaria → Varna-Sofia/ Macedonia → Albania → Italy → France
• Bulgaria → Serbia → Montenegro → Croatia → Slovenia.
2. Sea line: Varna/Burgas/the Black Sea → the Mediterranean → the Atlantic
Ocean;
3. Sea line: Varna/Burgas/ the Black Sea → the Mediterranean → the Suez
Cannel → the Indian Ocean → the Pacific.
Port of Burgas
1. Transport corridors: Trans-European transport corridors:
•
•
•
•
•

Bulgaria → the Black Sea → Caucasus →Central Asia → China;
Bulgaria → the Black Sea → Russia;
Bulgaria → the Black Sea → Ukraine;
Bulgaria → Varna-Sofia/ Macedonia → Albania → Italy → France
Bulgaria → Serbia → Montenegro → Croatia → Slovenia.
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2. Sea line: Varna/Burgas/the Black Sea → the Mediterranean → the Atlantic
Ocean;
3. Sea line: Varna/Burgas/ the Black Sea → the Mediterranean → the Suez
Cannel → the Indian Ocean → the Pacific.
The implementation of strategic energy projects such as South Stream,
NABUCCO, nuclear power plans construction provides ground for expected
boost in transport infrastructure. It is expected that in 2020 over 2 million
containers will be shipped via the ports of Varna and Burgas. RORO transport
volumes for trucks and trailers are expected to double.
The experience of European leaders such as Germany and Italy, in heavy
railway traffic of combined transport between North and South Europe of over
15 000 trains per year, set a good example in decreasing the share of motor
transport. Studies point to considerable advantages due to energy economy of up
to 30%, decreasing number of transport accidents – up to 40 times, and
decreasing CO2 emissions – up to 60%.
The implementation of the actions in this development will aid the heightening
of Bulgarian transport competitiveness on the international market as well as
attracting foreign carriers to our Black Sea ports.
This project development provides wide-range information to Bulgarian
transport and commercial companies and organizations as well as to state
bodies, for further development of intermodal and container transportation.
It is recommended to the competent bodies to adopt all necessary measures to
accelerate infrastructure construction and modernization of rolling stock thus
significantly improving the connection of ports with the hinterland and
providing the transport system development in compliance with the international
agreements.

4. Methodological approach adopted in developing the
project
In the development of the project, the classical methodological approach in
complex problems study was adopted. It comprises the following:
• A concise analysis of the transport infrastructure in the Republic of
Bulgaria which is focused on directions related to European transport
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corridors running through the country and mainly the ones running
through the ports of Varna and Burgas;
• Subjects of the study are selected;
• Their handling capacity is assessed;
• The relations between the study subjects are outlined, i.e. the transport
chains;
• The most narrow link in a chain is established to define the capacity of the
entire transport chain;
• Usability degree of available capacities and existing reserves is defined in
view of taking further transport volumes and cargo handling quality
improvement;
• A prognosis is prepared on future transport volumes in two variants:
optimistic and pessimistic;
• If needed, activities in increasing the traffic and handling capacity of
transport chains and improvement of the quality of transport and client
service are outlined;
• An optimal stage-schedule is planned for the implementation of
infrastructural activities minimizing required investments and providing
25 - 30% capacities’ reserve;
• New progressive transport technologies and management methods are
recommended to speed up deliveries and enhance quality of service,
decrease operational expenses and accelerate financial turnover;
• Recommendations are made as to which questions should be detailed and
finished in the next stages of development and implementation of the
project and who is interested in the conclusions drawn in the project
development.
This methodology was applied in the development of the project.
The subject of the study are ports, ports entrances, both by railways and
road and their connections to the international railway network and TransEuropean transport corridors, container system, ferryboat and ro-ro transport and
other modern cargo transportation systems. The experience of national and
foreign companies in the combined ‘river-sea’ communication was taken into
account together with the application of other progressive transport
technologies.
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5. Status of the Bulgarian transport system
5.1. Ports
Bulgarian sea and river ports play a key role in the national economy.
They serve the export and import of the country, as well as the transit traffic.
The volume of the cabotage cargoes handled in ports is insignificant. This
concerns also the passenger cabotage.
Overall, the Bulgarian ports are multi-purpose.

5.1.1. Short historical view and role of ports in the national
economy
Bulgarian sea and river ports are built and put into operation throughout
the seventies of the 20th century. Naturally, this puts a negative impact on their
current operational and technical status and technological capacities. Part of the
existing port infrastructure is not in line with the EU legislation. This
necessitates its urgent reconstruction and modernizing through significant
investments. A considerable part of the port mechanization also needs
renovation and modernization.
The Bulgarian ports maintenance, modernization, development and
operation are carried out in full compliance with the regulations of the Law on
the maritime spaces, inland waterways and ports of the Republic of Bulgaria.
Ports are considered as a national port system that must provide for an
effective, quality and timely service of the Bulgarian export and import,
ensuring the development of the national economy as well as the additional
foreign exchange revenues for the Republic of Bulgaria by handling transit and
re-export cargo.
Bulgarian ports are strategically located on the crossroad between Europe
and Asia and their geographic position plays a significant role in connecting
Central and Eastern Europe with the countries in the Caucasian region and the
Near and Middle East.
At present, Bulgarian ports have enough spare capacity (in the range of
35-45% of their handling capacity) and in conditions of intense competition not
only aim at meeting the needs of their traditional clients, but also at searching
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for new ones. With the active assistance of the "Maritime Administration"
Executive Agency (EAMA), the port operators (public and private) are seeking
for the possibilities of maximum fund investment in order to improve the
existing port infrastructure and equipment, the quality of services offered, as
well as the level of implementation of safe and healthy working conditions and
environmental protection. The goal is every Bulgarian port to become
competitive and attractive for Bulgarian and foreign clients.
Bulgarian ports are divided into:
- Public transport ports with national significance and public transport
ports with regional significance, no matter whether internal or international;
- Fishery and yachting ports;
- Special purpose ports;
- Including frontier and police (border patrol) ones.
Public transport ports with national significance are 5 (five):
Two sea ports:
Varna and Burgas with 12 main terminals (Varna East, Varna West,
Ferryboat Complex Varna, Lesport, Burgas East, Burgas West, Rossenetz, etc.);
Three river ports:
Russe, Lom and Vidin with a total of 13 terminals (Russe East, Russe
West, Svishtov, Somovit, Oryahovo, Vidin Ferryboat, etc.)
27 public transport ports with regional significance are also in operation –
9 sea ports (Fish Port–Burgas, Ship Repair Yard–Burgas, Burgas Shipyards –
south quay-L, Port Transstroy–Burgas, Pomorie, Tzarevo, Port Odessos PBM,
Port PCHMV Varna and other 18 Danube ports (Ferry Port of Oryahovo, ro-ro
SOMAT Vidin, Lesil-Silistra, Port Bulmarket-Russe, Russe Free Zone,
Svishtov-Svilosa, Nikopol etc.).
Figure 5.1./1 shows all Bulgarian public transport ports with national
significance as well as their road and railway connections throughout the
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country.
Vidin

Tutrakan

Silistra

Oryahov

Lom

Somovit

Svishtov

Russe

Balchic
Lesport - Varna

Ferryboat - Varna

Varna

Petrol - Varna
Nessebar
Pomorie

PAA-Head Office

Fishery Port - Bourgas

Sozopol
Tsarevo
Ahtopol

Fig. 5.1./1 Public transport ports with national significance
Tables (Fig. 5.1./2 and Fig. 5.1/3) below show the volume of cargo
handled in the Bulgarian sea and river ports 2004 - 2009.
Table 5.1./1
Total cargo turnover of Bulgarian sea and river ports
Public
transport ports

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Sea ports
River ports

2350858 2504033 2776240 2542614 2713235 2227180
4
8
1
6
3
1
4288224 5273181 6017994 6659890 6564622 4839046

Total

2779680 3031351 3378039 3208603 3369697 2711084
8
9
5
6
5
7

Note: Ro-ro turnover of river ports is not included
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Table 5.1./2 Turnover in sea ports

sorts of cargo

2004
8 469
liquid
564
10 130
bulk
123
3 149
general
336
1 275
containers (tones) 062

2007
11 492
705
8 805
005
3 119
776
1 695
243
32
Containers (TEU) 106 731 110 400 121 018 184
Ro-ro (tones)
484 500 541 484 444 664 380 876
Ro-ro (number of
14 015 17 406 16 498 14 442
transport units)

Total tones
Total calls

2005
9 701
770
10 421
958
3 031
988
1 343
139

2006
11 825
95
10 666
160
3 313
482
1 491
589

2008
11 721
337
10 107
097
2 735
238
2 296
573

2009
10
397
819
8 311 931
1 754 042
1 632 23

201 628 136 764
272 163 175 788
12 19

23 508 25 040 27 741 25 493 27 132
584
339
590
606
409
6 699
6 844
6 902
8 227
8 711

6 658
22
271
803
7 706

Fig. 5.1./2 Distribution of turnover in accordance of destinations
NOTE: international, cabotage, ro-ro
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Table 5.1./3 Distribution of turnover in river ports
2004
Liquid
29659
Bulk
259378
General
836649
Total - international 3385686
Cabotage

2005
224998
2367836
806181
3399015

2006
351556
2632695
999567
3983818

2007
401361
3032738
994576
4428675

2008
453529
2622636
901341
4037660

2009
410136
2240747
416021
3066904

902538 1874166 2034176 2231215 2526962 1772142

Total without ferries 4288224 5273181 6017994 6659890 6564622 4839046
Ferries – number of
transport units
168872 141953
124177 360605 414397 344480

Fig. 5.1./3 Turnover of the Bulgarian sea and river ports 2004 - 2009
NOTE: liquid bulk, dry bulk, general cargo, containers, ro-ro (tonnes)
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5.1.2. Varna Port
Varna is the largest and most comprehensive Bulgarian port handling over
8 million tons of cargoes per year with a significant handling capacity.
Port of Varna has 9 specialized terminals for its main line of business – 3
in Varna East and 6 in Varna West respectively. Each terminal is provided with
an adequate equipment and storage space for the handled goods. Typical for Port
of Varna is that with the exception of those berths which are dedicated for
particular type of liquid or bulk cargo or containers, all other berths are multipurpose and are used for handling of general cargos and other cargo types (for
example kaolin, silica sand, chamot, sugar, etc.)
Port of Varna comprises the following terminals: Varna West, Varna East,
Balchik, Lesport, Ezerovo TPP-Varna, Petrol-Varna and Ferry Complex-Varna.
The current project’s focus is on Varna East, Varna West and Ferry
Complex-Varna. (Fig.5.1.1./2, Fig.5.1.1./3 and Fig. 5.1.1./4).
In the last decade, the maximum cargo handled in Varna Port (Varna East
and Varna West) is during 2008 – 8421 million tones.
In 2009, the two terminals processed 63950088 cargoes, including
1224006 tones in containers and 870238 tones in other liquid cargo – liquid
chemicals as well as 5279 passengers.

5.1.2.1 Port terminal Varna East’s geographical coordinates are
43°11′57″N latitude and 27°54′01″E longitude.
Port of Varna East is the main gate for Bulgaria’s grain exports, including
wheat, maize, sunflower and barley. The grain is stored in warehouses adjacent
to the berths and also in the storage base specialised for grain which is located 5
km away from the port. Berth 7 is the most frequently used berth to
accommodate large vessels (up to 50,000 GT).
The terminal occupies an area of 347,092 sq. m. and includes 14 berths
with a total quay length of 2,378 lm. The maximum depth at quay front is 11.30
m. The open storage area of the terminal is 49 800 sq. m., the closed – 41 500 sq.
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m. The terminal is equipped with 27 gantry cranes, one porteyner (30.5 tons), a
belt loader etc.

Fig. 5.1.2.1./1 Port terminal Varna East

Fig. 5.1.2.1./2 Panoramic view of Varna East
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Table 5.1.2.1./1 Basic parameters and specialization of berths at
Varna East Port Terminal
Parameters: length in
№№ Terminal,
ship l. m., depth in
loading
berth, warehouse, meters,
capacity, t./sq.m.
building
1
2
3
1
Ship berth № 1
Length
– 151,00
Depth – 8,00
Loading – 2/4
2
Ship berth № 2
Length – 30,00
Depth – 8,00
Loading – 2/4
3
Ship berth № 3
Length – 80,00
Depth – 8,00
Loading – 2/4
4
Loading berth № 1 Length
– 177,00
Depth – 8,00
Loading – 2/4/6
5
6

7

Purpose

Adjacent
(Rear) useful
storage area

4
Passenger

5
Asphalt
pavement

Passenger

Asphalt
pavement

Passenger

Asphalt
pavement

Open
storage
area
for
excisable goods
and containers
Loading berth № 2 Length – 129,00 Open
storage
Depth – 8,00
area
Loading – 2/4/6
Loading berth № 3 Length – 80,00 Rice,
urea,
Depth – 8,00
hardboard,
Loading – 2/4/6
cellulose,
general cargo

Concrete
pavement
Asphalt
pavement

Concrete
slabs
pavement.
Open storage
area – 3820
sq.m.
Metallic
warehouse №
8 – 2277
sq.m.
Loading berth № 4 Length – 169,00 Rice,
urea, Concrete
Depth – 8,00
hardboard,
slabs
Loading – 2/4/6, cellulose,
pavement.
Crane track 169 m.
general
cargo, Open storage
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containers

8

9

10

11

area – 3600
sq.m.
Concrete
warehouse №
7 – 1809
sq.m, loading
- 1052 sq.m.
Railway
ramp.
Adjacent
track № 15.
Loading berth № 5 Length – 169,00 20 and 40-foot Concrete and
Depth – 8,00
containers
asphalt
Loading – 2/4/6
pavement.
Crane track 169 m.
Open storage
area
12000
sq.m.
Loading berth № 6 Length – 80,00 Bulk/general
Concrete
Depth – 8,00
cargo
slabs
Loading – 4/6/10
pavement.
Crane track 140 m.
Open storage
area–
2750
sq.m.
Covered
storage areawarehouse №
6 – useful
area – 990
sq.m.
Loading berth № 7 Length
– 179,00 Bulk/general
Asphalt
Depth – 11,75
cargo
surface.
Loading – 4/6/10
Open storage
Crane track 179 m.
area–
2500
sq.m.
Covered
storage areawarehouse №
6 – second
floor – 980
sq.m.
Loading berth № 8 Length
– 146,00 Bulk cargo
Asphalt
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Depth – 11,75
Loading – 4/6/10
Crane track 146 m.
12

Loading berth № 9

Length
– 204,00
Depth – 11,75
Loading – 4/6/10
Crane track 204 m.

Bulk/general
cargo

13

Loading berth № Length
– 145,00
10
Depth – 10,75
Loading – 4/6/10
Crane track 145 m.

Bulk/general
cargo

14.

Loading berth № Length
– 110,00
11
Depth – 7,50
Loading – 2/4/6
Crane track 110 m.

Bulk/general
cargo

15.

Loading berth № Length
– 241,00
12
Depth –
8,25
Loading – 2/4/6
Crane track 241 m.

Bulk/general
cargo

surface.
Open storage
area – 1500
sq.m.
Asphalt
pavement.
Open storage
area – 3750
sq.m.
Asphalt
pavement.
Open storage
area – 3500
sq.m.
Asphalt
pavement.
Open storage
area – 1500
sq.m.
Covered
storage area –
warehouse 1
(metallic), 4
and
5
(concrete).
Total useful
area – 9390
sq.m.
Concrete
pavement.
Open storage
area – 2000
sq.m.
Covered
storage area –
warehouse 11
(metallic), 2
and
3
(concrete).
Total useful
area – 5473
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sq.m.

5.1.2.2. Port terminal Varna West’s geographical coordinates are
43°11'43''N latitude and 27°38'41''E longitude. (Fig. 5.1.2.2./1. and Fig.
5.1.2.2./2.).
Port terminal Varna West is used for handling of general, liquid, ro-ro
cargo and containers. It comprises 18 ship berths and total quay length 3223 lm.
It is situated in the Devnya Lake with sea connections throughout a system of
navigation canals (Fig. 5.1.1. /5.).
The maximum safe depth is 11, 00 m. Open storage area is 190 500 sq.
m., covered storage area – 36 000 sq. m. The terminal is equipped with 28 portal
cranes, technological lines for handling of soda and urea, two mobile elevators
etc.

Fig. 5.1.2.2./1 Varna West Port Terminal
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Fig. 5.1.2.2/2 Panoramic view of Port terminal Varna West

Fig. 5.1.2.2/3 Panoramic view of Port terminal Varna West and the
system of navigation canals connecting the Devnya lake with the sea
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Table 5.1.2.2./1
Basic parameters and specialization of berths at Varna West Port
Terminal
Parameters: length in
№№ Terminal,
ship l. m., depth in
loading
berth, warehouse, meters,
capacity, t./sq.m.
building
1
2
3
1
Ship berth № 0
Length
– about 50
meters.
2

Ship berth № 1

Length
– 240,00
Depth – 10,50
Loading – 6/10
Crane tracks –
2х240 m.

3

Ship berth № 2

4

Ship berth № 3

Length
– 200,00
Depth – 10,50
Loading – 6/10
Crane tracks –
2х200 m.
Length
– 135,00
Depth – 10,50
Loading – 6/10/15
Crane tracks –
2х135 m.

5

Ship berth № 4

Length
– 140,00
Depth – 10,50
Loading – 6/10/15
Crane tracks –
2х140 m.

Purpose

Adjacent
(Rear) useful
storage area

4
5
Dangerous bulk Concrete and
cargos
concrete
asphalt
pavement.
Bulk
Concrete and
(phosphates,
asphalt
apatite) cargos, pavement.
dichloromethane, Open storage
sulphuric acid, area 3100 sq.
liquid manure
m.
Sulphuric acid, Concrete
liquid manure, pavement.
bulk cargo
Clinker, coal

Concrete
slabs.
Open storage
area – 18265
sq. m.
Covered
storage area –
warehouse №
3 – 3000
sq.m.
Coal, petrocoke, Asphaltcoke
concrete
pavement.
Open storage
area – 11300
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sq. m.
6

Ship berth № 5

Length
– 155,00 Coal, petrocoke, AsphaltDepth – 10,56
coke
concrete and
Loading –6/10/15
concrete
Crane tracks –
pavement.
2х155 m.
Open storage
area – 12800
sq. m.

7

Ship berth № 6

Length
– 210,00 Packaged soda, AsphaltDepth – 9,00
coal, coke
concrete
Loading – Loading –
pavement.
6/10/15
Open storage
Crane tracks –
area – 24000
2х210 m.
sq. m.

8

Ship berth № 7

Length
– 153,00 Calcified soda in Concrete
Depth – 9,50
bulk
pavement.
Loading – Loading –
Metal
6/10
warehouse
Crane tracks –
400 sq.m.
2х153 m.

9

Ship berth № 8

Length
– 155,00
Depth – 9,70
Loading –6/10
Crane tracks –
2х155 m.

10

Ship berth № 9

11

Ship berth № 10

Bulk urea,
bulk soda

Concrete
slabs
pavement.
Covered
storage area
14400 sq.m.
(property of
Chimko
–
Vratza)
Length
– 160,00 Numerical
Concrete
Depth –
9,80
general cargo
slabs
Loading
–
6/10
pavement.
Crane tracks –
Open storage
2х155 m.
area
Length – 162,00
Bulk cement and Concrete
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12

Ship berth № 0

13

Ship berth № 11

14.

Ship berth № 12

15.

Ship berth № 13

16.

Ship berth № 14

Depth – 10,50
Loading – 6/10

numerical
general cargo

Length
– 213,00
Depth – 7,40
Loading – 6/10
Crane tracks –
2х213 m.
Length
– 220,00
Depth – 8,50
Loading – 6/10/15
Crane tracks 2х220
m.
Rear – 220 m.
Length
– 162,00
Depth –
9,50
Loading – 6/10
Crane tracks 2х162
m.
Rear– 2х162 m.
Length
– 160,00
Depth –
9,50
Loading – 6/10
Crane tracks 2х16 m.
Rear railway – 2х160
m.

Numerical
general cargo

slabs
pavement.
Open storage
area –
Concrete and
asphaltconcrete
pavement.

Numerical
general cargo

Concrete
slabs
pavement.
Open storage
area – 9920
sq.m.
Silica
sand, Concrete
numerical
slabs.
general
cargo, Open storage
gypsum, caustic area – 4900
soda
sq.m.

Numerical
Concrete
general
cargo, slabs
bulk food
pavement.
Open storage
area – 3800
sq.m.
Covered
stoarge area –
warehouse №
5 – 12000
sq.m.
Length
– 160,00 Numerical
Concrete
Depth – 9,20
general
cargo, slabs
Loading – 6/10
bulk food
pavement.
Crane
tracks
–
Open storage
2х160 m.
area – 4320
sq.m.
Covered
stoarge area –
warehouse №
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17.

Ship berth № 15

18.

Ship berth № 16

Ship berth № 17

6 – 12000
sq.m.
Length
– 168,00 Fertilizers
Concrete
Depth –
9,00
slabs
Loading – 6/10
pavement.
Crane track - 2х168
Operational
m.
area.
Length
– 230,00 Bulk cement and Concrete
Depth –
9,00
general cargo
slabs. Open
Loading – 6/10
storage area –
Crane track –
4100 sq.m.
2х200 m.
Length
– 200,00 20 and 40-foot Concrete
Depth –
8,70
containers
slabs
Loading – 6/10/15
pavement.
Crane track – one –
Open storage
120 m.
area – 7600
sq.m.

5.1.2.3. Railway and road approaches to ports
Port Varna is well connected with the national railway and road networks.
Тhe railway network is double-track and electrified. It is well equipped
technologically and has sufficient capacity.
The national railway network is a part of the Trans-European railway
network and provides the connection with the Trans-European transport
corridors.
Port Varna is connected with Port Russe which gives good opportunities
for freight transport between Europe and the CIS, the Middle East and other
countries, using advanced transportation technologies.
As a crossroad to three European transport corridors - № 7, № 8 and № 9,
Port Varna creates excellent conditions for transit of goods between Europe, the
Middle and Far East and the revival of "Silk Road" corridor "TRACECA"
through Georgia and Azerbaijan to Central Asian former Soviet republics and
Kazakhstan.
In their efforts to provide new alternatives to their customers, ports of
Varna and Russe, together with the BDZ-EAD and Bulgarian River Shipping
Company offer a total package of preferential prices for the transit traffic to and
from Central Europe to the Black Sea.
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A major element of this scheme is the logistic train segment Varna Russe. It is a segment of Corridor № 7 and shortens the way of a freight line
"Rhine - Main - Danube - Black Sea".
The intermodal scheme provides - "freight transportation on the Danube –
trans-shipment of wagons in Port Russe - transportation by rail to Varna – transshipment of ships and vice versa."

5.1.2.4. Port development
Port Varna’s future is mainly associated with the active participation in
the development of the Trans-European transport corridors VII (Danube-Black
Sea) and VIII (Durres-Scopie-Sofia-Burgas/Varna) and their extension to the
East, where Russia and Ukraine are connected to the corridor TRACECA
(Transport corridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia), having important implications for
the developing of potential markets on the East coast of the Black Sea and the
countries of Middle and Central Asia.
The draft Master Plan of Varna Port envisages the construction of the
following major projects:
- Container terminal handling of 500 000 TEU per year. Discussions are
still going on determining the location of the terminal building as well as on the
financing. It is planned the container terminal to be built on the so called
"Island" where the ship-repair plant is situated;
- A certain modernization of the container terminal in the Varna East is
also foreseen;
-

High capacity grain cargo handling terminal will be probably built;

-

Terminal in Varna West for handling of liquid dangerous goods.

It is envisaged that the majority of the construction of the future projects
will be carried out through concession contracts.

5.1.2.5. Port terminal Ferry complex Varna
At the Western end of the Southern part of Lake Beloslavsko (against Port
Varna West) at about 22 - 23 km away from Varna the largest in Europe rail
ferry terminal Ferryboat Complex Varna is situated - at 43 °11'N and 27 ° '41''E.
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Ferryboat complex – Varna (FC-Varna) handles the transportation of
wagons and vehicles by ships, operating on regular ferry lines Varna – Ilychevsk
(Ukraine) - Varna and Varna – Ilychevsk (Ukraine) - Poti/Batumi (Georgia) Varna. The complex is a part of European road E70 - La Coruña (Spain) – Poti
(Georgia).
FC-Varna is connected to motorway A5 Burgas – Turkey at the Southern
side of Asparuhov bridge.
The terminal has two 2 ship berths with total length of 400 meters and
maximum admissible operating draft of 9 meters. The overall area of FC-Varna
is 1007000 square meters.
The complex has been fully operational since November 1978. Its
maximum design handling capacity is 3500 thousand tons annually. In the
period 1978-1979 the annual volume of cargoes handled exceeded 3 300
thousand tons. This was followed by a graduate decline in the cargo turnover to
reach 230 thousand tons in 2008 and 144 thousand tons the next year,
irrespective of the fact that the in 2009 a second ferryboat line was launched.
Since 2009, following the reconstruction of one of the ship berths,
ferryboats started berthing at the same terminal while operating the new
ferryboat line between the port of Varna and the port Caucasus, Russia.
The performance standards of the complex and the capacity of its facilities
are as follows:
1.
The port facility has two ship berths equipped with lift bridges,
each having five tracks on a 1 520 mm wheel-gauge. The necessary time for
handling a ferry containing 108 carriages is approximately 10 hours, while that
for handling a ferry with 45 carriages is 2 hours. There is a possibility for
simultaneous handling of two ferryboats, as well as the possibility for handling
two types of ships – with respective beams of 26 m and 22 m;
2.

A pre-ferry area with 21 rail tracks on a 1 520 mm wheel-gauge;

3.
A depot for the rolling stock gauge conversion with two universal
tracks, having each 12 positions. The bogies of 280 rail cars can be changed
daily;
4.

The trans-shipment centre can technically handle 80 carriages daily

5.
A special track for changing the bogies of wagons carrying
dangerous goods;
6.

A repair shop for carriages and bogies;

7.
A locomotive depot, equipped for technical checks and
maintenance of engines with wheel-gauge of 1 520 and 1 435 mm.
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8.

A marshalling yard with 16 tracks on a 1 435 mm wheel-gauge;

9.

A receiving station with 7 tracks on a 1 435 mm wheel-gauge;

10. A check-point for technical examination, repair and disinfection of
the incoming and outgoing rolling stock.
The FC-Varna operates the following regular ferryboat lines:
1.

Varna – Ilychevsk - Varna

2.

Varna - Ilychevsk - Poti/Batumi – Varna; and

3.

Varna – Port of Caucasus – Varna.

The wagons and vehicles are carried by 4 ferryboats with a capacity of
108 wagons, operating the ferryboat line Varna - Ilychevsk - Poti/Batumi –
Varna and two ferryboats with a capacity of 45-50 wagons, operating the
ferryboat line Varna – Port of Caucasus – Varna. At this stage Port of Caucasus
cannot handle ferryboats, carrying cargo vehicles. Direct connections are
provided to all railway networks in Ukraine, Georgia and Russia, as well as
transit links to neighboring countries and other destinations.

5.1.3. Port of Burgas
The geographic coordinates of Port of Burgas are 42°29'N and 27°29'E.
As it is laid down in Addendum 1 of the Law on the Maritime Spaces, Inland
Waterways and Ports of the Republic of Bulgaria the port includes two principal
terminals: Burgas-East and Burgas-West, Oil Terminal Rossenetz and In-season
Passenger Terminal in the town of Nessebar.
Along with the Port of Varna, Port of Burgas is among the biggest and
most important ports in the Black Sea region.

5.1.3.1. Historical Reference
The construction of the port started at the end of the 19th century and it
became operational in May 1903. At that time it had three wharfs with overall
length of 590 meters and water area depth of 7,3 meters.
The first two 3-ton electric cranes were furnished and installed in 1941 in
the nowadays terminal Burgas-East.
In 1963 the oil terminal Rosenetz, which is located some 3,5 kilometres
south of the principal port, started operating.
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In 1974 the terminal Burgas-East for bulk cargoes was formally opened
and in 1980 terminal Burgas-West, specialized for handling large vessels,
carrying mainly ferrous metals, started operating.
The overall port area is 111,9 hectares (111900,0 sq.m.) and overall wharf
length of 4982 linear meters (l.m.).
Port of Burgas includes the following terminals:
1.
Burgas-East, including also the terminal for handling of bulk
cargoes and berth No. 20A for handling liquid cargoes, mainly fuels, chemicals
and alcohol.
A procedure for awarding a concession for the bulk cargoes handling
terminal and a bulk cargoes terminal 2A, which is in service since 1975, is
opened.
2.

The new terminal 2А for handling bulk cargoes;

Fig. 5.1.3./1. Port of Burgas – terminals East and West, and projects to be
developed and constructed.
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fig.5.1.3./2. Port of Burgas - panoramic photo
3.

Burgas-West, including a container terminal;

4.

Oil Terminal Rossenetz.

The operator of the port is Port of Burgas, a sole-owner joint stock
company, with its capital being 100% owned by the state.
5.
Furthermore, Port of Burgas JSC operates Port Terminal Nessebar,
which is the principle passenger terminal in the Burgas region.
The Passenger Terminal Nessebar covers an overall area of 17128 square
meters and its wharf length is 410 linear meters. The terminal is situated in the
city’s old part and its marine terminal is new and in good condition. It has 3
ship berths and the maximum admissible draft is 6,80meters. The open-air
storage area covers 6800 square meters. No covered storage facilities are
available.
Table 5.1.3./1., given here after, contains the main technical
characteristics and performance standards of the Port of Burgas and of the
Passenger Terminal Nessebar, operated by it.
Table. 5.1.3./1.
Port of Burgas – main parameters and port terminal functions
Parameters:
Adjacent storage
Overall length (in linear meters) Terminal’s main areas
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№№ Terminal,
number of ship
berths

Depth (in meters)
Admissible load (in ton/square
meter)

functions

Open-air storage area
Covered storage area
(in thousand square
meters)

1
1

2
Terminal
Burgas-East-1
including:
Terminal
Burgas-East
with 9 principle
ship berths
from 1st to 6th
and from 11th to
13th

3
2135

4

5

Length - 1425,00
Depth – 10,00
Under-crane passage ways -7
with overall length 900 linear
meters
Load – 2/4/6/10

Handling of
general, nondangerous
liquid bulk
cargoes

Terminal
Burgas-East
with 7 auxiliary
ship berths from
7th to 10th and
from 14th to 15th
and yacht club
Terminal
Burgas-East-2
including:
The Old terminal
for bul cargoes
with 4 ship
berths

Length - 710,00
Depth – max 6,00
Under-crane passage ways none
Load – 2/4/6

For berthing of
the auxiliary
fleet and repair

Asphalt covering
26 thousand sq.m.
covered
35 thousand sq.m.
open-air
Silo for 10 thousand
tons
Tank 1000 cubic
meters
10 tons/sq.m. 8
meters from the
crane track/rail
asphalt
covering

Length – 720,00
Depth – 11,00
Under-crane passage ways –1
with overall length - 710 linear
meters
Load – 2/4/6/10

Handling of
coal, ore, etc.,

Ship berth 20А
One ship pier

Area – 32 sq. m.
Length – 30

Shore based
complex for

1.1.

1.2.

2.
2.1.

2.2.

1595,00
Asphalt covering,
rubble
48 thousand sq.m.
open-air; 6 thousand
sq.m. – covered;
10 tons/sq.m. 8
meters from the
crane track/rail
Asphalt covering
Alcohol Storage
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dimensions 4 m
x8m

Depth – 6,50
Load – 2/4_6

handling of
liquid cargoes –
fuels, chemicals
and alcohol

Facility – 16 tanks x
80 cubic meters and 5
tanks x 1000 cubic
meters for fuels

2.3.

Ship berth № 16
Terminal 2А,
Ship berths 30,
31 and 32, plus
one more ship
berth (№ 33) in
construction
Terminal
Burgas-West
5 ship berths

Auxiliary
function
Handling of
coal, coke, ore,
ore
concentrates,
clinker, etc.,

-

2.4.

Length - 60,00
Depth – 4,50
Length - 785,00
Depth – 11,5-15,50
Under-crane passage ways – 2
with overall length - 700 linear
meters
Load – 2/4/8/15
Length – 960,00

3.

Open-air area -105
thousand sq.m.
scrap

35 thousand sq.m.
Handling of
open-air storage area
metals, scrap,
etc., Used as ro- scrap
ro terminal as
well.

3.2.

Length – 280,00
Depth –
8,40
Under-crane passage way – 1
with overall length 270 linear
meters
Load – 2/4/6/10
Railway – 1, overall length 350
meters
Ship berths №№ Overall length – 560,00
22, 23 (container Depth – 11,00
terminal) and 24. Under-crane passage way – 1
with overall length 550 linear
meters
Load – 2/4/6/10
Railways – 7,
Overall length (7х550) - 3850
linear meters

Handling of
metals,
equipment,
grain,
containers,
refrigerated
cargoes

88 thousand sq.m.
open-air, including
40 thousand for
containers.
Warehouse - 7,4
thousand sq.m.
24,6 thousand sq.m.
covered storage.
Asphalt covering

3.3.

Ship berth № 25

Length – 120,00
Depth –
6,50

For berthing
ships

5,8 thousand sq.m.
open-air storage area.
Asphalt covering

7.

Oil Terminal
Rossenetz

Length – 300,00
Depth – 12,00

Handling of oil
and various oil

33 thousand sq.m.
adjacent open area.

3.1.

Ship berth № 21
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8.

9.

piers 3 ship berths
Storage base

Nessebar,
3 ship berths

products
Under-crane passage way –
none
Rail tracks – 8 with overall
length - 2000 linear meters

For long-lasting
cargo storage

Length – 410,00
Depth – 4,50– 7,00

Servicing
passengers

4 open-air storages,
covering an area of
43 thousand sq.m.
10 stores, covering an
area of 22 thousand
sq.m.
Asphalt covering
12,5 thousand sq.m.
open-air area. No
covered area, except
for the premises of
the marine terminal.
Asphalt covering

The maximum quantities, handled in the Port of Burgas are as follows:
dry cargoes – 8700 thousand tons in 1995. The majority of these
cargoes were transited for the Republic of Macedonia.
-

oil cargoes 12000 thousand tons in 1992.

In 2009 the following cargoes and quantities were handled in the port:
3589249 tons dry cargoes, including 303481 tons in containers, and
32459 tons in ro-ro units;
-

9215062 tons cargoes – crude oil and oil products;

-

47071 tons other liquid cargoes.

The port has a considerable reserve of some 30-35 % of its handling
capacity.
Port of Burgas offers individual solutions to its clients, including high
quality services at any stage of the cargo handling and transportation processes.
The available port facilities allow the handling of practically all kinds of bulk
and general cargoes. Containers, motor vehicles, and trailers, as well as certain
liquid chemical cargoes (at the specialized ship berth 20A), oil cargoes (at port
terminal Rossenetz) and passenger (at port Nessebar, situated some 30
kilometers from Burgas).
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The loading-discharging services include loading on and discharging from
vessels and land transport vehicles. The port’s multifunctional wharfs and
specialized terminals are fully operational.
Along with its main activity of handling cargoes, the port provides a wide
range of additional and supplementary services such as cargo lashing and
unlashing, towage, sorting, fumigation of rail cars, opening/closing of hatch
covers,
separation,
palletizing/de-palletizing,
containerization/decontainerization of cargoes, etc.
Port of Burgas, acting in its own capacity or with the aid of other
companies, located on its territory, offers the following services:
transport and forwarding services - issuance and processing of
documentation;
power supply, hiring and repair of port hoisting and hauling
facilities and mooring/unmooring fenders, fresh water supply, installation of
telephone, etc;
collecting and treatment of waste and ship waste oils. A modern
and fully computerized station for collection and treatment of ship bilge waters
is installed and currently in operation. The station was constructed and put into
operation as a result of the implementation and realization of a joint ecological
project between the Port of Burgas and the government of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands;
-

rendering technical, designer, consulting and other services.

The company’s personnel consists of highly qualified and experienced
stevedores, dockers, mechanics, tallymen, and other dock workers.
The container terminal of Port of Burgas is located in the area of terminal
Burgas-West and has one ship berth (berth No. 23) with maximum admissible
draft of 11,00 meters. If needed the container carries may berth at ship berth No.
24, i.e. a second berth may be used.
The storage area of the container terminal is 40 thousand square meters. It
provides 1330 storage places, arranged by three vertically. In order to provide
the required temperature regime of the refrigerated containers some 60 wall
plugs are installed. The ships are handled by two multifunctional 40-ton portal
cranes, equipped with spreaders.
The terminal is visited by ships, managed by many container operators.
Furthermore, many ro-ro ships are also handled in the port. A permanent
ro-ro line Burgas(Republic of Bulgaria)-Novorossiysk(Russian Federation)Poti(Georgia) is in operation.
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Road and rail approaches to Port of Burgas
Port of Burgas, like Port of Varna, is connected to the national road and
railway networks. The railway is double-track and electrified. It is equipped with
modern railway automatic devices and has a sufficient traffic capacity.
The National railway network is part of the Trans-European railway
network. It provides the connection with the Pan European transport corridors.
Port of Burgas is well connected to the Danube ports, which affords best
opportunities for carriage of goods between Europe and the CIS countries,
Middle East, etc., applying modern transport technologies.
Aiming at providing new alternative solutions to its clients, Port of
Burgas, jointly with Holding Bulgarian State Railways EAD and Navigation
Maritime Bulgare (NAVIBULGAR), offer a package of services at competitive
prices for the transit traffic to and from Central and South-East Europe to Black
Sea.
The intermodal scheme envisages: carriage of goods by river Danube;
trans-shipment of wagons; transportation by railway to Burgas, performed by
Holding Bulgarian State Railways EAD; trans-shipment on seagoing ships and
vice versa. Same scheme is applied in case of carriage of goods by road vehicles
and containers.

5.1.3.2. Port Development
The future development of Port of Burgas, like the one of Port of Varna,
is mainly related with its active participation in the development of the Pan
European transport corridors, particularly Corridor No. VII (Danube river-Black
Sea) and corridor No. VII (Durres- Skopie – Sofia – Burgas/Varna) and their
eastward extensions to Russia and Ukraine as well as their linking to TRACECA
(Transport Corridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia), the latter one playing a key role in
the search of potential markets at the Black Sea eastern coast and the Middle and
Central Asia countries. Thus, it is expected, Port of Burgas, along with Port of
Varna, to become main connecting point between the countries of Europe and
these of Middle and Central Asia and the Near East.
The Master plan of Port Burgas and its affiliated ports is drafted in 1995.
Currently is running a procedure for assigning an update of the master plans of
the public ports of national importance in the Burgas region.
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The Master plan of Port of Burgas is being implemented, and with the
development of four new modern specialized terminals, the port is further
expanded. The said terminals being as follows:
- Terminal No.1, with a south breakwater, for handling general and liquid
cargoes, including four berths with overall length of 750 meters and capacity of
about one million ton annually;
- Terminal No. 2. The construction of a part of this terminal (terminal 2A)
is already finalized. This terminal facility has long been in trial operation as its
operator failed to submit the required documents for obtaining the necessary
operating certificate. Following the completion of the terminal, about 6 million
tons bulk cargoes, metals and other general cargoes will be handles annually.
Ro-ro and ferryboat terminal No. 3, with an overall length of 380
meters. Some 1,3 million tons annually are expected to be handled.
Container terminal No. 4 for 500 thousand TEU annually. Terminal
No. 4 will have two berths of overall length 450 linear meters.
The four terminals will be developed in stages.
Port of Burgas has the potential for developing effective cooperation with
various ports in the Mediterranean and Black Sea region, as well as with some
West European ports, in the following main fields:
Introduction and development of multimodal technologies for
transportation of goods and modern technologies for cargo handling at ports;
Innovations in ports’ management and enhancement of its
efficiency;
Assessment of the possibilities for drafting effective programmes,
plans and schemes for management waste, generated from ships and cargo
handling at ports;
Sharing experience and providing technical support in the
implementation of a project on waste management at the Bulgarian Danube
ports;
Drafting and introducing security enhancement activities and
environment protection measures at ports;
Exchange of information on: improvement of port activity
efficiency and service quality, introduction of modern port technologies, integral
development of port sector and public-private partnership in this process. This
will contribute to better understanding of the best European and international
practices in port management with respect to the on-going process of port
terminal concessions in Bulgaria.
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5.1.4. Main Bulgarian Ports on the Danube River
The main Bulgarian ports of national importance on the Danube River are
Russe, Lom and Vidin.
Port of Russe includes the following terminals: Russe-East, Russe-West,
Russe-Central(passenger quay), Silistra, Tutrakan, Svishtov and Somovit.
Port of Lom incorporates two port terminals – Lom and Oryahovo, and the
Port of Vidin – four smaller terminals, including Ferryboat complex Vidin,
Another 18 ports of local importance, among which the terminals Ferryboat
complex Oryahovo, ro-ro terminal SOMAT – Vidin and Russe – duty free zone,
are operational as well.
The overall wharf length of the Bulgarian Danube ports is 10,1 km, of
which 7,6 km belong to the ports of national importance. Currently, the
Bulgarian Danube ports handle approximately 13,5% of the Bulgarian export
and 5,3% of its import.
Port of Russe is an important logistic centre on Corridor No. 7 – Danube
River and Corridor No. 9 – from Central and Northern Europe, across Bulgaria
to Greece and Turkey. The ro-ro terminal at Russe-East maintains ro-ro lines to
Romania and Ukraine. Furthermore, the improvement of the road and railway
connections between Russe and Varna will provide for the establishment of an
alternative route Danube River-Black Sea.
In the present study special attention will be attributed to port terminal
Russe-East and port Russe-Duty Free Zone, being the main Bulgarian port
terminals on Danube River and providing the connection with the sea ports of
Varna and Burgas for the transportation of transit cargoes through the Pan
European Corridors, crossing Bulgaria to destinations, subject to this study.

5.1.4.1. Port terminal Russe-East
The geographic coordinates of Port of Russe are 43°51'N and 25°58'E.
Port terminal Russe-East is located at Danube River between km 489+300 and
km 490+200.
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Fig. 5.1.4./1. Port terminal Russe-East
-

Overall terminal area - 803000 sq.m., including the ro-ro terminal;

-

Berth types – for bulk, general cargoes, ro-ro cargoes and containers;

-

Number of berths – 14;

-

Overall wharf length - 1618 linear meters;

-

Maximum depth - 2,60 m (at Danube River lowest level);

-

Facilities - 15 portal cranes;

-

Storage area - 18700 sq.m.

-

Ro-ro loading platforms for handling road vehicles for transportation.

Over the past eight years, 2007 witnessed the highest amount of cargoes handled
by Russe-East – 1168253 tons, whereas the year 2009 saw only 779340 tons of
cargoes handled, which appeared rather symbolical.

5.1.4.2. Brief description of ro-ro Terminal Russe
Ro-ro Terminal Russe is located in the westernmost part of Port terminal
Russe-East. It is set up as a separate unit and provides handling of ro-ro cargoes
like trucks, trailers, buses, cars and other road vehicles self-propelled or trailed.
The overall terminal area is 76760 sq.m. Its main characteristics are as
follows:
-

Number of berths – 2;

-

Overall wharf length – 184,00 meters;

-

Design depth at elevation 0 – 3,00 meters;

-

Operational depth – 2,40 meters;

-

Total area of the open-air parking lots – 18700 sq.m.;
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The terminal is connected to the national road network. Various types of
control – customs, border, passport, photo-sanitary, and sanitary are carried out
at the terminal. It fully complies with the requirements of the Law on the
maritime spaces, inland waterways and ports of the Republic of Bulgaria with
respect to:
location and availability of suitable and safe approaches, providing
the possibility to handle all types of river ships, sailing the upper and middle
Danube River;
availability of wharf and port facilities, assuring safe mooring and
maneuvering of ships;
separated area with parking lots for stay of incoming/outgoing
transport unites, designed for loading-discharging operations;
-

waste reception facilities;

-

customs and border control point, etc.

5.1.4.3. Port Russe-Duty Free Zone.
The port is located at kilometer 488,000-489,000 of Danube River in
Russe Free Zone, close to Danube Bridge and national road Russe-Silistra.
The realized infrastructural projects within this zone ensure the effective
use of both – the zone and the port, thus becoming one of the main transshipment points of Transport Corridor VII. The said projects include:
Area – approximately 400 thousand sq.m., elevated by aggradation,
which is not subject to river overflowing and is adequately fenced and steadily
secured;
Working and storage premises, constructed on an area of about 35
thousand sq.m.;
Railway trans-shipment station with some 2 000 m tracks and a 32ton gantry crane, providing for transloading of large containers;
Developed telecommunication system with more that 100 telephone
pairs and speedy internet;
-

Well developed gas-transport and gas-supply networks;

-

Main characteristics of the port under contraction:

o

Functions – handling of general cargoes, containers and ro-ro cargo units;

o

Number of berths – 2;

o

wharf length – 200 meters;
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depth – 2,40 meters

o

The port is envisaged to be fully operational in the next few years to
come.

5.1.5. Main foreign country Black Sea and Caspian ports
in business relations with ports Varna and Burgas
Figure 5.1.5./1 shows the main foreign country Black Sea ports which
currently have or are expected to develop in the near future business relations
with the ports of Varna and Burgas. These are the ports Novorossiysk, Azov,
Rostov and Caucasus (Russia), Odessa, Ilyichevsk, Mariupol (Ukraine), Poti and
Batumi (Georgia), Samsun and Trabzon (Turkey) and Constantza,
Romania)
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Fig. 5.1.5./1. Black Sea ports in business relations with ports Varna and
Burgas
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Fig. 5.1.5./2. Caspian ports in business relations with ports Varna and Burgas

5.1.5.1. Main Russian Black Sea ports:
5.1.5.1.1. Port of Novorossiysk
The Novorossiysk port is with geographical coordinates 44°34'03.02''N
and 38°02'41.07''E. This is the biggest and most important Russian nonfreezable Black Sea port. It is located in the deepwater Tsemes Bay
(Tsemesskaya bukhta). (Fig. 4.1.5.1.1./1.)
The port includes dry cargo and oil regions– Terminal Shesharis. The dry
cargo terminal is well-protected from the waves by moles located opposite each
other (Eastern and Western), behind which the vast outer road is situated. The
wharf has 29 berths. A large number of open and covered depots, elevators,
refrigerated compartments and a marine terminal with 3 ship berths are located
in the port. The berths are highly mechanized. They are connected to the railway
system of the country by road approaches. At the so called Wide Pier 6 modern
large-cargo ocean-going ships can be processed simultaneously. The depth
before the main berths is 12,00 m.
The further development of the port is limited by the lack of sufficient
territory for development of the railway approaches to the port as it is situated
within the town’s boundaries. For this reason mainly, in 1996 the work of the
mutual Bulgarian-Russian working group on developing the project for the
creation of a ferry line between the ports of Varna and Novorossiysk for the
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admission of ferry boats of the type Geroite na Shipka/Geroite na Sevastopol,
that transport up to 108 four-axel wagons of Russian type, was suspended.

.

Fig. 5.1.5.1.1./1. The Tsemes Bay and the port of Novorossiysk located within
The oil harbor is one of the largest of this kind in Europe. It is equipped
with the latest means of oil loading in the tankers. It has the capacity to handle
simultaneously six large tankers. It is connected to the oil pipeline MahachkalaTrudovaya.
The main cargo processed in the port of Novorossiysk is oil, cement, coal,
wood, grain. As early as in the 1967 the turnover of the port exceeded 23 million
tones.

5.1.5.1.2. Port of Azov
Port of Azov is with geographical coordinates 47°07'19.81''N and
39°23'39.31''E.
The sea port of Azov is the door to the internal water transport system of
the Russian Federation. It is the beginning of a convenient route towards the
industrial centers in the European part of Russia. Through the Sea of Azov the
port connects the inland waterways of Russia with the Mediterranean and Black
Sea. The port of Azov is situated at the confluence of the river Don 14 km.
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before its flowing into the Taganrog Bay and a canal, with a depth of
3,90m., connects the port to the Sea of Azov.
The port has six well-equipped loading wharfs with an overall length of
645 linear meters. All the wharfs are highly mechanized with modern
transloading facilities. The port has a sufficient number of automatic loaders,
100-ton electronic railway weighbridge, 60-ton car weighbridge, 22 portal
cranes with hoisting capacity between 5 and 32 tons, equipped with the latest
hoisting mechanisms and appliances. The port covers an area of 65000 sq. km.
which includes 25000 sq. km. open warehouses and 1500 sq. km. covered ones.
The port works 24 hours. Annually over 300 ships are processed and over
2 million tones of cargo – metals, scrap, wood, ore, fertilizers, grain, coal and
others are handled.
At this stage ships with up to 5000 tones deadweight are admitted in the
port as well as 5000-tone ships of the “river-sea” type. The approach canal
dredging is under way with view of the admittance of ships with up to 7000 t.
deadweight.
A rich investment programme is being outlined and carried out. Four new
berths with a total length of 520 m. are being constructed.
It is expected that in the coming years the annual turnover of the port will
exceed 5 million tones.

.

.

Fig. 5.1.5.1.2./1. Port of Azov – a door to the internal water system of
the Russian Federation
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5.1.5.1.3. Port of Rostov
Port of Rostov is with geographical coordinates 47°11'06.78''N and
39°39'03.88''E.
The port of Rostov is among the largest and well-equipped river ports in
the European part of Russia. It is located within the boundaries of the town
Rostov on River Don along its left shore and includes three territorially
independent cargo areas.
The first area Central is situated in the Nakhichevan straits and includes
13 well-built and fully mechanized loading wharfs with a total length of 1330
linear meters. They are specialized for the handling of bulk cargoes, wood,
general cargo, metal products, large containers with gross weight of 20 tons,
break-bulk cargoes, coal, ore and others. The wharfs are equipped with 21 portal
cranes. The open warehouses encompass 38000 sq.m., the covered ones – 5000
sq.m. The port is connected to the country’s railway network.
The second area Aksyskata buhta includes the Southern and Eastern
mechanized wharfs with a total length of 530 linear meters, equipped with 10tone portal cranes. There are no railroads. Bulk cargoes, general cargoes, scrap,
large containers with a gross weight of 40 t., break-bulk cargoes, coal, ore and
others. The open warehouses cover an area of 43000 sq.m.
The third area Rostovska buhta is located on the left shore of river Don.
There is one berth which is 200m. long. It is equipped with 4 portal cranes and is
connected to the railway network. The open warehouses cover an area of 13000
sq.m.
The total traffic capacity of Port of Rostov is 7,8 million tones per year.
Up to 14 “river-sea” ships of different type can be admitted and processed
simultaneously. Since 1997 it is opened for international cargo transportation.
The daily traffic capacity of the port is 31000 tones.
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Fig. 5.1.5.1.3./1. Port Rostov on Don
5.1.5.1.4. Port Caucasus
Port Caucasus is with geographical coordinates 45°23'N and 37°25'E. As
a port point of the Kerch maritime trade port it was brought into use in 1953. Its
economic activity was oriented toward ensuring the functioning of the ferry line
Krym-Kuban. After the fall of the USSR the volume of transportation of the
Kerch ferryboat line substantially decreased. The functioning of the railway
ferries is suspended. Until the introduction of the railway ferryboat line VarnaCaucasus only ferryboat transportations of passengers and motor vehicles were
carried out. The ferryboat ships remained as Ukraine’s property. The port
Caucasus was handed to the government enterprise Kuban River Shipping for
exploitation. In 1993 the enterprise became a shareholding company.
The maritime port Caucasus admits ships with length of up to 130 m.,
width – 14,5 m. and maximum draught up to 5,00 m. The pilotage of ships is
compulsory, including when maneuvering form one berth to another in the port.
The wharfs, the warehouses, the inner port motor and railway roads are property
of, leased or rented by Maritime trade port Caucasus (the ferryboat complex
and the dry cargo wharfs).
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Fig. 5.1.5.1.4./1. Port Caucasus
5.1.5.2. Main Black Sea Ports in Ukraine
5.1.5.2.1. Port of Odessa
The port of Odessa is with geographical coordinates 46°29'00.56”N and
31°01'33.40”E. This is the largest and the most important Ukrainian port. The
harbor area consists of several moles and a breakwater. The inner moles divide
the port into seven regions. The dry cargo port has 31 ship berths and five for oil
cargoes.
The port is equipped with refrigerated compartments, elevators,
mechanical transloaders and oil depots.
The port is completely mechanized. The annual turnover exceeds 15
million tones. It is connected to the railway system of the country by
approaching roads.
The port is specialized in the processing of general cargoes, oil and oil
products, grain, alimentary cargoes, metals, machines and equipment and other
cargoes.
The port of Odessa has the largest maritime passenger railway station in
the country.
Two large ship repair yards carry out the repairs of various modern ships.
Odessa is a large centre for training of maritime personnel. Here are the
Odessa Institute of Marine Fleet Engineers - OIMFE, the Higher MarineEngineering School, High Nautical School and a Centre for Nautical training
courses.
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The OIMFE trains a large number of personnel for the ports of Republic
of Bulgaria.

Fig. 5.1.5.2.1./1. Port of Odessa
5.1.5.2.2. Port of Ilyichevsk
Port Ilyichevsk is with geographical coordinates 46°02'29.49”N and
30°29'27.95”E.
It is located in the Dry firth which has a territory three times that of the
port of Odessa, a coastal line many kilometers long and a large rear territory for
the construction of warehouses which creates opportunities for the further
development of the port. In the port there is a large refrigerated warehouse
internal railway, which can accept simultaneously two railway compositions
(around 100 wagons). The port of Ilyichevsk has large compartments for the
storage of liquid alimentary cargoes as well as a large number of open and
covered warehouses. The wharfs are highly mechanized and accessible for the
admittance of modern seagoing ships.
The port is specialized in the handling of bulk cargoes – coal, cement,
metals, vegetable oil, natural rubber, jute, mineral building materials and others.
In 1967 the port’s turnover reaches 6 million tones.
In the port of Ilyichevsk operate the biggest floating dock and ship repair
yard in the Black Sea basin.
In the 1978 a ferryboat terminal, which services the ferryboat line VarnaIlyichevsk, was launched.
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Fig. 5.1.5.2.2./1. Port of Ilyichevsk

5.1.5.2.3. Port of Mariupol
Port of Mariupol (called port Zhdanov for many years during Soviet
times) is with geographical coordinates 47°05′12.85”N and 37°34'42.21”E. It is
the biggest port in the Sea of Azov. The port is specialized in the processing of
Donetsk coal. Port of Mariupol was one of the biggest contracting parties of the
Bulgarian maritime ports before the political and economic changes took place
in Bulgaria and USSR. The port is located in the Taganrog Bay. The berths are
situated along the coastal line and the wharfs. There are 24 ship berths altogether
including 5 for berthing of passenger ships. Apart from processing of coal, the
port is specialized in the handling of ore, grain foodstuffs and other types of
bulk cargoes.
The port is accessible for admittance of medium-size ships. Apart from
the small depths of the approaching canals, a drawback of the port is that it
freezes – usually from December until March every year and the use of icebreakers is needed for ships’ pilotage in this period.
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The steel works “Azovstal” have their own industrial port located near
the commercial port. The iron-ore for the plant is delivered through ports of
Kerch, Nikolaev, Poti and other ports.

Fig.5.1.5.2.3. Port of Mariupol

5.1.5.3. Main Sea Ports of Georgia
5.1.5.3.1. Port of Poti
43°06'06.35”N and 40°22'21.12”E.
Strategically-located, Poti Sea Port is the largest port in the Republic of
Georgia handling liquid and dry bulk, ferries as well as containers. It has 15
berths, with total berth length of 2900 meters and more than 20 quay cranes. The
port currently serves as the European gateway for international trade in Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan, and is ideally located to become a future hub for
Central Asia trade.
The basin of the port is protected from the sea by breakwaters. There are
four specialized port terminals – for ore and coal, grain, oil and ferry. Ferry
terminal maintains the ferryboat line “Varna-Ilyichevsk-Poti/Batumi. Most of
the port’s berths are well equipped with cargo handling facilities suitable for
handling of bulk cargoes (manganese ore, coal and grain) as well as general
cargoes.
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Fig. 5.1.5.3.1./1. Port of Poti

5.1.5.3.2. Port of Batumi
(42°00'97.53”N и 41°45'24.72”E)
There are 5 terminals in Batumi Sea Port Limited: an oil terminal, a multipurpose container terminal, railway ferry terminal, dry cargo terminal and a
passenger terminal. The maximal throughput of oil terminal is about 18 mln.
tons, dry cargo terminal - 2,3 mln. tons, railway ferry - 700 000 tons. The
prospective throughput of the new container terminal will reach 300 000 TEU
annually.
The railway ferry terminal was constructed taking into consideration
"Geroy Shipky" type vessels, which ply between ports of Varna (Bulgaria), Poti
(Georgia), Ilyichevsk (Ukraine) and Batumi (Georgia). Ferry is three-decked; its
deadweight tonnage is 12600 tons.
Maximum depth of the port is 10 m. It is connected to the oil pipeline
“Baku-Batumi”. It is also the last terminal of the ZadCaucasuska railway line.
The port is used mainly for export of oil and oil products and import of general
cargoes, timber, cereals, chemicals etc.
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Fig. 5.1.5.3.2. Port of Batumi

5.1.5.4. Main Sea Ports of Turkey
5.1.5.4.1. Port of Samsun
(41°47'58.51”N, 35°12'56.45”E.)
It is one of the main Turkish ports on the Black Sea coast. The port
is protected by two breakwaters with length 3132 m. and 1580 m. The
entrance of the port has width of 225 m. and depth of 8,00 m. The width at
the entrance is 225 m this is used to maintain the import/export of Turkey,
the transit to/from Iran and ro-ro line “Turkey-Ukraine/Russia”. The
annual cargo turnover exceeds 3 000 000 m.t.
The port handles generally tobacco, cereals, chrome ore, cement,
metals and machinery.
The port of Samsun has an ideal geographical location with respect
to the cargo traffic to/from the Black Sea ports and the potential cargo
flows that are expected to originate as a result of the Black Sea Economic
Cooperation Project. On the other hand it is ideally located for the cargoes
destined to Middle East from Continental Europe trough the Rhine –
Maine - Danube canal and Black Sea.
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Maine - Danube canal and Black Sea.

Fig. 5.1.5.4.1./1. Port of Samsun
5.1.5.4.2. Port of Trabzon
(41°03'09.09”N, 39°00'17.28”E.)
The contemporary port is build between years 1946 and 1954. The
expansion and modernization of the port began in 1980 as a result of the
considerable increase of the cargo turnover. The dry cargo terminal has
five berths including those for containers and ro-ro vessels. The overall
length of the wharf is 1300 m. with depth up to 11 m.

Fig. 5.1.5.4.2. Port of Trabzon
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5.1.5.5. Rumanian ports
5.1.5.5.1. Port of Constantza
(44°19'25.63”N, 39°00'17.25”E)
Port of Constantza (Portul Constanţa) is located next to Constanta town on
the west coast of Black Seaр at a distance of 179 nm. to the Bosphorus and 85
nm. to the north of the entrance of Sulina canal.
The Port of Constantza is located at the crossroads of the trade routes
linking the markets of the landlocked countries from Central and Eastern Europe
with the Transcaucasus, Central Asia and the Far East. It is the main Romanian
port and it ranks among the first 10 European ports. The favorable geographical
position and the importance of the Port of Constantza is emphasized by the
connection with two Pan-European Transport Corridors: Corridor VII - Danube
(inland waterway) and Corridor IV (rail-road). The two satellite ports Midia and
Mangalia that are located not far from Constantza Port are part of the Romanian
maritime port system under the Maritime Ports Administration SA Constantza
coordination.
The Port of Constantza is one of the main distribution centers for the
Central and Eastern Europe, offering many advantages, of which mention must
be made of:
- Multi-purpose port with modern facilities and sufficient water depths in
the port basins to accommodate the largest vessels passing through the Suez
Canal;
- Direct access to the Central and Eastern European countries through the
Pan-European Corridor VII - the Danube;
- A hub for the container traffic in the Black Sea;
- Good connections with all modes of transport: railway, road, river,
airway and pipelines;
- Since 1st January 2007, the Port of Constantza has become Free Zone.
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Fig. 5.1.5.5.1./1. Port of Constantza

5.1.5.6. Main Caspian sea
Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan.

ports

of

Azerbaijan,

Due to the fact that the above ports are part of the TRASSECA route the
research team has provided a short dada for each one of them, as follows:

5.1.5.6.1. Port of Baku - Azerbaijan
(40°20'18.08”N,49°58'54.74”E)
The port operates year-round and as a vital transit point in Europe-Asia
trade that is being promoted within TRACECA project. From April to
November when Russian inner waterways are navigable Baku International Sea
Trade Port is accessible by ships loading cargoes for direct voyages from West
European and Mediterranean ports. The Baku International Sea Trade Port is
comprised of Main Cargo Terminal, Dubendy Oil Terminal, Ferry Terminal and
Passenger Terminal. The port`s throughput capacity has been constantly
growing and reaches up to 15 million tons of liquid bulk and up to 10 million
tons of dry cargoes. The port is a terminal station of ZadCaucasuska Railway
and Baku-Batumi oil pipeline.
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Fig. 5.1.5.6.1./1. Port of Baku
General cargo terminal with maximum allowable draught alongside the
berths – 7,00 m. and cargo handling capacity of 4 000 000 m.t. annually. 2
000 000 of them are directly trans-shipped.
The terminal is equipped for handling of 20 ft. и 40 ft. containers, all
kinds of general cargoes and bulk cargoes. There is also a berthing place for roro vessels.
The storage area is 43 600 sq.m.: three warehouses (10600 sq.m.) with
annual storage capacity up to 300 000 m.t and an open-air storage area (33 000
sq.m.) with annual storage capacity of up to 2 000 000 m.t.
The terminal equipment includes:
- 18 rail-mounted power driven cranes, with a lifting capacity of 6 to 40
tones;
- forklifts, with a lifting capacity of 1,5 to 10 tones;
- 20ft. “Morflot” trailers – 100;
- front loaders SISU;
- numerous other cargo handling equipment;
- shunting diesel locomotives;
- truck and wagon scales.
The overall length of the port railway network, maintaining the
multimodal transport cervices is about 9 km..
Timber terminal is of local importance. It is used as an open-air storage
area for cargoes and wagons.
“Ashperonski” oil terminal is located on the Ashperonski peninsula – 47
km. from town of Baku. There are four berths for handling of crude oil and
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liquid oil products with depth up to 9.60 m. The annual cargo turnover is about
25 000 000 t. The terminal is connected to SOCAP pipeline system.
Port of Baku is rendered technical assistance through TRACECA. The port
development strategy includes full recovery and increase of cargo handling
capacity of general cargo and ro-ro terminals, serving the “Baku-Krasnovodsk”
ferry line, as well as building of modern container terminal.

5.1.5.7.1. Port of Krasnovodsk - Turkmenistan
(39°59 '44.62”N и 53°03'57.84”E)

Fig. 5.1.5.7.1./1. Port of Krasnovodsk
The port is the second largest port in the Caspian Sea. It has specialized
wharfs well equipped for handling of dry cargoes (cereals, cotton, timber,
machinery etc.) and oil. It has also a ferry terminal ensuring the ferryboat line
“Krasnovodsk – Vishka”.
Port of Krasnovodsk is a terminal station of Middle-East Railway and
“Krasnovodsk – Vishka” oil pipeline.

5.1.5.8.1. Port of Aktau - Kazakhstan
(43°36'20.87”N, 51°13'02.16”E)
It is the main Kazakh port on Transport Corridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia
(TRACECA). There are plans for building of high speed railway line to the port
that will ensure the fast transfer of cargoes through TRACECA corridor.
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Fig. 5.1.5.8.1./1. Port of Aktau

5.1.6. Main conclusions and suggestions.
1. Before the World Economic Crisis the annual cargo turnover of Bulgarian
ports reached 42-43 000 000 tons. - mainly import/export goods. In the next
several years to follow the crisis the cargo turnover gradually decreased to its
minimum of 33 800 000 t. Therefore we can draw the conclusion that Bulgarian
ports have a considerable excess of cargo handling capacity of about 30-35%.
For the Ferryboat terminal it is about 90%.
2. The Bulgarian ports are generally multipurpose ones – they can handle a
variety of cargoes using universal cargo handling equipment. The only
specialized terminals are oil and ro-ro/Ferryboat terminals.
3. Although the ports were constructed up to mid 1970s they are in good
technical condition and mostly with up-to-date equipment, part of which is
specialized.
4. Besides it is worth to mention that the port infrastructures, as well as the
cargo handling facilities need some partial reconstruction and modernization to
meet the current standards, which will cost an extra expenditure for the operators
in the near future.
5. All the information concerning the infrastructure of the main Bulgarian sea
and river ports – Burgas, Varna (including Ferryboat terminal-Varna) and Russe
(Russe-East and Duty Free Area) has been thoroughly investigated within this
project.
Chapter 5.1.5 refers to the operational capacity of the main foreign ports
on the Black Sea and Caspian Sea that have a long term business relationship
with Bulgarian ports. The main objective of the above analysis is to investigate
the operational capacity of the ports with relation to the further development and
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increase of cargo flows from ports of Varna and Burgas to the Middle East
(TRACECA Corridor).
6. This study includes information on the port development plans of the ports
of Varna and Burgas based on the National Port Development Program.
(forthcoming approval by the Council of Ministers of Bulgaria).
Further on some opportunities for development of container and multimodal
transport routes through the ports of Varna and Burgas are investigated
(including ro-ro and Lighter aboard ship (LASH) systems). The study also
includes an overview of Bulgarian experience in implementing of contemporary
transport solutions.

5.2. Railway infrastructure and its connection with
the main Bulgarian ports.
5.2.1. Historical reference.
The beginning of Bulgarian railway transport was laid on 7th of November
1866 when the first railway line between the ports of Varna and Russe was put
into operation, taking into consideration the importance of having a reliable and
fast connection between sea and inland waterways. This first line was 223 km
long.
The further development of railway transport system continues to 1980
when it suddenly stopped.
Later on it was considered that a direct railway connection between
Bulgaria, Russia and other Middle East countries would be of great importance
to the development of trade relations between those countries. This ideas
resulted in establishment of the world longest ro-ro line – a direct connection
between European railway system with Russian and other Asiatic countries’
railways.

5.2.2. Overview of Bulgarian railway infrastructure.
Fig. 5.2.2./1. shows the existing railway infrastructure of Bulgaria.
The total length of the railway tracks with European standard wheelgauge of 1435 mm is 6384 sq.m. The rest 960 sq.m. is narrow-gauge track
railway (760 мм) .
The total length of the railway lines is 4320 sq.m., 65% of them are
wired. (a.c. 25 kV и 50 hZ). Almost 27% of them are doubled.
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Fig. 5.2.1./!. The beginning of Bulgarian railway development.
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Fig. 5.2.2./1. Present-day railway line network of Bulgaria
The main railway network infrastructure (with standard wheel-gauge)
includes 843 one level grade crossings and 148 tunnels with a total length of
44,934 m. The narrow-gauge railway network infrastructure includes 41 tunnels
and 979 railway bridges. The number of the railway stations is 383.
The railway network is equipped with 120 out-of-date scales,
manufactured before 1980.
The level of automation could be defined as average, compared to that of
the other European countries. 218 stations are equipped with route relay
installations and 2 (Pobit Kamak and Septemvri) with relay interlocking
installations with computer control. 82 stations are manually operated and
controlled. Above 85% of the railway network is equipped with semi-automatic
block systems and 400 km of it – with automatic ones.
The traffic-control between Sofia and Plovdiv is executed by a central
dispatcher office. 70% of the railway network is covered by a controller’s radio
communication system. Three of the main shunting yards (Poduene, Gorna
Oriahovitza and Plovdiv) are fully automated.
Automation of the railway is of a vital importance in respect of railway
traffic safety and operational traffic capacity.
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The speed limit is 130 km/h for the passenger trains and 100 km/h - for
the freight trains.
Although a significant part of the railway network has been designed to
allow higher speed than the above mentioned, the lack of regular maintenance
and of updated legislation are among the main reasons for the restrictions in the
speed limits.
The density of the Bulgarian railway network is 39.8 sq.m. per 1 000 sq.
km (compared to 33,7 sq.m. per 1000 sq. km in 1939).
There are 9 main railway routes in Bulgaria:
1. Kalotina – Sofia – Plovdiv - Svilengrad;
2. Sofia – Gorna Oriahovitza - Varna;
3. Sofia – Karlovo – Kazanlak – Sliven – Sindel - Varna – Ferryboat
Terminal;
4. Russe – Stara – Zagora – Podkova;
5. Sofia – Pernik - Kulata;
6. Sofia – Radomir – Kiustendil - Giueshevo;
7. Sofia – Mazdra – Vidin/Lom/Berkovitza;
8. Plovdiv – Stara Zagora - Burgas;
9. Russe – Varna.
Significant part of the railway network is planned and constructed more
than 50 years ago. Therefore it is technologically outdated which is considered
as the main reason for the speed limit of 100 km/h, even in those sections of the
railway that were doubled during the last 20-30 years.
Most of the railway lines are running in East – West direction due to some
historical and geographical reasons.
The Bulgarian railway network is connected to the railways of the
neighboring countries through the following border passages:
1. Svilengrad- Kapıkule - with Turkey;
2. Svilengrad-Dikea and Kulata-Promakhon – with Greece;
3. Dragoman-Dimitrovgrad – with Serbia and Montenegro;
4. Kardam-Negru Voda and the only bridge across Danube river on
Bulgarian territory, connecting Russe and Giurgiu – with Romania
The Ferryboat terminal in Varna ensures the direct connection of our
railway network with the railway networks of Ukraine, Georgia and Russia by
means of the world longest ferryboat line operating between their ports.
Unfortunately Bulgaria is not connected with Former Republic of
Macedonia by a railway.
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5.2.3. Railway infrastructure development plans.
The further development of Bulgarian railway infrastructure is closely
dependent on the activities related to the implementation of the Operational
Programme 'Development of environment and transport infrastructure' and
establishing of common transport network that will embrace the Trans-European
power supply and information systems too.
Special attention will be paid to the unification of technical
parameters/specifications of the common railway network that will make it
beneficial to all European countries.
A "Computer Integrated Railroading"(CIR-ELKE) system has been
introduced in order to increase the operational capacity of the main European
railway routes.

5.2.3.1. Projects for the development of Bulgarian railway
that have priority:
- Reconstruction and electrification of railway line Plovdiv –
Svilengrad – Greek/Turkish border in order to ensure a speed limit up to
160 km/h.
This project will provide for the integration of Bulgarian railway
infrastructure as an integral part of the European Transport Corridor IV. It will
also ensure higher-quality services. This is supposed to result in an increased
competitiveness of Bulgarian railway transport and its successful integration in
the European transport network.
- Modernization of the railway line Vidin – Sofia – Kulata.
This section of the railway line is 420 sq.m. long. The project for the
development of the railway infrastructure has been defined as a priority task by
the Ministry of Transport and National Company Railway Infrastructure. In the
year 2003 it was enlisted as a priority project with the Decision No 884/2004/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29.04.2004, amending
Decision No 1692/96/EC on Community guidelines for the development of the
trans-European transport network.
Another advantage of this project is that it includes development of another
feeder of European Transport Corridor IV which will connect the corridor with
the second bridge on Bulgarian/Romanian part of Danube River (Vidin-Calafat
Bridge).
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The main transit cargo routes through Bulgarian ports are:
- Dragoman-Varna and Dragoman-Burgas (European Transport
Corridors VIII and X)
- Russe-Varna/Burgas (connection to European Transport Corridor VII).
Observing the engagements undertaken by the Bulgarian Government the
modernization of Bulgarian railway infrastructure is taking place in conformity
with EU standards AGC and AGTC.
- Modernization of the railway line Radomir – Giueshevo.
The railway Radomir – Giueshevo is a part of European Transport
Corridor VIII. This section of the railway does not meet the requirements of
European standards with respect to the agreed technical parameters of the
railway lines. The whole section is not electrified.
The railway line Radomir – Giueshevo is 420 sq.m. long. The
development of the railway infrastructure of this section is defined as a priority
task by the Ministry of Transport and National Company Railway Infrastructure.
The modernization of the railway line is dependent on the reaching of mutual
agreement on the development of European Transport Corridor VIII, between
Bulgaria and Former Republic of Macedonia.

5.2.4. Conclusions and recommendations.
The analysis of the operational capacity of the railway including
connections to the main Bulgarian ports (Varna, Burgas and
Russe) reveals that it has a considerable reserve that has not been
utilized. Therefore we can assume that within the next 5-10 years
there will be no demand for large investments in order to increase
the operational capacity of the railways.
Nevertheless, in order to increase the quality of the railway
transport services and to introduce some more advanced
transport solutions (ro-ro, RO-LA, containers) it is necessary to
urge the reconstruction and modernization of Bulgarian railway
network. Besides the economical benefit the above improvements
will have a positive environmental impact.
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5.2.4.1. The railroads connecting ports of Varna and Burgas are
electrified. Most of them are doubled and in good technical condition.
5.2.4.2. The railroads connecting the main Bulgarian river ports are
in good technical condition and with considerable reserve of operational
capacity.
5.2.4.3. The development of the railway infrastructure inside the
ports depends on the port development projects financed by the State
Enterprise “Port infrastructure Company” and the private port operators.

Road infrastructure.
The road transport infrastructure is analyzed with respect to its importance
as a connection of Bulgarian ports to the hinterland and the main European
Transport Corridors. The status of the road network has a significant influence
on the introduction of modern transport intermodal solutions and the protection
of the environment
5.3.1. Condition of the road infrastructure.
Bulgaria has well developed road infrastructure. The overall length of the
road network is 37 300 000 km. 19 276 km are republican roads classified
as follows:
Highways-331 sq.m.;
Class I-2961 sq.m.;
Class II-4012 sq.m.;
Class III-11730 sq.m.;
Road junctions-242 sq.m.
Current status of the road covering:
98.45% of the roads are covered;
92,5% of them have asphalt covering;
272,1 sq.m. (1,41%) are not covered;
82.8% of the road covering allows loading of up to 10 t. on each axle.
The road network density in Bulgaria, Lithuania, Latvia, Romania and
Slovenia is 0.39 sq.m./sq.m.², which is bellow the average density of 0.51
sq.m./sq.m.² for the EU, but higher than the road density in Poland, Slovak
Republic and Turkey. Having in mind that about 40% of Bulgarian territory is
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mountainous and these regions have lower density of population we can draw a
conclusion that the road network density of Bulgaria is sufficient.
The table 4.3./1 bellow displays the condition of the Bulgarian road
network (01.01.2006):
Table .3.1/1
Condition of the road cover of the republican roads
Condition
Highway
of the road
(sq.m.)
cover

Class I
(sq.m.)

Class II
(sq.m.)

Class III
(sq.m.)

good

232,6

1 502,6

1 460,9

average

87,9

562,4

bad

10,7

895,6

Sum
(sq.m.)

3 185,0

Road
junctions
(sq.m.)
156,2

6 537,3

1 170,3

3 810,0

71,2

5 701,8

1 352,7

4 473,4

14,2

6 746,6

5.3.2. Road infrastructure development plans
The main objectives for the improvement of the road infrastructure are as
follows:
5.3.2.1. Completing the construction of:
1. Highways Sofia – Varna, Varna - Burgas, Burgas – Plovdiv and Plovdiv –
Sofia;
2. Roads that connect the highways to the ports and the big industrial areas;
3. Roads are important for the transit cargo traffic between West/Central Europe
and the Central/Middle Asian countries, Middle East and Russia. The expected
amount of transit cargo flows (based on expert analysis) is about 10 000 000 t.
annually.
Over 12000 km of the covered road network (about 60%) need to be paired.
5.3.2.2. Reconstruction and repair of some road sections of the European
Transport Corridors and the TINA network on Bulgarian territory that will
ensure axle loading of 11.5 t.
5.3.2.3 Improvement and standardization of operational indicators of the
main republican roads through completing the necessary reconstruction and repair
works.
The implementation of the above objective will contribute to the
successful integration of Bulgarian road network into the European transport
network.
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5.3.3. The main priority projects concerning the further
development of the national road network are:
.
5.3.3.1. Reconstruction and repair of some road sections of the European
Transport Corridors and the TINA network on Bulgarian territory that will
provide for the road covering loading capacity of up to 10 t. on each axle.
The objective of this priority project is to modernize the road
infrastructure and bound it to the European standards.
The main project activities in order to achieve these objectives are:
- building of new roads and reconstruction works of 175,5 sq.m. of roads,
the most important of which are:
- road І-1 (E79), Vidin – Montana , section Dimovo – Bela – Ruzhentzi,
with total length of 20,5 sq.m.;
- road 5 Kardjali – Podkova with total length of 16,9 sq.m. and encircling
road of Kardjali with total length of 15 sq.m.;
- repair of the roads – part of the European Transport Corridors ІV, VІІІ
and ІХ with total length of 1453,8 sq.m.;
- building of roads encircling the settlements – initially 29,3 sq.m., including
the following cities:
Montana - with total length of 11,2 sq.m.;
Vratza - with total length of 6,5 sq.m.;
Gabrovo - with total length of 24 sq.m.
5.3.3.2. Improvement and standardization of operational indicators
of the main republican roads through completing the necessary
reconstruction and repair works.
The implementation of the above objective will contribute to the
successful integration of Bulgarian road network into the European transport
network.
The main project activities in order to achieve this objective are:
- Building of new roads and reconstruction works of 5638 sq.m. of class II
and class III roads. Funding of these activities is provided by the Operational
Program “Regional Development 2007 – 2013”.
- Project “Transit roads V” (2007 – 2010 г.) – stipulates repairs of 1421
sq.m. republican roads.
- Project for reconstruction of 440 sq.m. class II and class III republican
roads (2007 – 2010 г.).
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5.3.4. Conclusions and recommendations:
5.3.4.1. There will be many advantages from the modernization of the
road infrastructure. The decrease of energy consumption of transport sector is
one of them. Therefore the most appropriate indicator for the obtained results
will be “level of energy consumption” by each kind of transport.
5.3.4.2. The roads connecting ports to hinterland supplements the
operational capacity of the railways. This is a prerequisite for the increase of the
operational capacity of ports and increase of cargo flows through them towards
the regions specified in section 4.3.2.1.
5.3.4.3. The last but not least recommendation is to increase the
efforts for utilization to the full extend of EU funding provided for
development and modernization of the road infrastructure.

6. National transport network and the
contribution of ports of Varna and Burgas to the
European economic zone.
6.1. Historical reference to the development of
transport networks in Europe.
During the 1970s the Inland Transport Committee of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) in close cooperation with the other
international transport organizations, such as International Union of Railways
(UIC), International Road Transport Union (IRU), International Maritime
Organization (IMO), International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO),
International Organization of Standardization (ISO) and other interested
international organizations have prepared and signed a number of international
agreements for coordinated development of the infrastructure and setting the
regulations on each kind of transport.
Some of the first agreements signed were: “European Agreement on Main
International Traffic Arteries" (AGR), "European Agreement on Main
International Railway Lines" (AGC), "European Agreement on Important
International Combined Transport Lines and Related Installations" (AGTC),
International Convention for Safe Containers (CSC)
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AGC defines the main objectives for development of high speed railway
transport infrastructure – 250 to 300 km/h (only for passenger trains), provided
by construction of new railway roads and 160 km/h (by reconstruction of the
existing railway network only).
AGTC also sets high standards - 100 sq.m./h (for the existing railway
lines) and 120 km/h (for the new ones). Germany insists on agreement of higher
speed limits of the railway transport for the new build railway lines (140, 160
and 200 sq.m./h).
AGR defines the main objectives for development of high speed road
transport infrastructure for cars – 100 to 130 km/h (depending on the traffic
intensity and the terrain on which the roads are built).
The same was done with regard to the inland waterways of Europe.
Republic of Bulgaria has joined the above agreements.

6.2. Trans-European Networks
The idea of Trans-European Networks (TEN) corresponds to the idea of
the Single Market. Most of the transport infrastructures have been developed
under national policy premises. In order to establish a single, multimodal
network that integrates land, sea and air transport networks throughout the
Union, the European policymakers decided to establish the trans-European
transport network, allowing goods and people to circulate quickly and easily
between Member States and assuring international connections. The general idea
is to integrate the existing national transport networks, rather than to simply
“link them”.
The total length of transport networks of the lately joined member
countries is about 19 000 km of roads, 21 000 km of railway lines and 4000 km
inland waterways, along with 40 airports, 20 sea ports and 58 river ports. The
integration of these countries is complicated due to the inherited less developed
infrastructural integration between “East” and “West”. The older Member States
of the EU will continue to have an advantage of existing dense transport
network.
A large number of projects of common interest have benefited from
financial support of the Community budget through the TEN-budget line as well
as the Structural Funds and Cohesion Fund. The European Investment Bank
(EIB) has also greatly contributed to the financing of these projects through
loans.
Development of the multimodal transport is one of the priorities declared
by TEN policy makers.
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6.3. Trans-European Transport Corridors –
landmark for development of Central and South-East
European transport networks.
High speed rail and road transport networks and inland waterways
infrastructure are much better developed in Western Europe in comparison with
Central and South-East Europe. There is a lack of balance in the traffic
operational capacities due to the considerable distinction of both transport
networks. This is an obstacle for developing of contemporary transport solutions
for transit transportation within Europe and between Europe and other
continents.

6.3.1 Development of North-South Corridor (INTEM)
– from Scandinavian Peninsula to Turkey.
A step forward to settle this issue was the establishing of the PanEuropean transport corridors. They were defined at the second Pan-European
transport Conference in Crete, March 1994, as routes in Central and Eastern
Europe that required major investment over the next ten to fifteen years.
Additions were made at the third conference in Helsinki in 1997. Therefore,
these corridors are sometimes referred to as the "Crete corridors" or "Helsinki
corridors", regardless of their geographical locations. Tenth corridors were
proposed after the end of hostilities between the states of the former Yugoslavia.
Recently, an eleventh corridor was adopted that stretched from Romania,
through Serbia and Montenegro, to Italy. It is known that this will pass through
Belgrade and will incorporate the Belgrade-Bar highway.
These development corridors are distinct from the Trans-European
transport networks, which is an European Union project and include all major
established routes in the European Union, although there are proposals to
combine the two systems, since most of the involved countries now are
members of the EU.
The corridors variously encompass road, rail and waterway routes, main
airports, sea and river ports. (Fig. 6.3.1/1.).
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Fig. 6.3.1/1. The Ten Pan-European transport corridors
• Corridor 1 (North-South): Helsinki - Tallinn - Riga - Kaunas and
Klaipeda - Warsaw and Gdansk.
- Branch A (railway): Riga to Kaliningrad to Gdansk;
- Branch B (Via Baltic Sea/E 67) – Helsinki to Warsaw.
• Corridor 2 (East-West): Berlin - Poznan - Warsaw - Brest - Minsk Smolensk - Moscow - Nizhny Novgorod.
• Corridor 3: Brussels - Aachen - Cologne - Dresden - Wroclaw Katowice - Krakow - Lviv - Kiev.
• Corridor 4: Dresden/Nuremberg - Prague - Vienna - Bratislava - Gyor Budapest - Arad - Bucharest - Constanta / Craiova - Craiova - Calafat / Vidin Sofia - Kulata - Thessaloniki / Plovdiv – Haskovo – Svilengrad - Istanbul.
• Corridor 5 (East-West): Venice - Trieste/Koper - Ljubljana - Maribor Budapest - Uzhhorod - Lviv - Kiev (1,600 km long).
- Branch A - Bratislava - Žilina - Kosice – Uzhhorod
- Branch B - Rijeka - Zagreb - Budapest
- Branch C - Ploče - Sarajevo - Osijek - Budapest
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• Corridor 6 (North-South): Gdansk - Katowice - Žilina, with a branch
Katowice-Brno.
• Corridor 7 (Northwest-Southeast): Rhine River – Main River –
Danube river (2,300 km long).
• Corridor 8: Durres-Tirana-Skopje-Bitola-Gyueshevo-Kyustendil,
Sofia, Haskovo, Stara Zagora-Burgas/Varna (1,300 km long).
• Corridor 9: Helsinki - Vyborg – Saint Petersburg - Pskov - Moscow Kaliningrad - Kiev - Lyubashevka / Rozdilna (Ukraine) - Chisinau - Bucharest Giurgiu / Russe-Veliko Tarnovo-Dimitrovgrad - Stara Zagora - Haskovo Svilengrad / Makaza / Alexandroupoli. Branch Lyubyanska / Rozhdilna to
Odessa (3,400 km long).
- Branch A: from Helsinki via Saint Petersburg to Moscow;
- Branch B: from Kaliningrad to Kiev;
- Branch C: from Kaliningrad via Vilnius to Minsk.
• Corridor 10: Salzburg-Ljubljana-Zagreb-Belgrade-Nis-Skopje-VelesThessaloniki.
- Branch A: Graz-Maribor-Zagreb;
- Branch B: Budapest-Novi Sad-Belgrade;
- Branch C: Nis - Tsaribrod / Kalotina-Sofia-Plovdiv-DimitrovgradIstanbul (along Corridor 4);
- Branch D: Veles-Prilep-Bitola-Florina-Igoumenitsa.
Each of the 9 land corridors (corridor № 7 is on the Danube) starts from
the territory of a European Union member state (Helsinki, Berlin, Dresden,
Nuremberg, Regensburg, Salzburg, Venice), passes through the respective
countries of Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe (including former
Yugoslav republics) and reaches according to its destination: Moscow, Kiev,
Odessa, Constanta, Varna, Burgas, Istanbul, Alexandroupoli, Thessaloniki,
Ioannina and Durres.
Our country is crossed by five corridors, which are shown in Fig. 6.3.1/2.
with eight basic entrance-exit points to and from the neighboring Balkan
countries, with destinations as follows:
- Corridor 4: Calafat / Vidin-Sofia /Kulata - Thessaloniki/SvilengradIstanbul as part of the international corridor to/from Dresden;
- Corridor 7: along the Danube;
- Corridor 8: Skopje - Gyueshevo - Sofia - Burgas / Varna, as part of
the corridor linking the Adriatic and Black Seas;
- Corridor 9: Giurgiu / Russe-Dimitrovgrad-Svilengrad / Makaza / ,
as part of the corridor Baltic – Aegean Sea;
- Corridor 10: Nis - Tsaribrod / Kalotina - Sofia, as a link with the
corridor that connects Salzburg to Thessaloniki.
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Implementation of the transport corridors provides priority construction of
the missing links, removing bottlenecks and overcoming borders limitations. It
is estimated that the most important missing link is the lack of close links
between the sea, inland waterways and the railways. The updated concept
attaches greater importance to the freight network and promotes investment for
gradual separation of freight corridors and development of fast passenger
corridors, particularly in areas of intensive transport activity. Improving
navigation on the Danube will also benefit freights and the faster integration of
the new EU countries.

European transport corridors crossing the territory of the Republic of
Bulgaria

6.3.2. Pan-European Transport Areas
The concept of "Pan-European transport areas (PETRA)" was
introduced in 1997 to complement the corridors concept and relates to the
adjacent to Europe sea basins (Fig. 6.3.2/1.), which allows continuation of the
corridors in maritime and river areas.
One of the four areas is the Black Sea basin. Its differentiation obliges the
adjacent countries to implement joint programs to expand the regional transport
cooperation in the development of shipping in the basin and increase the
effectiveness of the relevant Pan-European corridors.
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Actions taken are targeted at both the construction of port infrastructure
and its connection to transport corridors, and to the facilitation of cross-border
procedures. It is a top priority for the Republic of Bulgaria to develop the ports
of Varna and Burgas and connect them with the inland corridors and their
extensions to the Black Sea.
This will prepare our ports for easy connection of the territory to the
latest logistics concepts of Trans-European networks - "motorways of the sea"
(Fig. 5.3.2. / 2.) and “increase the capacity of the airports”.

6.3.3. Transport Corridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia
(TRACECA)
According to European Union concept, the transport connection Europe-Asia,
besides through "Trans-Siberian bridge" on the territory of Russia, will be also
carried out through the TRACECA corridor with 3 (three) diversions - via
Ukraine, Romania and Bulgaria (fig.5.3.3./1.), with extensions through Georgia,
Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Central Asia. Its implementation is facilitated by an
International Coordination Centre, which coordinates the participating countries
efforts to build the necessary infrastructure and organize its operation.

6.3.4. Transport corridors of OSJD
The corridor concept "Europe-Asia" extended its scope in the Member States of
the Organization for Cooperation of Railways - OSJD (the Organization Articles
of Association was signed in 1956 in our country) by 13 new corridors (Fig.
5.3.4./1.). To justify these corridors, specific studies have been conducted
demonstrating the feasibility of building a modern organization of the movement
of passengers and cargo throughout the 21 member states, including Azerbaijan,
Georgia, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan,
Mongolia, China, North Korea, Vietnam. Three of the corridors (Nos. 6, 10 and
12) cross our country territory and allows the organization of transport by land
and sea both to the Commonwealth of Independent States, China and other Far
East countries, and "to / from" Western European countries. Moreover, OSJD
corridors of the European continental part cross the routes of trans-European
transport corridors in the countries of Central, Eastern and South-eastern Europe
and will be included in their development programmes of Pan-European
transport corridors passing through their territories.
A facilitating feature to the development of our ports of Varna and Burgas is the
ability to organize ferry, ro-ro and container traffic on Europe-Asia routes
according to the rules of the Combined Transport Agreement between the
Member States of OSJD, of which Republic of Bulgaria is a member.
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The inclusion of the ports of Varna and Burgas in the logistic chain of the above
corridors will help attract more cargo and increase their share of participation in
the market of transport services on regional and intercontinental level.

6.4. On the basis of the above the authors can draw up
the following summarized conclusions and related
proposals:
▪ On international level, the familiar axiom was confirmed in recent years
in Europe, that in order for competitive production to reach the international
market it is necessary, among other measures, to significantly reduce the share
of transport component in the final price of the product;
▪ The above necessitates significant improvement of the quality of
transport, including increased speed of movement, and minimizing the periods
of non-usability of capital invested in goods, when it is "on wheels", i.e. in the
process of movement;
Other objectives besides these include: increasing the security of
transportation, reducing losses from goods damages, preventing theft and others.
Particular attention is paid to reducing the harmful environmental effects of
transport by reducing the share of road transport and expansion of combined
transport.
Modern transport technologies, which will help increase the share of river
and sea transport should be widely applied;
▪ the main routes of goods movement from Europe to Asia to Central
Asia, the Middle and Far East were thoroughly investigated . The idea to build a
trans-European transport system was substantiated, and later began to be
implemented by the trans-European transport corridors and axes;
▪ their basic technical and economical parameters have been developed
and incorporated into intergovernmental agreements signed by the parties.
Moreover, special efforts were focused on the unification of transport
infrastructure and the rules for its use to ensure free access by all users;
▪ Given the strategic location of Bulgaria, with 5 European transport
corridors crossing its territory, our transport infrastructure is required to quickly
fulfil its international parameters, while placing priority on the development of
approaches to the ports of Burgas and Varna;
▪ Research conducted by the authors, confirms that currently there exist
all the prerequisites for solving problems in the form of international
contractual-legal regulation of a coherent international transport network with
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common technical and operational parameters – an infrastructure that complies
with environmental requirements;
▪ State and government authorities in Europe established a common
approach to develop and improve the national transportation system. Transport
carriers now have greater security when implementing new technologies of
transportation;
▪ Further on in Section 7 of this study the team of authors identified
specific examples and made specific proposals for the introduction of new
transportation technologies by our transport and forwarding companies.
The work of these companies actually shows that the way to attract more transit
through our country is to provide the customers with highly competitive
conditions in domestic and international markets;
▪ The ten multi-modal transport corridors, five of which pass through our
country, offer optimal connectivity between networks in the developed Western
countries and the countries of Central, Eastern and South-eastern Europe, and
have their continuation in Asia through the TRACECA corridor and the 13 rail
transport OSJD corridors "Europe-Asia " reaching the Far East countries (China,
Korea, Vietnam, etc.);
▪ Transport infrastructure development and the regulation of road and
inland waterways transport have been facilitated by intergovernmental
agreements in the UNECE, which are good prerequisites for the organization of
combined transport, both within Europe and the countries of Middle and Central
Asian and the highly developed countries in the Far East. These conditions are
to be used by us in foreign trade operations and gaining a larger share of the
international transport market;
▪ Our country still lags behind in the construction of transport
infrastructure in all modes of transport;. Further delays threaten major diversion
of freight and passenger flows to the international lines and corridors of
Romania, Greece, Serbia and the other Balkan countries;
▪ It is imperative that the emphasis should be placed on the priority
development of combined transport infrastructure, delivery of specialized rolling
stock and consolidation of logistic schemes for the inclusion of Bulgarian
carriers by rail, road and water (sea and river) transport in the organized line
service (trains, shuttles, container lines, etc.) of freight flows on international
transport corridors and lines in Europe and Asia.
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7. Combined technologies for transportation and
handling applied in Bulgaria - container, Ro-La,
ferries, ro-ro and lighter aboard ship transport.
Suggestions for further development
7.1. Development of combined transport
7.1.1. Nature, regulations and organizations of the combined
transport
In essence, combined transport is an effective integration of different
transport modes, organized by individual transport operators and infrastructure
companies in the context of the transport logistic chain. It is also referred to as
intermodal or multimodal transport.
Combined shipment is becoming a highly progressive technology
with steady growth. Its development leads to optimal use of all modes of
transport, combining the advantages of environmentally-friendly, fast, secure
and efficient rail transport with the mobility of the widely accessible road
transport and the economy of the water transport.
The advantages of combined transport in comparison to direct
road transport, according to surveys of the European Union (EU)
countries are:
- pollution is reduced by 85-90%;
- savings on the cost of liquid fuel depending on the distance
travelled from 30 to 80%;
- fivefold reduction of road traffic accidents (RTA);
- reduced traffic on highways and significant reduction of their
maintenance costs and investment in new construction, etc.
The strategy of the European Union countries in terms of combined
transport is directed towards its prioritized and continuous development. It is
considered the third most important transport system after road and rail freight,
particularly for medium and long-distance travel.
Priority development of combined transport is determined primarily by
its ability to effectively combine and use the advantages of different modes of
freight. Of all types of combined transport, EU attaches the utmost importance
to the development of land transport systems, i.e. to the railway and road
transport, both within countries and between them. These systems combine to a
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great extent the efficiency of railways in the transportation of mass cargo at long
distances with the indisputable advantages of motor vehicles at short distances
and the possibility for direct collection and delivery of cargo to and from
warehouse to customer. Combined transport development is also necessary for
the identification of new opportunities for successful resolution of transport
problems, related to congestions on highways and the growing number of road
accidents, pollution of the environment, high costs of fuel, etc.
The legislation and the basis for the development of combined transport in
the EU is provided by Directive 440/91 of the Commission, which says: "The
promotion of combined transport requires railway enterprises engaged in the
combined transportation of goods, to gain access to the the other member states
infrastructure". Implementation of the rules and guidelines of the directive, and
most of all the right of free access, is the most important precondition for the
rapid development of combined transport.
EU policy is based on the basic principle - all modes of transport should
pay costs, or, respectively, damages, which they have caused, including the
economic cost of accidents and environmental pollution. The introduction of a
road tax is recommended- Green Transport Directive - which is to cover the
costs caused by road transport. This tax should be imposed consistent with the
charge of the rail carriers for the use of railway infrastructure.
Other specific measures for development of combined transport are:
- Allowing movement of vehicles with containers with a maximum load
of 44 tons, while the limit is normally 40 tons. This is due to the greater tare of
containers used for combined transport;
- allowing domestic (cabotage) services in a country for carriers of other
countries;
- avoiding some restrictions on the movement (on Saturdays, Sundays
and holidays), as cars and trailers and semi-trailers are carried on trains;
- recognition of the time spent by cars on trains (Ro-La transport) as
time-off for the drivers according to the labor legislation of the EU;
- state subsidies for the purchase of wagons and other equipment
necessary for the combined transport;
- providing ad hoc support to cover operating costs - typically in the
initial stage of the implementation of a combined transport project.
A European agreement on main lines of international combined

transport and associated facilities has been signed to promote the development
of combined transport within the EU. It identifies the following main objectives
in the development of combined transport infrastructure:
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- creating opportunities for growth for the movement speed of freight
trains in combined transport of up to 100-120 km/h.;
- increased length of trains of up to 600-750 meters and weight of up to
1,200-1,500 tons.
The development of combined transport in Europe is supported by the
Conference of European Ministers of Transport. Their designated transEuropean transport corridors are one of the most important prerequisites for the
development of combined transport between the European countries. They are
also encouraged by the establishment of the International Union of Combined
Transport Companies, which includes large numbers of forwarding and
transportation services companies, including Bulgarian companies.
Priority is placed on the development of combined transport of
containers, trailers, semitrailers, swap bodies, i.e. unaccompanied shipment in
the EU. These services currently make for about 75-80% of combined transport.
In recent years, Ro-La transportation services have also experienced
considerable growth.
The basis of the combined operations are the ISO standardized
(International Organization for Standardization) 20 and 40-foot containers, with
parameters as follows: 20 ft with gross weight 20,320 kg and dimensions: 6.1
meters x 1.4 meters x 2.4 meters and 40 ft with gross weight 30,480 kg and
dimensions: 12.2 meters x 2.4 meters x 2.4 meters. The so called enhanced 20foot container with a height of 2.6 m and gross weight of 22,850 kg has also
been standardized.
For the purposes of practice and statistics the 20-foot container is
considered as 1 (one) TEU, 40 feet - 2 TEU’s, trucks - 2,33 TEU’s.
Transportation of goods in one or more cargo units or road vehicles, with
successful use of two or more modes of transport, without taking these goods
out when reloading, is defined as Intermodal Transport.
Transportation by train or ship of an intermodal transport unit - container,
truck (without driver), semi-removable body, swap body - is called
Unaccompanied Combined Transport.
Transportation by train or ship of consolidated vehicles with drivers is
called Accompanied Combined Transport.
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7.1.2. UIRR – a good basis for the organization of combined
transport in our country and in Europe.
For more than 40 years the International Union of combined Road-Rail
(UIRR), whose members are 116 operators from 28 European countries,
including Bulgaria - BDZ EAD, is working on creating a European network of
special trains (block-trains/consolidated trains), travelling by the shuttle
principle - on set schedules - which provide faster movement of goods "from
terminal to terminal", as a part of the whole transport process of "door to door"
services.
In view of the possibilities of UIRR to organize combined transport from
the ports of Burgas and Varna with destinations in Europe, we list the main
destinations of accompanied and unaccompanied intermodal transport
operations below, which for the purpose of this research are referred to as
"UIRR-corridors".
7.1.2.1. The following destinations have been developed as "UIRRcorridors" by the volume of the unaccompanied intermodal rail/road
transport in 2009:
● Germany – Italy via Austria;
● Germany – Italy via Switzerland;
● Belgium – Italy via Switzerland;
● Germany – Austria;
● Germany – Czech Republic;
● Netherlands – Germany;
● Germany – Switzerland;
● Netherlands – Italy via Switzerland;
● Netherlands – Austria in Germany;
● Belgium – France.
7.1.2.2. Accompanied intermodal railway / road transportations were
carried out by the following companies in 2009:
• Аdria Kombi;
• Alpe Adria;
• Autoroute Ferroviaire Alpine;
• Hungarokombi;
• Hupac;
• Okombi;
• Ralpin.
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The corridors for accompanied UIRR intermodal rail / road freights
are shown below as follows:
Market Segment
National transport
Total
International transport

Total
transport
Total
freights

Corridors
Austria
Switzerland
Austria

→ Germany
→ Hungary
→ Italy
→ Romania
→ Slovenia
Croatia → Slovenia
France → Italy
Germany → Italy
→ Switzerland
Hungary → Slovenia

2005
32,353
12,200
44,553
519
51,008
53,981
11,549
49,811
17,300
87,974
2,575
3,788

2007
115,776
11,852
127,628
5,085
33,373
72,006
53,869
27
20,418
97,776
121
-

2009
176,706
9,998
186,408
26,432
60,483
30,420
26,632
111,925
-

278,505

440,303

251,892

323,058

410,303

438,596

International
accompanied

7.1.2.3. The successful development of intermodal rail / road
combined transport, as UIRR policy, is confirmed by the tables below, in tons,
number of TEU units and number of block-trains, respectively:
7.1.2.3.1. Total intermodal rail / road freight in tons:
Intermodal market share
National transport
International transport
Total intermodal transport

Unaccompanied
transport
91,512,300
63,029,800
154,542,100

Accompanied
transport
6,766,143
8,350,757
14,116,900

Total
98,278,445
71,380,557
169,659,000

Total intermodal rail / road transport in TEU units in 2009:
Intermodal market share Unaccompanied
transport TEU
9,325,590
National transport

Accompanied
transport TEU
435,020

Total TEU

6,123,280
International transport
Total
intermodal 15,448,870
transport

586,908
1,021,929

6,710,188
16,470,799

9,760,610
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The number of intermodal block trains in 2009 is as follows:
Intermodal market share
І. Unaccompanied transport:
- national
- international
Total
ІІ. Accompanied transport
Total intermodal transport:

Intermodal block trains (numbers)
2007 г.

2009 г.

171,020
136,350
307,370
25,665
333,035

166,600
115,500
282,100
26,300
308,400

7.1.3. Development and state of the combined Ro-La
transport in Bulgaria
In 1993, in relation to the major congestion of trucks at the border with
Romania the first line of the Ro-La system was organized and put into operation
– from Kaspichan to Bucharest (212 km) and later to Bradu de Suz in Romania.
The train had 15 reconstructed platforms/wagons, series 391, and one V wagon.
The fare was $ 1/km. inclusive of the drivers' ticket. Operation of the line lasted
for about 3 months and was discontinued after resolving the traffic congestions
at the border.
In 1994 BDZ organized an experimental run of a train consisting of smallwheeled “Alpin” wagons by the Ro-La technology on the route Harmanli Russe - Giurgiu - Bucharest - Kurtichi - Szeged and back (1,300 km in one
dicrection). Regular service, however, was not established.
Trial trips of Ro-La trains from Wels (Austria) via Slovenia - Croatia Serbia and Bulgaria to Halki (Turkey) and back were released in the autumn of
2006, 6 trains were transported. Trucks were transported by specialized lowfloor wagons - Saadkms, type Alpin. To ensure the safety of trucks and cargo
inside them, the trains were accompanied by transport police guards.
The large growth and volume of international transport services carried
out by road transit through Bulgaria on routes Turkey - Bulgaria - Serbia and
Turkey - Bulgaria - Romania is the main potential for development of the
combined transport market. In peak days from 1,200 to 1,500 trucks cross the
border at Kapitan Andreevo, and 800 to 1,000 at Kulata and Kalotina.
An Advisory Board of experts from Executive Agency "Railway
Administration", National Company "Railway Infrastructure", BDZ EAD, and
Executive Agency "Automobile Administration" was created in the Ministry of
Transport in 2007. Included are leading operators, carriers and freight
forwarders. Opportunities for the implementation of combined transport are
developed; there have been meetings of stakeholders and companies from
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Southeast Europe (representatives of the railways of Yugoslavia, Romania,
Turkey, Greece, Slovakia, as well as representatives of international
organizations with experience in the implementation of combined transport).
Analysis of the European experience and capabilities of rail carriers and
infrastructure in Bulgaria shows that a consolidated price, that is acceptable to
all participants in the transport should be agreed, and this price should be
attractive enough for the road carriers and other participants in the
transport process. The conducted preferential policy in respect to the amount
of infrastructure charges for combined transport is correct and creates conditions
for accelerated deployment of such systems. Since 01.01.2010 infrastructure
charges have been reduced on average by 25%.
The global financial crisis and reduction of the use of sea transport
worsened the situation of railway carriers to some extent. However, the biggest
obstacles are to be found in the administration and commerce. Future is
nevertheless very optimistic. Trade between China and Europe and the countries
which the railway transport is crossing, is growing again. This conjuncture leads
to an increase of maritime transport, which positively affects railway transport.
Construction of the "Danube Bridge" 2 at Vidin is taking place, which is
expected to be operational by the end of 2011. The bridge at "Vidin-Calafat"
will have four road lanes and a railway line. It will substantially increase
international and regional traffic and trade between Southeast and Central
Europe. The facility will contribute to the integration of the railway network in
Bulgaria with the European transport network. Its construction will eliminate
one of the essential obstacles to the development of European transport corridor
No. 4.
The tunnel under the Bosphorus - the first direct rail link between Europe
and Asia - should also be operational in the near future. This will increase rail
traffic, and especially intermodal transport.

7.1.4. A new link for
unaccompanied Ro-La freight

combined

accompanied

and

BDZ EAD has prepared a study concerning accompanied combined RoLa transportation in the direction of Svilengrad - Dragoman and back. The main
conclusions of the study are:
- It is appropriate to seek opportunities to shift freight to transit Ro-La
trains. It is believed that this service can be organized relatively quickly. Many
cargo vehicles destination countries are experienced in these services; they have
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built the appropriate infrastructure (Ro-La terminals) and have delivered
specialized compositions (in Austria, Romania, etc.);
- Construction of terminals near border crossings is suitable for carrying
out combined Ro-La transportation of the type "night passage", so that drivers
can have their mandatory breaks while crossing borders.

The Ro-La link can be combined with block trains from the
ports of Burgas and Varna.
-

7.1.5. Possible destinations and routes of Ro-La trains
The possible destinations are structured in 3 major transport groups:
Transport of trucks from / to domestic terminals - to / from domestic
terminals.
Domestic terminals have to be near the border crossings or inside the
country;
Transport of trucks from / to domestic terminals - to / from terminals
in another country.
Domestic terminals are also built on border crossings and inside the
country;
Transport of transit trucks across the country from / to terminals in
another country - to / from terminals in another country.

It has been provided for the implementation of:
- Ro-La freight technology of accompanied and unaccompanied Ro-La
transport (of semi-trailers and trailers, swap bodies and containers);
- complex prices for stakeholders of combined transport - prices are
agreed and can tolerate, if necessary, certain amendments;
- specific timetables for the movement and connection of block-trains.
Action of the Bulgarian side for realization of Ro-La transport:
Leading carriers, operators and freight forwarders are developing four categories
of measures to enhance the international competitiveness of combined
(including container and Ro-La freights) transport.
These measures relate to:
- Tariffs;
- Duration of freights;
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- Quality and security of transport;
- Full logistic service from a single partner (operator) for the whole
section.
Transport management, (in case, for example, of cooperation with the
Turkish Railways), should seek opportunities for more intensive cost reduction
by offering attractive conditions of carriage for customers in relation to:
• Choosing the type of combined transport:
- development of transit Ro-La transport;
- shipment of trailers and removable carriages;
- transport of containers.
• Choosing the type of combined transport:
- international carriage, as it mainly concerns border crossing – waiting
time is minimized;
- domestic routes.
• Equal terms for all stakeholders in the choice of operators – the operator
should be able to offer attractive prices for these services;
There are two options:
- a Rail-cargo operator or other with its own carriage fleet and experience;
- participation of Turkish Railways with their own carriage fleet.
Discussion of current issues in the development of combined transport at
future meetings with the Turkish side: railways, road transport, combined
transport operators:
• To increase the speed of transport;
• Routes can be planned so that Ro-La the travel time exceeds 8 hours,
which is within the mandatory rest periods for drivers between shifts;
• Streamline licensing arrangements for border crossing;
• Taking into account the security of shipment by train - eliminated risk of
accidents.
Proposals for development of Ro-La transport:
Development of combined transport is also necessary for finding new
opportunities for successful resolution of transport problems, related to
congestion on highways and increased road accidents, pollution of the
environment, high costs of fuel, etc.
Block trains for international combined transport may be a promising
market product in the field of international rail transport.
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It is important to carry out a comprehensive market research of demand
for the combined Ro-La transport in the near future, and findings should be used
to draw up:
- financial estimates of the effectiveness of construction of border
terminals at this stage within the available financial resources;
- to determine the opportunities for attracting private capital - publicprivate partnerships and joint ventures with leading European companies;
- to intensify the search for opportunities for the development of joint
projects within the Marco Polo program and other effective forms of
cooperation.

7.2.

Combined container shipping

Transport and handling of goods in containers is the most common
technology for combined transport in Bulgaria.
The main logistic basis for the implementation of domestic and
international container transportation has been built, including:
7.2.1. Specialized railroad container terminals at the stations: Sofia Poduene station and station Yana, Plovdiv - station Filipovo, Stara Zagora,
Dimitrovgrad, Vratsa, Pleven and Gorna Oryahovitsa;
7.2.2. Specialized container terminals on sea ports "Varna-East", "VarnaWest" and "Burgas-West". As stated in Section 5, it has been provided for the
construction of two modern highly productive container terminals in Varna and
Burgas for the processing of 500 thousand TEU’s per year. Development of
river container terminals in the Danube ports has also been planned.

7.2.3. Combined railway freight
As mentioned above, the Republic of Bulgaria signed the European
Agreement on main railway lines for combined transport and associated
facilities - AGTC (European Agreement on Important International Combined
Transport Lines and Related Installations) in 1991, which came into force in
1993.
Under the agreement the most important lines for combined
transport on the territory of our country are:
- С-Е 95 “Russe – Gorna Oryahovitsa – Dimitrovgrad”;
- С 95 “Vidin – Sofia”;
- С-Е 680 “Sofia – Mezdra – Gorna Oryahovitsa – Kaspichan – Sindel –
Varna”;
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- С-Е 70 “Dragoman – Sofia – Plovdiv – Dimitrovgrad North –
Svilengrad”;
- С-Е 720 “Plovdiv – Zimnitsa – Karnobat – Burgas”;
- С-Е855 “Sofia – Kulata”.
The agreement also defines targets for the operational characteristics of
train traffic: minimum train speed - 120 km/h, train length - 750 m, weight of
1,500 tons and axle load (wagon) – 20-22,5 tons. These features provide railway
transport with many advantages in comparison to road transport in land transport
organization. These relate primarily to the smaller number of victims and
casualties of road accidents, high environmental benefits, comparable rates of
speed, reduced operating staff needed to handle a unit of cargo and others.

7.2.4. Combined transport on inland waterways
The European Agreement on the major waterways of international
importance - AGN from 19.06.1996, of which Republic of Bulgaria is a
member, defines the "inland waterways network of international importance",
referred to as "waterways network of category E".
The main waterways in respect to our country are:
- Е 80 – river route, which starts from Le Havre (France) and continues
along the Seine - Moselle River at Koblenz, the Rhine to Mainz, the Main river
to Bomberg and the Danube from Kelheim to Tulcea-Sulina branch (Romania),
including the Bulgarian part of the Danube.
As ports of international importance are included: Lom (P 80-53),
Svishtov (P-80-55) and Rouse (P 80-56), and
- Е 90-sea route, which starts from Gibraltar, and passes along the coasts
of Spain, France, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine, Russia and
on the Don river to Rostov – Kalach – Volgograd - Astrakhan and other inland
waterways with access to this route. Caspian ports can also be accessed by this
route, especially after the planned reconstruction and modernization of the canal
"Sea of Azov - Caspian Sea" has been implemented.
Bulgarian sea ports of international importance Burgas and Varna are
located along this route and have developed capacity for international passenger
and cargo transportation, including containers and other multi-modal units.
The Protocol on the most important lines for combined transport on inland
waterways, signed on behalf of the Bulgarian government, contains commitment
to bring the Bulgarian waterways and vessels (ships) in line with the technical
and operational requirements ensuring interoperability of land transport modes rail and road transport.
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7.2.5. Current situation:
Currently, the maximum container capacity processed in the Port of
Varna amounts to 1,200 containers. The port is able to receive and process
containers with a maximum capacity of 1,284 containers. Building the new
container terminal, depending on its location (ground clearance under the
Asparuhov Bridge is restricted) will enable processing of ships with
container capacity of 3,000-4,000 containers. Presently the hourly
productivity of container sites is up to 18 TEU/hour. It is assumed that after
the construction of the new container terminal and the introduction of new
heavy duty equipment will increase the operating time by 2 (two) hours (it is
now about 20 hours a day). The new container terminal will increase its
productivity time to 25 - 30 containers and will reach up to 300-350
containers per berth per day. It is now possible to receive and process block
trains, but after the construction of the new container terminal it will be also
possible to receive and process modern European block trains.
Currently, the maximum container capacity of a container ship
processed in the Port of Burgas also amounts to 1,200 containers. The port
can receive and process container ships with maximum capacity of 1,500
containers. Construction of the new container terminal the port will enable
handling of container ships with maximum capacity of up to 4,500
containers. Presently the container site productivity amounts to 500 TEU per
24 hours. It is assumed that after the construction of the new container
terminal and the introduction of new heavy duty equipment and a certain
increase in operation time, the twenty-four-hour productivity will reach
1,000-1,100 containers per day. The port is currently able to receive and
process block trains, but after the construction of the new container terminal
these opportunities will increase significantly and will also enable the facility
to receive and process modern European block trains.
At this stage the processing of containers in the port terminal "Russe - East"
is quite minimal. There are plans to significantly develop this service in the
foreseeable future. Navigation "BRP" AD plans to build a system for
handling containers in the concessed port terminal "Vidin-North". Free Zone
- Russe also plans to provide container handling service in the port of the
same name, which is currently being expanded;
Specialized rail, river and sea transport vehicles: wagons, automobiles, semitrailers and container ships have been put into operation.
The system in place equipped with the option of delivery and
installation of staple fasteners on the specialized container
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handling cranes allows for the operation of other standard
technical equipment, such as swap bodies, removable carriages
etc.
An information system for control, monitoring and organization of the largeassembly containers movement in the country has been put in place.
Combined containers carriage is carried out by domestic and international
lines for the member states of CIS, Central and Western Europe, including
the countries along the Danube River and the Mediterranean Basin.
Transit container transportation with ISO series 1 container is regularly
carried out by the international company "Intercontainer".
The Republic of Bulgaria has signed bilateral agreements regarding
combined transport with Russia, Ukraine and other CIS countries,
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, several countries in Central Asia, Serbia,
Croatia, Turkey and many countries in Central and Western Europe.
The specialized working body on technical requirements for vehicles of the
Inland Transport Committee of the UNECE, with the participation of the
International Road Transport Union (IRU) and other relevant international
organizations in the field of rail and inland waterway transport, have agreed to
provide interoperability between the various modes of transport, including cars dimensions, wheel axle load, equipment for safe handling in combined transport,
etc.
7.2.6. Technical parameters of the route from the Black Sea ports to
the interior - Trans-European Corridor 8: Segment: From the FYROM
border to Sofia - Plovdiv - Burgas and Sindel
– Port Varna: 759-752 km:
- Minimum radius of horizontal curves - 202 meters;
- Total number of curves with a radius of less than 1,000 meters 739;
- Maximum longitudinal slope: 29.520/00;
Aditional link to Corridor 7: segment Russe - Sindel - Varna Port
(West) - 199 km;
- Minimum radius of horizontal curves - 240 meters;
- Total number of curves with a radius of less than 1000 meters:
177;
- Maximum longitudinal slope: 25 0/00.
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7.2.7. Intermodal corridors:
- Vidin – Sofia – Kulata / Plovdiv – Svilengrad (Corridor 4);

- Kalotina – Sofia (Corridor 10);
- Gyueshevo – Sofia – Burgas / Varna (Corridor 8);
- Russe – Dimitrovgrad / Sofia / Varna (Corridor 7 and 9).

7.2.8. Intermodal facilities: Ports of Varna, Burgas, Russe, Lom,
Vidin, Oryahovo.

7.2.9. International terminals:
- Sofia - one in Southeastern, one in Northeastern and one in
Northwestern Bulgaria;
- Terminal Station Yana / Ecolodgistics - existing solution for the
connection of the Black Sea ports with a 60,000 TEU-market in western
Bulgaria and coverage of "East-West" and "South-North" transit routes.
in TEU

Constantsa
Odessa
Ilyichevsk
Novorossiysk
Poti, Georgia
Varna
Burgas
Total Black Sea

1,037,000
350,000
323,000
160,000
115,000
94,000
26,000
2,105,000

(49.3%)
(16.6%)
(15.3%)
(7.6%)
(5.5%)
(4.5%)
(1.2%)
(100.0%)

Note: Data is accurate as of 2009.
This data shows that the participation of the ports of Varna and
Burgas in the handling of containers in the Black Sea region is almost
negligible.
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Fig. 7.2.9/1. Market shares of major carriers in maritime
container lines
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Fig. 7.2.9/2
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Fig. 7.2.9/3

Conclusions related to the good connections between ports,
railway and road infrastructure:
•

The railway exits of ports are of vital importance because of the
concentration of huge volumes of cargo;
•
At the moment the road infrastructure of the Republic of Bulgaria
has a tendency for generating jams, need of overloads and formation of
bottlenecks;
•
In the operation of ports the way of transporting cargo and the offer
of service “deliver to door of the client” in the hinterland is important as
well as the infrastructure and equipment;
•
The traffic of containers dominates more and more over the other
types of handling of cargo which provokes the organization of blocktrains from ports to the hinterland.
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Market changes in the presence of block - train organization

Fig. 7.2.9/4.

Market changes in the presence/absence of block-train
organization
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7.3. Carriage in the Ferry and ro-ro communications
7.3.1. Railway and ferry carriages by sea
The railway and ferry connection between port of Varna (Bulgaria) and port of
Ilichovsk (Ukraine) was ready for exploitation on the 14 of November 1978
after many years of extensive research.
The ferry connection is operated by four ferries (two from Bulgaria and two
from Ukraine). Each one has a capacity of 108 four ax wagons with centre
distance of 1520 mm. The decks of ferries have the so-called “submerged rails”
which gives the opportunity for their loading with lorries and other cars.
In port terminal “Ferry complex Varna” are built reception-dispatching facilities
for handing over and taking out of wagons from the ferry m/v; complex for
changing the wagon carts and overload complex for transfer of cargo under the
system “wagon-wagon”.
During the eighties (80) on the ferry line 3300 cargoes were transported per
year, which is one considerable achievement for the combined transport. At the
moment these carriages have decreased at a large extent – In 2003, 415552 tons
were handled and in 2009 only 142913 tons.
From March 2009 a second sea railway-ferry line is operating between the Port
of Varna and Port of Caucasus (Russia). At this stage the line is operated only
by two Russian ferries with 45-50 wagons with one deck. In the future it is also
expected the Republic of Bulgaria to present its own ferries to operate the line.
The name of the Bulgarian company is “Varnaferry” Ltd, a new founded joint
venture between the “Navigation Maritime Bulgare” and “Bulgarian River
Shipping”.
At the moment lorries and cars can not be transported because the rail
transitional bridges have no road surface.
More detailed information for the sea ferry connections could be found in
Section 5.
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7.3.2. Railway and ferry connection through Danube
River
Railway-ferry connection through Danube
Vidin (Bulgaria) and Port of Kalafat was
1954 until the late eighties (80). At the
economic lack of interest of the railway carrier
used in practice.
The m/v “Bdin” which was used for the transport
used for transport of lorries.

River between Port of
operating actively from
moment, because of the
the ferry connection is not
of wagons at the moment is

7.3.3. Combined ro-ro carriages on river and maritime
transport
Ro-ro carriages are ecological and economic effective technology for
transportation of lorries, containers and cargo in TEU with specialized m/v and
sections at sea and river.
At the moment the following ro-ro connections operate:
● At sea:
- Port Burgas/Varna (Bulgaria) – Novorossyisk (Russia);
- Port Burgas/Varna (Bulgaria) – Poti (Georgia).
The two lines are used in combination Burgas/Varna-Poti-Novorossyisk and
vice-versa.
● Through Danube river:
- Port terminal Russe-East (Bulgaria) – Reni (Ukraine).
Because of the sharply decrease of the merchandise traffic between
Bulgaria and Ukraine and other countries from Russian Federation at this
stage the line does not operate in practice.
- Port Vidin - SOMAT (Bulgaria) - Passau (Germany).
● Through Danube River between Bulgaria and Romania:
Vidin - Kalafat;
Oryahovo - Beket;
Russe - Gurgevo;
Silistra-Kalarash.
In Table (Figure 7.3.1) below are mentioned the sea and river ferries, container
and ro-ro terminals as well as short data for the results from the handled transport
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resources and cargo through 2003 and 2009.
Basic characteristics of the terminals for performing combined
(multimodal) transport on the Bulgarian maritime and river ports
№
1

2

3

4

Port,
Basic
Characteristics
Varna-East
(Cargo k.m. № 5)
- Quay front
- Maximum draught
- Terminal surface
- Capacity of the
warehouse
- Handled cargo in
2003
- Handled cargo in
2009

Varna-West
(Ship berth № 17)
- Quay front
- Maximum draught
- Surface of terminal
Capacity
of
warehouse
- Handled cargo in
2003
- Handled cargo in
2009
Ferry port Varna
- Ship berths
- Longitude
- Depth of quay
- Maximum capacity
- Performed capacity in
2003
- Handled cargo in
2009
Burgas-West
- Quay front
- Maximum draught
- Terminal surface
- Warehouse capacity
- Handled cargo in

Quantity

Main equipment

Purpose
Container
terminal

169 m.
8,0 m.
48000 sq. m.
1800 TEU
468857 t./
32243 TEU
361489 tons

- 2 port cranes type
“Sokol” with 32 tons of
loading capacity;
- 1 container crane type
“Passiko” with 30,5 tons
of loading capacity;
- 2 forklifts “Kalmar” –
42 and 28 tons;
- 1 “Staker” – 45 t.;
- auto tugboats and
others.
Container
terminal

200 m.
8,70 m.
78000 sq. m.
2340 TEU
304083 t./
27038 TEU
967700 tons

- 2 container cranes type
“Pontainer” with loading
capacity 35 t.;
- 2 fork lifts “Kalmar” –
42 and 28 t.;
- auto tugboats and
others.

2 pieces
400 m.
9,00 m.
3300 tons.
415552 tons
142913 tons

- 2 бр. loft-transitional
bridges;
- Place for changing
carts;
- Place for loading.

360 m.
11,0 m.
60000 sq. m.
1130 TEU
227150 t./

- 2 multifunctional port Container
cranes with capacity of terminal
40-tons;
- 2 fork lifts “Kalmar” –
42 and 28 t.;

Ferry port
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2003
- handled cargo in 2009
5

6

20359 TEU
303553 tons

8

9

and

Burgas-West
Handled cargo in 2003 81899 t./
- Handled cargo in 4970
auto
2009
compositions
32822 tons
Russe-East
- Quay front
95 m.
- Depth of quay
2,60 m.
- Terminal surface
3800 sq. m.
- Handled cargo in Symbolic
2003
qualities
- Handled cargo in Symbolic
2009
qualities

7

- 2 mobile cranes;
- auto tugboats
others.

Russe-East
- Ship berths
- Length
- Depth of quay - Terminal surface
- performed in 2003
capacity
- Handled cargo units
in 2009
Port Vidin
- Ship berths
- Width
- Quay depth
- Terminal surface
- Performed capacity in
2003
- Handled cargo units
in 2009
Vidin-SOMAT
- Ship berths
- Total Length
- Quay depth
- Surface of terminal
- Performed capacity in
2003
- Handled cargo units
in 2009

ro-ro terminal

Container
terminal
- 3 fork loaders type
”Kalmar”, 10, 18 and 42
t.;
- 2 mobile crane, 12,5
and 16,0 t.;
- auto tugboats, tractors,
chain tugboats, trailers.
ro-ro terminal

2
Border Police Crossing
80 m. and 30 m.
Point,
customs
and
2,40 m.
others.
32300 sq. m.
284839
GT/16159 ro-ro
units
2421
ro-ro terminal
1
40 m.
2,20 m.
3000 sq. m.
1135887 t.
45147 ro-ro units
98709 passengers
107023

Border Police Crossing
Point,
customs
and
others.

ro-ro terminal
2
Border Police Crossing
130 m.
Point,
customs
and
2,20 m.
others.
68000 sq. m.
97045 t.
19091
auto
compositions
30292
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10

Oryahovo

Border Police Crossing ro-ro terminal
Point,
customs
and
others.
1
30 m.
3,20 m.
31576 m.
2148734 t.
76462 ro-ro
93599 passengers
191571

11

- Ship berths
- Width
- Depth - quay
- Terminal surface
- Performed capacity in
2003
- Handled cargo units
in 2009
Silistra
- Ship berths
- Width
- Quay - depth
- Terminal surface
- Performed capacity in
2007
- Handled cargo units
in 2009

1
30 m.
2,00 m.
65163 m.
698 cargo units
12981

Border Police Crossing ro-ro terminal
Point,
customs
and
others
In operation since
2006

● The main directions of container transport by country have been as
follows:
2003 – with Greece - 318771 tons., with Italy – 291038 tons., with Turkey –
127976 tons., with Malta – 74886 tons., with Offshore Zones – 32002 tons.
Smaller volume of cargo has been transported to Belgium, Egypt, Tunis, Syria,
Russia, Ukraine, Georgia, Cyprus, Algeria and others.
In 2009, as a whole the destination of container cargo has been saved and the
volume of carriages to Turkey has increased to 648362 tons and with Italy – to
352908 tons. Carriages to Romania have exceeded 300000 tons.
In 2009 Ro-ro carriages on the river have been performed with Romania,
Germany, Austria and Hungary. In 2003 such carriages have been performed
with Ukraine.
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7.3.4. Perspective directions of container carriages through port
of Varna and Burgas
From the stated above it could be concluded that now there is a real
potential possibility for developing container flows through two
Bulgarian sea ports attracting transits and repositioning the development
of ferries, ro-ro, Ro-La and container carriages.
This could be performed through:
● Taking the necessary measures and offering preferential conditions as
well as prices, from the port authorities and shipping agents for attracting of
bigger volume of containers from the handled ones now in the Black Sea region
on behalf of deviation of real volumes for/from Central Europe handled in
Constantza, Ilichovsk and Odessa as well as in Thessaloniki;
● As handling priorities in the two ports are the cargo flows and the
containers:
- From Serbia trough Terminal Jana with loading for Russia and SouthCaspian States.
Three billions of USA dollars is the trade volume between Serbia and
Russia from which 450 million is the export form Serbia and 1.2 billion is the
traffic of fuel from Russia to Serbia;
- The route of Serbian trade to Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan with
volume of 2,5 billion of USA dollars per year has no real alternative except
through Sofia and Bulgarian Black Sea ports. (source Privredna Komora Srbije,
Sardnja sa inostranstvom 2010);
- From/for Russia, for/to States from the European Union. Now Russia in
practice has no land border with the European Union States. (except of Baltic
States). The trade exchange per year of Russia with these countries has exceeded
180 billion of Euros. It is quite possible opportunities for attracting carriages of
bigger volumes of cargo including containers through Bulgarian ports to be
searched. (Source Eurostat).
- From/for European Union States for/from States of Caucasus Region
(Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia). The total trade exchange between these
countries exceeds 16 billion Euros (source Eurostat);
- Considerable potential volume from cargo for their handling in the
Bulgarian ports exists and in the trade between States of European Union and
Middle Asian countries – Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan. Since the
middle nineties (90) of the last century a concrete agreements were concluded
between Port of Burgas –EAD and the shipping agent organization of
Uzbekistan for giving warehouses for Turkmenistan cotton and other cargo for
export from Uzbekistan to European countries;
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- Concrete possibilities for handling containers in Port of Varna and Port
of Burgas exist also in the container flows, formatted in the territories of the
Danube River States – Austria, Slovakia and Hungary. It is expected in 2020 the
total volume to exceed 2 million TEU.
- With regard to development of container flows through Port of Varna
and Port of Burgas trade and shipping agents should go back to the idea, started
since the begging of seventies of the last century for Port Burgas/Varna to
become a (distributing) place of container flows “Japan-Europe” as well as
examining the possibilities for taking part of the container flows between the
new economic giant China and other European States
These carriages could be performed with conventional m/v as well as container
m/v, ro-ro m/v, ferries and m/v lighters;
The opportunities for participation of Bulgarian carriers and shipping agents are
real in the service of trade flows between Turkey and European Union States
which is 100 billion Euro per year. (export 55 billions and import 45 billions.,
source Intermodal Magazine 2008). A considerable part of the cargo of this
trade exchange is carried through Bulgaria – There are 400000 lorries passing
through Kapukule per year. With the problems the Turkish State is facing
related to the permits for carriage a part of these automobiles could be put on
block-trains.
● Maritime and continental cargo flows passing transit through Bulgaria:
` Varna- Sofia, Burgas-Sofia;
` Thessaloniki-Sofia;
` Procter and Gamble Express Arad/Romania/-Belgrade-Sofia-TessalonikiPireus;
` Lubliana-Sofia;
` Koper-Sofia,
` Constantza-Bucharest-Sofia.
Bulgarian railway container terminals shall activate their participation in
handling container flows under the abovementioned directions.
● The stated above give reason to be developed separately perspective
directions for movement of cargo flows with combined transport on the
Trans European (Crete) transport corridors as well as on the specialized
transport corridors for combined carriage on the AGTC, AGN, ТРАСЕКА,
OSJD and the marked from us UIRR – corridors.
The organization of line services under technologies for carriage, container, roro, Ro-La, Lighters (LASH) for both ports is offered to be systemized as
follows:
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А. Priority directions for Port of Burgas:
А.1. Transport corridors: Tran European Transport corridors:
● Bulgaria -► Black Sea→Caucasus→Central Asia→China;
● -► Black Sea→Russia;
● Bulgaria -► Black Sea→Ukraine;
● Bulgaria -► Varna-Sofia/Macedonia→Albania→Italy → France;
●
Bulgaria
-►
Varna-Sofia→Serbia→Montenegro→Croatia→
Slovenia.
А.2. Sea line: Burgas/Varna→Black Sea→Mediterranean sea →Atlantic
Ocean.
А.3. Sea line: Burgas/Varna→Black Sea→Mediterranean Sea → Suez
Channel → Indian Ocean → Pacific Ocean;
В. Priority directions for port of Varna
В.1. Transport corridors: Trans European transport corridors AGTC /TRACEKA/OSJD:
● Bulgaria-►/Sofia-Varna/Black Sea →Caucasus→Central Asia →
China;
● Bulgaria -►Russe-Varna/Black Sea → Caucasus→ Central Asia→
China;
● Bulgaria -► Black Sea → Russia;
● Bulgaria -► Black Sea → Ukraine;
● Bulgaria -► Varna-Sofia/Mcedonia→Albania→Italy → France;
● Bulgaria-► Serbia→Montenegro→Croatia →Slovenia.
В.2. Sea line: Varna/Burgas/Black Sea→Mediterranean sea→Atlantic
Ocean;
В.3. Sea line: Varna/Burgas/Black Sea→Mediterranean sea →Suez
Channel→Indian Ocean→Pacific Ocean.
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7.4. Proposal of the authors for developing
multimodal ro-ro and Lighters carriages through
Bulgarian ports with the participation of Bulgarian
carriers and port operators
7.4.1. Proposal for further development of ro-ro carriages
through the Ports of Varna and Burgas
It was shown above in table 7.3.3.1. that besides the fact that the volumes
are not huge at the moment carriages in ro-ro units are performed from
port terminal “Burgas-East” in principal through the line “Burgas-PotiNovorossyisk”. In the past SOMAT was performing with its two ro-ro m/v
such carriages to/from port of Koper-Slovenia, Marseilles in France and
Limassol-Cyprus as well as episodically to/from some Spanish ports. At the
moment four river ro-ro m/v of the company are performing carriages of lorries
on the Danube River between Port of Vidin and Passau (Germany). For the
period of two years a container ro-ro line was operating between Varna/BurgasRostov na Don (Russia).
Port terminal “Varna-West” also has good possibilities for rendering that service.
However at that stage because of the absence of the relevant cargo flows has not
received the development needed.

7.4.2. Project for creating a system for combined transport
of cargo between Europe, Russian, Georgian and Turkish ports,
Middle Eats and Middle Asia
The proposed preliminary project from the authors was prepared in accordance
with t. В.6 of the Program for joint actions until 2007 related to expansion of the
bilateral trade exchange on balanced basis, activation of economic relations in
the closest areas of cooperation between Russian Federation and the Republic of
Bulgaria - „Studying the advisability and possibilities for establishing of ro-ro
line “Ports on the Danube River-Russe – Varna/Burgas – ports, situated on the
internal waterways of the Russian Federation”.
Aiming to avoid some problems having administrative-legal character and
taking into account that the operation of the system from Russian sea port
furthermore (or vice-versa) could be at the present stage in practice operated by
Russian side the preliminary plan is made only for operating of the system
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between ports situated in Middle Danube and Russian sea ports
Novorossyisk/Azov (eventually Rostov Na Don).
Later on the project was adapted also to the possibilities and advisability for
developing of these carriages to/from Georgian and Turkish ports with regard to
perform ro-ro carriages to/from Caucasus and States form Middle Asia of
Russian Federation, Iran, Afganistan and others.
The development corresponds to the “White book – European Transport politics
to 2010” of the European Commission and the program of the European Union
on transport aiming at detention of the growth of the automobiles carriages the
same level as it was in 1998 (38% of the total volume of the Internal-European
carriages) on behalf of the faster growth of the more advisable from ecological
point of view other type of transport including river transport.
The macro-economical situation determined by the changes since 1989 г. in the
countries form the Eastern part of Europe and the countries for the Russian
Federation assume concrete positive changes also in the development of the
transport including the development of the combined transport through ro-ro
m/v for carriage of transport resources – auto compositions, trailers, carosserie
and other river and sea ro-ro m/v.
The proposed project corresponds entirely with the main directions
of the European Transport Politics. As it was stated above in the section for
intermodal carriages performed through Bulgarian territory, Bulgarian
transport workers have already gained some positive experience when
performing combined carriages also using the ro-ro m/v. For example in
1973 it was put in place for operation the first container line on the Danube
River “Russe-Bratislava” and in 1982 г. the river ro-ro catamarans of SOMAT
started to operate the lone “Vidin (Bulgaria) – Passau (Germany))”. It was open
also the effective on functioning line for carriage of lorries between Russe and
Reni (Ukraine). The ro-ro carriages with m/v on short distance lines “shoreshore” between Bulgarian and Romanian ports also have been developed
successfully.
The aim of the project is to create system for combined carriages of
cargo „ro-ro-rail-river-sea” using river and sea ro-ro m/v. In the plan it was
accepted the system to be put in place in work between Austrian Danube port
Ens (2111, 828 kilometers) or Linz (2135, 000 kilometers) – Russe (495,850
kilometers) – Varna/Burgas-Novorosijsk/Azov. The total length of the river area
is around 1600 kilometers. In the future the system could be developed also for
carriages on the corridor ТРАСЕКА, as well as for Turkey and the countries
from Middle and Far East.
When starting the project it is expected the following to be realized:
- decreasing the transport expenses of the consignors;
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- changing the directions for carriage using ecologically cleaner type of
transport (river, maritime and rail) for considerable part of the carriages;
- fast putting in place of the technological, technical, organizational and
managing achievements of the European Union States in the area of combined
carriages.
7.4.3. Basic description of the system:
- Technology of carriages
The transport on the Danube River shall be performed with specialized
river ro-ro m/v, at sea – with sea ro-ro m/v and on the rail between Russe and
Varna/Burgas using a specialized railway composition. Different types of
carriage are possible depending on the purpose the participants are aiming for in
the realization of the transport process. In the project is accepted one of the
possible systems which according to the authors certainly shows the economic
effectiveness of development of the mixed carriages “land-river-sea”.
The realization of the first stage of the project stipulates:
а) Order of Bulgarian shipyards, construction (or reconstruction of
convenient barges) of two ro-ro m/v with the following characteristics:
- Length - 120 m.;
- Width - 16 m.;
- Wade when fully loaded - 1.5 m.;
- Power of chief engines- 2х600 kilo vats.;
- Number of auto compositions -30;
- Dimensions of the auto compositions (standard) – Length 16.5 m.,
Width- 2.60 m., Height - 4.00 m.
b) Duration of the round trip Ask (Linz) – Russe – 14 day and nights;
c) Freighting of sea ro-ro m/v with capacity of 30 auto compositions.
Duration of round trip “Varna-Black Sea/Azov port in Russia”/PotiGeorgia/Turkish – 7 day and nights.
d) Transport of automobiles from Russe to Varna and the way back – with
specialized railway stuff and on its own run. When carrying specialized railway
stuff the drivers travel alone and accommodation is provided (if needed_ in
Russe/Varna.
e) Productivity – annual carriage capacity of the system. It is defined
based on the time length of the operational period on the Danube River– almost
330 days during which the river ro-ro m/v shall perform 47 round trips and shall
carry (if the coefficient for using the loading of m/v is equal to 0,9 - 2820 auto
compositions.
● Organization of carriages
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It will be wise the organization of carriages on the ro-ro line to be given to
specially built for the purpose joint Bulgarian-Russian/Austrian transport
shipping company. It is expected the company to establish the necessary
business relations with the interested partners and to perform logistic service of
the carriages to/from the first/last Danube port to/from Russian Black Sea (or
other Black sea port) port. The company will use the experience form Bulgarian
and Russian transport workers and shipping agents when performing such
carriages as well as the experience of other European States in the area of
combined transport.
7.4.4. Preliminary plan of the investment needed
The total amount of both Danube ro-ro m/v according to the assessment given
by producers-experts in the area is almost 5000 Euro. Besides that for the
organization and the performing of carriages under the proposed plan there will
be needed 500 000 Euro more including 100000 Euro for modernizing the
Ro0Ro terminal in Russe, 200000 Euro for buying port auto tugboats for
maneuvering and 200000 Euro for ordering m/v, renting offices,
communications, service auto transport, for the organization of transport process
and other.
The total amount of preliminary investment needed is 6000 Euros.
For attracting business partners, investors and presenting of Banks working with
clients it will be prepared and presented a business-plan.
- Preliminary plan of income, expenses and profit (7.4.1.1.). It is made
on the basis of the following data:
- The time of exploitation of Danube River – 330 day and night hours;
- The plan of income is made taking as a basis the price per kilometer
road lap transport – 0.90 Euro. The real expenses of one standard auto
composition represents as a minimum 1,1 Euro for kilometer i.e. 20% as a
minimum will be saved from the transport expenses;
- Expenses for loading trailers (auto compositions) in ro-ro terminals – 3
Euro for meter or 50 euro as an average of one auto composition;
- Expenses for carriage of sea Ro-ro m/v from/to Varna to/from Russian
(Turkish) sea ports are accepted as an amount of 900-1000 Euro for one auto
composition to Poti/Batumi - 1100-1200 Euros;
- Expenses for carriage of one auto composition on the railway transport
from/to Varna or on their own run are accepted to be 160 Euro.
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Table 7.4.1.1
№

INDEXES

Measures

Euros in
thousands

1
1.

2

3

4

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
13.1
13.2
13.3
13.4
13.5
13.6
13.7
13.8
13.9

14.
15.

Investments needed

Euros
in
thousands
Operational time
Twenty-four hour period
Circle trip „Russe – Lintz/Ens-Russe”
Twenty-four hour period
Circle trip „Varna – Black Sea port”
Twenty-four hour period
Number of circle trips per year
Numbers
Full carriage capacity of trip
Numbers
Coefficient for using the capacity
Quality of carried auto compositions per year
Number
Road Distance „Lintz/Ens–Trabzon/Azov/Rostov on Don”
Kilometers
Expenses for direct automobile transport for 1 kilometer – are Euro
taken as profit of the system
Profit for one auto composition
Thousands
Euro
Profit from operation of the ro-ro system
Thousands
Euro
Annual operational costs
Thousands
Euro
Paying - offs- 7.5 %
Thousands
Euro
Expenses for fleet (bunker fuel, crew, rents and others)
Thousands
Euro
Port and agency expenses – 30 euro per auto composition
Thousands
Euro
Expenses for drivers (nights and others – 100 Euro)
Thousands
Euro
Loading in river ro-ro terminals – 2 each one 50 euro
Thousands
Euro
Carriage of auto compositions “Russe-Varna” – 160 Euro each Thousands
auto composition
Euro
Carriage „Varna – Black Sea port” - 900 Euro per time
Thousands
Euro
Expenses for management - 2% от t.12
Thousands
Euro
Interest on credit - 4%
Thousands
Euro
Profit before the taxation
Thousands
Euro
Tax “Profit”- 10 %
Thousands

6000
330
14
7
47
60
0,9
2820
2800
0,90
2520
7106
6321
450
2 000
106
282
282
403
2538
140
320
785
78
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16.
17.

Euro
Thousands
Euro
Deadline for giving back the investment- (Deadline for Years
buying back the capital)
Profit after taxes- Real profit

707
8,48

The prepared preliminary plan which is consulted and decided with many
transport specialists and shipping agents shows that the offered ro-ro system has
a good economic effect and will provide around 20-25% lower transport
expenses in comparison with the direct automobile carriages. Also there will be
contribution in the realization of the politics of the European Union for using of
cleaner in ecological aspect and more economic type of transport – river and
maritime.
Increasing the effectiveness of the system could be achieved by more frequent
use of the line attracting of carriage of additional flows of motor vehicles, pitting
in operation modern logistic-informational system which will help the capacity
of ro-ro m/v to be increased and will strengthen the rhythm of the carriages.
There are considerable reserves for increasing the effectiveness of the system in
separate cases only of trailers (without auto tugboats) as well as on There are
considerable reserves for increasing effectiveness of the system in the swap
bodies.

The possibilities for improving the system and the increasing of its
effectiveness according to the authors are unlimited in practice.
The expected development of the market of the transport services
will stimulate this process.
7.4.5. Proposal for development of lighters carriages using the
Ports of Varna and Burgas
The Regeneration of the Danube lighter system
In 1978 started the operation of the lighter system of the company “International
trade for shipping” Interlighter established by the river navigations of Russian
federation, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and Hungary with place of business in
Budapest. Independent of its high effectiveness system has stopped working
because of the fall of the Russian Federation. The lighters stayed in Ukraine and
later on were sold and lighters slowly were scrapped.
Considering the proven quality of the system again it appeared the objective
necessity for creation of the system with already changed technical and
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operational characteristics and the use with purpose in the Black sea and Azov
Sea (eventually Caspian Sea). This necessity has risen from the constantly
growing cargo flow of Russia and Middle Asian Republics of Russian
Federation with countries from Central and West Europe. And as long as in the
Northern part of the Russian Federation Baltic sea appeared to be cheap
transport highway to the Northern part of West Europe the cargo flow from
Central and South Russia is performed by road, rail and water through territories
of third countries which makes it more expensive and prolong the time of
deliver of carriages to/from Europe. This provokes search of independent
alternative transport routes like the alternative route for natural gas “Northern
flow”. The recreation of lighter system would create its own “South transport
flow”.
The preliminary plans show that with one lighter and sea tug and the relevant
number of river tugboats and barges could be carried more than 400 000 tons
cargo per year from Russian and Azov Black Sea ports to European Danube
ports and the way back.
Main advantages of the lighter system:
1. Lower transport expenses in Euro cents for one made ton-kilometer:
- through lighter system - 1 (one) Euro-cent/tkm;
- Ro-ro transport - 5 (five) Euro-cent/tkm;
- railway transport – more than - 2 (two) Euro-cent/tkm;
- expenses for carriage of 20 containers – around 500 Euro (or around 1,2
euro-cent per ton/km.);
2. The carriage will be performed through no loading technology from
Russian or Ukranian Black Sea or Azov port to Danube port and the way back;
3. There are real possibilities for liner carriage on schedule from/to
Danube ports of containers, small cars, lorries and other merchandise with
higher capacity of handling;
4. The carriage of cargo in the central part of West Europe closer to the
places of loading and delivering cargo;
5. Avoiding part of the transit carriages through Baltic ports on water and
through the territories of Ukraine, Poland, Moldova, Romania and Belarus on
rail and road;
6. Cutting the time for delivery in comparison to rail transport;
7. Expanding the list of items and the volume of trade with lower type of
handling as a result of the lower transport expenses;
8. Possibilities for redirecting of cargo from the so-called transport
corridor “North-South” (INSTC) instead of through Baltic ports through
Volgodonian channel, Azov and Black Sea on the Danube River to and from
Europe;
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9. Usage of lighter decreases considerably (more than twice) the
preliminary capitals. The expected amount of one new lighter will be around 30
million Euros and for lighter with a tug boat there will be needed 12-16 million
Euros;
10. There are real possibilities (discussed at working level) for attracting
partners from West Europe for explanation of the project and using of financial
resources from the European Union through Program “Marko Polo”;
11. The effective realization of the system will show possibilities for its
further expanding to other ports of the Black Sea and Azov basin and its
continuation to the River Don, Volga, the smallest to the ports Nijni Novgorod
and Kazan and Caspian Sea especially after realizing the initiative of the
government of Kazakhstan for renewing the old sailing channel “Don-VolgaCaspian Sea”;
12. The loading in the sea ports will be performed in more shallow ship
berths and it will be less money consuming if the system is operated by sea
ports;
13. Big cargo flows are expected for construction of the Olympic sites in
Sochi and the infrastructure of the World Football Competition in 2018. Port
Tuapse situated in very close to Sochi also could be used;
14. Bunkering of Danube tugs belonging to the system with more cheaper
Russian fuel delivered with lighter will make them extremely competitive on the
Danube transport market;
15. The delivery of equipment for construction of the Atomic Central in
Belene in Bulgaria will be performed with considerably lower transport
expenses;
16. A serious flow of cargo is expected from/to Middle Asian countries.
Uzbekistan for example produces around 4 million tons of cotton, the bigger
part from which is carried through Russian rails and ports of the PreBaltic
countries;
17. Considering the decrease of cargo flows on the Danube River it could
be counted on free suitable for use fleet of Danube navigations (tow, sea tugs
and barges) according to Agreements concluded between Parties. That way the
preliminary needed investments will decrease and it will be needed the
construction of lighter;
18. Bulgaria effectively could be included in the recreation of ligters
system using the good geographical position – bordering Black Sea and Danube
River.
It is wise further to be studied the option for carriage using lighters through
ports of Varna/Burgas to/from Russian Black Sea ports.
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● Technological scheme of the system.
The proposed technological scheme will include:
- 1 lighter
- 1 sea tug with power ~ 2500 kilo vats;
- 3 river tug;
- 26 river barges without crew type “Europe”.
The lighter should be from dock type and carry on board 4 (four) sections type
„Europe” without crew. It will be wise the lighter to have open deck the
standard river compositions to be used with opaque hatches instead of the water
opaque lighters as well as open sections for bulky cargo. This will facilitate and
slow down considerably the expenses for handling in ports. The formed
composition will be in condition to realize every week service of the
corresponding ports.
The necessary 3 (three) river tug boats will be used for moving 4 barges each
one on the Danube River from the mouth of Kilia/Sulina/Ustdunajsk-Linz at
middle distance 2380 km.. The round trip of each composition will be 21 day
and nights. That way every week service of the system will be provided
corresponding with the every week service of lighter.
Four (4) more barges will be needed for the Russian port for unloading the
coming and loading of the leaving cargo. Six (6) barges will be needed to handle
in the Danube ports.
Besides the common for river navigation cargo also the following cargo will be
handled: carriages of containers on the liner traffic, carriages of small vehicles
and lorries in specialized compositions, carriages of bigger and heavy packages
and other similar cargo carried at the moment at extremely high speed usually
not directly or through routes not good for carriage because of absence of good
road infrastructure. For example containers could be carried as additional cargo
on the decks of the barges following the practice of „Interlighter”.
Taking into account the limited cargo flow between Russia and Bulgaria the
possibility for service of this cargo flow with lighter and river barges could be
considered. The latter could have higher deadweight (for example Europe IIb и
even Europe Iic) and also with higher capacity. The system will be competitive
for carriages of general cargo and containers because it will offer differentiate
carriage of lesser parts and diversity of cargo and will provide guaranteed
scheduled service.
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When a sufficient volume of cargo flows is in place on the outside trade
exchange of merchandises of the Republic of Bulgaria or transit cargo flows
through its territory usable for carriage of the system the sea lighters can and
will be wise to visit the Port of Varna/Burgas and to leave/take lighters.
Proposals for movable composition
According to the authors on the bottom line of the system there should be placed
lighter with the following parameters:
- length - 164.5 m.;
- width - 27.0 m.;
- Deadweight - 3.5 m.;
- power of the tug boat - 2600 kilo Vats;
- speed - 9 knots per hour ~ 16 km/per hour;
- number of lighters/barges on the deck - 4 types „Europe” or 8 „DMM”
or in the relevant good combination.
These parameters will provide weekly service to the most distant Azov port
Rostov na Don. This frequency of the service corresponds of the frequency of
service of lighters on the Danube River.
In the process of examining the possibilities for recovering the system of lighters
in 1994 Finish company “Kvarner Masa Yard” has proposed lighter (DMM “Danube–sea-modernized”) with measures equal on length to these of type
“Europe” - 38,25 m., width and deadweight 11.4 m. и 2,3 m. Capacity - 785
tons.
It will be wise the river tug boats to have parameters of the Bulgarian boats type
“Vapzarov”, to have movable captain bridge with two fast speed engines each
one with 600 Kilo vats, for engines type “Shotel” with screws for decreasing the
diameter of the screw and also the deadweight. Six (6) people as a crew is
enough for one day and night sailing at sea.
● Preliminary plan of the effectiveness of the system
The plan is preliminary as long as new, nonexistent until now system and
parts of its elements are accepted on the basis of expert assessments.
At the moment for basis are taken advanced accepted prerequisites,
conditions, prices, transport expenses. Statistics are used from easy to find
European sources. It is accepted that:
1. The operational period will be 336 day and nights;
2. Round trip in the sea area - 7 day and nights with speed ~ 8-9 nautical
miles per hour i.e. 15-16 kilometers per hour;
3. Number of trips per year of the lighters – 48;
4. Round trip of composition on the Danube River – 21 day and nights;
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5. Number of trips of every boat - 16.
For exploitation and operation of the system there will be needed:
-1 lighter price 8-10 million Euros;
-1 sea tug boat with speed 2500 kilo Vats and price 4-6 million Euro;
-3 (three) river boats with speed 1200 kilo Vats with total amount of 6
million Euro;
26 sections type "Europe" (covered and opened) to load 1600 tons at a unit price
around 0.9 million EUR and a total delivery price 23 million EUR or a
combination of 12-15 pieces type "Europe" and 22-28 lighters type DMM;
- Costs, related to serious marketing research of the potential cargo flows,
to the creation and the establishment of a joint company, to recruitment and
training of personnel, to offices and other initial costs - 1million EUR.
The total investment required will be approximately 41-46 million EUR.
6. The lighter will carry on board 4 sections type "Europe" with
dimensions 76.5 m to 11.4 m and loading capacity ~ 1600 or combination of the
relevant number lighters DMM type.
7. Motor power:
- Black Sea/Sea of Azov port-Danube River port - 4 x 1600 tons;
- Danube River port- Black Sea/Sea of Azov port - 4 x 1600 tons;
8. Average coefficient of utilization of the loading capacity - 0.75;
9. Quantity of carried goods - item 3 x item 7 x item 8 = 48 x 12 800 x
0.75 - 460 thousand tons;
10. Annual operating costs:
- Sea trawling - 2800 thousand EUR;
- River pusher 3 x 1300 - 3900 thousand EUR;
- Sections type Europe (depreciation costs, service) - 2200 thousand EUR;
- Port, agent, mouth, management, channel and other dues - 1,400
thousand EUR;
- Depreciation costs and service of the lighter - 1,000 thousand EUR;
- Contingency (10%) - 500 thousand EUR;
- Administrative and management costs (4-5%) - 500 thousand EUR;
Total annual operating expenses - 12 300 thousand EUR;
11. Cost of 1 ton cargo (item 10: item 9), around 26.73 EUR / ton;
12. Average transport distance of the Black Sea port/ Azov port - Central
Danube River by road - 2900 km.;
13. Cost of 1 ton/km (item 9: item 10) - 1.0 EUR cents;
14. Average price of a ton/km by railway - 2.5 EUR cents;
15. Average price of 1 ton/km by road - 5-6 EUR cents.
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There is a slightly lower price of the carriages from/to Russia by road transport,
given the still low price of fuel, used by the road carriers on the territory of the
Russian Federation.
All figures are approximate due to the constant changes in the prices of raw
materials, metals, economic crisis and other factors related to the market
environment and they shall be subject to a detailed update research. They
are expected to have positive influence on the effectiveness of the proposed
system.
In future, if necessary, a detailed calculation may be done on the usage of
the lighters between the Russian Black Sea ports and the Azov ports and
the Bulgarian ports of Burgas and Port of Varna. Moreover, the necessary
investments will be reduced with 3 river pushers and 14 barges and will amount
to 20-25 million EUR. The annual operational costs will be about 5 million EUR
and assuming that about 450 thousand tons of cargo will be transported
annually, the cost of transportation will amount to EUR 11 per shipped ton,
while the carriages by the conventional transport and ferry transport are
considerably more expensive.

7.5. General conclusions and recommendations:
● The analysis of the application of combined transport in Europe, including and
the Republic of Bulgaria show that these services create real prerequisites for
increasing the efficiency of international freight, and to meet the European
standards for environment protection;
● The legislation, the state of the infrastructure and the equipment and the major
European and Bulgarian directions for the realization of multimodal transport
are clarified as well as the experience and the capabilities of the Bulgarian
operators in carrying out these carriages;
● Quick measures have to be taken to modernize and increase the capacity of
Port of Varna and Burgas, to enable them to compete effectively with other ports
in the Black Sea region and the first with port of Constanta, one of the most
developed in the region;
● It is recognized that at this stage, the participation of the Bulgarian ports of
Varna and Burgas in the handling of containers in the Black Sea region is
negligible and that there are real opportunities to attract larger volumes of
container handling in creating the necessary benefit conditions for foreign
carriers and shippers to visit Varna and Burgas.
One of those conditions is the timely completion of the construction of the new
container terminals in Port of Varna and Port of Burgas, the development of the
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capacity for handling containers in the Port of Russe and in other Bulgarian
Danube River ports.
The Authors assessed as promising opportunities to attract larger amounts of
container handling in Bulgarian ports at the expense of cargo flows carried
through the Bulgarian territory, as well as the expense of attracting part of the
container flow from/to the Central Europe now handled in the ports of
Constanta, Odessa and Illichivsk by providing relevant benefit conditions,
including and the price;
● As a whole, for the period 2003-2009 the following directions have been
unchanged: transport of containers from / to the port of Varna and the port of
Burgas - to / from Greek, Italian, Turkish, Maltese, Russian, Ukrainian,
Georgian, Syrian, Egyptian, Algerian and other ports;
● The experience of the Bulgarian operators in the performing of ro-ro services
and the opportunities for their further development has been clarified.
As promising ro-ro lines through the Port of Varna and the Port of Burgas
the following directions are expected; to the Russian Black Sea ports of
Novorossiysk, Azov / Rostov-on-Don and Tuapse; to the Georgian ports of Poti
and Batumi to the Turkish ports of Samsun and Trabzon, and to the countries of
Middle and Central Asia and the Middle East.
As promising directions for the transportation of cargo flows through the
combined transport, to Trans-European (Cretan) transport corridors, as well as to
the specialized transport corridors for combined transport of AGTC, AGN,
TRACECA, OSJD and noted by us UIRR - corridors.
● The authors has made a specific proposal with the relevant calculations in the
development of ro-ro transport through the Bulgarian ports "Danube River ports
to the Central Europe through our ports - Black Sea ports of Russia, Georgia and
Turkey";
● The authors has made a specific proposal and the relevant estimates for the
reopening of the Danube lighter system and the development lighter transport on
the Danube River and the Black Sea to the Russian Black Sea ports of Azov /
Rostov. The advisability of the system will increase significantly, provided that
the lighters are handled in ports located on the inland waterways of the Russian
Federation (for example, Kazan and Nizhny Novgorod);
● The realization of ideas from Bulgarian side for introduction of new transport
technologies will contribute to the further opening of the Bulgarian transport to
the European and the global transport market.
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8. The Bulgarian transport experience in the
introduction
of
the
progressive
transport
technologies
–
containerization,
multimodal
carriages and logistics in the cargo carriages
The Bulgarian specialists who have been working in the field of transport can be
proud of their contribution in the deployment of advanced transport technologies
and logistics in the shipment of goods.
Taken into account the favourable geographic location of the country at the
crossroads of the main cargo flows between Europe, Middle East, Asia and
North Africa and the fact that the country is situated on the banks of the Danube
River, connected with the inland waterways of Europe, the availability of two
well-equipped Black Sea ports of Varna and of Burgas, as well as the passing
through the country main trans-European rail and highways, among the first in
Europe, which began to apply container services, mixed "river-sea" shipping and
other combined technologies.
Immediately after the World War II the transportation of cargo with
containers of 3 tons and of 5 tons started between the Soviet Union and the
Republic of Bulgaria.
In Bulgaria, for the first time at the state level a comprehensive program for
establishment of a container transport system has been developed.
In 1984 in Sofia the container terminal for large containers was put in
operation (LCT). After that another seven terminals were built related to
the railway - stations in Gorna Oryahovitsa Station, Filipovo Plovdiv
Station, Stara Zagora, etc.. The port container terminal "Varna East" was
established.
Special equipment for handling of containers was imported in the container
terminals and the specialized vehicles for transportation of large containers.
The Bulgarian experts participated actively in the establishment of the
International Organization "Containers in common use" which
headquarters was in Bucharest as well as in the management of containers
carriages of member states of the Council of the Mutual Economic
Assistance.
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A new stage in the development of combined transport was the establishment of
road Transport Company "International Road Transport" (SOMAT) - the largest
road transport company, there were more than 5 thousand large vehicles and
over than 9 thousand staff. Using the favourable situation at the time of the
traffic between Europe and the countries from the Middle East, SOMAT carried
out annually 30 thousand shipments of exports and 12 thousand - import.
The SOMAT itself introduced for the first time the combined
transportation by sea, river and land.
There were within SOMAT modern ro-ro and ferries and logistics information
management system for individual participants in the entire transport chain from
sender to recipient.
The combined lines were developed for the carriage of goods, which connected
the French ports with the Port of Burgas. These lines were used for the
transportation of vehicles under the Hukepak system, which then were shipped
to the Middle East.
A shipping line on the Danube River was established for the transportation of
cars from the port of Passau (Germany) to the Port of Vidin, and the technology
"river-sea-land" was used.
SOMAT successfully exploited the ferry transportation between ports of Volos
(Greece) and Latakia (Syria).
The experimental carriages were made in the direction "Burgas -Poti-AstaraTehran."
One of the most important achievements of the Bulgarian and Russian
experts was the development and the implementation of the world's largest
rail ferry link between the port of Varna and the port of Ilichovsk which
connects the European railway network with Russian Railways and provides
transportation without trans-shipment from the Republic of Bulgaria to China
and to Korea. The ferry was put into operation in 1978 and 3300 tons of cargo
was carried annually by 4 ferry ships - two Bulgarian and two Soviet.
The Ferry Complex in Varna is currently used not only for the service line
"Varna Ilichovsk" but also service the new ferry link "Port of Varna – Port of
Caucasus- Russia."
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In 1979, with our active participation from the River Shipping Bulgaria,
Russia, Hungary and Czechoslovakia the International Shipping Company
"Interlighter" was created.
This unique company worked with two unique lighters – mother ships, carrying
26 thousand tons lighters each (floating containers), which were towing or
pushing on the rivers.

Fig. 8./1. Lighters’ system

Fig. 8./2. Lighter’s construction
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Lighters’ system:
- Significantly reduces the time for the transportation of goods to the
consignee;
- Ensure the transport of goods regularly in line with the schedule;
- Providing the transport of heavy and oversized goods and heavy
containers;
- Ensuring safety and keeping quality of the goods during the
transportation;
- Allows loading and unloading operations to be performed on shallow
piers equipped with basic equipment (mobile cranes);
- Reduces the need of clients from port rental stores.
More than ten years the joint venture "Interlighter" carried goods from the
Danube ports to the ports of India and of Pakistan and the Far East, the Mekong
River. At present, unfortunately, due to political and economic changes, the
company does not function practically.
The Bulgarian specialists continue to pay its contribution to the progressive
introduction of modern transport technologies in the development of transport
infrastructure and the logistics in the organization of transport. Some of these
developments are described in details in the Project. In this respect, it is
sufficient to mention the new study eng. Kazakov for the development of "The
Lighter’s system" which shall connect the Danube River Ports with the Black
Sea ports and shall provide the connection to the inland waterways of Russia
and the Caspian Sea ports.
In practice, many companies have already implemented and offer to their
customers multimodal technologies for transportation, successfully compete on
the transport market - these are "DISKORDIYA JSC", "TRANSBALKANI
JSC", "Yana Station EKOLODZHISTIKS ", "Unimasters Logistics JSC.", the
new ferry company "VARNAFERRY" which allows the shipping companies "
Bulgarian Maritime Fleet "(BMF) and "Bulgarian River Shipping "(BRS) to
transport goods along a direct ferry line" Varna - Caucasus " and in a number of
other directions.
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Without being able to list out all here we would like to point out some of the
companies and the organizations which are actively involved in the realization
of the project WATERMODE, whose experience and materials were used in the
development of this project:

8.1. Port Terminal Varna East with port operator “Port of Varna” JSC
with 100% state capital.
• Geographic coordination of the facility: 43°11'57''N and 27°54'01''E.
• Contact details:
- Address: Bulgaria, 9000 - Varna, 1, “Slaveykov” square;
- Tel: +359 52 692232;
- Fax: +359 52 632953;
- E-mail: headoffice@port-varna.bg
- Website: www.port-varna.bg
• Type of the terminal: Sea port.
The terminal is located on Corridor No.8 and there is a link through it with
Corridors No.No. 4, 7, 9, 10 and TRACECA.
• There is the certificate ISO - № HU03/0167.
• Sea, river, road and railway transport vehicles are handled.

8.2. Port Terminal Varna West with port operator “Port of Varna” JSC
with 100% state capital.
• Geographic coordination of the facility: 43°11'43''N and 27°38'41''E.
• Contact details:
- Address: Bulgaria, 9160 – Devnya , Municipality Povelyanovo;
- Tel: +359 52 693261;
- Fax: +359 52 693481;
- E-mail: headoffice@port-varna.bg
- Website: www.port-varna.bg
The terminal is located on Corridor No.8 and there is a link through it with
Corridors No.No. 4, 7, 9, 10 and TRACECA.
• There is the certificate ISO - № HU03/0167.
• Sea, river, road and railway transport vehicles are handled.
8.3. Port Terminal Burgas West with port operator “Port of Burgas” JSC
with 100% state capital.
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• Geographic coordination of the facility: 42°29`N and 027°29`E;
• Contact details:
- Address: Bulgaria, Burgas, 1, Aleksandar Batemberg, bulv.;
- Tel. +359 56 822 222;
- Fax +359 56 822 156;
- E-mail headoffice@port-burgas.com
- Website www.port-burgas.com
The terminal is located on Corridor No.8 and there is a link through it with
Corridors No.No. 4, 7, 9, 10 and TRACECA.
• There is the certificate ISO - № HU05/1603-SGS.
• Sea, river, road and railway transport vehicles are handled.
8.4. Port of Russe with port operator “Port of Russe” JSC with 100% state
capital.
• Geographic coordination of the facility: from km. 492,600 to km. 495,6 of
the Danube River.
• It is located to the nearest Bulgarian sea Port – Port of Varna of 220 km.
• Contact details:
- Address: Bulgaria, 7000 - Russe, 22 “Pristanishtna”, str;
- Tel: +359 82/880 999;
- Fax: +359 82/825 148;
- E-mail: office@port-Russe-bg.com
- Website: www.port-Russe-bg.com
• Type of the terminal: River port.
The Port terminal “Russe-West” will be included in the logistics chain with 11
km.
The port is located on the Trans-European transport corridors No.7 and No. 9.
There is the possibility to be included in the TRACECA corridor.
•There is the certificate ISO - № HU07/2665.
• River, road and railway transport vehicles are handled.

8.5. Port of Lom with port operator “Port of Lom” JSC with 100% state
capital.
• Geographic coordination of the facility: from km. 742,000 to km. 743.000
on the Danube River.
• It is located to the nearest Bulgarian sea Port – Port of Varna of 450 km
• Contact details:
- Address: 3600 - Lom, Region Montana, 21 “Pristanishtna“ str.;
- Tel: +359 971/ 60 301 ; + 359 971/69 412;
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- Fax: +359 0971/ 60 301;
- E-mail: offis@portlom.com
- Website: port.lom.bg
• Type of the terminal: River port. All types of cargos are handled without
oils.
The port is located on the Trans-European transport corridors No. No 4, 7 and.
9. There is the possibility to be included the direction Port of Thessaloniki.
• There are the following certificates ISO- ISO 9001:2008,OHSAS 18001:2007,
ISO 14001:2004.
• River, road and railway transport vehicles are handled.

8.6. Port of Vidin with port operator “Port of Vidin” JSC with 100% state
capital. The port terminals “Vidin North” and Ferry Complex Vidin are under
concession to the "Bulgarian River Shipping "(BRS).
• Geographic coordination of the facility: 440 00’N and 220 50’E.
• It is located to the nearest Bulgarian sea Port – Port of Varna of 516 km
• There is the certificate ISO 9001:2000.
• Contact details:
- Address: 3700-Vidin, 1, “Dunavska”, str., River Station – floor. 2;
- Tel: +359 94 600604;
- Fax: +359 94 600645;
- E-mail: port_vd@abv.bg
- Website: www.port-vd.com
• Type of the terminal: River port. River and motor transport vehicles are
handled. Bulk cargoes and general cargoes are handled in the terminal “Vidin
North”, as well as road transport vehicles are handled in the Ferry Complex.
• The port is located on the Trans-European transport corridors No. 7 and No.
9. There is the possibility to be included the direction Port of Thessaloniki.
• There is the certificate ISO - № HU07/2665.
• River, road and railway transport vehicles are handled.

8.7. Port of SOMAT Vidin with port operator “SOMAT” JSC with 100%
private capital.
• Geographic coordination of the facility: 792,700 km of the Danube River.
• It is located to the nearest Bulgarian sea Port – Port of Varna of 517 km.
• There is the certificate ISO 9001:2000.
• Contact details:
- Address: Bulgaria, 3700, Vidin, „North Industrial Zone“;
- Tel: +35994602500, +35994602424;
- Fax : +35994602430;
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- E-mail: mradev@somat-sofia.com
- Website: www.somat-sofia.com/
• Type of the terminal: River ro-ro port. River and road transport vehicles are
handled. The port is located on the Trans-European transport corridors No. No.
4, 7, 8 and No. 9. There is the possibility to be included the directions related to
the TRACECA corridor and Port of Thessaloniki.
• There are the following certificates ISO - № 9001:2008; ISO № 14001:2004
• River and road transport vehicles are handled.

8.8. Burgas Free Zone – Burgas JSC

• Geographic coordination of the facility 42030`54.46``N and 27024` 41.75``E
• Warehouse Logistics Terminals:
• It is located from 5 km from Port of Burgas.
Currently, the destinations with China, Turkey, Russia, Canada, Republic of
South Africa and other are served.
• There is no ISO certificate for this facility.
• Contact details:
- Address: 8000-Burgas, 5 Trapezitsa, Str.;
- Tel: + 359 56/842047;
- Fax: 056/841562;
- E-mail info@freezonebourgas.com
- Website www.freezonebourgas.com
• Type of the terminal: Service of the Sea ports, railway terminal and the air
port.
• Sea, road and railway transport vehicles are handled.

8.9. Port Terminal “Ferry Complex – Varna” with the port operator
Bulgarian State Railways JSC with 100% state capital.
• Geographic coordination of the facility: 43°10'N and 27°70'E.
• It is located to the nearest Bulgarian sea Port – Terminal Varna - West of
16 km
• Contact details:
- Address: Bulgaria, Ferry – Complex - Varna, Beloslav;
- Tel: +359 5112 2424;
- Fax: +359 5112 2424;
- E-mail: feribotenkompleksvarna@gmail.com
- Website: no
• Type of the terminal: Sea port and railway terminal.
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It is located on the corridor No. 8 and there is the link through it to the corridors
4, 7, 9, 10 and TRACECA.
• There is no ISO certificate.
• Sea, road and railway transport vehicles are handled.

8.10. Intermodal Terminal „Ecologistic–Yana Station”, Sofia
Road logistics centre, railway terminal, its activities are related to the
activities of the dray cargo ports.
• The terminal is located on corridors № 4, № 8 and № 9,
The distance to the Port of Burgas is 410 km, as well as from the Port of Varna
425 km. Currently, the link wit a large number of European and Asian countries
are served – Greece, Romania, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, Russia, Serbia,
Turkey, China, Japan, Kazakhstan.
• There is no certificate ISO for the activity of the facility.
• Contact details:
- Address: 1802 – Yana village, 2 “Zavodska“, str.;
- Tel: +359 2 495 17 61;
- Fax: +359 2 495 17 63;
- E-mail: office@ecologistics.bg
- Website: www.ecologistics.bg
• Type of the terminal: wagons, containers and road transport vehicles are
handled.
• Railways and road transport vehicles are handled.

8.11. Free Zone Russe
Logistics Industrial Center.
• Currently there is one berth with length of 100 m.
• Oils are handled. There is the plan for building a new port which shall
become one of the main ports to serve corridors No. 4 and No. 7.
• Contact details:
- Address: 7003 – Russe, 71 “Tutrakan “, str.;
- Tel: +359 82 880 800;
- Fax: +359 82 831 112;
- E-mail: trade@ freezone-rouse.bg; Website: www.freezone-rouse.bg
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9.

FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS

The carried out studies and researches related to the project, commissioned by
the International Association “Transport Infrastructure, Information and Nano
Technologies – TIINT” by the Executive Agency Maritime Administration to
the Ministry of Transport, Information Technology and Communications, and
on the basis of the collected statistical data and the Bulgarian experience gained
in the deployment of advanced multimodal technologies, the following
conclusions and proposals shall be summarized:
● The location of Bulgaria is related to the favourable prerequisites for
increasing the volume of shipments in our Black Sea Ports and Danube Ricer
Ports and passing through the country five of the 10 Pan-European transport
corridors.
Furthermore, the development of multimodal transport is essential to the
establishment of an international network of transport corridors for combined
transport in the European continent between Europe and Asia / AGTC,
TRACECA, OSJD, UIRR /.
It is essential this possibility to be used at maximum level of our carriers and
freight forwarders.
● The existing transport infrastructure in Bulgaria has sufficient reserves to
absorb larger volumes of cargoes for shipment. But unlike Euclid’s geometry,
which states that the shortest distance between two points is the straight line "the
geometry of the Business" considers that the most profitable direction between
two points is the cheaper and safer.
● However, we should not rely only on the favourable location of the country
and the existing infrastructure. Special attention should be paid to the rapid
modernization of the existing and the new modern infrastructure, which shall
provide substantial improvements in the technical performance and the quality
parameters of the transport system. It is necessary to proceed with rehabilitation
of infrastructure required to reach European standards in terms of speed, safety
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and security environment. Thus, the aim – the transportation system of our
country to become more attractive for the Bulgarian and the foreign clients will
be achieved.
● The transport infrastructure of the Bulgarian Black Sea Ports and the Danube
River Ports, the rail and the road approaches, as well as the vehicles and the
handling equipment, also have substantial reserves to absorb additional volumes
for transportation and cargo handling in the port terminals.
● The existing network of terminals and the multimodal container transportation
and logistics centers in the country is a prerequisite for direct connection of the
ports with the hinterland and for organization of multimodal transit transport.
The main of them are established in: Sofia / Freight Station and Yana Station/
Plovdiv - Filipovo, Gorna Oryahovitsa, Dimitrovgrad, Pleven, Vratsa and others.
● The international legal base, binding on signatory European countries and the
long experience, form the necessary conditions for equal participation of
Bulgarian and foreign carriers in the multimodal transport/containers, RO-LA,
Ro-ro transport and lighters/and for fair competition among players in the
international transport market.
● In the second half of the 20th century and early 21st century practical
experience has been gained in the development of multimodal transport by rail
transport and by the Black Sea and the Danube River, which confirms their high
efficiency, so the proposals of the current project to interested companies and
organizations, are as follows:
- To continue the development of the ferry transport in the destinations: Port
Ilyichovsk/Ukraine, South Port /Russia/, port Poti /Georgia/ and in perspective port Trabzon /Turkey/;
- The exploitation and the development of the ro-ro transport shall be extended
on the existing lines on the Danube River and the Black Sea;
- To intensify the search for interested partners to establish lighters transport
system on the Danube River, the Black Sea and the inland waterways of Russia
and Ukraine;
- The Bulgarian Railways, together with road and sea carriers and the interested
companies and the logistic centers shall develop and approve timetables for the
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movement of block trains /RO-LA/ for the transportation of containers and
heavy trucks on the main railway directions of those shipments passing through
the Port of Varna and the Port of Burgas.
● In line with the researches, the following priority areas are recommended for
our country:
The Port of Varna
1. Transport corridors: the Trans-European
transport corridors / AGTC, TRACECA, OSJD, UIRR:
● Bulgaria - ► / Sofia-Varna/the Black Sea→ Caucasus → Central Asia →
China;
● Bulgaria - ► Russe-Varna/ the Black Sea→ Caucasus → Central Asia →
China;
● Bulgaria - ► the Black Sea → Russia;
● Bulgaria - ► the Black Sea → Ukraine;
● Bulgaria - ► Varna-Sofia/Macedonia → Albania → Italy → France;
● Bulgaria-► Serbia → Montenegro → Croatia→ Slovenia.
2. Marine line: Varna / Burgas /the Black Sea → the Mediterranean Sea → the
Atlantic Ocean;
3. Marine line: Varna / Burgas / the Black Sea→ the Mediterranean Sea → the
Suez Canal → the Indian Ocean→ the Pacific Ocean.
Port of Burgas:
1. Transport corridors: the Trans-European transport Corridors:
● Bulgaria - ► the Black Sea → Caucasus → Central Asia → China;
● Bulgaria - ► the Black Sea → Russia;
● Bulgaria - ► Black Sea → Ukraine;
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● Bulgaria - ► Varna-Sofia / Macedonia → Albania → Italy → France
● Bulgaria - ► Varna-Sofia → Serbia → Montenegro → Croatia → Slovenia.
2. Marine line: Burgas / Varna → the Black Sea → the Mediterranean Sea →
the Atlantic Ocean.
3. Marine line: Burgas / Varna→ the Black Sea → the Mediterranean Sea →
the Suez Canal → the Indian Ocean→ the Pacific Ocean.
● The implementation of the measures set out in the current development,
will help the assimilation of projected volumes, attracting foreign carriers and
shippers interested in using our transport system, including the sea and the river
ports, as well as establishing the preconditions for equal participation of their
Bulgarian partners in the international transport market, and mutual fair
competition. Along with this the proven in the practice environmental benefits
of the multimodal transport and their important role in the sustainable
development of the transport modes will be achieved.
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1. Executive summary
Transport and global supply chains are becoming more and more demanding in these days.
The result of this is a higher degree of operations and handling processes with cargo that are
required in every single seaport, railway station, logistics or multimodal point. These
operations are requiring high amounts usage of energy, either fossil or electrical. In addition
to that the cargo handled is very different in size, fibre, characteristics, weight and sizes. In all
operations a side effect on the environment is always going on. The handling equipment and
machines are emitting CO2, NOx and PM. These different emissions are measured on a yearly
basis and are, in the case of Luka Koper, amounting to almost 26.000 Tons of CO2. These
emissions can be mitigated with different measures and approaches.
In this document are described the effects that the logistics operations are having in the port of
Koper and on a wider area due to the proximity of the city of Koper.
The first part of the document is describing the processes management and the legal
framework on which the measurements are based. It continues with the description of the
different sources of emissions like air, water, waste, noise and light. From the analysis and
measurements in previous years the numbers are showing that the environmental impact is
decreasing, but not as desired in some segments. Different approaches are being investigated
with the aim of improving the operations, but on the other hand this requires a lot of resources
from financials to personnel.
The present study is giving an overview of the environmental impact in the Port of Koper,
which is one of the greener ports in Europe who is also holding the EMAS certificate.
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2. General information
The Port of Koper is located at the head of the Adriatic Sea and is the closest point for
distribution of goods from the Far East for the Central and South East Europe.
Being a seaport, Koper is performing various activities and operations that are generating
effects on the closest environment including the city of Koper and neighbouring areas.
The Port of Koper is very active in mitigating the environmental effects of its operations and
is investing quite substantial amounts of financial resources in it. The company is also
proactive in the communication with internal and external publics about all the environmental
effects that are happening inside the port area.
This document will try to describe the environmental effects of the activities in the port and
the activities to mitigate them.

3. Presentation of the study
3.1 Introduction
The programme area is crossed by relevant freight traffic flows, originated and directed inand outside it. This traffic is mainly supported by road infrastructures, that were not planned
for these flows. This involves a negative impact on the territorial competitiveness and
environment, due to air pollution, noise and reduced mobility. The project objective is to
promote the coordination between actors dealing with logistics for a better management of the
transport policies and an efficient implementation of the multimodal logistics cooperation,
especially exploiting the ground/water connections. This will be achieved through a
monitoring on the existing multimodal platforms, the coordination of strategies for the
promotion of the water/ground multimodality, the definition of common quality standards in
transport and logistics services, the implementation of pilot studies for multimodality based
on sea and inland waterways as factor of competitiveness and environmental sustainability

3.2 Theme of the pre feasibility study
The pre-feasibility study will investigate the various environmental effects that the operations
in the Port of Koper are causing. Port of Koper is a multi-purpose port handling different
goods like:

- bulk (solid, liquid and dry)
- containers
- vehicles
- general cargo (wood, perishable, iron etc).
The above mentioned cargoes are handled in 11 terminals that are organised as profit centres.
In 2010 the total throughput amounted to 15.4 million tons.

Picture 1: cargo structure in percentage for 2010

The Port of Koper is an international multimodal node in the North Adriatic and is one of the
focal points for the distribution of goods in Central and South East Europe. Its location is a
competitive advantage and as a node has a function of connecting the markets and the net,
therefore can be considered an important backbone within the supply chain and the network.
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Picture 2: location of the Port of Koper

All terminals at the port of Koper have a suitable road and rail infrastructure, which enables
direct manipulations ship to truck and ship to wagon. In 2010 in Slovenia has been finalised
the realisation of the national motorway system with the construction of last segment in the
Dolenjska region, which helped to improve the road connections with the hinterland areas.
Port of Koper is linked with all the vital economic centres in the surrounding areas and to key
industrial destinations in Austria, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Serbia. Regular
ship calls from Far East and to main Mediterranean hub ports make the port of Koper a
suitable node for the distribution of goods in the Central and South East area.

3.3 Origin of the project
The concerns related to the environment cover those elements and aspects of activities,
products and services which have impact on the environment. The operations and activities of
the Port of Koper that can have a direct or indirect impact on the environment are taken into
consideration. Their assessment and analysis is made on the basis of environment-protection
policy and legislative provision, as well as public estimation, risk assessment, the company's
internal appraisal, as well as evaluation under exceptional conditions and in the context of
exceptional events.

3.4 Identification and Assessment of Environmental Impacts
The relevance of assessing the environmental criteria includes:
- last year progress
- compliance to the company statute
- increasing cost and public opinion.
In the year 2000 Luka Koper has implemented the ISO 14001 environment managements
system which requires establishing a register of operations aspects that can have an
environmental impact. The flowing environmental impact identified from 2000 to 2008 was:
-

water consumption and waste water

-

airborne emissions

-

waste and refuse

-

hazardous materials management

-

transport operations

-

noise emissions

-

energy consumption

-

development activities

-

suppliers and contractors operations

-

dredging activities and floodlighting.

For every identified objective an operational improvement a programme has to be elaborated
in order to reduce all the possible environmental impacts.
Additionally some new environmental aspects have been identified but will not be part of this
pre-feasibility study.
As defined by the management system several control mechanism have to be used
periodically to examine the programmes implementation and goals accomplishment. The
mechanisms have to be performed by quality teams and on a monthly basis for the indicators,
with the usage of balanced scorecards and management board meetings etc. Employees are
also participating to the process of planning and achieving improvements in order to give the
highest attention to the preservation of the environment.
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4. Environmental protection: Process management commitment
When developing a health and safety management system it is very important that it should be
based on prevention systems that have to be integrated with an environmental aspect and the
formation of new processes or the transformation of old ones. In that way it is possible to
ensure a successful performance of the processes and ensure a long term sustainability.
It should always be clear that using only the best available information, experts knowledge
and other scientific resources in all development/ investment projects will result in a good
final solution that will satisfy the environmental and economical aspects. In Luka Koper the
Health, Safety and Ecology department carries out regular inspections in order to ensure all
that are operating in the port zone are in compliance with the agreed health and safety at work
and environmental protection regulations.
The documents that are enforcing the environmental system are the following:
 Safety Report for the entire port zone as a facility of higher risk to the environment;
 Threat Assessment in the event of a large-scale industrial accident – co-ordinated
with the Safety Report;
 Protection and response plan for accidents involving hazardous materials – based
on scenarios identified in the Threat Assessment and Safety Report;
 Alarm system and response unit plan, harmonised with the Protection and response
plan, defines the response systems for various types of accident;
 Internal communication scheme as part of Luka Koper’s internal operational system
and in relation with the municipal system;
 Environmental impact assessments for all existing and anticipated facilities, which
also highlight potential impacts on the environment;
 Procedural rules for the operation of decontamination facilities and waste processing
plants.
All the documents listed are harmonised on local and national levels. Due to the quick
changing business requirements and therefore the environmental impacts on site examinations
for exceptional situations, response plans in accidents situation are executed at least every 18
months, while in house workshops are conducted on an annual basis.

5. Environmental Impact
5.1 Location
The singular terminals in the port are located as shown in the picture below.

(source: www.luka-kp.si)
The Port of Koper is divided into 11 terminals that are handling different cargoes and
therefore different environmental impacts could have an influence on the local area and the
near surroundings. The terminals are widespread on the whole port location, from the city of
Koper to the settlement of Ankaran.
All the terminals are having an environmental impact and therefore will be included in this
study.
European Energy Terminal
Coal and iron ore is handled and stored at the European Energy Terminal, which can
accommodate the largest vessels using the Port of Koper (up to 18 m draft). The storage
dumps are connected to the quayside by way of conveyor belts. All handling operations are
computer-supported and controlled remotely from a control centre; cargo is directed either to
the storage area or to the wagon loading station.
The Terminal allows the simultaneous unloading of two cape-size bulk carriers and a
panamax vessel, as well as the loading of handy size vessels.
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Liquid Cargo Terminal
The Liquid Cargo Terminal, featuring an HACCP upgraded ISO 22000 food safety
management system, specialises in the handling and storage of liquid chemicals as well as
mineral and vegetable oils. The storage reservoirs and tanks, across two sites, are fully
equipped for loading and unloading ships, railway wagons and trucks.
The Terminal is licensed to handle excisable products such as mineral oils and alcohol.
Services provided include filtering, blending, denaturation, drum and IBC filling, fuel oil
labelling and biodiesel blending. The company also provides its clients fiscal representation in
relation to excisable products.
Due to its storage of large volumes of hazardous substances, The Port of Koper is ranked
among the higher risk facilities in accordance with the EU’s Seveso II Directive, which aims
to prevent major accidents involving hazardous materials, and the limitation of their
deleterious consequences as regards human health and the environment. The Port of Koper
fully meets the pertinent requirements as to hazardous materials management, and was among
the first enterprises in Slovenia to be granted an environmental permit.
Cereals and Fodder Terminal
Cereals, legumes, seeds, processed soya as well as other bulk agro-foods and commodities are
handled by the Cereals and Fodder Terminal, with storage provided in silos and flat stores. A
system for the separate handling and warehousing of genetically unmodified soya has been
established in order to prevent cross contamination.
The Terminal holds NON GMO certification for the handling and storage of non-genetically
modified soya, as well as HACCP upgraded ISO 22000 food safety management system.

Timber Terminal
On the Timber terminal which is technically and professionally qualified for the handling and
storage of logs, sawn wood and semi-finished products.
Favourable climatic conditions create a perfect environment for natural drying and thus a
better quality of timber. When needed, wood can be additionally dried using a kiln facility.

A vast range of ancillary services include timber marking and templating, package binding
and crosscutting, together with the provision of protection against mould and pests, as well as
container stuffing and stripping.

Minerals Terminal
Mineral compounds and industrial ores - such as bauxite, alumina, borax, phosphates,
ilmenite, perlite - together with other bulk materials - such as cement, clinker sinter magnesite
and scrap materials - are handled by the Minerals Terminal.
The Terminal also encompasses a specialised alumina handling facility. Vessels are unloaded
with a conveyor system and the ore is stored in a specially designed silo which also features a
wagon loading system. A well-regulated terminal and flexibility are a guarantee of high
quality services. Cargo bagging and control as well as container stripping services are also
provided.

Livestock Terminal
The Livestock Terminal contains modern stalls and equipment for handling live animals,
together with related facilities for the maintenance of sanitary conditions as well as veterinary
regulation and care of livestock awaiting shipment. It also features a truck washing and
disinfection plant, as well as facilities for drivers.
The Terminal is physically separated from the rest of the port, thus providing quiet and calm
conditions for the rest and recuperation of livestock in transit.

Passenger Terminal
Established in 2005, the Koper Passenger Terminal is still at a nascent stage. It will become
fully operational upon completion of a three-storey complex containing a small hotel and
convention centre, a restaurant and other facilities.
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6. Environmental impact
In this chapter the environmental impact of the Port of Koper will be described.
Firstly it will be elaborated the air, than the water and at last the noise environmental impacts.

6.1 Air impact
In the Port of Koper are on schedule daily handling operations that are causing different
impacts on the natural environment. Everyday are entering the port area on average 700 road
trucks/lorries that are waiting to unload or load cargo and distribute it to the final customer.
Also entering the port area are private cares, ships and trains. In the table below is shown am
evaluation of the emissions from different vehicles:

Source of emissions

CO2 emission in tons

Trucks/ Lorries;

287

private cars, combined vehicles, etc

6.811

Ships (main engines, auxiliary engines, etc)

16.000

Tug boats

1.742

Railway transport (diesel locomotives)

1.120

Total

25.960
Table 1: emissions of CO2 in 2006

From the above table it can be seen that the biggest amount of CO2 emissions are coming
from the ships that are berthing in Koper. This represents almost 60 % of all emissions.
Totally the emissions of CO2 amount to 25.960 tons.
The environmental agency have conducted also the measurement of dust particles that are
shown in the below table. The measurements were performed on different locations inside the
port area and on different cargoes.

EC – mg/
Source of

Type of

emissions

matter

Terminal for

Soya –

cereals & fodder

dust

m

3

MEC in
EQ, g/h

EQ

EC/MEC

mg/m3,g/h

1,0

150

150 ≤ 500

< 0,1

6,3

13

150 ≤ 500

0,3

Coal - dust

6,3

31

150 ≤ 500

< 0,1

European energy

Fe ore -

1,8

65

150 ≤ 500

< 0,1

terminal

dust

Alumina terminal
European energy
terminal

Alumina dust

Table 2: dust measurement
Legend: EC – emission concentration; EQ – emission quantity; MEC – edge control level
EC/MEC – violation factor of edge control level

From the above two tables the data are showing that the emission were within the allowed
limits. The measurements are classified as non typical because the dust is emitted from closed
handling points and from anti-wind closed loading stations where a rail or road vehicles is
driving through.
The Liquid bulk cargo vapours are emitted from the terminal where are stored and in the
phase of handling from ship to reservoirs and from reservoirs into road and wagon tanks. The
emission are oscillate in dependence of the technology used and meteorological conditions,
especially with the air temperature. The table below show the measurement obtained when
warehousing the cargo.
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EC – mg/

Source of
emissions; type of

Qty year

m

3

Year
EQ, g/h

handling

emitted

% lost

qty

D2 (S→R)

160754

15000

6600

2884

1,8·E-3

D2 (R →T)

160754

9073

653

1742

1,1·E-3

JET (S→ R)

20257

11000

4840

281

1,4·E-3

JET (R→ T)

20257

4787

323

114

5,6·E-4

o-Xylene (S→R)

8561

20000

8800

194

2,3·E-3

o-Xylene (R→C)

8561

12899

929

125

1,5·E-3

Petrol (S→R)

5177

15000

6600

106

2·E-3

Petrol (R→C)

5177

6000

432

41

7,9·E-4

The total year lost amount of vapours in the warehousing and handling service from ships to
reservoirs didn’t exceed the year objectives which under ordinance law for every singular
warehousing device is 0,01 % m/m of petrol movement and for loading/unloading devices
mobile reservoirs is 0,005 °m/m of petrol movement.

6.2 Measurement of wind conditions
On the Port of Koper territory are prevailing winds from West and North-West direction that
represents 52% of the total. The second direction is the East and North-North East winds with
around 20%. Winds with more than 1m/s were 67% , the rest were less than that.

The anemometer was located on the roof of the European Energy Terminal.

Graph 1: Measurement of wind

Quantities of entirety dusts
Quantities of entirety dust are measured on 10 spots inside the port. On a yearly basis are
evaluated the average values where as a normative value is used the German guideline TA
Luft, even if this standard is not legally binding.
At the end of 2010 the measured levels where lower because of the ending of construction
works for the PIER I in II. The project of minimising the dust when handling bulk cargo is
already in olace and is giving first results. In 2010 the limit levels have dropped under 470
mg/m2 day, exactly 370 mg/m2 day. For the year 2011 the goal is to arrive to 350 mg/m2 day.
In the graph below are shown the measurements of last years from 2003 to 2010.
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Graph 2: Qty of entirety dust in the port

Quantities of harmful particulate matter 10 (PM 10).
In the port are monitored PM 10, especially those smaller than 10 μm in the direction fo
Ankaran - Rožnik and direction Bertoki. The measurements posts were selected by the
Environmental ministry, environmental agency and other institutions.
The measurements are performed by an independent institution with the latest technology
available. The results are publicly available on-line on the page www.zivetispristaniscem.si.
The average measurement in the Ankaran – Rožnik direction is 24,9 μg/m3, while in the
Bertoki direction is 16.1 μg/m3. Both levels are under the legally allowed level of 40 μg/m3
and in the predefined goal of 30 μg/m3.

In the below table are shown the comparison values for different cities in Slovenia, including
the Port of Koper.
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Graph 3: comparison of PM10 in the port of Koper and other locations in Slovenia

Graph 3 is showing that the limit values have never been reached in the port in the last 7
years.
Emission of dusty particles in the port have to be measured near the source of dust. For
example when loading or unloading bulk cargo. The limit value is depending on throughput
cargo and the weather conditions.
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Graph 4: measurements on different locations

To lower the dust emission new anti-dust protection fences has been installed on transport
bands when handling cereals. In the next period the change of dust filters on the silos will be
changed and new measurements station will be upgraded in a way to lower the emissions.
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Graph 5: yearly lost of vapour substances on the liquid bulk terminal

7. Waste materials
The Port of Koper is very committed in the collection of wastes inside the port area,
especially from ships and cargo handling.
The diversified collection of waste has a high percentage that amounts to 86% and surpluses
the 80% defined goal. In 2011 the trend will try to be achieved too. Modernisation of the
collection centre is planned which will additionally boost greener operations in waste
materials handling.
The graph 6 below shows the quantity of diversified waste collections from 2005 to 2010.

Graph 6: waste qty in the port

The waste from ships is oscillating between years and is depending on the need of ships to
release them. Most of the wastes from ships is classified as dangerous goods, as they are more
or less oils. The waste of ships do represent most of the port dangerous wastes that are: ship
oils, kitchen waste, batteries, pharmaceutics, ashes, etc.
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8. Noise emissions
As being a seaport where different cargo in different shapes and sizes is handled the noise
emissions vary from time to time. The port area is classified with the IV. level for noise
protection which means that the noise level limit is 63 dB, while the immediate surrounding is
in class III with a limit level of 48dB.
The measured average level of noise in the night, on the spot near the city, was 58 dB in 2010
which means that the limit level was not over crossed.
The noise level from ships is from 40-45dB. It has to be taken into account that there are
various small or lower noise sources that escalate in a bigger one. Most noise emissions are
coming the container terminal and from various building and warehouses.
The main sources of noise are coming from handling of different cargo and using the port
machines and equipments. Another source are the ships which are using the alternative
electrical generators while are berth in the port.
To mitigate noise effects from cranes and RTG’s it have been installed drive efficiency
generators to lower the rounds in default mode with the aim lowering the fuel consumption
and noise level. In the last years also the road trailers are replaced with more efficient and
specialized terminal tractors / trailers.

9. Energy
The consumption of electrical power is one of the most important environmental effects for a
seaport due to its intense mechanical and technological nature of operations.
When handling various types of cargo different machines and equipment have to be used this
requires large levels of electrical energy. Those machines are gantry cranes and conditioned
warehouse for perishable goods.
The effort are being made on every crane in the port and in that way on cranes on the bulk
terminal systems have been installed to return the electricity back in the power grid.
The graph 7 shows the consumption of electrical energy per year. The energy consumption
has jumped from 2008 to 2009 due to the new 4 gantry cranes and other electrical equipment.
From year 2003 the consumption of electricity has been constantly falling which is the result
of more efficient machines and equipment and new investment in all elements and sources of
electricity utilization.
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Graph 7: consumption of electrical energy per year
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10. Fuel consumption
The consumption of fossil fuels is constantly rising every year. Due to the power that
handling of heavy cargoes needs the fossil fuels are still very used in the port operations. Due
to the constant prices rising or fluctuations this issue have to be addressed as soon as possible.
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Graph 8: consumption of fuel on ton of cargo

11. Maritime protection
The Port of Koper is performing not only handling operations but is in charge of the maritime
protection too. In this matter there is organised a special department for maritime protection.
In 2010 they have counted 37 accidents from which they have been activated 18 times. In 14
times there has been an oil spill, the other accidents were related to non properly cleaned
sewages, materials flooded from the river Rižana etc. All the identified causers of accidents
have payed for the cleaning activities.
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Table 1: statistical table of accidents
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12. Water management
The water management is divided into two different spheres. The potable water is used for
sanitary, ship supply and some technological operations. The potable water pipelines on the
port soil are around 30 kilometres.
The other aspect is the usage of the internal water network which are relevant for the fire
safety rules. For the purpose of lower the dust are used the waters from wells and rain
collection.
The consumption of water is slowly but constantly rising, which can be addressed to the old
pipeline system.
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Graph 9: water consumption in m3
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13. Light pollution
The port activities require high amounts of energy, from electrical to fossil fuels. Being a
multi-purpose port and having operations running 24/7 every day of the year it happens that
activities are going on in night time. This requires having powerful lights turned on for long
times, especially in winter when the day light is shorter. This allows the workers to have a
better and secure view of the handling operations.
Since the city of Koper is closely located to the port, the programme of light management has
been adopted, meaning that lights are being adopted to lower luminosity and turned on only
when necessary for operations.
The picture below shows the light adaptation plan that is underway.

Legend translation: green: adopted in 2009-2010; yellow 2011-2013; red 2014-2016

14. Coherence of the project with the orientations of the see programme and
the watermode project

The EU Cohesion Policy and the South East Europe (SEE) transnational programme have in
its priorities the protection of the environment as one of the basic pillars of development and
sustainable growth.

Therefore its areas of intervention are forming the basis for the

Watermode project and this pre-feasibility study. The SEE area priority axes 2: Protection
and improvement of the environment is aiming at the preservation of all natural resources
with 4 area of intervention:
1. Improve integrated water management and flood risk prevention
2. Improve prevention of environmental risks
3. Promote cooperation in management of natural assets and protected areas
4. Promote energy and resource efficiency
The Port of Koper is absolutely committed to the sustainable and environmentally friendly
development of its activities. Therefore the environmental impact described in this document
is showing and describing different activities that are undertaken in order to protect the
environment and nature.
Since many years great amounts of resources has been invested in the protection process and
this will continue in the future. It’s a commitment that the people working in the port have
made in order to have a better life in the wider region.

15. Conclusion
The Port of Koper is a relatively a young port in the North Adriatic, but is very committed to the
protection of the environment. The operations in the port are demanding huge amounts of energy and
various types of equipment which the port needs to operate. Since the effects of handling operations
are having a negative impact on the environment it should also have a plan for its mitigation. The
activities for mitigation the environmental impact described in these chapters are in line with the
European standards, policies and guidelines.
Even if the port is one of the greater energy consumers in the region its activities are having a lower
effect on the environment every year because of the positive activities in the mitigation of this effects.
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Study “A road to improve multimodal transport, logistic services and environment” is part
of the Watermode Project “Transnational Network for the promotion of Water-Ground
Multimodal Transport”. In specific it’s part of Work Package 5.2 “Prefeasability studies for the
improvement of the sustainable transport solutions between ports and hinterland logistic
facilities or transport infrastructures”.
The study is on a dedicated road connection for freight transport (“truck road”) between the
Port of Bari, the Puglia Regional Freight Village (the Industrial Zone, Bari Airport) and the
highway A14/E55.
To stimulate the development of multimodal transport, optimized and/or new logistic services
and reduction of environmental impact of road transport are other objectives.
Main stakeholders are: multimodal infrastructures, transport and logistic operators and their
clients.
The project is coherent with horizontal EU politics and the Lisbon-Gothenburg Strategy, with
EU sector politics in transport, energy and environment, with the SEE-Programme and with
the Watermode-Project.
The “truck road is promoted by Puglia Region, City of Bari and Port of Bari, which are
together with Puglia Regional Freight Village key players of the project. The project considers
also Industrial Zone of Bari and Bari Airport (and indirectly Port of Taranto and Taranto
Airport).
Expected results for the infrastructure “truck road” are: lower environmental, social and
economic impact.
For logistic services the expected results are: acceleration of multimodal transport and
connected services; improvement and creation of new services of multimodal transport and
value added logistics; coordination, collaboration and creation of synergies; specific common
marketing actions at international level.
Market conditions require to look to the East and to the South: Balkans, South Eastern
Europe in general, Turkey, Middle East, Far East are fast growing; there are changes and
opportunities in Southern Mediterranean and in the Arab Wolrd.
Bari has a geographical advantage compared to the Northern Range but has to improve
efficiency, quality, speed, specialisation.
Main target groups are: Local Authorities, Multimodal Platforms, Transport and Logistic
Operators, Agriculture and Industry.
Selected worldwide marketing is strategic, allowing thus to change the customer structure in
a sort of upgrading.
The long-term outlook is positive if the proposed actions are realised.
A long-term (20 and more years) sustainable solution requires anyway adaptation/research
of new solutions.
Strategic planning with a global view and local continuous realisation “step-by-step” are
successful if they are long-term and not related to legislation periods.
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3. GENERAL INFORMATION
Identification of the pre feasibility study
Title:
Study “A road to improve multimodal transport, logistic services and environment”
Short description:
The study is on a dedicated road connection between the Port of Bari and the Puglia
Regional Freight Village/Scalo Ferruccio (continuing to the highway A14/E55) in order to
develop multimodal transport (maritime-road-rail or maritime-road) and new and/or improved
logistic services and to reduce environmental impact of road transport.
The Port of Bari has an important multimodal function between road and maritime transport.
The Port of Bari is also in specific for the Balkans one of the most important ports (e.g.
Albania) and more in general a very import port for the whole area of South Eastern Europe
regarding exportation and importation of goods on trailers and trucks (containers excluded,
they are mainly shipped from Taranto). The two transport modalities (road and maritime) are
integrated in the Balkan and South Eastern Europe area by railway transport.
The Puglia Regional Freight Village has functions of cargo collection and distribution, of
warehousing and of other logistic services. Railway connections from the Scalo Ferruccio
(actually) and from the Puglia Regional Freight Village offer great opportunities for the
development of freight transport via railway (mainly on the North-South axes between
Northern Italy/Europe and South-Eastern-Europe), but also for the substitution of road
transport by multimodal transport with railway transport for the main distances.
After the construction of the road, we can consider the Port of Bari and the Puglia Regional
Freight Village “virtually” as a unique structure which reduces the environmental impact of
transport activities (air pollution, noise, fuel consumption) on the City and on the metropolitan
area of Bari, integrates the different transport modalities, accelerates logistic processes and
offers the opportunity of new services (with a positive effect on labour market). We can
integrate in this “vision” also the Bari Airport and the Industrial Zone.
The project of the dedicated road has been integrated in the “Operative Plan for the next
three years of the Port of Bari”.

Stakeholders involved
The main stakeholders involved are multimodal infrastructures, transport and logistic
operators and industry.
In specific the consultant interviewed the following managers (as representatives of the
stakeholders):
- Palma Carrieri/GTS
- Francesco Casillo/Casillo Group
- Donato Conserva/Conserva Pietro & Figli
- Donato D’Agostino/Associazione Industriale Bari: Relazioni Internazionali
- Charley Dietvorst/Interporto Regionale della Puglia
- Domenico Di Paola/Aeroporti di Puglia
- Giancarlo Giannetti/Interporto Regionale della Puglia
- William Ghirardelli/Stramiello
- Mario Mega/Autorità Portuale del Levante;
- Bruno Milella/Bruno Micella & C.
- Luigi Morfini/Morfimare
- Alessio Mucciaccia/Associazione Industriale Bari: Logistica
- Girolamo Pugliese/Consorzio ASI Bari
- Massimo Salomone/ASCO
- Mario Sommariva/Autorità Portuale del Levante;
- Massimo Tavolaro/Bravi servizi logistici;
- Vito Totorizzo/Spamat;
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- Enzo Vailati/Interporto Regionale della Puglia;
- Michele Vinci/Associazione Industriale Bari: Presidenza;
- Antonio Zuccaro/ISO.
The interviews with the stakeholders concentrated on the need for the road connection, but
also on the development of new logistic services. Strong and weak points of the two main
infrastructures for cargo have been analysed with the stakeholders.
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4. PRESENTATION OF THE PRE FEASIBILITY STUDY
Theme of the pre feasibility study
The study was originally on an infrastructure connection (sea/Port of Bari – road connection
to railway terminal/Puglia Regional Freight Village/Scalo Ferruccio). As there has been a
parallel study (realized by the Technical University of Bari, see below) concentrated on the
infrastructural aspects, this study concentrates more on logistic services and related needs of
the different types of clients, but also on the environmental impact.

Geographic coverage
The infrastructure project “connection road”
is situated in the area of the City of Bari, but it is serving not only the two main infrastructures
for cargo, Port of Bari and Puglia Regional Freight Village, but also the Industrial Zone of Bari
and the connection to the motorway. Anyhow it is concentrated on the integration of the
different transport modes (sea-road-rail) and on the reduction of environmental impact of
road transport.
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Source: Autorità Portuale del Levante 2010

Classification of the pre feasibility study
The classification of the pre-feasibility study is quite difficult, being on three main
aspects: infrastructure, environmental impact and logistic services. The creation of
the connection of the Port of Bari and the Puglia Regional Freight Village/Scalo
Ferruccio by a road dedicated only to freight transport, a better communication, a
stronger collaboration and integrated services can create new demand and increase
the level of quality of meeting existing demand. In the past the Port of Bari had
railway connection (but for many reason – see below - it is not possible today to
recreate this railway connection). Therefore we can consider three aspects of the
pre-feasibility study: reconstruction of capacities (creating a multimodal transport
chain sea (Port of Bari) – road – rail (Puglia Regional Freight Village/Scalo Ferruccio)
– road/last mile), study of the environmental impact (reduction of atmospheric and
noise pollution in the City/Metropolitan Area of Bari), construction of new capacities
(concentrated on new/integrated logistic services).
Origin of the project
The project idea has been proposed by the Secretary General of “Autorità Portuale del
Levante”, There was already a general idea to connect the Port of Bari, the Regional Freight
Village of Puglia, the Bari Airport, the Industrial Zone and the main national road network,
which involved the main infrastructures and the local authorities. A technical study for the
road infrastructure is ongoing by the Technical University of Bari for the City of Bari (see
below). Therefore this study concentrates mainly on environmental aspects, on
consequences of the connection and on logistic services.

Main problem(s) or challenge(s) to be addressed
The study is on the improvement of more sustainable transport solutions between the Port of
Bari and it’s hinterland logistics facility Puglia Regional Freight Village and main national and
European transport infrastructures (rail and road). But it is also on the possibility to create
new logistic solutions and services considering the main infrastructures virtually as one unit
for multimodal transport and for logistic services.
Between the Port of Bari and the Puglia Regional Freight Village, the Industrial Zone of Bari,
the Bari Airport and the national road network there is an important urban area. In the rush
hours and in the hours of mayor traffic from and to the Port of Bari, there’s congestion with a
high environmental impact in terms of pollution by motor emissions and noise. The stop and
go traffic, crossings with traffic lights, reduces average speed and augments the
environmental impact. The mix between individual mobility of citizens by car and freight
transport by trucks concentrated in specific hours multiplies this impact not allowing energy
and resource efficiency. Ideally there should be a railway connection between the Port and
the Freight Village: this is very difficult for many technical barriers, very high costs, long
realisation times, etc. A railway connection is today and in the near future not realistic.
The chosen solution, a road dedicated to cargo transport connecting the Port of Bari and the
Puglia Regional Freight Village, reduces environmental impact and augments average
speed. If the connection is a “closed” road with control systems, custom operations on trucks
can be moved to the Puglia Regional Freight Village. Both main infrastructures together can
be considered as one virtual multimodal platform and multipurpose logistic infrastructure,
offering higher speed of multimodal and logistic operations and the creation of new or
improved logistic services.
Being in realisation already a feasibility study on a dedicated road by the Technical
University of Bari, our study concentrates more on the service aspects and on the
environmental impact.

Objectives and added value of the project
The main objectives of the project are:
to document the actual situation of transport and collaboration between the Port of
Bari and the Puglia Regional Freight Village;
to analyse the impact of the road connection dedicated only to freight transport in
terms of: reduction of environmental impact, acceleration and optimization of
transport and logistic operations;
to study the opportunities of the collaboration between the Port of Bari and Puglia
Regional Freight Village;
to involve stakeholders and (direct and indirect) users of the multimodal transport
and logistic system (e.g. industrial enterprises, logistic operators, main logistic
platforms, local authorities with responsibilities in the field of spatial planning,
transport, logistics and environment);
to know the needs and the opportunities for the logistic operators and their client
systems in relation to the system of the Port of Bari, the Puglia Regional Freight
Village with regard to the new specific freight road connection, multimodal transport
and improved and/or new logistic services.
These objectives are related:
to solve a local problem of congestion, air pollution and noise by trucks from and to
the Port of Bari;
to create conditions for the improvement of logistic services (higher average speed
in connection between the main local multimodal platforms, simplifying operations,
avoiding/reducing waiting times, etc.);
to create new logistic services (through collaboration of multimodal platforms, logistic
operators and their clients and using the advantages of national and European
multimodal transport chains).
The project is related to 3 SEE Programme objectives:
“2.4: promote energy and resource efficiency” through the reduction of fuel
consumption and of the environmental impact (reduction of air and noise pollution)
by the use of a specific road dedicated to freight transport;
“3.1: Improve co-ordination in promoting, planning and operation for primary and
secondary transportation networks” through the connection, via a specific road
dedicated to freight transport, of the Port of Bari with the national and European rail
and road network;
“3.3: Improve framework conditions for multi-modal platforms” through the
collaboration of the Port of Bari and of the Puglia Regional Freight Village a big
“virtual” multimodal (sea-road-rail) platform will be created (in a wider sense could be
integrated in this vision Bari Airport and the Industrial Zone).
Through the improvement of logistic services, the creation of new logistic services and the
use of advantages of multimodal transport (in terms of costs, safety, reliability, etc.) logistic
operators can grow or new enterprises can be created with consequent job creation. An
optimized and coordinated use of the different multimodal platforms reduces costs and
creates an competitive advantage in relation to other territories (considering also that the
national and European rail and road connections of Puglia with the North are not in the
situation of congestion or bottlenecks: there is a great opportunity for development).
Both the use of a specific road (dedicated only to freight transport) and multimodal transport
chains (e.g. Port of Bari – Puglia Regional Freight Village/Scalo Ferruccio – rail connection to
Northern Italy/Europe) reduces the environmental impact of transport and contribute
therefore to a more sustainable development.
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The use of cargo handling technologies, the ergonomic solutions applied in railway, trucks
and handling equipment, the growing importance of EDP, etc. allow to overcome
discriminations of the past when logistic and transport activities have been “male”
professions. In these field of activity long-term concentration and continuous performance,
soft-competencies (ability of communication, negotiation), language knowledge (mainly
English, but also other languages of clients and partners), multi-tasking, etc. is getting more
and more important: al competencies, abilities and capacities where women are statistically
better. Therefore in logistic is a big potential for new jobs for women.
Being logistics a more and more international field, language and mentality/identity/habit
knowledge is more and more important. On the other hand Italy has a socio-demographic
development of an ageing population. Immigration is necessary. The populations of SouthEastern-Europe and of the Southern side of the Mediterranean See are young and the
economies of their countries are growing. Transport and logistics are a sort of first bridge
between countries and need international collaboration. More and more labour markets will
be internationally integrated. Therefore collaboration between persons of different cultures is
an added value and transport and logistics can create pilot experiences for other sectors.
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5. COHERENCE OF THE PROJECT WITH THE ORIENTATIONS OF
THE SEE PROGRAMME AND THE WATERMODE PROJECT
Coherence of the project with the orientations of the SEE programme and the
WATERMODE project
In the section “objectives and added value of the project” have been already shown the
relations with the general objectives of the SEE programme.
In specific, the project contributes to 3 SEE Programme objectives:
“2.4: promote energy and resource efficiency” through the reduction of fuel
consumption and of the environmental impact (reduction of air and noise pollution)
by the use of a specific road dedicated to freight transport;
“3.1: Improve co-ordination in promoting, planning and operation for primary and
secondary transportation networks” through the connection, via a specific road
dedicated to freight transport, of the Port of Bari with the national and European rail
and road network;
“3.3: Improve framework conditions for multi-modal platforms” through the
collaboration of the Port of Bari and of the Puglia Regional Freight Village a big
“virtual” multimodal (sea-road-rail) platform will be created (in a wider sense could be
integrated in this vision Bari Airport and the Industrial Zone).
The project is coherent with the orientations of the WATERMODE WP5 objective and with
the specific objective corresponding to the project:
Aim of the WP is “to increase the attractiveness of the water/land multimodal transport as
viable alternative to the road transport”. Through an efficient multimodal transport chain (searoad-rail) and integrated new and/or improved logistic services the water/land multimodal
transport can increase it’s attractiveness.
The project contributes to the specific goal “improvement of the connections between ports
and hinterland logistics facilities through sustainable transport solutions”, through the prefeasibility study of the connection between the Port of Bari and Puglia Regional Freight
Village/Scalo Ferruccio by a road dedicated only to freight transport (with a significant
reduction of environmental impact compared to the actual situation). A railway connection is
actually not realistic for many reasons (see above: “main problems/challenges”).
The reduction of environmental impact of road transport in the City area of Bari is an
important benefit for all citizens of the area. The consideration of a big “virtual multimodal
transport and logistic services platform” (consisting of the different infrastructures and
multimodal platforms, transport and logistic operators) allows to improve and create new
(aided value) logistic services.
The prefeasibility study improves the sustainable transport solutions between the Port of
Bari and the Puglia Regional Freight Village/Scalo Ferruccio reducing the environmental
impact of road transport between the two main multimodal platforms.
Between the Port of Bari, the Puglia Regional Freight Village and the national road network is
an important urban area. In the rush hours and in the hours of mayor traffic from and to the
Port of Bari, there’s congestion with a high environmental impact in terms of pollution by
motor emissions and noise. The stop and go traffic, crossings with traffic lights, reduces
average speed and augments the environmental impact. The mix between individual mobility
of citizens by car and freight transport by trucks concentrated in specific hours multiplies this
impact not allowing energy and resource efficiency. Ideally there should be a railway
connection between the Port and the Freight Village: this is very difficult for many technical
barriers, very high costs, long realisation times, etc. A railway connection is today and in the
near future not realistic.
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A dedicated road (especially with no or a limited number of crossings) offers the following
advantages:
- motors of the trucks can be kept in an optimal range of turns reducing pollutions by the
mix of emissions;
- in comparison to stop and go traffic there is less fuel consumption and consequently a
lower level of air pollution; there is also a lower level of noise pollution.
In addition there are logistic advantages:
- higher average speed and consequently speeding up of a multimodal transport chain
(sea-road-rail);
- possibility to move customs operations out of the Port to the Freight Village (in case of a
closed dedicated and controlled road), speeding up the operations in the Port of Bari
and avoiding time loss by the queue up of trucks .

Coherence with European and national policies and with other community
programmes
Multimodal transport sea-rail-road is more sustainable as only road transport therefore the
project aims to increase rail and sea transport by an integrated multimodal transport chain.
The problem was the connection between the Port of Bari and the Puglia Regional Freight
Village/Scalo Ferruccio. For many reasons (see above) a rail connection is actually not
possible. A road dedicated only to freight transport reduces significantly the environmental
impact and the fuel consumption of the trucks between the two multi-modal platforms. That is
also a benefit for the citizens of Bari.
The project is coherent with “ensuring sustainable transport” and “managing natural
resources more responsibly” of the Gothenburg/Lisbon strategy. Relevant EU sector policies
tackled by the project are: environment and transport.
The Italian National Reference Framework (NSRF) indicates: “Italy aims to improve
productivity, competitiveness and innovation throughout the country via a sustainable
development framework”. The project is coherent with this, stimulating multi-modal transport
(in alternative to road transport) and reducing environmental impact of road transport in the
city area of Bari.
“Fostering clusters, services and competition” is one of 4 macro-objectives. Creating a
coordination, stronger collaboration and integration of the offer of logistic services between
the multimodal platforms Port of Bari and Puglia Regional Freight Village creates a “virtual”
unique big multimodal and logistics platform with a logistic services cluster.
Within the 10 cohesion priorities there are “sustainable and efficient use of environmental
resources for development”, “transport networks and links, with particular emphasis on
Trans-European Network corridors” and “competitiveness and attractiveness of cities and
urban areas”. The project contributes to a higher attractiveness of the areas of Bari between
the Port and the Freight Village through the reduction of environmental impact caused by
road transport. The multimodal transport chain connects to the TEN-T Corridor VIII.
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6. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
History of the project
The environmental impact of the road transport from and to the Port of Bari, the low average
speed of road transport and the congestion (at least during rush hours and in the morning
between 8 and 11) are problems which the Port of Bari decided to tackle together with the
Local Authorities (e.g. City of Bari, Region of Puglia). Railway connection seemed to be the
solution. But there are to many obstacles: physical barriers to overcome, very long realisation
times, very high costs, etc.
Therefore the option of a “dedicated road for freight transport” has been chosen. Examples
for this type of infrastructure are quite rare, even at international level, because most of the
modern ports are connected by railway and motorways (often with direct access from the
port): the dedicated road will close this gap and create a sort of “direct” access. An
international example for a dedicated road exists at Valparaiso in Chile: the road connects
the Port of Valparaiso with its Freight Village in its Hinterland. An Italian example to avoid
traffic impact on the City exists at Ancona: in this case there is a road from the Port of
Ancona to the motorway A14 (but it is not only dedicated to trucks).

Site description/location
The connection road dedicated to freight transport “camionale” (“truck road”) is between the
Port of Bari and the motorway-connection with A14 (Bologna-Bari-Taranto) with a length of
5.630 m.

Key players
The main key players regarding the infrastructure are Local Authorities, City of Bari and
Puglia Region, and the two multimodal platforms, Port Authority Bari and Puglia Regional
Freight Village.
The main key players regarding the transport and logistic services are the two main
multimodal platforms, other (multimodal) platforms like Bari Airport and the Industrial Zone. In
a wider sense also the other ports under jurisdiction of “Levante Port Authority” and Taranto
(both the Port of Taranto and Taranto Airport).

Geographical area involved
Metropolitain Area of Bari, City of Bari (regarding the infrastructure).
Regarding multimodal transport chains and logistic services we have a wide range involving
the Metropolitan Area of Bari, Puglia, Southern Italy, South-Eastern Europe (via maritimeroad-rail multimodal transport chains), Northern Italy and Northern/Central Europe (via railroad multimodal transport chains).

Existing infrastructure/installations/buildings/warehouses:
Port of Bari: www.aplevante.org
- “West-terminal” of the TEN-T Corridor VIII connecting with the Black Sea through
Albania, Macedonia and Bulgaria.
- 285 ha: 2.500 m of quay, 260.000 m2 of areas for cargo handling and storage,
warehouses and next to the Port a warehouse for frozen food products and an area for
the storage, reparation, stuffing and emptying of containers;
- road and sea connections;
- services for operators and clients.
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Puglia Regional Freight Village: www.interportopuglia.it
- 50 ha: 90.000 m2 of covered area;
- about 30 enterprises operate in the Freight Village: express, logistic and mail services,
freight collection and distribution, forwarders, etc.;
- road connection; rail connection (actually Scalo Ferruccio – the Freight Village is
realising rail connection;
- services for operators and clients.
Industrial Zone Bari: www.consorzioasibari.it/index.php/agglomerati/bari-modugno
- Extension of the Agglomerate: 1.509 ha;
- areas in use for production, offices and logistics ca. 120.000 m2, ca. 48.000 of them
covered with production plants, offices and logistic warehouses;
- road and railway connections.
Bari Airport/Taranto Airport: www.aeroportidipuglia.it
- Bari Airport is mainly dedicated as a multimodal platform for passenger transport –
Taranto Airport instead is dedicated as multimodal platform for cargo. Estimated total of
cargo 4.900 t from the Port of Taranto and a total of cargo of 27.000 t including cargo
from Gioia Tauro, corresponding to 3.500 containers;
- integration of Port, Distripark, Railway and Airport of Taranto;
- services for operators and clients.

Connections to ports/highways/railways
-

Port of Bari, Port of Taranto (via railway to Bari “dorsale Adriatica” – Bari-Bologna - and
via highway A14 Bologna-Bari-Taranto);
Highway A14 Bologna-Taranto, A16 Bari-Benevento-Napoli;
Railway Bologna-Bari-Brindisi-Lecce, Bari-Taranto (-Reggio Calabria).
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Presentations/images/diagrams/maps
The involved infrastructures and their connections:

The dedicated “truck road”:

Source: Politecnico di Bari/Comune di Bari (ed.): Il progetto della nuova viabilità camionale PortoAutostrada (Studi di fattibilità per un area di sviluppo del sistema urbano Porto-Fiera-S.Girolamo:
nuove infrastrutture e grandi strutture di servizio in un quartiere in trasformazione). Bari: Comune di
Bari, 2011.
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Working Plan
In the moment there is no exact working plan for the infrastructure, but there is the feasibility
study of Bari Technical University for the City of Bari ongoing. The dedicated truck road is in
the Strategic Plans of Puglia Region, City of Bari (Bari 2015) and Port of Bari (3-years
Operative Plan). The general interest is after having agreed on the definitive project, to start
a.s.a.p., with the realisation.
Regarding multimodal chains and development of logistic services there is a continuous work
in progress.

Management of the project
The areas involved in the project are of the City of Bari, of the Port of Bari and of the Puglia
Regional Freight Village: therefore, regarding the infrastructure, all three entities are involved
under the leadership of the City of Bari and with technical support/supervision of Puglia
Region.
Regarding the aspects of the improvement of the multimodal transport chains and related
logistic services and the creation of new logistic services: there is the need of a concerted
action between the two main multimodal platforms (and under their leadership). They should
involve transport operators (of the different transport modes road, rail, maritime), logistic
service providers (freight forwarders, operators of value aided logistics, etc.) and the relative
clients (industrial companies, etc.).
The role of the City of Bari, of the Port of Bari and of the Puglia Regional Freight Village
should be coordinated with that of the other players involved: the City and the two main
multimodal platforms should have a role of “Community Managers” (regarding the general
interest) and regulators (defining conditions for competition).

Time Table
In the moment, there is no defined time-table, mainly for cause of uncertainty of availability of
financial resources. The estimated time for realization of the infrastructure is 1440 days.

Expected results and indicators
Infrastructure:
Today average speed between the Port of Bari and Puglia Regional Freight Village is quite
low: e.g. 23-27 km/h during rush hour and about 40-45 km/h in moments with very low traffic
(test with own car). We can expect at least an augmentation of 50% of the average speed
(35-40 km/h during rush hour in case of limitation of crossings and up to 60-65 km/h in case
of low traffic on a totally separated road) with a dedicate “truck road”. At the same time
having a nearly continuous movement which allows to drive at optimum range of the motor,
allowing to reduce fuel consumption (e.g. 30-35%) and optimized combustion processes
(reducing atmospheric pollution) and, last but not least, noise reduction (having less
accelerations and decelerations): therefore there is a reduction in the environmental impact
for every truck.
In the moment there are different technical solutions which have been compared in the study
of the Technical University for the City of Bari. But there’s not yet a definitive decision on the
infrastructure.
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Multimodal transport and logistic services:
- acceleration of multimodal transport (to get more competitive compared to road
transport);
- movement of customs operations partly to the Puglia Regional Freight Village
avoiding/reducing waiting times/congestion in the Port of Bari;
- creation of an optimized multimodal transport offer (in the sense of “one-stop-shop”);
- creation of value added logistic services (mainly in the Puglia Regional Freight Village);
- coordination, collaboration and creations of synergies between the main multimodal
platforms and with their clients;
- common marketing actions (at different levels: regional, national, European, worldwide).
For logistic services should be considered the vocation of the territory of Puglia (e.g.
agriculture and food, automotive), but also the possibility of exportation (e.g. chemical
products, food and consumer articles to Albania, Greece and Turkey) and importation (with
logistic services of aided value realised by the big “virtual” platform composed of the Port of
Bari and the Puglia Regional Freight Village and successive forwarding/transport via railway
in to the Nord of Italy/Northern Europe. For example, the agro-food sector needs a higher
offer of temperature controlled warehouses and specific logistic services, but also efficient
railway transport (also with reefer containers/wagons).

Importance and impact and indicators
Puglia and the Metropolitan area of Bari are in a strategic geographical position: we can
consider Bari as a Hinterland for logistics of Albania, as a strategic partner of the Southern
Balkans and more in general of South-Eastern Europe. But we can consider it also as an
entrance and way out for goods coming or going not only to South Eastern Europe, but also
to the Eastern Mediterranean, Middle and Far East. Today still most of the goods coming
from Far East and directed to Northern Europe and vice-versus are entering Europe via the
Ports of the Northern Range (mainly Antwerp, Rotterdam and even Hamburg). Even some of
the goods directed to Northern Italy “pass this ports and come then back”. This is only
possible with lower costs, better services and optimized multimodal transport chains. In
theory there should be an advantage for Puglia as a “Continental Logistics Platform” (as
described in the study of Puglia Airports) compared to Northern Europe. The projects is
exactly on that: how to get more competitive, offer better and innovative logistic services,
optimize multimodal transport chains, create a “one-stop-shop” offer for international clients
(instead of the need to treat with many different operators).

Methodology used
Interviews with managers representing stakeholders, based on a semi-structured
questionnaire.
Questions were on the following topics:
- traffic flows between Port of Bari and Puglia Regional Freight Village?
- transport conditions: average speed, congestion, crossings, etc.?
- actual road versus dedicated road: distance, fluidity of traffic, etc.?
- advantages of a dedicated road: average speed, safety, reduction of environmental
impact, etc.?
- subjects involved in both multimodal platforms which already collaborate?
- in which way we can consider both multimodal platforms and the dedicated road as
unique (virtual) platform?
- which are the conditions for a good collaboration?
- which are the pre-requisites in technical, organisational and human resource terms?
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-

for which categories (type of enterprise, types of cargo, etc.) the collaboration of the two
multimodal platforms can create advantages/aided value?
which are the stakeholders and users of the multimodal transport chain and of logistic
services?
which are their expectations and needs?
which new logistic services can be created with the big (virtual) infrastructure of
multimodal logistics?
who has to do what (and when)?
how the changes can be financed?

Technical questions to the Port:
- costs of the infrastructure?
- time for realisation?
- how to assure high average speeds on the dedicated road?
- which advantages are expected from the new infrastructure?
- which data are already existing on the environmental impact of the road transport to and
from the Port?
Strategic questions to the Port:
- how are actually the relations between Port and Freight Village?
- how can be created a unique “virtual” subject, made of the two multimodal platforms?
- how to create and commercialise new services (which involve both multimodal platforms
and logistic operators)?
- which subjects have to be involved at local level and at level of origin/destination of
cargo?
- which complementary interventions are foreseen by the Port Authority for the
development of multimodal transport and logistics?
Questions to industrial companies:
- which are the logistic needs of the industrial enterprises in relation to the Port of Bari?
- which are the logistic needs of the industrial enterprises in relation to the Puglia
Regional Freight Village?
- which are the specific needs related to multimodal transport?
- which type of services, involving both multimodal platforms, are expected?
- which are the strategies/investments of industrial companies in terms of multimodal
transport and logistics?
Questions to logistic operators:
- which are the needs of the logistic operators in relation to the Port of Bari?
- which are the needs of the logistic operators in relation to the Puglia Regional Freight
Village?
- which are the specific needs related to multimodal transport?
- which type of services, involving both multimodal platforms, are expected?
- which are the strategies/investments of logistic operators in terms of multimodal
transport and of new logistic services?
Strategic questions to the Freight Village:
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-

how are actually the relations between Freight Village and Port?
how can be created a unique “virtual” subject, made of the two multimodal platforms?
how to create and commercialise new services (which involve both multimodal platforms
and logistic operators)?
which subjects have to be involved at local level and at level of origin/destination of
cargo?
which complementary interventions are foreseen by the Puglia Regional Freight Village
for the development of multimodal transport and logistics?

Data
The dedicated “truck road” is already integrated in the strategic development plans of the
local authorities and of the two main multimodal transport and logistics platforms, in specific
there are data in the following documents:
-

Aeroporti di Puglia/PriceWaterhouseCoopers Advisory (ed.): Analisi strategica della Piattaforma
Logistica Continentale in Puglia. Rapporto Finale. Bari: Aeroporti di Puglia, 06/02/2007.
- Data on cargo handling Port of Bari (in house):
http://www.aplevante.org/site/attachments/379_ESPO%20Bari%202009-2010.pdf
http://www.aplevante.org/site/attachments/378_Porto%20di%20Bari%20-%20Merci%2020002010.pdf
- Document on agreement between Port Authority of Levante and Puglia Regional Freight Village
for the development of territorial logistics (4th of November 2011) (in house):
http://www.aplevante.org/site/attachments/392_accordo%20Interporto%20Ap%20Levante.pdf

-

Niccolini, Tullio: Un ponte verso lo sviluppo. Ancona: Autorità Portuale di Ancona, 2010 (in:
Notiziario del Porto di Ancona, http://autoritaportuale.ancona.it) (in house).
- Operative 3-years Plan of the Port Authority of Levante: in the plan is already integrated the road
dedicated to freight transport (p.119-122) (in house):
http://www.aplevante.org/site/attachments/390_Piano%20Operativo%20Triennale%202011-2013.pdf
- Politecnico di Bari/Comune di Bari (ed.): Il progetto della nuova viabilità camionale PortoAutostrada (Studi di fattibilità per un area di sviluppo del sistema urbano Porto-Fiera-S.Girolamo:
nuove infrastrutture e grandi strutture di servizio in un quartiere in trasformazione). Bari: Comune
di Bari, 2011 (in house).
- Region of Puglia: agreement for infrastructure framework - the “truck-road” is foreseen (in
house):
http://www.regione.puglia.it/web/files/Aree%20di%20Sviluppo%20Industriale/Scheda_intesa_stampa
.pdf
- Port of Valparaiso – documentation of the dedicated road:
http://www.portvalparaiso.cl/contenido_ingles/info_general/ubicacion_accesos.asp
http://www.portvalparaiso.cl/contenido_ingles/desarrollo_proyectos/los_andes.asp
http://www.portvalparaiso.cl/contenido_ingles/desarrollo_proyectos/xtra03.asp
- Regional Transport Plan and annexes (in house):
http://www.cremss.puglia.it/mobilita/downloads/Pianificazione/PRT/PugliaPRT_PianoAttuativo_Relaz
ione_Sintesi.pdf
http://www.cremss.puglia.it/mobilita/downloads/Pianificazione/PRT/PugliaPRT_PianoAttuativo_Relaz
ione_Allegato1.pdfù
http://www.cremss.puglia.it/mobilita/downloads/Pianificazione/PRT/PugliaPRT_PianoAttuativo_Relaz
ione_Allegato2.pdf
- Strategical Plan Bari 2015: transport, accessibilità, mobility (in house):
http://www.ba2015.org/portal/page/portal/pianostrategico/12%20VAS/Documenti%20preliminari/Cap2.pdf
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7. MARKET CONDITIONS
Description of the Market and Competition Situation
It is very difficult to describe a detailed market and competition situation because we are in a
fast changing situation and we haven’t detailed prediction data.
The road dedicated to freight transport (“Truck Road”):
- reduces congestion in the City of Bari;
- reduces the environmental impact of every single truck (on this road);
- reduces the time needed for transport between the Port of Bari, Puglia Regional Freight
Village/Scalo Ferruccio (railway access) and the access to the highway augmenting
average speed;
- facilitates the dislocation of custom services to the Puglia Regional Freight Village;
- facilitates the creation of efficient multimodal transport chains;
- contributes therefore to the augmentation of competitiveness of Puglia compared to
other logistic areas (e.g. related to the port of the Northern Range).
The creation of logistic services needs:
- completion of the Puglia Regional Freight Village (railway connection improvement/full
multimodal service operating; development of value aided logistics in addition to
warehousing, distribution and groupage; custom services);
- coordination, collaboration and synergies between the two main multimodal platforms
and with their clients in order to develop attractive multimodal transport services and
taylor-made value aided logistics (e.g. sectors of agro-food, automotive, chemical,
consumer goods).
The national competition in Southern Italy is with the triangle Napoli-Nola-Salerno and the
main international competition is with ports of the Northern Range and their logistic facilities
in the Hinterland.

Market Contour / Profile / Players / Market dynamics and developments /
Strategy of the Pre-investment Study
We have to consider two aspects: the road dedicated to freight transport (“truck road”) and
logistic services.
Regarding the “truck road”:
- main reasons for it’s creation are the environmental impact and safety of road
transport on the City of Bari – aim is to reduce this impact and to improve safety;
- secondary reasons and aims are augmentation of average speed between the two
platforms (Port of Bari and Puglia Regional Freight Village) and with the
national/European rail and road network and the creation of competitive multimodal
transport chains.
The “truck road” could be a obligatory service for which users have to pay the transit: in the
study of the Technical University of Bari (see above) have been considered different options.
In any case actually the infrastructure can’t be financed only privately through project
financing and successive concession. Therefore a public investment is needed.
Regarding logistic services:
- expectations and needs of the “client chain” (in logistics we have to consider always
not only our clients, but also the clients of our clients) have to be continuously
analysed: e.g. needs for fresh or frozen agro-food products (e.g. washing,
preparation, packaging), needs for automotive spare parts; needs related to safety
for chemical products, etc.
- taylor-made complete “packages” (similar to that of a “tourist package all inclusive”)
specialised for types of products;
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- clients should be able to acquire the entire package with one only contact (“onestop-shop”).
Therefore the “truck road” is not the only investment needed – also multimodal and logistic
services need other investments:
- systematic market observatory related to the key markets of products in import and
export, local, regional, national and international markets of products from Puglia
with a particular attention to multimodal transport chains passing Bari or beginning
or ending at Bari;
- investment in specific transport means (e.g. reefer containers or reefer wagons);
- investment in temperature controlled warehouses;
- investment in technologies for value added logistic activities (e.g. product specific
machinery for operations, selection, packaging, etc.);
- EDP-Systems interoperability: data exchange (EDI), common databases, integrated
EDP-Systems;
- coordination, collaboration and creations of synergies between the main multimodal
platforms, the multimodal transport and logistic operators and their clients through
common instruments and methods;
- common vocational training and continuous training strategies and actions;
- common marketing actions of the multimodal platforms, logistic operators and
eventually also producers (at different levels: regional, national, European,
worldwide).
Regarding the function of Bari as a logistic Hinterland platform for Albania we have to
consider the high growth rates of the economy and the growing integration and
interdependence.
High economic growth is also true for the whole Balkans, for South-East Europe, particularly
for Turkey, but also for Middle East and of course Far East, thus moving importance of
export/import from West (e.g. America) to the East and putting therefore Puglia in strategic
position of access to and way out from EU.
The project of the road and the “virtual” multimodal transport and logistics platform is just one
step in the creation of a strategic logistic platform of European importance.
Surely better multimodal transport chains and services, improved and new specialised value
added logistic services will augment demand, expansion of enterprises, creation of new
enterprises and consequently have positive effects on labour market.

Target Groups
Local Authorities, Multimodal Platforms, Transport and Logistic Operators, Agriculture and
Industry are the main target groups. Every group has a different role in relation to the project.
Local Authorities:
- political decision, definition of framework conditions and definition of the
infrastructural project, project co-financing, supervision and control of the realisation
of the infrastructure;
- financial support for the development of multimodal transport and logistics services
(e.g. training, technological innovation).
Multimodal Platforms:
- definition of framework conditions and definition of the infrastructural project, project
co-financing, supervision and control of the realisation of the infrastructure;
- technical support in the development of multimodal transport and logistic services,
definition of framework conditions for competition;
- macro-analysis of markets;
- communication, collaboration and creation of synergies (role of community
management);
- involvement of their clients and stakeholders;
- common marketing actions (especially at international level).
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Transport and Logistic Operators:
- offer better framework conditions to them (e.g. information flows on – foreign –
markets; transparency of prices for multimodal transport and logistics services in
comparison to competitor areas; contacts and facilitation of the creation of
multimodal transport services and of taylormade logistic services)
- co-definition of the “virtual” multi-modal transport and logistic services platform;
- improvement of existing multi-modal transport and logistic services and
development of new services.
Agriculture and Industry:
- definition of their specific transport and logistic needs;
- co-development of new multimodal and logistic services;
- information on markets and tendencies (both to Transport and Logistic Operators
and to Multimodal Transport and Logistics Platforms):
- offer information an macro-tendencies of markets to them;
- offer information on multimodal transport services and logistic services compared to
the main competitor areas (including transparency on prices and price
mechanisms).

Production / Service / Investment
A road dedicated to freight transport (“truck road”) between the Port of Bari, the Puglia
Regional Freight Village/Scalo Ferruccio and the motorway A14, facilitating multimodal
transport “sea-road-rail” or “sea-road”.
Development of multimodal transport and logistic services:
- optimized multimodal transport through an optimized multimodal transport chain
(time reduction of transport and connected services integrated information flow,
etc.);
- creation of new services, both multimodal transport (e.g. new destinations, new
types of cargo) and value added logistics (e.g. value added operations on products,
specialised logistic warehouses, organisation of the whole supply chain).

Customer Structure and Possible Changes
Actually the customers of the Puglia Regional Freight Village are limited mainly to
warehousing and (local/regional) distribution with a strong presence of multinational express
services and (regarding the offices) forwarders. There’s a lack of specialized value added
logistic operations (e.g. personalisation of products, final assembly, assembly of different
products for a customer, packaging, etc.). The multimodal transport services are not yet fully
operative (railway service via Scalo Ferruccio). There is a big potential of development. But
there is also the need to operate like a public structure “in the interest of all”/public interest
and to stimulate competition.
The Port of Bari has a complete range of classical port services, but the lack of a railway
connection (the dedicated “Truck Road” is a way to overcame this). The Port is, at least in
certain periods, already at the limits of capacity, therefore needs a strong collaboration with
Hinterland multimodal transport and logistics facilities.
Both platforms together can offer integrated improved and new services. They can define a
common marketing strategy and common specific marketing actions in order to acquire new
clients, both of logistic companies and of big industrial companies or sector-specific clusters
of production companies.
Possible changes can be: the “shortening” of the supply chain, the aggregation or fusion of
logistic service providers, but also the creation of specialised new niche companies.
A good international marketing can lead to investments of foreign companies (e.g. from Far
East, from Northern Europe).
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Prediction of Key Data
The study is on pre-feasability with two aspects: infrastructure (the dedicated road) and
service (multimodal transport and value added logistic services).
Regarding the infrastructure:
- today is very limited direct transport between the Port of Bari and the Puglia
Regional Freight Village (mainly limited to containers);
- service and infrastructure development will lead surely to a stronger interrelation and
to growing traffic flows;
- we have to consider the multimodal platforms as complementary and as a “virtual”
unique platform: if the above described strategies are realised and the actions
implemented there will be a very strong interaction and therefore strong growing
traffic flows;
- there is some (not specific) data on the prevision of infrastructure use and saturation
in the document “Strategical Plan Bari 2015: transport, accessibilità, mobility” of the
City of Bari.
Regarding the services:
- customers have to be convinced by better, more specific, more efficient, more
reliable, etc. services: it is very difficult to predict data (every big customer decides
autonomously);
- first the conditions and the service capacities and abilities have to be created or
acquired, then it’s possible to offer the services as an attractive package to an
interested customer or to stimulate a customer to move his logistic operations to
Bari (instead of a location, for example, near the ports of the Northern Range);
- there is a big development potential in the Southern Balkans and Bari has a
geographical advantage: creating a good collaboration with the countries of the
Southern Balkans, Bari can develop his “virtual” logistic platform and grow together
with the economies in the Balkan area.
For both, infrastructure and services, we have no precise key data of the users/clients, but
we know there is a big and realistic growth potential.
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8. ECONOMIC CONTEXT
Initial forecasts
Infrastructure road dedicated to freight transport (“truck road”):
- the City of Bari has realised an “analysis of traffic demand” within the project Bari
2015 (Allegato 1: Analisi domanda Trasporto - see above “data”); in this document is
reported an empiric research in the area of the Puglia Regional Freight Village and
there is reported the actual situation (2009);
- the Technical University of Bari is realising a technical study on the dedicated “truck
road” indicating a matrix of connections between Port of Bari, Bari Trade Fair, Scalo
Ferruccio, Puglia Regional Freight Village, A14/E55 (see above “data”); the study
indicates technical characteristics of the road, solutions for intersections, etc.

Possible scenarios
In the “analysis of traffic demand” are reported 5 scenarios:
- actual scenario (with Freight Village not completed);
- trend scenario;
- scenario considering the “General Regulatory Plan” (PRG);
- scenario PRG + A14/E55;
- scenario PRG + A14/E55 + SS16.
For the “Truck Road” have been considered three main alternatives of the road: main
difference is the way out of/into the city. There are alternatives in the realisation of the
infrastructure (with different costs).

Effects on employment
Both aspects of the study “infrastructure truck road” and “improvement/creation of multimodal
transport and value aided logistic services” in combination will lead to growing transport and
logistic volumes, requiring highly qualified working staff, create a growing demand of workers
(and managers) and have therefore a positive effect on labour market creating an increase in
employment and qualification.

Financial data
In the study of the Technical University of Bari is the indication of investment costs for the
“truck road”: the lowest cost is about 100 million Euro, the highest cost is about 370 million
Euro for a totally covered integrated road. Considering contributions by fees for road use,
rent of space for petrol station and commercial activities, rent of space for
publicity/advertisement, parking fees, and remaining value (after 30 years) there is still a big
gap and the need for public investment: the total amount depending on the solution chosen is
between 76 million Euro and 260 million Euro.

Long Term Outlook (5 Years)
The realisation of the road dedicated to freight transport is a requisite for the “virtual” big
platform, consisting of the Port of Bari, the Puglia Regional Freight Village (and in a wider
sense with the Port of Taranto, Taranto Airport (for cargo), Bari Airport (for business
passengers) and the Industrial Zone Bari). Together with the connection to the national and
European Rail and Road network, the “virtual” big platform will create increasing transport
volumes. But the more important aspect is the shifting from road transport to multimodal
transport and from logistic activities of low added value to specialised logistic activities of
high aided value. From a – logistically speaking – “standard” South European Territory to a
highly attractive territory for foreign investors. From a disadvantaged area (in relation to the
situation in the ports of the Northern Range and their Hinterland) in Southern Europe to the
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principal way of access to the European Union regarding South East Europe, Eastern
Mediterranean, Middle and Far East.
This will be only possible if there is a parallel investment in the knowledge economy/human
resources, in technological innovation (logistics, ICT, etc.), new organizational concepts
(competence centres, territorial logistics, organizational development, learning organization/
region, etc.) and sustainable development (quality of live for citizens, social and economic
sustainability, reduction of environmental impact, energy efficiency; use of renewable
resources; substitution, reduction and transfer to more sustainable transport modes).
Puglia and Bari are in a strategic geographic position, have created friendship and
cooperation with the Balkans, Turkey, etc., have a good knowledge base (still to improve)
and are a region with high tech enterprises (e.g. automotive, mechatronics, etc.), and are
also very attractive for landscape, culture, etc (to attract foreign “intelligence”).
What is needed is the realisation of the strategy “step by step” with continuity and
independent of political parties (as already requested by Enrico Berlinguer: separation of day
to day politics of parties and continuous action of the State). That is actually a difference of
Italy in comparison to some of its main competitors in the fields of multimodal transport and
logistics (continuity is necessary for the long-term investments in infrastructures and the
related times are much longer than a legislation period).
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9. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Contribution towards environmental sustainability
Growing (road) traffic flows to and from the Port of Bari are not reducing the environmental
impact of freight transport, they are increasing it.
Standard solutions are not existing.
Rail transport is more sustainable if:
- transport capacity is really used,
- traction is electric (and if electricity is coming from renewable sources),
- rail tracks and equipment respect noise standards (very often not guaranteed).
Vibrations caused by railways are often very strong and have a negative impact on the
quality of life of citizens, but also on buildings. Railway transport infrastructure and service
are often relatively expensive because of the lack of a real competition.
Road transport is not very sustainable, but it’s impact can be reduced:
- reduction of fuel consumption (less CO2) in case of continuous movement at a
controlled speed (using the motor in an optimal frequency);
- reduction of air pollution (avoiding strong accelerations and decelerations, stop and
go traffic, etc.);
- a more sustainable way of driving reduces also noise of the trucks;
- infrastructural elements can reduce noise (noise barriers) and adsorb some of the
air pollution (“green lungs”/plants).
The indications reduce significantly the environmental impact of every single truck. Surely the
development strategy will augment the numbers of trucks. Alternatives are other modes of
traction (based on renewable resources) and/or renouncement on the “myth of growth” which
is entirely part of our economic system.
Therefore a protected or covered road with mitigations of noise and air pollution is not the
perfect solution, but an acceptable one.
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10. CONCLUSIONS-RECOMMENDATIONS
The study is on a dedicated road connection between the Port of Bari, the Puglia Regional
Freight Village (the Industrial Zone, Bari Airport) and the highway A14/E55 in order to
develop multimodal transport (maritime-road-rail) and new and/or improved logistic services
and to reduce environmental impact of road transport.
Main stakeholders involved are multimodal infrastructures, transport and logistic operators
and their clients (agriculture and industry).
The road transport to and from Bari airport creates an environmental and economic impact in
terms of congestion, waiting times, low average speed, noise and air pollution: therefore the
City of Bari, the Port Authority, citizens etc. looked for a solution. Preferably a solution with a
positive environmental, economic and social impact.
A rail connection as a solution is nearly impossible (problems to overcome physical barriers,
very high costs and very long realisation times), therefore a road dedicated to road transport
(“truck road”) has been chosen.
The objectives of the project are coherent with horizontal EU politics and the LisbonGothenburg Strategy, with sector politics in transport, energy and environment, with the SEEProgramme and with the Watermode-Project.
The project enters in the strategies of Puglia Region, City of Bari and Port of Bari. Together
with Puglia Regional Freight Village, these are also the key players. In the project are also
considered directly to other infrastructures Industrial Zone of Bari and Bari Airport (indirectly
also Port of Taranto and Taranto Airport).
Expected results for the infrastructure “truck road” are: lower environmental, social and
economic impact. For logistic services the expected results are: acceleration of multimodal
transport and connected services; improvement and creation of new services of multimodal
transport and value added logistics; coordination, collaboration and creation of synergies;
specific common marketing actions at international level.
The methodology used has been semi-structured interviews with stakeholders.
Main sources for data used have been internet (including international research of similar
solutions), local authorities, Port Authority of Levante.
Market conditions require to look ahead and “away from home”: Balkans, South Eastern
Europe, Middle East, Far East are growing. But also the “Arab Revolution” will provide
changes. And opportunities for collaboration, for cultural exchange and for business. Bari is
nearer to the growing markets as the ports of the Northern Range, but has to improve
efficiency, quality, speed, specialisation.
The project has many different target groups – the main are Local Authorities, Multimodal
Platforms, Transport and Logistic Operators, Agriculture and Industry.
The creation of new specialised multimodal transport and logistic services in combination
with selected worldwide marketing is strategic.
The customer structure will change: better services will keep clients and, together with
innovation and strategic marketing, add new and different clients and therefore change their
mix/structure.
There is only limited data existing (that’s one of the future tasks of the multimodal platforms,
eventually together with public organisations for the promotion of territory).
The long-term outlook is positive if the proposed actions are realised.
The proposed infrastructure solution of a “truck road” is not a very long-term sustainable
solution, but an acceptable one for the next 15-20 years.
The combination of the road dedicated to freight transport (“truck road”) with the
improvement of existing and the creation of new multimodal transport and value added
logistic services, with the creation of a big “virtual” multimodal and logistics, communication,
collaboration and use of synergies and with a particular attention to environmental impact will
be a successful strategy if implemented “step by step” in the spirit of “think globally and act
locally”.
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WP 5 – Executive summary of Study " Development of the Terminal for dry bulk cargo in
the Port of Bar in function of current and expected requirements of logistic subjects in the
gravitational area "
In accordance with the plan of activities for work package 5 (WP5) of WATERMODE project,
Port of Bar has prepared the Study " Development of the Terminal for dry bulk cargo in the
Port of Bar in function of current and expected requirements of logistic subjects in the
gravitational area ". The objective of the development plan is to provide detailed
development concept for the Dry Bulk terminal based on a comprehensive market analysis
to support decision making process towards equipment investments and area allocation.
Study is of crucial importance for supporting further managerial activities directed to
improving operations at the Dry Bulk Cargo terminal in The Port of Bar because it
incorporates following elements:
Chapter 1 briefly describes the background of the Port of Bar dry bulk terminal project,
including site location and conditions, terminal and hinterland access, etc.
Chapter 2 gives an overview on the macroeconomic situation of Montenegro and all
relevant economies in the hinterland of the Port of Bar. The focus will be on overall country
performance measured by gross domestic product (GDP) and on the foreign trade sector
with special focus on the import and export activities of dry-bulk goods.
The competitive situation of Bar dry bulk terminal is analysed in chapter 3. It gives an
overview of the main competitors of the Bar dry-bulk terminal with respect to type of
handled cargo, capacity, seaside and landside access, and future projects. At the end, all
relevant competitive factors are summarised and the overall competitive situation of the
Bar dry-bulk terminal is assessed.
Based on the results of previous chapters, a detailed traffic forecast for Bar dry bulk
terminal from 2011 to 2025 is outlined in chapter 4. The forecast is based on past traffic
data of the port. In order to give realistic projections, a conservative approach has been
followed by only considering types of cargo that have been handled on a regular basis in
the Port of Bar. In addition, recently attracted cargo has been also included. The traffic
projection for each type of cargo starts with an analysis of the past traffic data for the last
eight years including 2009. Subsequently, traffic projections are performed in three
scenarios, base case, best case and worst case, each depending on different assumptions
outlined in detail. Projections are given separately for domestic and transit traffic.
Chapter 5 sets out details of the development plan for the terminal. It describes the
proposed development phases, main design criteria as well as engineering methods and
civil construction works, necessary to extend the dry bulk terminal. Further, it assesses the
need for the procurement of equipment, associated operating procedures and staffing
requirements.
Finally, chapter 6 describes details of the proposed Environmental Management System
and proposes a future structure of such a system.
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1.

1

INTRODUCTION

This section provides an overview of the objectives of the development
plan, the layout of the report, and a brief description of the main
characteristics of the dry-bulk terminal in the Port of Bar.

1.1

General Aspects

1.1.1

Objectives of the Development Plan

Port of Bar is a holding company, in which the State of Montenegro holds 54% of
shares. The Port of Bar has seen substantial growth in the past years. Major cargo
groups handled at the port include conventional general cargo, containerised
cargo, ro-ro cargo as well as liquid and dry bulk cargo. Lately, the container
terminal and general cargo facility has been organised in a separate company
leaving the Port of bar with RoRo and bulk cargo handling.
In 2010 the throughput quantities of dry bulk strongly increased due to new ore
business with the Kosovo. To assess the future dry bulk market potential and to
analyse the logistical, technical and operational requirements of the dry bulk
terminal, Port of Bar (“the Client”) has assigned HPC Hamburg Port Consulting
GmbH (“the Consultant”) for the elaboration of a development plan for the Port of
Bar Dry Bulk Terminal.
The objective of the development plan is to provide the Client with a detailed
development concept for the Dry Bulk terminal based on a comprehensive market
analysis to support their decision process towards equipment investments and area
allocation. Once a positive decision has been taken, detailed civil engineering
design studies must be undertaken.
1.1.2

Layout of the Report

The Development Plan is set out as follows:
To begin with, chapter 1 briefly describes the background of the Bar dry bulk
terminal project, including site location and conditions, terminal and hinterland
access, etc.
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In chapter 2 macro-economic factors and their likely effect on the development of
dry bulk traffic are discussed. Also the transport economic aspects of the region
and the Port of Bar are shown.
The competitive situation of Bar dry bulk terminal is analysed in chapter 3. It
gives an overview of the main competitors of the Bar dry-bulk terminal with
respect to type of handled cargo, capacity, seaside and landside access, and future
projects. In the end, all relevant competitive factors are summarised and the
overall competitive situation of the Bar dry-bulk terminal is assessed.
Based on the results of chapters 2 and 3, a detailed traffic forecast for Bar dry
bulk terminal from 2011 to 2025 is outlined in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 sets out details of the development plan for the terminal. It describes the
proposed development phases, main design criteria as well as engineering
methods and civil construction works, necessary to extend the dry bulk terminal.
Further, it assesses the need for the procurement of equipment, associated
operating procedures and staffing requirements.
Finally, chapter 6 describes details of the proposed Environmental Management
System and proposes a future structure of such a system.
1.2

Project Background Information

The Port of Bar is located on position 42° 5! N, 19° 5’ E. As major port of the
Republic of Montenegro it is located in the southern part of the Adriatic Sea
approx. 50 km south of Podgorica.
The port area is located west of the city of Bar (see Figure 1). The port covers an
area of 200 hectares and an aquatorium of approx. 90 ha. The port has a total quay
length of 3.5km, and comprises of various open storage areas and warehouses.
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Figure 1:

3

Area around the Port of Bar

Source: http://www.lukabar.me, 2010.

The port area of Bar comprises a container terminal, a grain terminal, a ferry
terminal, a liquid bulk facility, a cement facility, a dry bulk terminal, facilities for
the handling and storage of general cargo etc. The location of the dry-bulk
terminal is shown in the following Figure 2.
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Figure 2:

Location of Dry-Bulk Terminal within the Port Area
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Source: Google Earth, HPC, 2008.

With respect to the nautical access, the port features favourable approach
conditions. Since the port is located directly at the open sea, vessel depth is not
restricted up to the entrance of the port. The fairway buoys, where approaching
vessels meet tugs and pilots are located 0.5 nautical miles in front of the port
entry.
Safe anchorage can be obtained in front of the port’s breakwater providing
sufficient depth for all vessel sizes. The port basin, which is protected by the
breakwater, features a depth of 14.0 m. The berths are presently dredged to depth
varying between 6.0 m and 14.0m.
From the hinterland the port is accessible by road and by rail. The dry-bulk
terminal area can be accessed from the east by road and is also connected to the
local railway network with two railway tracks close to the quay wall.
A well maintained main trunk road leads from Bar to Podgorica (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3:

5

Road and Rail Transport Routes Montenegro

Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), 2010.

From Podgorica, the capital and with approximately 180,000 inhabitants the
largest city of Montenegro, connection is made with the port’s wider hinterland.
Rail connections exist between Bar and Podgorica and further on to Belgrade.
Railway heads within the port exist at almost all terminals.
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MACROECONOMIC SITUATION AND
TRANSPORT ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF PORT
OF BAR HINTERLAND

This chapter gives an overview on the macroeconomic situation of
Montenegro and all relevant economies in the hinterland of the Port of Bar.
The focus will be on overall country performance measured by gross
domestic product (GDP) and on the foreign trade sector with special focus
on the import and export activities of dry-bulk goods.

2.1

Macroeconomic Situation

2.1.1

Definition of Hinterland

The Port of Bar, especially in recent years, does not only serve the Montenegrin
market, but also other countries, namely Serbia, Kosovo, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and FYR Macedonia. At the dry-bulk facility, cargo mainly from/to
Montenegro, Serbia, and Kosovo is handled and, to a smaller extent, also cargo
from Bosnia-Herzegovina (scrap). Other countries that might be served through
Bar include Romania or Hungary, although shipping agents in Bar assume that, if
at all, such traffic will take a long time to materialize. Landlocked Macedonia
could be also served via Bar, however, travelling distance from major dry-bulk
projects to the Port of Durres or Thessaloniki is much shorter.
For these reasons the main focus with regard to the hinterland of Bar is put on
Montenegro, Serbia, and Kosovo, which will be briefly analysed in the following
sub-sections.
2.1.2

Economic Performance and Outlook

Montenegro

The Republic of Montenegro became an independent state in 2006 and has a
population of approx. 626,000 inhabitants. GDP per capita is approx. EUR 4,800,
putting Montenegro among the poorest countries in Europe. The dismal economic
situation of Montenegro is due both to the disintegration of Yugoslavia and the
corresponding loss of former markets in the early 1990’s as well as the imposition
of UN sanctions in 1992.
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In 1997 Montenegro began to loosen its ties with Serbia. One result was the
adoption of the German mark as the official legal tender to reign in resurgent
inflation. Since 2002 the Euro is the only legal tender in Montenegro, although
Montenegro is not part of the European currency union.
Economic growth picked up only in 2004, reaching a growth rate of in excess of
4%. Although no exact statistics are available, it is safe to assume that services
make the largest contribution (estimated approx. 70%) to the national GDP. Most
activities of the service sector are related to tourism, which attracts increasing
amounts of foreign direct investment. Agriculture is estimated to account for less
than 10% of GDP and industry for the remaining 20%+. National industries
include steel processing, food processing and the production of consumer goods.
However, by far the most important industrial sector is aluminium production,
which is predominantly performed by Kombinat Aluminium Podgorica (KAP)1, a
large aluminium complex, which has been privatized in 2005. KAP recently shut
down its alumina production plant due to several problems such as outdated
equipment and high energy costs leading to non-competitive production costs.
Importing alumina as feedstock for aluminium will now take place partly via the
Port of Bar and partly via other sources. In return, bauxite, which serves as
feedstock for alumina production, will be exported as dry-bulk cargo from 2011
onwards via the Port of Bar.
Aluminium accounted for approx. half of all export earnings of Montenegro until
2008. In 2009, it accounted only for 22%. As the lion’s share of exports are
destined to the EU countries, the amount was significantly reduced due to the
severe negative effect of the economic crisis on the EU construction sector. The
major export market for Montenegro is Switzerland, accounting for more than
80% of all exports. This is due the fact that the majority of Montenegrin
aluminium and steel exports are sold to traders located in Switzerland. Italy is the
destination for approx. 6% of Montenegrin exports.
With regard to imports Greece, Italy, Germany and Bosnia-Herzegovina are the
most important partners, each accounting for approx. 10% of total imports. Major
import goods include building materials, equipment and machinery as well as
consumption goods.

1

KAP is majority owned and managed by the Central European Aluminium Company (CEAC) which also owns a large
Bauxite Mine in Niksic and the Alumina Refinery Cemtrade in Romania.
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International trade relations have improved markedly in recent years. To further
advance its international integration, Montenegro is currently pursuing
membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO) and signed a Stability and
Association Agreement with the European Union in October 2007 in anticipation
of eventual EU membership. The agreement gives Montenegro access to EU
funding to support the convergence to EU standards. In early 2007, Montenegro
already joined the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
Due to the aforementioned developments, increasing political stability and
moderate inflation Montenegro’s economy grew by approx. 6.9% in 2008.
However, the economic crisis in 2009 led to a severe contraction of the economy
by 5.7%. The IMF foresees a positive mid-term outlook for Montenegro, if
foreign investments grow and the economic situation of KAP stabilises. However,
unemployment, at a rate of approx. 12%, remains very high and continues to pose
a challenge for Montenegro’s government. Another concern is institutional
stability as government and state authorities are still young and thus
comparatively weak. Nevertheless, it is not expected that these factors will pose
major obstacles to further economic growth. According to IMF projections it is
expected that growth will increase again in 2011 up to approx. 4.5% and will
decrease slightly to 4% in 2015.2
Serbia

Serbia is a landlocked country directly bordering Montenegro in the north east.
Serbia’s population amounts to approx. 7.4 million inhabitants. Average GDP per
capita is stated at USD 5,300 in 2010. Economic mismanagement, an extended
period of economic sanctions, and the damage to Yugoslavia's infrastructure and
industry during the NATO airstrikes in 1999 left the economy only half the size it
was in 1990. As a result the coalition government implemented stabilization
measures and embarked on a market reform program, after the ousting of
Milosevic in 2000. Yugoslavia commenced to reintegrate into the international
community by rejoining international institutions such as the IMF and the World
Bank. So far however, Belgrade has made only minimal progress in restructuring
and privatizing its holdings in major sectors of the economy, including energy and
telecommunications. It has made halting progress towards EU membership and is
currently pursuing a Stabilization and Association Agreement with the EU. Serbia
is also pursuing membership in the WTO.

2

Data of economic indicators is taken from the World Economic Outlook Database (October 2010) of the IMF.
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Following the adverse economic environment in the 1990’s Serbia developed in
the last few years very dynamically. Serbia’s economy has expanded by 5.5% in
2008. However, the economic crisis dampened the positive development and led
to a decrease of the economy by 3%. The IMF estimate for 2010 is currently at
1.5%. It was at 2% before but has been lately reduced due to possible spillovers
from the Greek crisis. According to IMF projections, a stronger increase of 3%
will occur in 2011. Inflation, being in the double digit range for most years, was
positively effected and came down to 4% in 2010. However, unemployment,
currently at approx. 17%, remains a political and economic problem in Serbia.3
Main export products of Serbia include products of iron and steel, cereals,
machinery and transport equipment. Major import goods include fuels and oils,
equipment and machinery, and building materials, as well as consumer goods.
Major dry-bulk related companies are large grain producers in the region of Novi
Sad. The total corn production in 2009 amounted up to 6 million tons: Thereof 1.6
million tons were exported. Besides agri-bulk, there are also companies of the
mineral industry importing or exporting dry-bulk cargo. Main companies are US
Steel and Rudarsko Topionicki Bazen Bor (RTB Bor).
Kosovo

Located east of Montenegro, landlocked Kosovo declared independence only in
February 2008. Kosovo's approx. 2.1 million citizens are the poorest in Europe
with an average GDP per capita of only USD 2,500. Over the past few years
Kosovo's economy has shown significant progress in transitioning to a marketbased system, but it is still highly dependent on the international community and
its diaspora for financial and technical assistance. Remittances from the diaspora
account for about 30% of GDP. Unemployment, currently at 16.6%, is a severe
problem that encourages outward migration.
Economic growth is largely driven by the private sector, mainly small-scale retail
businesses. Minerals and metals and a wide variety of construction materials once
formed the backbone of Kosovo’s industrial sector, but output has declined
because investment has been insufficient to replace ageing equipment. Technical
and financial problems in the power sector also impede industrial development.
The official currency of Kosovo is the Euro, but the Serbian Dinar is also used in
the Serb enclaves. Kosovo's tie to the Euro has helped keep inflation low.

3

Data of economic indicators is taken from the World Economic Outlook Database (October 2010) of the IMF.
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Macedonia is the most important import and export market for Kosovo accounting
for approx. 20% of overall trade, followed by Serbia (12%), China (10%) and
Turkey (6%). The most important trade partner is the EU, which in total accounts
for 35% of Kosovo’s imports and 50% of Kosovo’s exports.
In 2009, Kosovo became a member country of the IMF. According to the IMF’s
latest country report the economy of the Kosovo was only modestly affected by
the European recession. The GDP growth rate declined to 4% in 2009 compared
with 5.4% in 2008. It is expected that due to the very low base of the Kosovo
economy, there is considerable growth potential in the future. Nevertheless, its
unresolved international status, wide-spread corruption and weak institutions
should have a dampening impact on economic growth. For the next years, the
IMF projects moderate growth of 4.6% in 2010, 5.9% in 2011, and 5.2% in 2012.4
2.2

Transport Economic Aspects

The dominating transportation network in the Balkan region is the network of the
Pan European Corridors. The ten corridors have been defined on a conference in
Crete in 1994 as major routes that require special investments over the next 10 to
15 years. Additional branches have been defined at a further conference in
Helsinki in 1997. The total network is depicted in Figure 4.
Figure 4:

Pan European Corridors

Source: EU, 2010.

4

Data of economic indicators is taken from the World Economic Outlook Database (October 2010) of the IMF.
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The corridors consist of road and rail routes as well as of inland waterways, i.e.
corridor number VII physically is the Danube river. For purpose of dry bulk
transportation inland waterways are the most economic transportation mode
followed by rail and road.
2.2.1

Inland Waterway Transportation

The most important inland waterway is the Danube River. It is 2,870 km long and
leads via the Main-Rhine-Channel from Constanta on the Black Sea to Rotterdam
located on the North Sea (see Figure 5). As for the depth, differentiation must be
made between dammed and free-flowing section of the Danube. For instance
upstream of hydropower stations in Austria fairway depth comes to an average of
15 meter, compared to up to 35 meter upstream of the Iron Gate in Romania.
Fairway depth must come to at least 2.5 meter in the free-flowing sections of the
Danube, at least according to the recommendations of the Danube Commission, in
order to be navigable throughout the year.
Figure 5:

Danube-Main-Rhine Waterway

Source: HPC, 2010.

The ports of Rijeka, Koper, and Ploce have access to the Danube River at
Budapest, via the Pan European Corridor number V. The Port of Constanta is
situated right at the Danube River channel. Due to lower transportation costs on
inland waterways compared with rail or road, Constanta is a strong competitor to
Bar by means of attracting cargo from or destined to Belgrade and Novi Sad. The
ports of Thessaloniki and Durres can also access the waterway at Belgrade via a
combination of corridors number X and VIII. The Port of Bar is the only port
which has no direct link to the Danube via a Pan European Corridor.
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Rail Transportation

Table 1 shows the length of rail tracks within the Pan European Corridors.
Table 1:

Total Kilometres of Railway Corridors in Western
Balkans

Source: Re-linking the Western Balkans (CSIS, EKEM).

Besides the corridor network, Figure 6 shows the overall south east Europe core
rail network. Even though the Port of Bar is connected to the railway network it
has to be mentioned that this railway is not part of a Pan European Corridor. It is
just a single track connection and the part from Podgorica to Belgrade is of poor
condition.
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South East Europe Core Rail Network

Source: SEETO, 2009; CSIS, EKIM, 2010.

2.2.3

Road Transportation

Figure 7 shows the south east Europe core road network including the Pan
European Corridors.
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South East Europe Core Road Network

Source: South-East Europe Transport Observatory (SEETO), 2009; CSIS, EKEM 2010.

The following table gives a general idea which highways and motorways are
available between the points of interest of this report. For each point, the table
shows distance by road and possible choices of highways or motor ways that
could be used. Most of these routes are part of the Pan European Corridors. In
case of Sarajevo, no major international routes are passing through Bosnian and
Herzegovina for that reason local roads need to be used within the country.
It can be seen that the Port of Bar is best located to serve Belgrade (Serbia), Novi
Sad (Serbia) and Pristina (Kososvo) and competes with Rijeka and Thessaloniki
for these regions by means of road transportation. However, the roads connecting
the Port of Bar with the remaining road network are not part of a Pan European
Corridor. Upgrading of the main road leading to Podgorica and further to
Belgrade to a four-lane highway is scheduled to commence in 2011. However,
construction time will be at least eight to ten years.
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510(21, E65)

696(E75, 22)
697(E75, 25)

599 (21,E65)
897(E75)

552(E70)

634(E70)

638(E75
675(E75,E79)

898(E75)

Bar, Montenegro

Durres, Albania

Ploce, Croatia

Rijeka, Croatia

Koper, Slovenia

Thessaloniki, Greece

Constanza, Romania

950(E81)
983(E75)

723(E75)
761 (E75, E79

614(E70)

532(E70)
551(2, E70)

673(E75)
607(E65)

856(E75)
799(E75, 25)

550 (21, E65)

Novi Sad, Serbia
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Source: Google Maps Distance Calculator; HPC, 2010.

Belgrade, Serbia

868(E80)
868(R4/E772)

329(E75)

986(E70)
1,287(E75)

465
(E851,E65,E80)
445( E65,E80)
903(E75,E70)

316(E65,E80)
320(25, E851)
345(25)
385(M4)

Pristina, Kosovo

1,087(DN7,E68
1,104(M3)

1,006(E75)
1,040(51,E75)

569(M7)
720(A2)

503(E71,M7)
576(M7)

977(A1)
1,166 (A1,E73)

833(E75,21)
1,114(E75)
970(E75,21)
1,139(E75)

Budapest, Hungary

Road Distance between Ports and Regional Economic Centres

km (Road)

Table 2:
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862(E871)
801(E871, 3/E83)

239(E75)

1,067(E75,E70)
1,367(E75)

984(E75,E70)
1,150(A1)

532(E65)
489(E851,E65)

346(E851)
368(M4)
333(M4)
338(M4,SH6)

Skopje, Macedonia

1,067(E761, E574,
E81)

826(E761,E75)

655(E73, D525,E70,
E57,E61, E751)

570 (D8, E65, E70,
D525,E73)

196(E73, D8)

-

398(E73,E65,E851)

Sarajevo, Bosnia
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TRAFFIC FORECAST FOR BAR DRY BULK
TERMINAL 2011-2025

This chapter provides a detailed traffic forecast for the dry-bulk terminal in
the Port of Bar. The forecast at hand is based on past traffic data of the
port. In order to give realistic projections, a conservative approach has
been followed by only considering types of cargo that have been handled
on a regular basis in the Port of Bar. In addition, recently attracted cargo
has been also included. The traffic projection for each type of cargo starts
with an analysis of the past traffic data for the last eight years including
2009. Subsequently, traffic projections are performed in three scenarios,
base case, best case and worst case, each depending on different
assumptions outlined in detail. Projections are given separately for
domestic and transit traffic.

4.1

Projections of Domestic Traffic

The sequence of traffic projections follows the order of importance of each type of
cargo for the Bar dry-bulk terminal during the past years.6 Dry-bulk cargo related
to KAP has been analysed seperatly at the end of this chapter. .
4.1.1

Crushed Stone

The main export good of the Port of Bar during the past years was crushed stone,
processed at the Quarry Volujica in the Port of Bar, operated by NIMONT. From
2003 to 2005, export quantities amounted up to 800,000 tons p.a. whereas
nowadays, export is approximately 150,000 tons p.a. (see Figure 17). The cargo is
destined for Italy, namely Ravenna and Venice.

6

Domestic traffic of corn and wheat have been excluded from the study, as nowadays almost 100% of grain is imported via
road or rail from Serbia.
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Export of Crushed Stone at Port of Bar, 2002-2009
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Source: Port of Bar; HPC, 2010.

Export quantities of crushed stones for 2010 will be approximately 142,000 tons.
However, estimates for 2011 look promising. According to NIMONT the
following quantities are currently under negotiations:
Table 11:

Possible Quantities of Crushed Stone Export 2011, Port
of Bar

Destination

Quantity in 2011

Status of Contract

Ravenna

250,000 t

closed

Malta

150,000 t

very likely

Ancona

1,000,000 t (over 2 years)

likely

Albania

Port investment project with
total value of 2,000,000 €; no
indication of possible
quantities

Announcement of the
overall project;
negotiations not started

Source: Nimont; HPC, 2010.

For the base scenario, it is assumed that besides the quantities already contracted
with Ravenna also quantities for Malta will be carried out in 2011. In the high
case, Ancona will be also realised. However, for the pessimistic scenario, only
quantities for Ravenna are forecast for 2011.
Due to the fact that most cargo is delivered to Italy it is assumed that future
growth of crushed stone export is bound to Italian GDP growth multiplied with a
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factor steadily decreasing from 7 in 20137 to 2 in 2025. In order to account for the
high volatility of the past traffic the base for growth projections in 2012 is
calculated as average quantity of the past three years.
Figure 18:

Past Data and Traffic Potential for Crushed Stone Export
at Port of Bar
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Source: HPC, 2010.

4.1.2

Cement

As mentioned before, the Port of Bar accommodates six silos owned to CEMEX
Croatia for bulk cement import. Due to the financial and economic crisis in 2009,
many Montenegrin construction projects have been put on hold which resulted in
a strong reduction of bulk-cement import via the Port of Bar (see Figure 19).

7

Current multiplier (average between 2009 and 2010) between Italian GDP growth and growth of crushed stone export at
port of Bar.
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Import of Cement at Port of Bar, 2002-2009
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Source: Port of Bar; HPC, 2010.

Montenegro has no cement plant and is thus importing all quantities for inland
consumption, mainly from Croatia and Serbia. Based on import data obtained
from the International Trade Centre and population data provided by the United
Nations, total Montenegrin cement consumption in 2009 was 570 kg per capita.
According to the CEMBUREAU, the highest per capita cement consumption in
2009 was observed for Luxembourg with 1,000 kg, whereas most countries
showed 600 kg as maximum. However, in Montenegro, per capita consumption
already reached 800 kg in 2007 and 1,100 in 2008. In the past, seaborne import of
cement was on average 66% of total imports and thereof 55% was bulk cement. It
is assumed that the share of seaborne import will decrease from 66% to 50% by
2025 due to the newly built cement plant in Albania (TITAN cement).
Furthermore, the bulk-share will decrease slightly to 50% by the end of the
forecast horizon, as large infrastructure projects will decrease and private
consumption will increase over time, demanding bagged cement.
For the base scenario it is forecast that Montenegrin per capita cement
consumption will amount up to 1,200 kg per capita by 2025 due to large
infrastructure projects underway (e.g. construction of the highway between Bar
and Belgrade).
In the high case, cement consumption per capita will increase to 1,400 kg. It is
very likely, that Montenegro will become an EU member within the next 15 years,
which will give access to funding of infrastructure and other construction projects.
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In the low case, consumption will only reach levels of 2007 and 2008 amounting
up to 1,000 kg per capita. Due to financing problems investments into large
infrastructure projects might be further postponed which leads to a lower overall
consumption.
The following Figure 20 shows all three scenarios for bulk cement traffic potential
at the Port of Bar.
Figure 20:

Past Data and Traffic Potential for Bulk Cement Import at
Port of Bar
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Source: HPC, 2010.

4.1.3

Scrap

Import

During the site visit, the client informed the consultant that Montenegrin Zeljezara
Niksic A.D. plans to import steel scrap for their steel milling operations in the
future. However, the client informed the consultant that the company currently
faces problems as its employees are on strike. According to Mr. Piotr Kiacevski,
Zeljezara Niksic A.D., the steel mill purchases its steel scrap currently from
inland sources but plans to switch to seaborne imports. Freight costs for scrap
from inland sources are currently 10€/t higher than for imported scrap. Niksic
Steel Mill plans to import 10,000 tons of scrap per month via the Port of Bar
starting in 2011. As the steel produced at Niksic is made by 80% of scrap, the
planned production for 2011 will amount up to 150,000 tons. Current annual
production capacity stands at 380,000 tons. However, due to current problems at
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the plant indicated by the client and no figures of steel production available for
2010, the import plans of Niksic Steel Mill are considered to be very unlikely.
The World Steel Association shows 11% growth for steel production in non-EU
countries in Europe. It is assumed that growth will decline to 9% in 2011 and
further to 4% at 2025. The resulting growth rates have been used as proxies to
forecast the annual steel production at Zeljezara Niksic A.D. until 2025. As
production at Niksic Steel Mill has been considered to be not without problems,
different maximum utilisation rates have been considered for each scenario.
In the base scenario, utilisation will be at 30% in 2011 and increase to its
maximum of 80% by 2013. In the high case, utilisation will be at 50% in 2011 and
increase to its maximum of 90% by 2013. In the low scenario, utilisation will be
at 20% in 2011 and increase to its maximum of 70% by 2013. Import quantities
for each year are calculated as 80% of total steel production. The following Figure
21 shows the different traffic scenarios.
Figure 21:

Past Data and Traffic Potential for Scrap Import at Port
of Bar
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Source: HPC, 2010.

Export

Exporting metal scrap from Montenegro started last year and heavily increased to
approximately 19,000 tons in 2010. The strong steel demand in Asia and Far East
is the main driver for this prosperous business. According to the client, the Port of
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Bar expects approximately 24,000 tons of scrap in 2011.8 For reasons of
conservative planning, this amount is assigned to the high case forecasting
scenario whereas in the base case an amount of 21,000 tons seems to be more
realistic. In the low case, only 18,000 tons of scrap is expected. It is assumed that
future Montenegrin scrap export via the Port of Bar will grow in line with growth
rate for steel production in Asia. According to the World Steel Association, Asian
steel growth recovered in 2010 and amounted up to 14%. It is assumed that it will
be slightly lower in 2011 at 12%and from then onwards it will steadily decline to
6% in 2025. As Montenegrin scrap is limited by the size of the economy, Asian
steel production growth rate will be multiplied yearly with a factor declining from
1 in 2012 to -0.5 in 2025 adjusting the growth rate for Montenegrin scrap exports.
The following Figure 22 shows the potential export traffic of scrap for all three
forecast scenarios.
Figure 22:

Past Data and Traffic Potential for Scrap Export at Port
of Bar
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Source: HPC, 2010.

4.1.4

Salt

The past quantities of imported salt at the Port of Bar are of less importance. Due
to the very volatile past data the quantity in 2011 is calculated as the average

8

The Port of Bar indicated that they expect 80,000 tons of scrap in 2011 encompassing export and transit export from
Serbia and Bosnia. Montenegrin export in 2011 is calculated according to the relation of Montenegrin scrap export to total
scrap export in 2010.
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quantity of the past nine years. It is assumed, that imports will grow in line with
the Montenegrin GDP growth. Growth rates have been obtained from the IMF
until 2015. Thenceforward, it is assumed that GDP growth will decrease to 3.5%
by 2025. For the high case, GDP growth rates are assumed to be 0.5%-points
higher due to an overall more positive economic development of the country. In
the pessimistic scenario, the opposite will be the case.
The following Figure 23 shows the development of the potential traffic for salt
import at the Port of Bar.
Figure 23:

Past Data and Traffic Potential for Salt Import at Port of
Bar
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4.1.5

Dry-Bulk Cargo related to KAP

Bauxite and Alumina

As mentioned before, KAP closed its Alumina plant due to high and noncompetitive production costs, caused by high energy costs. It plans to start
importing alumina and exporting bauxite from 2011 onwards. According to a
representative of KAP, it is very unlikely that the alumina plant will be ever reopened in the future.
The production capacity of Bauxite Mines Niksic amounts up to 700,000 tons p.a..
Almost all bauxite was provided for alumina production at KAP’s alumina plant
(production capacity of 280,000 tons p.a.) which in turn was completely used as
feed for KAP’s Aluminum production plant in Podgorica. In 2010, 80,000 tons of
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aluminium was produced at KAP which results in an utilisation of 66% as the
current capacity amounts up to 120,000 tons aluminium p.a.
Aluminium production is expected to grow at the same rate as steel production
growth of non-EU European countries. KAP plans to start importing 90,000 to
110,000 tons of alumina in 2011 via the Port of Bar. A first vessel unloading
7,500 tons of alumina is even expected in December 2010. Aluminium production
in 2011 is estimated with 87,000 tons, hence import quantities via the Port of Bar
reflect a market share of 52% to 63% of total alumina imports.9 No capacity
expansion of the aluminium plant is planned for the future.
In the base scenario it is assumed that 100,000 tons of alumina, which is a market
share of 58%, will be imported in 2011. From 2013 onwards, the market share of
the Port of Bar will be 63% due to better rail transportation. For the high case,
110,000 tons (63% market share) are expected in 2011. The market share of the
Port of Bar will be 70% from 2014 onwards as the rail transportation between Bar
and Podgorica are expected to improve significantly. Within the low case, only
90,000 tons (52% market share) are assumed. The market share will slightly
increase to 55% in 2012 an remain on this level for the rest of the forecast
horizon.
Furthermore, KAP indicated that a maximum of 500,000 tons of bauxite will be
exported via the Port of Bar. For the base scenario, 400,000 tons of bauxite p.a.
have been projected. In the high case, the maximum of 500,000 tons bauxite p.a.
will be exported. The low scenario shows only 300,000 tons bauxite p.a. The
following Figure 24 shows future traffic potential of bauxite and alumina at the
Port of Bar.

9

According to the International Aluminium Institute 2 tons alumina = 1 ton of aluminum.
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Past Data and Traffic Potential for Bauxite Export and
Alumina Import at Port of Bar
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Petroleum Coke

Import of petroleum coke (pet coke) for energy supply of KAP has decreased to
almost zero in 2009 (see Figure 25).
Figure 25:

Import of Petroleum Coke at Port of Bar, 2002-2009
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Source: Port of Bar; HPC, 2010.

Also, in 2010 no vessel with pet coke is expected to call at the Port of Bar.
However, due to relatively stable quantities in the past, at least 1 or 2 vessels
(~22,000 dwt) per year are expected to call Bar dry bulk terminal in the future.
The pet coke is used in the aluminium production process of KAP; hence it is
assumed that pet coke imports will grow in line with aluminium production. The
past relation between pet coke import quantities via the Port of Bar to total
aluminium production was relatively constant at an average 33% of output
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quantity. In the base scenario, it is assumed that this relation remains stable. In the
high case, the import quantities are 10% higher due to an increased market share
of the Port of Bar. For the pessimistic scenario, quantities are 10% lower than in
the base case.
The following Figure 26 shows the development of the pet coke import traffic
potential for the Port of Bar until 2025.
Figure 26:

Past Data and Traffic Potential for Pet Coke Import at
Port of Bar
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Source: HPC, 2010.

4.2

Projections of Transit Traffic

During the past years, grain and scrap were the main goods of transit dry-bulk
cargo in the Port of Bar 10 Due to this, both goods will be analysed and forecasted
firstly in this chapter. Since June 2010 the Port of Bar attracted significant
quantities of ores. This business will be analysed and forecasted separately at the
end of this chapter.

10

Besides the cargo analysed in the following sections, alumina (5,000 to 30,000 tons p.a.) from Bosnia and Herzegovina
was exported via the Port of Bar during 2003 to 2005. Furthermore, in 2008 and 2009 US Steel of Serbia imported coke
(23,000 to 30,000 tons p.a.) via the Port of Bar as alternative to the Port of Constanta. However, in 2010 US Steel switched
back to the Port of Constanta for coke imports. Due to low transportation costs using the Danube River it is assumed that
this business will remain at Constanta. Both cargo types will not be considered within the forecast due to irregular traffic
data in the past.
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Grain

During the past, large amounts of grain have been exported from Serbia via the
dry-bulk terminal in the Port of Bar. Lately, quantities decreased to 36,000 tons in
2008 and 26,000 tons in 2009 whereas in 2006, Serbia exported 109,000 tons of
corn via the Port of Bar. One major reason for the reduction in the past was
political problems between Serbia and Montenegro.
Figure 27:

Transit Export of Grain at Port of Bar, 2002-2009
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In 2010, approximately 20,000 tons of grain is expected to be handled at the Port
of Bar. This further decline might be caused by Serbian grain producers who
switched to the Port of Constanta for exporting grain. Until April 2010,
transportation costs of grain via the Danube River to Constanta were lower than
by rail to Bar. In April 2010 transportation costs have been re-negotiated and the
Port of Bar became competitive with the Port of Constanta by means of price.
However, the railway to Bar is not very reliable and the number of wagons is
limited. In addition to that, one of the largest Serbian grain producers,
EASTPOINT, invested in a silo (70,000 tons static capacity) in the Port of
Constanta. In addition he operates own barges for grain transportation on the
Danube River. It is thus assumed that even if the railway connection between
Novi Sad and Bar improves, Serbia will still use the Port of Constanta for the
lion’s share of its seaborne grain exports.
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However, quantities destined for Italy and some other European countries are still
likely to be exported via Adriatic ports. Total exported corn from Serbia via
Adriatic ports is estimated at 82,000 tons p.a. (2009 and 2010)11 with Montenegro
handling approximately 30% of that in 2009 and 17% in 2010. Wheat export via
Adriatic ports is estimated at 52,000 tons p.a. (2009 and 2010)12 with the Port of
Bar handling approximately 11% in 2010. It seems realistic that Rijeka and Ploce
are the strongest competitors to the Port of Bar concerning Serbian grain exports
via the Adriatic coast. For forecasting reasons it is assumed that the total amount
of Serbian grain export via Adriatic ports will grow along with Italian population
growth, as the lion’s share is destined for Italia.
According to the client the Port of Bar expects between 50,000 and 100,000 tons
of grain in 2011. For reasons of conservative planning, 50,000 tons are considered
to be realistic for the base scenario. The quantity is divided into corn and wheat
according to the ratio in 2010. From 2013 onwards, the market share of corn at the
Port of Bar will be 55% and for wheat it will be 35%, as it is assumed that new
clients will choose Bar instead of other ports due to increased liability of the
railway connection.
In the high case the Port of Bar will handle 75,000 tons of grain in 2011. Corn
market share will be 80% and 55% for wheat from 2014 onwards. It is assumed
that besides a higher reliability of the railway connection the capacity will be also
increased by investments into new wagons.
In the pessimistic scenario, it is assumed that the Port of Bar will handle 40,000
tons of grain in 2011. A market share of 40% for corn and 25% for wheat will be
reached by 2012. No further growth in market share is assumed due to the fact,
that the railway connection will remain at low performance, as investments will
be postponed due to financing problems.

11

Own calculations based on data from International Trade Center, 2010.

12

Own calculations based on data from International Trade Center, 2010.
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Past Data and Traffic Potential for Loading Transit Grain
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4.2.2

Scrap

Since 2008, steel scrap is a growing transit export business at the Port of Bar.
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, and Kosovo exported 20,000 tons in 2008 and
36,800 tons in 2009 of scrap via Bar. In 2010, approximately 43,000 tons will be
exported.
In the base scenario, 48,500 tons of transit export scrap is expected in 2011 in the
Port of Bar.13 In the high case 55,000 tons of transit scrap is expected in 2011, as a
new client might decide to use the Port of Bar for exporting reasons. In the low
scenario, only 41,600 tons are considered in 2011, as it might also happen, that a
cargo owner decides to switch to a different port
The growth is assumed to be in line with Asian steel production growth capped by
a multiplier that accounts for the fact that scrap quantity is limited over time.
Figure 29 illustrates the development of the traffic potential for all three scenarios.

13

In total the Port of Bar expects 70,000 tons of export scrap. The amount of transit export scrap is calculated according to
the share of transit export scrap to total export scrap in 2010.
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General Introduction of EMS
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An Environmental Management System14 is a formal system for proactively
managing the environmental footprint of a port. It incorporates environmental
considerations and decision making into a port’s day-to-day operations and into
its strategic planning. Additionally, an EMS provides a structured framework
designed to archive continual environmental improvement beyond regulatory
compliance. An EMS can help ports to improve efficiency, reduce costs, and
minimize negative impacts on human health and environment.
While each EMS is unique to an organization’s culture and priority issues, most
follow the Plan-Do-Check-Act model. This model establishes a framework to
examine and prioritize the environmental aspects of an organization, then develop,
implement, monitor, review, and revise environmental programs and procedures
to continually promote sound day-to-day management and improvement. Many
ports already have components of EMS in place, such as written and unwritten
procedures, best management practices, and regulatory compliance programs. An
EMS naturally leverages and builds upon existing good practices and the practical
knowledge base of employees throughout the organization.
An EMS system is valid and a useful support for all types of ports and terminals
also for Luka Bar and is not limited to the handling of Dry Bulk.
6.2

Elements in Developing an EMS

Within the Plan-Do-Check-Act approach, there are a number of elements that
comprise an EMS. The most commonly used framework for an EMS is the one
developed by the International Organization for Standardization for its ISO 14001
Standard. For ease of presentation, several ISO elements have been combined in
this primer, resulting in a set of 13 elements:
1. Define scope of EMS and assign responsibilities (Plan),

14

Based on information received from American Association of Port Authorities
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2. Create environmental policy statement (Plan),
3. Identify relevant legal and other requirements (Plan),
4. Identify environmental aspects and significant environmental aspects
(Plan),
5. Establish objectives, targets, and action plans (Plan),
6. Develop operational controls (Do),
7. Develop emergency preparedness and response program (Do),
8. Set up a training program for competence and awareness (Do),
9. Create a communications strategy (Do),
10. Set up documentation for the EMS (Do),
11. Monitor, measure, evaluate, and record performance (Check, Act),
12. Conduct audits and correct problems (Check, Act),
13. Conduct management review (Check, Act).
From Element 1, determining the scope of the effort, to Element 13, performing a
management review, there are opportunities for ports to integrate broader
sustainability concepts into their EMSs. Ports have begun to plan and implement
sustainable, “green port” policies that build on, but extend beyond, their
environmental stewardship initiatives. In fact, it can be hard to distinguish
between actions resulting from implementation of an EMS and actions taken to
improve a port’s sustainability. It may be helpful to think of this range of
activities on a continuum.
6.2.1

Define scope of EMS and assign responsibilities

A first step in EMS planning is to establish the “fence line” by documenting the
scope of port facilities and activities that the EMS will address. As shown in the
accompanying figure, there are facilities and activities over which a port has direct
control. There are other facilities and activities that a port does not directly control
but over which it has some influence (e.g., tenant operations). Finally, there are
facilities and activities within a port’s zone of interest that could be brought into
its zone of influence if the port is proactive (e.g., regional intermodal
transportation planning). Most ports start with facilities and operations over which
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they have direct control; then, they later expand their EMS to address broader
areas of influence. When defining the scope of its EMS, a port should also
consider practical constraints and timing.
Figure 46:

Zones of Port Control, Influence, and Interest

Source: HPC, 2010.

EMS responsibilities should be assigned to individuals who can competently
complete and fulfil their roles. At a minimum, you should describe responsibilities
for Core EMS Team members, designate people for these roles, establish lines of
authority, and create an organization chart for your EMS. Documentation and
communication of roles, responsibilities, and authority throughout the port will
facilitate effective EMS implementation and management.
Resources are essential for implementation and control of an EMS. They include
training, human resources, specialized skills, financial resources, and technical
and informational services. Port management must ensure the availability of such
resources to the EMS.
6.2.2

Create Environmental Policy Statement

Once the port has its Core EMS Team trained and in place, the next step is to
define, develop, and communicate the facility’s environmental policy. As the
team moves forward, the policy will:
Serve as the foundation for implementing and improving the EMS
Provide a unifying vision of environmental commitments and principles that
will guide the actions of employees and top management; and
Demonstrate the port’s proactive environmental performance commitments to
the workforce, customers, and the public.
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The minimum port commitments in EMS Policy Statement should be:
Compliance with legal requirements & voluntary commitments
Pollution prevention
Continuous improvement in environmental performance, including nonregulated areas
Communications with the community about the port’s environmental
performance and the operation of the EMS
6.2.3

Identify Relevant Legal and Other Requirements

Compliance with legal requirements is one of the main pillars upon which your
environmental policy (Element 2) should be based, because the potential costs of
non-compliance (e.g., possible damage to the environment, revenue loss, and
impact on public image) can be very high. Therefore, your port should develop a
procedure to identify access, analyze, and communicate applicable legal and other
requirements and ensure that these requirements are factored into the
organization’s management efforts. In addition to federal regulations, be sure to
check with your state and local authorities to determine other applicable
requirements and permitting conditions. Other requirements might include
industry or trade group codes of practice, or neighborhood or community
association requirements. Because legal and other requirements change over time,
your process should ensure that you are working with up-to-date information.
The legal requirements for the Port of Bar are divided into two parts national laws
and regulations and international.
The major international laws and regulations are:
MARPOL,
Barcelona Convention - Convention for the Protection of the Marine
Environment and the Coastal Region of the Mediterranean,
UNCLOS: United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.
The major national laws and regulations are:
Law on Environment
Nature Protection Law
Law on Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Law on Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment (SEA)
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Law on Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC)
Law on Waste Management
Law on Environmental noise
Law on Air Quality
Law on the Sea
Law on Water
The Law on Coastal Zone
Law on Protection of the Sea against Pollution from Ships
Beside the before mentioned laws and regulations there are further documents at
the national and local level available supporting the strengthening of the
environmental sector in Montenegro.
6.2.4

Identify Environmental Aspects and Significant
Environmental Aspects

In Element 1 the scope of the port’s EMS will be defined, in Element 2 the ports
environmental policy will be stated, in Element 3 all related international and
national laws and regulations will be identified, within Element 4 all these
information will be used to:
Identify environmental aspects of operations that fall within the scope of the
port’s EMS,
List their actual or potential environmental impacts, quantified to the extent
possible and,
Determine the subset of aspects that will have significant impacts.
Environmental aspects are characteristics of a facility’s activities, products, or
services that either impact the environment or could potentially impact the
environment. These impacts could occur during normal, abnormal, accidental, or
emergency situations.
Air emissions from a tug boat are an example of an environmental aspect, with the
impact being degradation of air quality. Similarly, spills from chemical storage
facilities are also an environmental aspect, with the impact being degradation of
air or water quality. Such environmental aspects may also be significant
environmental aspects due to legal requirements, port goals or policies,
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community concerns, potential release to the environment, pollution prevention
potential, or other rationale.
6.2.5

Establish Objectives, Targets, and Action Plans

Once the significant environmental aspects are identified environmental
objectives and targets have to be set. Objectives and targets will help to
continuously improve the environmental performance of the port. An
environmental objective is an overall environmental goal arising from the port’s
environmental policy statement (Element 2). Environmental targets are detailed
performance requirements that are based on an environmental objective and are
quantified whenever practicable. While all significant environmental aspects need
operational controls, not all need objectives and targets. In setting objectives and
targets, the port should consider its environmental policy commitments to prevent
non-compliance, prevent pollution at its source, minimize cross-media pollutant
transfers, and continuously improve its environmental performance.
Action plans document significant environmental aspects operational controls,
objectives, and targets. Action plans, also known as Environmental Management
Plans or Implementation Plans, translate the port’s policy commitments into
concrete actions – they form the bridge between concept and application. They
should define:
The responsibilities for achieving the objectives (i.e., who will do it?),
The means for achieving objectives (i.e., how will they do it?), and
The timeframe for achieving the objectives (i.e., when?).
Keep in mind that Environmental Management Plans should be dynamic. For
example, consider modifying of programs when objectives and targets are
modified or added; relevant legal requirements are introduced or changed;
substantial progress in achieving the objectives and targets has been made (or has
not been made); the services, processes, or facilities change; or other issues arise.
6.2.6

Develop Operational Control

Operational controls are documented procedures, work instructions, Business
Management Processes, posted placards, and action plans that ensure that
operations and activities (such as wastewater discharge monitoring, waste
management, and environmental performance improvement) are carried out
effectively. At least one operational control should be in place for each significant
environmental aspect identified in Element 4 to ensure compliance with legal
requirements and company policies or to achieve improvement objectives.
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The following activities could be executed under the operational controls of a port
divided into two major areas:
Water quality management

Connect floor drains to sanitary sewer or dead-end sump.
Provide adequate space for storage of chemicals and waste products.
Provide oil/water separators on floor drains.
Pave fuelling areas with concrete rather than asphalt.
Design fuelling areas to prevent the run-on of storm water and the runoff of spills.
Use sand filters to capture spills and runoff of paint stripping operations.
Ensure adequate secondary containment for catastrophic failures of bulk
liquid storage facilities.
Air quality management

Install and maintain vapour recovery systems for fuelling operations and for
storage and handling of bulk liquids.
Install dust suppression mechanisms for dry bulk storage and handling activities.
Provide paint booths to contain overspray and treat air emissions when
painting equipment.
Cover painting/stripping area.
Minimize the quantity of soil exposed at one time during construction activities.
Several of these tasks are already under the implementation process in the Port of
Bar e.g. oil – water separator will be installed next to the Dry Bulk area in order to
prevent spoiled water from running unpurified into the port basin.
6.2.7

Develop Emergency Preparedness and Response Program

Despite a port’s best efforts, accidents and other emergency situations may occur.
Effective preparation and response can reduce injuries, prevent or minimize
environmental impacts, protect employees and neighbours, reduce asset loss, and
minimize downtown. An effective emergency preparedness and response program
should include provisions for:
Assessing the potential for accidents and emergences,
Preventing incidents and their associated environmental impacts,
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Responding to incidents through emergency plans and procedures,
Testing of emergency plans and procedures periodically, and
Mitigating impacts associated with accidents and emergencies.
Like Element 6, Operational Controls, this is another area where the port should
not have to start from scratch, since several environmental, health and safety
regulatory programs require emergency plans and/or procedures.
6.2.8

Set Up a Training Program for Competence and Awareness

Each person and function within a port can play a role in environmental
management. Employees, tenants, and managers should be aware of the
environmental policy, the significant environmental aspects and related
procedures that apply to their work, key EMS roles and responsibilities, and the
importance of meeting EMS requirements. Employees also should understand
what might happen if they don’t meet EMS requirements, such as spills, releases,
and fines or other penalties.
All employees will require environmental awareness training that covers an
introduction to EMSs, the port’s environmental policy, significant environmental
aspects and environmental goals. Employees whose jobs are associated with
significant environmental aspects will also require appropriate task-specific
training and support to be competent in their work. Training is just one element of
establishing competence, which is typically based on a combination of education,
training, and experience.
6.2.9

Create a Communications Strategy

An EMS should define the process for proactive, two-way, internal and external
communication.
Internal communication should provide information about environmental
requirements and voluntary commitments to all employees, on-site service
providers, and contractors whose work could affect the port’s ability to meet those
requirements and commitments.
External communication should provide information on your environmental
programs and accomplishments to other stakeholders and include a way to
provide feedback. Stakeholders include anyone who has a stake in the port’
s facility’s environmental performance.
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The port may appoint a community liaison to manage external communications
concerning environmental aspects at the port, for example, responding to inquiries
from interested parties and regulatory agencies; sending current copies of the
environmental policy to interested parties, and responding to media inquiries.
6.2.10

Set Up Documentation for the EMS

Documentation is a requirement of an EMS, but it should not be the main
emphasis. Limit the documentation efforts to the minimum necessary. EMS
documentation is different than EMS records. EMS documentation describes what
the port does and how the port does it, while EMS records demonstrate that the
port is doing what the documentation said the port would do.
Some sort of EMS Manual, either electronic or hard copy, can be the ports EMS
documentation and should:
Describe the core elements of the port EMS and how the elements interact;
and
Provide direction to related documentation.
6.2.11

Monitor, Measure, Evaluate, and record Performance

Building on Element 4 where the port identified significant environmental
aspects, the port needs to know what it is monitoring and measuring and to have
established a solid baseline against which to gauge process. Monitoring and
measurement helps the employees to manage the port better by allowing to
measure environmental performance, analyze root causes of problems, and assess
compliance with legal requirements. This element means that the port:
Monitors operations and activities that can have significant environmental
impacts and/or compliance consequences,
Tracks performance (including the progress in achieving the goals),
Measures and reports on continuous improvement in environmental
performance via the EMS,
Calibrates and maintains monitoring equipment, and
Periodically evaluates compliance with applicable laws and regulations
through internal audits.
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Conduct Audits and Correct Problems

Through measurement or other activities under Element 11, or through internal
audits, the port can assess whether the EMS is adequate and verify that the EMS
plans are being followed.
Internal auditing is a well-defined process that ensures:
Problems are identified and investigated,
Root causes are identified,
Corrective and preventive actions are assigned and implemented, and
Actions are tracked and their effectiveness is verified.
Audits are pivotal to maintaining a viable system in the face of accidents,
emergencies, changing rules, staff turnover, etc. By identifying and reporting
EMS nonconformities and deficiencies to the management, the port is able to:
Maintain management’s focus on the environment,
Reassess, refine, and improve the EMS and its performance, including
anticipation and prevention of future problems,
Ensure the cost effectiveness of the system.
6.2.13

Conduct Management Review

Management reviews are critical to continual improvement and ensure the EMS
will continue to meet the port’s needs over time. A management review answers
the question, “Is the system working?” (i.e., is it suitable, adequate, and effective,
given the port’s needs?).
The port’s top management should review and evaluate your EMS at defined
intervals, such as quarterly. While the scope of the review should be
comprehensive, not all elements need to be reviewed at once. Review of the
policy, goals, and procedures should be carried out by the level of management
that defines them. The management review should include:
Results from assessment, including internal audits, and status of preventive
and corrective actions,
Progress in meeting objectives and targets,
The continuing suitability of the EMS in relation to changing conditions and
information,
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Concerns of relevant interested parties,
Follow-up actions from previous management reviews, and
Recommendations for improvement.
Management involvement ensures that the EMS is integrated not only in the port’s
day-to-day operations but also into its strategic planning process.
6.2.14

EMS in the Port of Bar

For the implementation of an Environmental System the Port of Bar should divide
the before mentioned points into three steps. The first step deals with the
organisation and planning of the EMS (Plan), the second step consist of the
execution of the EMS and the training of the staff (Do) and the third step features
the control and monitoring parts of the EMS (Check/Act).
In the first step, the Port of Bar has to define the scope of the EMS, i.e. which
facilities are included in the system. For the start-up it is recommended to include
only facilities where the port has direct influence e.g. the Dry Bulk Terminal and
the subcontractor who is handling waste. After the definition of the scope a core
team must be assigned. This team is responsible for the implementation,
monitoring and control of the EMS. The core team needs clearly described
responsibilities and a hierarchy, ‘Who has to report to who’. The Port of Bar must
ensure that the responsibilities and authority of the core team is communicated to
all related staff.
The core team should develop in close cooperation with the management an
environmental policy; this policy should include commitments at least to the
following four points:
Compliance with all relevant legal requirements
Pollution prevention
Continuous improvement in all environmental aspects
Communication with the municipality and other related parties about the ports
environmental policy
One party which should be included in the communication and at a later stage also
in the EMS is the Container Terminal and General Cargo facility.
Further during the planning stage the core team must identify all relevant national
and international legal requirements and extract the specific rules for the included
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facilities e.g. Marpol Convention is dealing with handling of waste and oily waste
and must be included as one of the major conventions to be followed.
Based on the before mentioned points the core team must identify environmental
and significant environmental aspects. A significant environmental aspect is e.g
the handling of oily waste due to the fact that if oily waste is disposed into the
water this will have a major influence on the environment.
After the identification of the different environmental aspects the core team
should elaborate in close cooperation with the effect staff objects, targets and
action plans. The definition of the objects could be for example the handling of
oily waste and the target should be a proper handling and avoiding oil spills.
Based on that an action plan should be prepared including three major aspects
‘Who will do it’ ‘How will they do it’ and ‘When’.
After the completion of the planning aspects the EMS can be executed in the
second step. The first part of the execution should be the implementation of the
operations control procedures and instructions. This could be placards posted in
the workshops, buildings where major rules, procedures and targets are shown,
such as a proper way to monitor wastewater discharging. An operations control
should be in place for all significant environmental aspects e.g. handling of oily
waste. In the port of Bar the operational control can be divided into two major
parts related to water quality management and air quality management. To
increase the water quality and installation of a cargo/water separator at the quay
side drainage system is a first step into the right direction. To increase the air
quality at the dry bulk terminal the port of Bar plans the installation of a water
sprinkler system at the quayside storage yard to reduce the dust emission. Both
installations will be completed in 2011.
A further important issue in the execution is the development of an emergency
response program. Such a program includes actions how to react and to minimise
e.g. injuries and environmental impacts. The port of Bar have already several
plans in place, which are dealing with these aspects e.g. Emergency response plan,
Dangerous Cargo response plan or the PFSP. All these plans could be a part of the
emergency response program. It is not necessary to develop a new plan but some
adoptions might be required. It is of major importance that all contact details of
the staff, authorities and neighbour companies are correct. This must be regularly
checked. In addition to that it is very important that all related staff including staff
of the subcontractors is regularly and well trained. The employees must know the
background of the EMS, why this is of advantage for the port and for them and
further they must know what happens is the EMS instructions are not fulfilled e.g.
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environmental impacts and penalties. Another import part of the second group is
the communication strategy. This strategy can be divided into internal and
external communication. It must be clearly defined how the communication and
information flow to the employees and subcontractors is established e.g. new
regulations or work instructions are in place. Such a communication system is
already in place due to the fact that the port of Bar is ISO 9001 certified. In
addition to that it must be also defined who is communicating with the community
outside the port e.g. the container terminal and general cargo facility or the
municipality of Bar to ensure that the correct information will be communicated
with them. Finally, documentation of the EMS is needed. The documentation
should describe the core elements of the EMS and interacting elements and
provide directions to related documents e.g. emergency response plan. The port of
Bar can also combine this documentation with the existing ISO 9001 documents.
It is not necessary to have different sets of documents in place.
In a third step monitoring, inspection and review of the EMS has to be adressed. It
is of major importance that operations which can have a significant environmental
influence are monitored, maintained and that the performance is measured. For
example in the port of Bar the waste handling is outsourced to a subcontractor.
This subcontractor ensures that he complies with all rules and regulation.
However, it must be monitored by the port e.g. regular analysis of water samples
to check the water pollution in the port basin. The results of the monitoring
process must be evaluated recorded. The results of the evaluations are part of the
internal audits, which have to be carried out regularly. The internal audits also
include an audit of the subcontractors to identify problems and to implement
measures to correct non-compliances’. The internal EMS audit can be conducted
together with the ISO 9001 audit, which has to be regularly carried out at the port
of Bar, this will reduce the work efforts to a minimum. Finally a management
review has to be conducted on a regularly basis. The management review ensures
that the upper management of the port of Bar knows progress of the system and
the involvement of the EMS in the strategic process and planning of the port. The
management review should include results of the internal audits, progress in
meeting objects and targets, follow up actions from previous management reviews
and recommendations for improvement. This can also be combined with the ISO
9001 management review.
The port of Bar has already several of the before mentioned points implemented.
However, it is recommended to restructure these activities under an EMS core
team to create an environmental system, which includes all parts and companies
which are directly linked to the port of Bar.

HPC Hamburg Port Consulting GmbH
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Extending the Intermodal Connections and Service Range of Baja
Port and Logistics Centre in Line with the Principles of
Environmental Protection

Executive summary
Waterway transport is a preferred mode of transport for the EU especially for environmental
reasons. In Western Europe inland waterway transport has been gaining an increasing importance in
the intermodal door-to-door transport chain. In an attempt to support environmentally sustainable
transport modes, it is the aim of Hungary that waterway transport gains significance and becomes an
integrated part of the logistics chain.
Situated in the southern part of Hungary at the meeting point of waterway, public roads, railway and
a railway and highway bridge across the River Danube in the proximity of the Serbian and the
Croatian borders, Baja Public Port provides access to 9 berths suitable for loading and handling 1.5
million tons of cargo in a 21-hectare area. Equipped with a RORO and a container terminal, as well as
grain silos and loading equipment for bulk cargo, the port – having operated since 1920 – is a
national public port and a customs port close to serve traffic between Serbia and Hungary.
Given its geographic situation it primarily handles and will increasingly handle export-oriented
agricultural products of Bács-Kiskun, Csongrád, Baranya and Tolna Counties. The proximity and
product demand of the neighbouring countries – Croatia, Serbia, Romania and Bosnia and
Herzegovina – also have an impact on cargo turnover at the port. Other significant transport areas
gaining more and more favour are container and RORO transport – an environmentally friendly way
to transport cargo. Congested public roads and pollution will inevitably bring about the increasing
prominence and support of these modes of transport in the future.
There are two important factors that necessitate port development:
1. The existing storage and processing facilities and buildings are insufficient to support the existing
annual loading capacity of 1.5 million tonnes.
2. New companies interested to settle at the port require access to a waterfront loading area and a
logistics development area of 5-10 hectares each.
The present area, which is wedged between residential areas and the natural border of the Danube,
is not suitable for implementing further developments at the Baja Public Port. The only possible way
of development is to establish an intermodal logistics centre on the agricultural land situated north
of the Danube Bridge. The new development area covering approximately 200 hectares, will serve as
a long-term solution for the development of the Baja Public Port and Intermodal Logistics Centre.
The main elements of the development are:
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•

•

•

A new road providing high-quality public road access to the new logistics centre, the basin
port and the old port, and relieving the burden of cargo transport on the roads of Baja.
This road would also contribute to the development of intermodality (combined
waterway-road transport).
A logistics centre providing hinterland facilities for the existing loading capacity, where
an area would be available for newly settled enterprises. The new logistics centre will be
trimodal, i.e. in addition to the road and waterway connection, a railway connection will
be built, with a loading area for containers.
A basin port providing access to the logistics area from waterside, and at the same time
offering loading area for investors and port service providers – this is inevitable for a
complex service.

The project will create a new logistics centre with easy access by three transport modes (waterway,
railway, road) giving a momentum to new investments and the development of intermodal solutions.
At the same time the town of Baja will be freed from the burden of extensive lorry traffic and the
new intermodal facilities will promote environmentally friendly multimodal transport between the
port and its hinterland.

General information
Title: Extending the Intermodal Connections and Service Range of Baja Port and Logistics Centre in
Line with the Principles of Environmental Protection
Short description: The project aims to develop a new intermodal logistics service centre with a port
basin and a new road connection at Baja Public Port to improve the conditions for intermodality.
Stakeholders involved:
Since it was established, Baja Public Port has been making continuous efforts to increase the
popularity of Baja port. These efforts were successful as today all members of the sector, domestic
and international companies alike (Hungarian and European ports, authorities, representative
organisations of the industry, logistics service providers, shipping companies, etc.), are familiar with
the Port of Baja. Popularity is supported by regular contacts and participations in common projects.
Based extensive on survey of demand, the company developed the concept of the new logistics
centre in cooperation with several professional organisations. The development has been prepared
for many years. That is why a great deal of earlier studies and applications for calls for proposals are
available.
The following partners have been involved in the work:

•
•
•

Agrárkonzult Kft.
Agrosziget Kft.
Akusztika Kft.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower Danube Basin Directorate for Environment and Water
Baja Invest Zrt.
Municipality of Baja
The Port of ConstanŃa
Forrás Unió Kft.
H+H Mérnöki Iroda
Katoen Natie
Hungarian Institute for Transport Sciences
Hungarian National Association of Radio Distress-Signalling and Infocommunications
Sea Canal Corporation
Via Donau
Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV

In this feasibility study we intend to draw on the information given by potential investors concerning
their demands. To this end we made personal negotiations and based on these, we incorporated the
investors’ ideas and demands into this new study.

Presentation of the pre-feasibility study
Theme of the pre-feasibility study
The theme of the pre-feasibility study is infrastructure development (intermodal terminal, road
connection, port development).

Geographic coverage
The project will be carried out at National Public Port in Baja, Hungary (Figure 1).
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Figure 1

3.3 Classification of the pre-feasibility study
This study is a pre-feasibility study for modernisation and expansion of capacities (existing capacities,
which could generate new demand or increase the level of quality of meeting existing demand).

3.4. Origin of the project
As early as 1998, a draft study has been prepared to examine the possibilities for long term
development of the port, exploring technical solutions and cargo turnover data. In 2004, another
study was prepared on the development of Baja Public Port in several phases, to be implemented in
the area situated north of the Danube Bridge. These also supported the fact that, given the present
geographical situation of the town and the port (meeting area of two adjacent regions, South
Transdanubia and South Great Plain Regions, alongside a waterway and near the Serbian and
Croatian areas), a logistics centre with the appropriate facilities and capacities should be established
to link different modes of transport.

Main problems or challenges to be addressed
There are two important factors that necessitate port development:
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1. The existing storage and processing facilities and buildings are insufficient to support the existing
annual loading capacity of 1.5 million tonnes.
2. Settling new companies should have access to a waterfront loading area and a logistics
development area of 5-10 hectares.
The present area, which is wedged between residential areas and the natural border of the Danube,
is not suitable for implementing further developments at the Baja Public Port. The only possible way
of development is to establish an intermodal logistics centre on the agricultural land situated north
of the Danube Bridge.
The agricultural land north of the Danube Bridge, which is comprised of areas owned partly by the
state and the local government, and mostly by private individuals (approx. 200 hectares), would
serve as a long-term solution for the development of the Baja Public Port and Intermodal Logistics
Centre.

Objectives and added value of the project
The most important objective of the project is to develop appropriate transport infrastructure.
According to evidence from market research, investors need high-quality access to the logistics
centre. Without it there is no real intention to invest.
A similarly important objective is to develop internal infrastructure (water, sewage, gas, electricity,
communication, etc.) for the logistics centre and build the necessary industrial buildings.
The next priority would be to develop a basin port that would make waterway service of the logistics
centre easier and more cost-effective than today.
Another development direction for the intermodal logistics centre would be to construct only the
access road and infrastructure for the logistics centre without developing the basin port. However, in
this case it is likely that investors who need to settle directly to the river bank will withdraw from the
project.
Developing the logistics centre without constructing an access road (i.e. with an access only from the
basin port and the existing road network of the National Public Port) would corrupt the very idea of
intermodality by failing to realise the interconnection of different modes of transport.
Consequently, the ideal solution would be the implementation of the above mentioned complex
development with an access road, a new logistics centre, a basin port, and the necessary
infrastructure.
Once the project is realised, new enterprises can settle in the area and be served by the logistics
centre. Thus the new development area together with the existing port could provide complex
logistics services in the region. It would bring about an increase in employment rate, a decrease in
environmental impact on the town of Baja as a result of the bypass road, and a sustainable economic
growth and prosperity for the area. Responsibilities of the port: meeting traffic demands by offering
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high-quality complex service to generate economic growth in the region, and developing a major
logistics centre by constructing trade and industrial facilities in order to supply regional demands.
Given its geographic situation it primarily handles and will increasingly handle export-oriented
agricultural products of Bács-Kiskun, Csongrád, Baranya and Tolna Counties. The proximity and
product demand of the neighbouring countries – Croatia, Serbia, Romania and Bosnia and
Herzegovina – also has an impact on cargo turnover at the port. Another significant area gaining
more and more favour is container and RORO transport, which enables to transport cargo in an
environmentally friendly way. Overloaded public roads and pollution will inevitably bring about the
increasing prominence and support of these modes of transport in the future.
By realising the main objective of the project, further goals could also be achieved.
Integrated into already ongoing construction projects of bypass roads, and the development of
industrial parks (comparative advantage), the project could contribute to the development of
excellent transport connections for enterprises and the inhabitants of the area. Moreover, it would
significantly reduce environmental impact on the town (cleaner and healthier environment).
The above objectives also contribute to the increase in waterway transport, and thus the growing
significance of intermodal and environmentally friendly transport. As a result, the volume of less ecofriendly modes of transport falls.

Coherence of the project with the orientations of the SEE
programme and the Watermode Project
The project conforms to the objectives of the SEE programme. It promotes environmentally friendly
multimodal transport by increasing the potential of intermodal transhipment at the Port of Baja. It
has a transnational dimension as well; hence it creates a logistics node on the River Danube that
connects the seaport of Constanta with Central- and Western-Europe.
The project's objectives also correspond to the overall objectives of the Watermode project by
increasing the integration of the waterborne transport modes into the logistics chain. Specifically,
this project contributes to the enhancement of the attractiveness of waterway transport by
supporting the implementation of relevant investments for the improvement of the connections
between river-port infrastructures and hinterland areas.

Technical implementation of the project
History of the project
With new legislation on waterway transport, transport and commerce in the 1990s, impact
assessments, other studies, theoretical plans and execution designs were made on the port of Baja
and the surrounding economic area.
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At the end of the 1990s, the development of the area on the left bank, north of the István Türr
Danube Bridge was envisaged for the extension of the existing port in line with the industrial
development conception conceived by the city of Baja.
As early as 1998, a draft study was prepared to examine the possibilities for long term development
of the port, exploring technical solutions and cargo turnover data.
In 2004 and 2007 other studies were prepared on the development of Baja Public Port in several
phases, in the area situated north of the Danube Bridge.
These plans also supported the fact that, given the present geographical situation of the town and
the port (meeting area of two adjacent regions, South-Transdanubia and South Great Plain Regions,
alongside a waterway and near the Serbian and Croatian areas), a logistics centre with the
appropriate facilities and capacities should be established to link different modes of transport.
High-quality implementation of previous port investments provides a guarantee for the standard of
new developments in the future. Market research has proven that there is real intention to invest
depending on the available infrastructure.
Documents prepared on the above mentioned development include:

2007

Navigation Safety Test of the Basin Port to be Constructed North of the
Bridge of Baja, on the Left Bank of the Danube.

July 2007

Baja Public Port Northern Area Development, Review of 2006 Feasibility
Study

February 2006

Baja Public Port Northern Area Development, Feasibility Study (Technical
Aspects)

February 2006

Baja Public Port Northern Area Development, Feasibility Study

November 2004

Technical Description of Baja Public Port North Area Development for a
Drawing for Levee Relocation.

November 2004

Baja Public Port – Development of the Area North of the Bridge

15 November 1999

Examinations Related to the Improvement of Shipping and Embankment
Conditions in Baja Public Port Development Summary

5 November 1999

Examinations Related to the Improvement of Shipping and Embankment
Conditions in Baja Public Port Development (Figures of the Summary
Report)
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Examinations Related to the Improvement of Shipping and Embankment
29 September 1999 Conditions in Baja Public Port Development Mobil River Bed Model
Experiments
November 1998

Long-Term Concept of Baja Public Port Development, Part 3 Business
perspectives

October 1998

Long-Term Concept of Baja Public Port Development, Part 2 Technical
Documentation Underlying the Development Strategy

October 1998

Long-Term Concept of Baja Public Port Development, Part 1.2, Annex 1
Statistical Customs Data

October 1998

Long-Term Concept of Baja Public Port Development, Part 1.2, Annex 2
Negative Responses from Market Demand Survey

October 1998

Long-Term Concept of Baja Public Port Development, Part 1.2 Analysis of
Cargo Units Directed towards Baja Public Port as Logistics Centre and
Prospects of Cargo Turnover

June 1998

Long-Term Concept of Baja Public Port Development, Part 1.1 Analysis of
Cargo Units Directed towards Baja Public Port as Logistics Centre and
Prospects of Cargo Turnover

April 1997

Conception Plan on the Development of Baja RORO Terminal and Other
Adjacent Terminals

December 1996

Negotiation on Port Development, Baja, 25-27 September 1996 (Expert
presentations, opponents’ presentations)

September 1995

Development Concept Plan on the Examination of Baja Logistics Centre
Site

June 1994

Feasibility Study on the RORO Terminal and Logistics Centre to be
Established at Baja Public Port

March 1994

Development Plan on Inland Navigation Infrastructure

The above table demonstrates that the idea of development was conceived many years ago. Since
then the port has made continuous efforts to realise the plan.

Site description/location
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The city of Baja is located in the southern transport node of Hungary at the meeting point of a
waterway, highways, railway and a road and rail bridge across the River Danube, about 37 km
from the southern borders of Hungary.
Baja Public Port is one of the most significant Hungarian ports along the Danube-MaineRhine waterway network. Baja has a centuries-long history of navigation and port services. It
played an important role especially in transport oriented towards the Far-East with
transloading at the Lower Danube section or the Danube Delta. The completion of the MainDanube Channel resulted in intensified traffic bound for the Maine and Rhine, with ships
under German, Dutch and Belgian flags sailing the Danube in increased numbers again, while
the Balkan War temporarily disabled southbound traffic completely. Baja is directly
connected to the North Sea and the Black Sea, along the waterways. The city of Baja and its
region is the most important transport node of South Hungary. Due to its location and the
proximity of three southern countries’ borders Baja can become the logistics service centre of
the region.
In 1992 the Port of Baja was nominated a National Public Port. This also means that the
operation of the port is guaranteed by the State. In 1999 a company was established to operate
Baja Public Port: Bajai Országos Közforgalmú Kikötımőködtetı Céltársaság. This company
is responsible for ensuring the best possible standard of service in line with international and
national standards in the area belonging to the national public port.
The aim of Baja Public Port is to manage assets entrusted to it by the State in the most profitable
way, and to become a driving factor in development of not only the city of Baja, but also the South
Great Plain and the South Transdanubian Regions. By offering an all-round logistics service and more
cost-efficient transport and production opportunities, it enhances the chances of success and
development for trade and transport companies planning to settle here.
The Port of Baja is located on the left bank of the Danube between 1479+140 and 1480+900 rkm
sections currently operating with 9 berths. Baja is the most developed and most important river port
of the southern border region of the EU; it is an EU border entry point on water, as well as a service
and warehousing centre catering for international waterway transport. In the near future we
endeavour to make it attractive to the members of the international trade and transport sector by
offering a unique range of services of the highest standards.
In line with Hungarian transport and environmental protection policies, Baja Public Port is envisaged
as the South Hungarian centre for combined transport. To this end it is pivotal to operate the RORO
terminal, container terminal and „Green” Terminal that have already been completed, and there are
further developments planned such as a basin port and a new logistics centre.

Services:

•
•
•

all-round port and logistics services,
loading and unloading ships,
loading and unloading oversized and/or overweight cargo,
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

domestic warehousing,
bonded warehousing (also for bulk cargo),
container handling, storage and repair,
all-round customs agency services,
export and import customs clearance,
ordering means of transport,
repacking and labelling cargo,
issuing warehouse receipts,
foreign trade activity,
customs point of entry, port of entry,
plant and animal health inspection station,
transport and related fright forwarding service (road, rail, waterway, container),
RORO service (ramp, parking),
electricity supply from land,
drinking water supply, discharge of communal waste and bilge water
marketing, business consulting

From 2011, our services also include the possibility to discharge ship-borne hazardous and nonhazardous waste for disposal (in the Green Terminal). The investment has been completed and this
new facility – a ground-breaking project in Hungary – was opened officially in spring, 2011.
Official designations of the port:
1992:

national public port (special state subsidy)

2004:

RORO: border route, customs point of entry

2007:

Intermodal Logistics Service Centre

The operating company – Baja OKK Kft. – was established in 1999. The company is owned by the
Hungarian State, the Municipality of Baja and Áti Depo Zrt., each partner assuming one-third
ownership.

Key players
See Chapter 2 for the list of partners involved.

Geographical area involved
Location: The city of Baja is located along the southern section of the Danube in Hungary, in the
western part of the Southern Great Plain Region and Bács-Kiskun County. Its administrative area
covers 177.6 km2 with 80% of the town situated on the left bank of the Danube. Neighbouring
municipalities: Érsekcsanád from the north; Csávoly, Felsőszentiván and Bácsbokod from the east;
Vaskút, Bátmonostor and Szeremle from the south; and two villages belonging to Tolna County –
Báta and Pörböly.
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Topography: Baja is located on the border of two geographic regions: at the southern part of the
Danubian Plain and at the northwestern part of Bácska Plain. The borderline between the two
regions traverses the northern part of the town. Both regions are totally flat.
Climate: With 10.7 °C Baja is one of the Hungarian towns having the highest average annual
temperature. As a result of continental influence extreme climatic phenomena are common.
Hydrography: The hydrographic picture of the area is twofold. Bácska Plain is poorly supplied by
water networks, while the Danubian Plain is extremely rich in surface water.
Economic situation of the area: Following the change of political system, market economy started to
develop in Hungary. This brought about gradual deterioration of traditional sectors and narrowing
market opportunities for companies primarily targeting eastern markets. When examining economic
situation in the region, we should mention the Yugoslavian crisis that had a negative impact on
economic development.
Foreign investors were unwilling to invest in the region because of the war near the border.

Existing infrastructure
The construction of the Port of Baja in the area under the Danube Bridge – based on its favourable
geographic location – started as early as the 1920s. By the early 2000s the port had been fully
developed now including a RORO port, the port of the company Áti Depo Közraktározási Zrt., a
container loading area and other enterprises having settled in the area covering approximately a 1
km long river bank in the south within municipality boundaries. There is no possibility to implement
significant port developments on the left bank under the bridge.
Port development can be realised in a northern bank area closed both from the north and the south.
The intermodal logistics centre will be organically connected to the existing national public port as a
modernised version of it. Currently, there is a road access to the area north of the bridge from
Bajcsy-Zsilinszki Street through a one-lane underpass under the railway lines. This road leads to an
industrial road built along the levee, which continues towards the north to Érsekcsanád via the area
of the waterworks and a recreation area.
Electricity supply
Before starting construction works underground and overhead power lines traversing the area of the
prospected port should be relocated.
Drinking water supply
Water main pipes I, II and III providing Baja’s water supply will be affected by the construction of the
new levee for flood prevention and the port basin. Starting from Baja waterworks and running
parallel with the Danube bank in a 500 m distance, main pipes I and II – 400-mm diameter each and
made of asbestos cement – provide water supply for the southern and eastern parts of the town.
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Running towards Szentistván to the north, main pipe III turn off from pipe II j and runs
northeastwards along the same track as the prospected access road.
Gas supply
The gas supply of Baja is provided by a 64/6 bar gas reception station located at Szegedi Road.
Starting from this and supplied with a 6/3 bar pressure reducer, a 110 mm and 3 bar main pipeline
has been built along Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Road. Gas supply for the new port can be provided by this main
pipeline with the establishment of a 3 bar distribution network.
Sewage mains:
Currently, there is no sewage pipe on the development area.

Connections to ports/highways/railways
Road access to the area
•
•
•

from the south – main road 55 (Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Road) through the railway underpass
via the paved industrial road on the levee.
from the north: the levee is accessible from Bajaszentistván via the road connection north
of the waterworks site.
located in a 20 km distance from the development area, new highway M6 also provides a
good access.

Nearest highway(s) (name, km)

M6 20km; M5 98 km

Nearest waterway border checkpoint (name,
rkm)

Mohács, 32 rkm

Nearest land border checkpoint (name, km)

Hercegszántó 30 km

Nearest main road (name, km)

main road no. 55 – 0 km; main road no. 51 – 1 km;
main road no. 54 – 2 km

Railway access
The port is connected to the national railway network via an 800 m long industrial siding.
Transshipment among rail, road and vessels is possible. The siding can be accessed from most of the
port area. It provides connection to the Baja – Kiskunhalas railway line with access to Eastern
Hungary and also via the railway bridge across the Danube to the Bátaszék – Rétszilas railway line
with a connection towards Budapest and Western Hungary.
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Transport development plan of the area:
The Local Construction Code of the Municipality of Baja and related the Regulation Plan contains a
projected construction of a main road – so called “access road” – traversing the area north of the
Danube Bridge, relieving the connection between the István Türr Bridge and the north-western
bypass road.
The new “access road” will start at the northern junction of main road 51, travels through the area
between the town and the Danube from the south to the north via the area where the prospected
basin port and logistics centre will be constructed, taking up the entire road traffic on a bypass road
outside the town.
The “access road” will traverse the Danube Basin Main Channel and the railway embankment from
the south and is linked to main road 55 by a new junction with a roundabout to be constructed near
Kertész and Halász Streets.
Thus the “access road” provides:

•
•
•

a connection to main road 55 for the traffic arriving from the north on main road 51;
a link to István Türr Bridge across the Danube, and;
road entry and exit for the traffic bound for the southern industrial area of the town.

Figure 2
Bird's eye view of the port
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Basin Port

Figure 3
Bird's eye view of the Development Area

Technical specifications
Proposed port and logistics centre
The port to be constructed north of the bridge would be located between 1480.2 and 1481 rkm
sections on the left riverbank, partly on the designated territory of Baja Public Port. (The bridge lies
at 1480.2 rkm.)
The area of the new port and logistics service centre (LSC) located within the levee is approx. 45
hectares. This includes a basin port with a water surface of approx. 8 hectares. Filled hinterland of
approx. 37 hectares surrounding this basin is suitable for the purpose of warehousing, trade, storing,
loading and other logistics services. Parking lots for vehicles are to be built at the entrance and on
the side of the "access road". The axis of the port’s entry channel is to be constructed at the 1480.6
rkm section of the Danube, 400 m north of the axis of the Danube Bridge. The north, east and south
sides of the development area are bordered by the levee located outside the area of the port which
is surrounded by a security fence. The eastern section of the levee is an earthwork for the new
“access road”. On the west, the port is bordered by the Danube.
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The area linked to the port from the north and east beyond the levee is not a part of the Baja Public
Port development area. According to classification by the General Local Development Plan these
areas currently classified as agricultural areas will be transferred into the category of economic,
commercial and service areas. The town intends to use them for industrial development, service and
trade purposes depending on the investors’ demands.
It is projected to plant a forest belt beyond the maintenance zone of the levee, along the part of the
port and the LSC adjacent to the town to reduce pollution and noise.
As part of the port development, it is reasonable to build a guarded parking lot with a sanitary unit
for long-term parking outside the fence, on the area between the “access road” and the railway lines.
The projected parking lot would cover 2.5 hectares.
A temporary parking area would be built for entering and exiting vehicles on the two sides of the
service road diverging from the access road.

Layout of the port
There are 3 berths envisaged on the 450 m long vertical quay of the basin. Facilities planned on the
hinterland linked to the vertical quay:

•
•

grain terminal: grain loading facility and storage area with a capacity of 2 x 200 tonnes
per hour, complete technology with one berth.
break bulk terminal: area for loading and unloading break bulk cargo with crane, and two
births.

If necessary, a covered storage facility can be built on the area.
For lifting cargo two mobile cranes are planned to be installed with the capacity of 50kN each.
The area approx. 40 m wide behind the vertical quay to be built on the eastern side of the basin is
intended for loading and unloading break bulk cargo. For lifting cargo a mobile crane is planned to be
installed with the capacity of 50kN. (Following the appropriate examinations, the installation of a
larger crane with the capacity of 120 tonnes may be possible.)
The hinterland behind the eastern side of the basin beside the port houses the administrative centre:
an office building, business operation facilities, social facilities, business operation facilities of settled
enterprises and facilities for customs and border control.
Facilities to be established south of the administrative centre: break bulk warehouses, storage
building for protection and damage prevention, transformer station.
The 300-metre-long vertical southern quay of the basin and the hinterland serve as a container
terminal. It is possible to plan 2 berths alongside the vertical quay. The area behind the vertical quay
is a crane operation area with railway connection. For lifting cargo a container handling gantry crane
is planned to be installed with the capacity of 400 kN.
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In the southern area under the container terminal, a warehouse basis will be established with a
possibility for road-rail transloading. On the Danube-side of the southern area a parking lot is to be
constructed for lorries and other transport vehicles with a repair workshop. As a long-term
development plan, the railway connection is provided by an industrial siding, which is linked to the
current Bátaszék-Baja railway line of Hungarian State Railways (MÁV).

Project working plan
The development of the northern area of Baja Public Port should be implemented in several phases.
The below list contains the activities planned for the completion of the facility in the order of
necessity and possibility:

•
•
•
•
•
•

preparation of the area (demolition of buildings, clearing of vegetation, etc.),
temporary buildings and public utility relocations (relocation of water pipes, laying a new
sewage pipeline, partial relocation of electric wires, etc.) ,
construction works (construction of a new protective embankment, quays and surface
coating, etc.),
construction of an “access road”,
construction of basic port infrastructure (construction of public utility mains, external
service main road, internal road network, installation of external lighting, etc.),
construction of port operation facilities (construction of an administrative building,
warehouses, service facilities, etc.).

Project timetable
Project implementation timetable:
year 1
Project implementation
timetable:

quarter 1

Months:

1

Preparation of the prefeasibility study

X

Preparation of the feasibility
study
Preparation of public
procurement for planning
Planning

quarter 2

2

3

X

X

quarter 3

4

5

6

X

X

X

X

X

quarter 4

7

8

9

X

X

X

10

11
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12

Planning of financing

X

X

X

X

Concluding a grant agreement

X

Project implementation

X

X

X

X

X

X

year 2
Project implementation
timetable:

quarter 1

Months:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

quarter 2

quarter 3

quarter 4

Preparation of the prefeasibility study
Preparation of the feasibility
study
Preparation of public
procurement for planning
Planning
Planning of financing
Concluding a grant agreement
Project implementation

Management of the project
External basic infrastructure (facilities outside the fence) will established on state-owned territory,
financed and managed by the state. It will be inalienable and ensures long-term basic operation
conditions for the port:

•
•
•
•

water passage for the access of the port and/or basin port,
road and railway junctions and turn-offs,
road or railway section between port fence and turn-off or junction,
public utility (electricity supply network, drinking water, sewage, drainage, gas,
telecommunication) lines from mains to port fence.
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Infrastructure also includes technical facilities to be built on state property from state funds. Their
operation is the responsibility of a port management company established for this purpose (inner
basic infrastructure – facilities inside the fence).
These include the following infrastructural properties:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

real estate (land belonging to the port),
fence bordering the port territory,
section of port basin and river bed belonging to the port,
vertical and sloping quays,
internal road and rail network,
parking lots, pavements,
surface drainage system,
port cranes and other internal loading and transport equipment;
port operation building,
operation and storage buildings of settled enterprises,
protection and damage prevention facilities,
service facilities
port terminals,
internal public utility networks,
electricity supply facilities,
telecommunication system,
security system.

The port is a public port with a basin, which is suitable for the reception, reloading and storage of
cargo shipped by waterway, road and rail transport. With its service facilities, warehouse basis and
direct road and rail connection, the port – apart from its basic port activities – can serve as a complex
logistics service centre.
Activities envisaged to be carried out in the port:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

loading and unloading cargo, receiving and forwarding containers,
warehousing, cargo handling, packaging,
collection and distribution of cargo
complex fright forwarding service,
customs procedures,
container and lorry repair service,
grain product storage and loading (in a closed system),
storage and reloading of construction material and break bulk cargo,
port service,
other logistics services.

Expected results and indicators
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When determining indicators, we considered the investment benefits realised at each project stage
(e.g. length of road, area of basin port constructed). As they are specific, measurable, easily available
following the project implementation, and clearly describe the facilities realised, these indicators
completely fulfil the requirements.

Name of indicator

Unit of measurement

Target

Length of road constructed

km

3.5

Size of logistics area

hectare

90

Port area extension

hectare

37

Water surface (size of basin)

hectare

8

Number of jobs created

person

300-500

Direct results: 3.5 km long access road for connecting and servicing logistics areas, 90 hectares of
logistics area accessible, basin port with 8 hectares of water surface constructed with a port area of
37 hectares directly connected to the basin port in order to enhance existing services regarding both
quantity and quality.

Indirect results: increased rate of combined transport, creation of jobs (300-500), growth of GDP in
the area, decrease in environmental impact (noise, pollution) on Baja.
Project implementation results:

•
•
•
•

Construction of new berths with the related service buildings and facilities,
Establishing infrastructure (different cranes) for connecting road, rail and waterway
transport,
Building environmentally-friendly and cost-efficient capacity for domestic and
international transport of break bulk cargo and containers,
New jobs created.

Market conditions
Description of the market and competition situation in the target
segment
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A market is the meeting area of real and potential buyers with demand, supply and price as its main
elements. We are convinced that the implementation of this project allows a number of enterprises
in industry, agriculture or other sectors to create their own market and thus enhance development in
the region.
Given the favourable conditions of the area, Baja and the surrounding region – the so called
“Treasure Bácska” – have always had outstanding achievements in agriculture and food industry.
The economy of Baja and its region is primarily based on agriculture. Apart from production
companies, suppliers on the input side and manufacturers on the output side of agriculture also play
a significant part in our town's economy (Axiál Kft, Dor-Ker Kft, Greenker Kft, Innova Agro Kft, Bácska
Agráripari Zrt, Mogyi Kft, seed factory of Interseed Kft, Diamant International Malom Kft, Bácska
Sütőipari és Édesipari Kft, Hűtőház, Tetrabbit Kft (rabbit slaughterhouse), Pick Zrt, Áti Depo Zrt.,
etc.). The port also belongs to this category where mostly agricultural products – mainly grain
produced in the region – are loaded into ships at different terminals and the majority of products
unloaded are also feed components. It has to be added that the banks operating in the town also
primarily finance the above mentioned companies. Companies engaging in providing related
activities such as consultancy services, loan brokerage and other services are also relatively active in
Baja.
The high proportion of agriculture-related enterprises in our town is not a coincidence, but clearly
based on economic traditions, collective knowledge and experience derived from climatic and
natural conditions.
If we want our town to develop in an organic and sustainable way, we have to build on these
conditions.
Spreading sectors and activities demanding more human work force would prevent population from
migrating from the area and would result in an increasing number of jobs. Economic policy in the EU
and in Hungary also emphasizes the importance of the prevention of extended migration from rural
areas. Within the agricultural sector, manufacturing and service industry demand human work force,
moreover, it means higher added value, higher turnover and higher level of income remaining in the
region.
If this project was implemented, the new logistics centre could provide a site for these enterprises –
smaller and larger investors alike. Naturally, we primarily expect investors and enterprises to settle
that need a direct connection to water to carry out their activities and that use waterway transport.
For example, there are interested agro-industry sector companies that need their own loading area
for loading and forwarding the products produced by themselves, or companies that need a cold
store for manufacturing products from other producers.

Market profile (SWOT-analysis, description of the investment)
SWOT-analysis
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STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

variety of services (parking lot, loading
and unloading, warehouses, RORO,
customs, freight forwarding, container
crane)
possibility of intermodal transport
logistics centre
customs point of entry
state involvement and support
high capacity
favourable location
transport node
“green” terminal

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

positive attitude of authorities and
economic openness
potential bans in the field of road transport
EU border
environmental aspects
low-quality roads
combined transport, weekend bans
support opportunities
time factor
agricultural production
storage demand
role in the region, regional development
market niches

WEAKNESSES

THREATS

•
•
•
•

•
•

lack of certain services
exploitation of capacity
lack of RORO vessel
waterway transport is more expensive
and slower than road transport

•
•
•
•

low waterway traffic
unpredictable weather and water-level
conditions
strong lobby for road transport
lack and complexity of support
low volume of container and RORO
transport
Baja is not a railway junction

The above table shows that the role of the port in the region and agricultural production are
considered as opportunities. As we have mentioned above, the agricultural nature of the region is
very prominent in port activities as cargo handled in the port primarily consists of agricultural
produce. We would like the settled enterprises to produce products with even more added-value in
the newly developed logistics centre. We envisage extending the scope of services offered in the
current area of the port to meet demands.
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It is also an opportunity for the port to increase the volume of environmentally friendly intermodal
transport promoted by the European Union as opposed to less eco-friendly ways of shipping (road).

Target groups
Project target groups can be identified according to project components.
Project component

Target group

Access road:

Enterprises settled in the intermodal logistics
centre and operating in the area of Baja Public
Port; inhabitants of the regions concerned
Inhabitants of Baja living along main roads 51
and 55

Logistics centre infrastructure:

Enterprises settled in the intermodal logistics
centre; inhabitants of the regions concerned

Operative buildings:

Enterprises settled in the intermodal logistics
centre; inhabitants of the regions concerned

Basin port:

Enterprises settled in the intermodal logistics
centre; inhabitants of the regions concerned

The above table shows that following the completion of the intermodal logistics centre the settled
enterprises are the primary target group, given that the infrastructure of the intermodal logistics
centre is directed mainly at the transport, loading and warehousing demands of these enterprises. At
the same time constructing the access road and integrating it into the existing bypass road network
of Baja would benefit inhabitants living near main roads 51 and 55 by relieving the town from transit
traffic (reduced noise burden and air pollution).
In the fully operational period of the logistics centre that would create new jobs and have a positive
impact on the economy of the town and the surrounding region, the inhabitants living in the area,
the enterprises and the business sector of the region would be the primary target groups. This
positive impact on the economy crates extending range of job opportunities, better living standards
for employees, and a more sustainable economy in the region.

Prediction of key data (e.g. turnover, capacity, etc.)
Based on the potential scenarios detailed in chapter 7, we can predict the following turnover and
capacity:
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•
•
•

Without implementing the project the estimated turnover is: 700 000-800 000 tonnes per
year.
With the internal infrastructure development of the logistics area and the construction of
the basin port the annual turnover can be increased to 1.8-2.3 million tonnes per year.
Without constructing the basin port the estimated annual turnover of the completed
logistics area is: 700 000-800 000 tonnes per year.

Economic context
Initial economic forecasts
According to sub-regional development levels ranking, Baja is the centre of a relatively
underdeveloped sub-region slowly catching up to regional average. To put the town, which tries to
tackle an unemployment rate higher than the region’s average, on an economically more dynamic
development track, it is clearly important to focus on development ideas. Built on existing excellent
conditions, tourism, intermodal logistics and possibly research and development focused on
environmental protection may emerge as such focus areas in the future. In the light of the above,
Baja should probably aim at developing tourism, strengthening its role as an agricultural-commercial
centre, making necessary light-industry and energy developments and reaffirming its role as a
regional service centre.
Crop cultivation supplying food industry with row material is a highly productive and prominent
economic sector of Baja as regional centre. Food industry (with its numerous subsectors) also plays a
major role in the economy of the sub-region with further development potential. Possibilities of
wood and furniture industry should also be exploited. Special importance is attributed to the
economic sectors of trade, transport and warehousing. After the necessary infrastructural
developments (development of touristic attractions, tourism infrastructure, town marketing, etc.)
have been realised, accommodation and restaurant services and especially active tourism within
tourism may gain special importance. Business activity level is sufficient; however, breakdown by
sectors reveals that the proportion of sectors representing high added value is relatively low.
All this points to the fact that the cooperation of local technology intensive enterprises – which are
still relatively week – and higher education should be intensified, which might mean a breakthrough
for the region in the future. We think that existing higher education and research basis could serve as
a starting point for the development of a regional innovation and knowledge centre focusing on 21st
century key issues (such as food security/organic farming, environmental protection and waste
management).
If the project was implemented, the above objectives would also gain more importance beside the
realisation of key objectives (new logistics centre).
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We definitely expect new enterprises to settle. We have conducted negotiations with potential
Hungarian and foreign investors who needed a waterfront area. Port areas need to be extended
because of increasing interest and demand.
If this project is implemented, it will have a major effect not only on Baja, but the whole region.

The promotion of intermodal and environmentally friendly transport is a topical issue; all the
more so as the EU Member States concerned – Germany, Austria, Slovakia, Hungary,
Romania, Bulgaria and Serbia – adopted a common Memorandum of Cooperation on 6 May
2009 to establish the European Danube Strategy aiming at the sustainable development of
environment, transport, socio-economic and cultural factors in the Danube Region.
During the Hungarian Presidency of the EU in 2011, the Danube Strategy belongs to the priorities of
the Presidency. Thanks to the extension of the European Union towards the south east, the Danube
Basin is already a European development axis gaining increasing importance as a result of possible
accession of candidate countries in the future, strengthening environmental policy and the increasing
popularity of waterway transport.

Possible scenarios for the change of economic environment
Scenario 0 – without project implementation
Description of the scenario:
According to Scenario 0 the area of Baja Public Port is not extended. The construction of the access
road and the internal infrastructure inevitable for the logistics centre cannot be realised from the
funds of the local government and its partners. In this case the intended investments mentioned
above also fail to be realised.
It may be considered by either the local government or the operating company to acquire the
ownership of smaller areas, but they would be insufficient for developing the logistics centre. Failure
to realise the basin port would also make the intermodal logistics centre less attractive.
Activity and operation:
Services would continue to be offered at the 1 berth operating on the development area, and the
existing smaller areas would be used for loading building materials, sand, gravel and stone with
modest development.
If the investments remained unrealised, planned job creation would also be halted, coordination
between regions and logistics connections would not reach the expected level either, and
consequently the favourable geographic situation of the port would not be exploited.
Technical parameters:
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Navigation and logistics technical parameters of the current Baja Public Port area:

•
•
•
•

1 hectare port area (quay, cranes, concrete paving, industrial rail siding, warehouses,
silos, transport roads, parking lots, service facilities, etc.)
Annual cargo turnover: 700 000-800 000 tonnes per year
Development area: 2.5 hectares
Port terminals: 9 berths

Expected results and impact:
Numerical data on environmental impact: In the event of Scenario 0, traffic entering and exiting from
the territory of Baja Public Port will continue to cause air pollution and noise in inhabited areas. This
burden is expected to increase with the growth of port traffic in the future. Although it is not possible
to provide numerical data on it in this study, the fact should also be taken into consideration that
without the realisation of the intermodal logistics centre a significant amount of transport capacity
remains on the road, which causes pollution not only in Baja but also along the transport routes.
Institutional and feasibility risks:
In the event of Scenario 0 the environmental impact resulting from the extension and growth of
existing port activity may lead to protests by inhabitants living in the area.
This supposition is supported by the fact that also when the existing infrastructure was built,
transport regulation measures had to be taken in order to reduce the burden of noise on inhabitants.
Realising the development would facilitate new services and the better use of existing services as
well. If the development remained unrealised, it would bring the expected growth to a halt.
Scenario A
Description of the scenario:
Scenario A includes the realisation of a 3.5 km access road with 2 x 2 lanes, the internal infrastructure
of the logistics area (water, gas, electricity, communication, sewage, etc.) and the basin port covering
8 hectares.
Activity and operation:
In the event of Scenario A, a logistics area of 90m hectares with internal infrastructure and a basin
port covering 8 hectares is constructed in the development area described above. The established
intermodal logistical centre is suitable for the purposes of port development.
Technical parameters:

•
•

90 + 37 + 21 hectares of port area (quay, cranes, concrete paving, industrial rail siding,
warehouses, silos, transport roads, parking lots, service facilities, etc.)
Annual cargo turnover: 2-3 million tonnes per year
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•
•

Development area: 90 + 37 hectares
Port terminals: 8 + 6 berths

Expected results and impact:
Numerical data on environmental impact: Traffic along the internal area road sections, the noise
impact on inhabitants and air pollution is reduced. Moreover, the proportion of environmentally
friendly modes of transport increases.
Institutional and feasibility risks:
In the event of Scenario A, a potential change in the intention of investors, changing business and
agricultural-economic environment, and major change in legislation may pose an economic risk.
Scenario B
Description of the scenario:
Scenario B includes the realisation of a 3.5 km access road with 2 x 2 lanes and the internal
infrastructure of the logistics area (water, gas, electricity, communication, sewage, etc.).
Activity and operation:
Scenario B includes the establishment of a logistics area of 90m hectares with internal infrastructure,
without the basin port. The established intermodal logistical centre without a basin port is suitable
for the purposes of port development only to a limited extent.
Technical parameters:

•
•
•
•

21 hectares of port area (quay, cranes, concrete paving, industrial rail siding, warehouses,
silos, transport roads, parking lots, service facilities, etc.) + 90 hectares of logistics area.
Annual cargo turnover: 700 000-800 000 tonnes per year
Development area: 90 hectares
Port terminals: 8 berths

Expected results and impact:
Numerical data on environmental impact: Traffic along the internal area road sections, the noise
impact on inhabitants and air pollution is reduced. The proportion of environmentally friendly modes
of transport increases to a limited extent.
Institutional and feasibility risks:
In the event of Scenario B, investors may show less interest in the logistics area if the basin port is
not realised, and the number and composition of investors may change, posing an economic risk on
the project.
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Effects of the project on employment
Establishing a logistics centre will attract numerous investors into the region, with the result of
creating approximately 300-500 jobs.
Thus the project will support the development of underdeveloped sub-regions such as Baja,
Bácsalmás, Jánoshalma, Kalocsa Sub-regions, and contributes to the maintenance and creation of
jobs in sub-regions.
The project will encourage private sector investment thus also contributing to the increase in
employment.

Financial data (estimated project costs, returns, etc.)
Planned timetable for financing the initial development costs:
Period I:

HUF 9 billion

Period II:

HUF 13 billion

Period III:

HUF 11 billion

Period IV:

HUF 8.5 billion

Total:

HUF 41.5 billion

Long term outlook (5 years) (long term impact of the project, long term
change of conditions influencing the project)
The logistics centre and port development provides an opportunity for cost-efficient long-distance
transport for large businesses in the region, and ensures a competitive advantage through lower
transport costs.
The investment has a positive impact on competitiveness both directly (international transit and
intermodal transport clients) and indirectly (logistics services provided for the enterprises of the subregion).
Similar infrastructural developments attract investors into the region by creating better
infrastructural conditions, further enhancing the competitiveness of Baja and the whole country.
The project contributes to the competitiveness of the country in the following way: the productivity
of the local economy is increased by attracting foreign active capital into the region. The project
provides access to international waterway network for South Transdanubia and South Great Plain
Regions, and enables Hungary to directly participate in the economic recovery of the developing
Vojvodina areas.
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The project to be constructed would significantly increase the importance of the sub-region in terms
of waterway transport. The related logistics centre would improve the competitiveness of industrial
and commercial enterprises in the region.
Based on this the underdevelopment of Baja sub-region – demonstrated by socio-economic
indicators – compared to other economically more developed regions in the country is expected to
improve. Jobs created as a direct result of investments and the increase in the competitiveness of
local businesses help mitigating social inequalities within Hungary.
On the area of the completed project, numerous new industrial and logistics enterprises are
expected to settle. New logistics infrastructure can have an enhancing effect on industrial facilities
settling in the area and attracting each other. The project establishes an economically active area of
settled enterprises. Enterprises to be settled mean new jobs both for the action area and for the
inhabitants of Baja and the surrounding region.
Sustainability is inevitable for boosting returns on logistics investments in the long run. It is a realistic
expectation to prospect economic returns and it is supported also by the trends of both Hungarian
and EU transport policy in which environmentally-friendly transport – a prominent service offered by
the Port of Baja – is a priority and special support area.

Environmental impact
Environmental protection is an important aspect of the developments. It is beneficial for both the
natural environment and people’s immediate environment to promote waterway transport, which
produces less pollution. This can ensure sustainability in the long run.
The port and the logistics centre are to be constructed on the northern part of Baja, but it is located
partly within the hydrogeological protection zone of the town’s waterworks. For this reason it is
envisaged that in the port and the developed hinterland only the type of activities are carried out
and the type of cargo is handled that does not have negative environmental effect on the immediate
environment, the area within the hydrogeological protection zone and the surface and groundwater.
Surface and drainage water from the area enters into the Danube via a wastewater treatment plant.
Transport connection developments have positive impact on the protection of natural and manmade environment in the towns concerned.
Favouring waterway transport and increasing its capacity enables a shift towards the use of
environmentally friendly modes of transport. It allows using a cheap and much more eco-friendly
mode of transport in contrast with alternative modes of transport when shipping package and
container cargo.
The port has road and rail connections, so cargo transport creates more waterway traffic in the port
currently located on the southern area, more railway traffic in Baja and more road traffic in general.
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The industrial facilities to be established will have protective appliances to ensure that the noise and
dust pollution level are within the stipulated standards.
A shelter-wood belt is envisaged to be planted in the zone between the industrial area and the town.

For communal waste water a sewage system will be built with an outlet to the town’s sewage
treatment plant.
The project increases the proportion of environmentally friendly modes of transport (waterway
transport), and reduces burden on the environment caused by transit main roads traversing the
town, thus improving the quality of life of the inhabitants. Environmental infrastructure established
in the port (waste management, “green” port) contributes to the mitigation of the direct impact of
pollution caused by transport on the Danube.

Summary
In conclusion the following project objectives are intended to be reached at the Port of Baja:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing a National Public Port for vessels with a carriage capacity of more than 1350
tonnes.
Setting up infrastructure for establishing an intermodal connection between road, rail and
waterway transport (connection between local/regional and domestic/international
transport).
Establishing a complex economic area attractive for industrial, service and commercial
sector investors.
Constructing new port terminals (6 new berths).
Providing transport and warehousing capacity for industrial plants operating near Baja,
their subsidiaries and potential new investors.
Promoting an environmentally friendly mode of transport.

On the area of the completed project, numerous new industrial and logistics enterprises are
expected to settle. New logistics infrastructure can have an enhancing effect on industrial facilities
settling in the area and attracting each other.
The timely implementation of the investment provides higher-quality production and service for its
immediate and wider environment, at the same time creating new jobs and work opportunities in
the region and encouraging new investors to make new investments.
The mission of Port of Baja is to become the driving force of the Southern-Hungarian border region of
the EU not only by promoting waterway and multi-modal transport, but also by creating a liveable
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socio-economic centre with special attention to the environment – social, economic and natural –
and by providing and promoting recreational facilities.
This is to be achieved by establishing the necessary infrastructure and organisation in order to offer
maximum utility and service to existing and potential clients, who wish to make use of the waterway
and multi-modal transport given opportunities. Supported by an IT based information and education
system, the Port of Baja is determined to secure a safer and healthier future for the region.

Figure 4
Baja in the 19th century
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